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Grid Specific Control Parameters for Voltage 

Regulated Distribution Transformers With Active 

Power Dependent Setpoint Setting 

Sebastian Becker, B. Sc. 

Lehrstuhl für Energiesysteme und Energiemanagement 

Technische Universität Kaiserslautern (TUK) 

Kaiserslautern, Germany 

Abstract— Due to the steadily increasing load and installed 

capacity of photovoltaic systems in low voltage grids, new 

challenges for the voltage stability arise. The use of a voltage 

regulated distribution transformer with active power 

dependent setpoint setting allows to react to the current load 

and feed-in situation in the grid by observing the power at the 

transformer. To ensure safe operation, it is important to 

determine suited parameters that define the required power-

voltage characteristic. The presented determination rule uses 

several load and feed-in scenarios to determine the active 

power in the breakpoints of the power-voltage characteristic. 

Safe operation shall be ensured due to the use of worst-case 

assumptions for developing the scenarios. Validation through 

potential and time series analyses reveals some weak spots of 

this determination rule. However, it shows also the importance 

of grid specific parameters. The analysis of the performed 

simulations results in proposals for further improvements of 

the determination rule. Altogether, this paper contributes to 

strengthen the acceptance of voltage regulated distribution 

transformers with active power dependent setpoint setting by a 

better understanding of the importance of right parameter 

setting and thus, to a more cost-efficient grid reinforcement. 

Keywords-component; on-load tap changer; low voltage; 

distributed generation; grid specific parameters 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Motivation 

The German energy transition with the two central aims 
of massive CO2-reduction and phase-out of all nuclear power 
plants, leads to fundamental changes in the German electric 
power supply system [1]. The subsidies to support the power 
generation out of renewable energies caused a boom in the 
solar industry: From 2010 up to 2013 the installed capacity 
Pinst of photovoltaic (PV) systems has tripled (see Fig. 1). 
These are mainly installed in low voltage (LV) grids [2:25-
26]. However, the growth has slowed down in the past few 
years. But regarding the continuously improvement of PV 
system efficiencies, it can be assumed that retrofitting will 
increase Pinst again rapidly.
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Figure 1.  Installed capacity of PV systems in Germany from 2005 to 

2015. Data from [3]. 

In LV grids with a high installed capacity it is possible 
that the generation of energy is higher than the consumption. 
The resulting bidirectional power flow lead to a voltage rise, 
that affects the voltage quality. The grid operator is 
committed to regulate the voltage level according to DIN EN 

50160 in between a range of ± 10 % of the nominal voltage 
Un (0.4 kV in Germany). Hence, according to VDE-AR-N 
4105 [4:33], PV systems can already disconnect at +9 % Un. 
To avoid violations of this voltage band the grid operators 
have to adopt voltage stability measures. Besides the classic 
grid expansion several other measures and new components 
exist, like the voltage regulated distribution transformer 
(RDT). RDT can be used instead of common transformers 
and provide the ability to step on load between different 
transmission ratios. By changing the transmission ratio, the 
RDT adjusts the voltage at the LV busbar (BB) and, as a 
consequence, affects the voltage in the whole LV grid. In the 
standard control concept, the control target is the BB voltage. 
A stepping is initiated after the voltage leaves a tolerance 
band (TB) which is around the setpoint, e.g. the nominal 
voltage. An advanced control concept extends the standard 
concept by an active power dependent setpoint setting 
(APS). This makes it possible to react more sensitively to the 
generation and load situation in the LV grid.  
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The purpose of the standard control concept is mainly to 
control the voltage fluctuations coming from the medium 
voltage (MV). Whereas a RDT with APS is also affected by 
the power flows in the LV grid. Therefore, its performance 
depends heavily on the respective grid and the parameters 
chosen.  

This paper presents a new and user-friendly 
determination rule to determine grid-specific parameters 
(GP) for the control concept with APS. To evaluate the 
determination rule, it’s applied to several LV grids. The 
effects of the GP are analyzed and compared to already 
existing standard parameters (SP) within a so called potential 
analysis (PTA) and a time series analysis (TSA). 

Section II presents the state of the art with detailed 
information about the APS concept and an overview over 
previous papers by other authors. In section III the basic 
concept of the determination rule is described, followed by 
the procedure to determine the parameters. Finally, in section 
IV, the validation of the determination rule is presented, 
including proposals for improvements. 

II. STATE OF THE ART

A. Functional principle of the control loop 

The APS expands the standard control concept by the 
subtraction of an active power dependent additional voltage 
in the control loop (see Fig. 2). The additional voltage 
adjusts the setpoint depending on the current load and 
generation situation in the LV grid, represented by pRDT, the 
active power at the transformer related to its rated power. As 
reference variable the adjusted setpoint goes into the inner 
control loop of the standard control concept. The dependence 
of the additional voltage on pRDT can be shown in a power-
voltage (P-U) characteristic. Fig. 2 shows a random P-U 
characteristic with uadd as additional voltage related to the 
nominal voltage on the y-axis and pRDT on the x-axis. A 
positive pRDT means the MV grid feeds power into the LV 
grid. If pRDT is negative, the PV systems generate more 
power than it’s consumed in the LV grid. Therefore, the LV 
grid feeds power back into the MV grid. APS influences the 
behavior of the RDT to the effect that a stepping is initiated 
dependent on the power flows in the LV grid. The 
determination of the control parameters is very important for 
the quality of that effect. Non-specific parameters can lead to 
unwanted or unsecure operation. Using the APS, following 
parameters must be determined [5:63-66]: 

• Setpoint

• Tolerance band

• Delay time

• Control bandwidth

• Maximum (uadd,max) and minimum additional voltage
(uadd,min)

• Active power for feed-in case (pb,1) and load case
(pb,2)

• p0 and u0, the x- and y-intercept

+ +

Controlling 

element, actuator

and controlled

system

Measuring element

Final controlled

variable uBB,LV

−

uadd

−pRDT

uadd,max

uadd,min

pb,1pb,2

−

uBB,LVuadd

Setpoint

Reference 

variable

Control difference

variable

pRDT

Figure 2.  Control loop of a RDT with APS. 

The setpoint defines the desired voltage at the BB on the 
LV side uBB,LV. Symmetrical around the setpoint is the TB 

(here ± 2 % Un). If uBB,LV leaves the TB, a stepping will be 
initiated at the end of the defined delay time. In the case 
uBB,LV returns into the TB before the end of the delay time, 
no stepping will be initiated. The control bandwidth is 
defined by the number of positions and the step voltage. For 
the presented examination, a model with 9 positions 

(+4/0/−4) is used. A step voltage of 2.5 % Un results in a 

control bandwidth of ± 10 % Un. The needed P-U 
characteristic for the APS is defined by the breakpoints and 
zero points p0 and u0. The breakpoints are defined by pb,1 and 
uadd,max, respectively by pb,2 and uadd,min. The determination of 
these parameters is the key element for GP. 

B. Literature review 

The intention of [6] is to phrase planning principles for 
LV grids that include voltage regulation by a RDT. They 
investigate different types of control concepts and examine 
their performance in 144 different grids. For the APS they 
use conservative SP, so that even in inefficient grids no 
voltage violations occur during their TSA. They come to the 
result that RDT with APS can make an important 
contribution to the voltage stability in LV grids. The SP are 
easy to implement and already evaluated and written down in 
planning principles. However, they’re not grid specific, 
which may lead to more frequently steppings of the RDT and 
to untapped potential. 

[7] presents a determination rule of GP for a RDT with 
APS, that are based on best- and worst-case scenarios of the 
load and feed-in case for every line of the LV grid. By using 
these scenarios and simultaneity factors they design several 
P-U areas, which allow them to determine the maximum 
voltage range in the LV grid for each possible power at the 
transformer. Based on this range, [7] provides three 
variations of their rule to determine GP for the APS. 
However, the rule is complicated to apply and needs big 
effort to determine the parameters. Therefore, it’s not very 
practical and not suitable to be used within planning 
principles. 

[8] use a semi-standard determination rule to determine 
parameters for their investigation of a RDT with APS. They 
use real measured data of regarded grids as worst-case-
scenarios. The breakpoints of the P-U characteristic are set at 
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± 50 % of the power at the transformer PT to be rather on the 
safe side avoiding violations of the legitimate voltage band 
and to make it easier to integrate new PV systems. [8] use an 
easy rule to determine the parameters. However, the 
determination rule is only partial grid specific and not 
generalizable. 

The aim of [9] is to investigate the effects of RDT in an 
area of connected grids. They use a reference scenario 
without a RDT to determine the parameters for APS. The 
P-U characteristic must be determined so that the voltage 
violations of the lower and upper voltage limit in the 
reference scenario are eradicated applying APS. The 

breakpoints of the characteristic are at ± 80 % PT. With this 
high power at the breakpoints it can be assumed that 
violations of the voltage band still occur during operation. 
Although this determination rule requires the simulation of a 
reference scenario, it’s simple to apply. Nonetheless it’s not 
generalizable, thus it’s not suitable for planning principles. 

The analysis of former papers shows that approaches 
exist to frame planning principles including voltage stability 
with RDT. The use of SP allows an easy and fast 
implementation. However, this may lead to untapped 
potential. To exploit the potential as full as possible, it is 
necessary to determine GP. The biggest disadvantages of the 
regarded approaches are the huge effort and the deep 
understanding for the determination or the non-
generalizability of the rules. Therefore, these approaches are 
not suited for planning principles. For this reason, this paper 
has the following goal: Develop a determination rule, that is 
practicable and easy to apply on the one hand. On the other 
hand, it yields individual and GP for voltage control by RDT 
with APS. 

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE DETERMINATION RULE

A. Conception and development of the scenarios 

The presented determination rule requires the simulation 
of several load and feed-in scenarios. Fig. 3 shows the 
several scenarios, which are used in the determination rule. 
Different colors denote the several scenarios. 

Simulations of the assumed worst-case-scenarios of the 
feed-in case (‘green scenario’) and the load case (‘red 
scenario’) yield the highest and lowest values of active 
power at the transformer and voltage in the LV grid. These 
values can be used to scale the required RDT. Hence, the 
worst-case voltage rise and drop is known. 

To present the minimum voltage band between uBB,LV 
and the upper and lower voltage limit, the voltage uBB,LV is 
set to setpoint, raised by half the TB, for feed-in scenarios. 
For load scenarios it’s set to setpoint, reduced by half the TB. 
In both cases the voltage at the BB lies exactly on the TB. A 
small voltage rise, respectively drop, would cause the RDT 
to initiate a stepping. 

To simulate the highest possible voltage drop in the ‘red 
scenario’, all loads consume the maximum load assumption 
PBA according to applied planning criteria and there is no 
power feed-in of any PV system in the LV grid. Thus, the 

‘red scenario’ determines the maximum PT and the lowest 
possible voltages that can occur applying this determination 
rule. Notice, the load in real operation may differ 
significantly. However, the ‘red scenario’ is according to 
usual planning principles a worst-case load scenario [10:2./2-
2./3]. Analogous to the ‘red scenario’, all PV systems in the 
‘green scenario’ feed in 100 % Pinst and there is no load in 
the LV grid. In the following, lines with voltages above the 
upper voltage limit in the ‘green scenario’ are declared as 
critical lines, as well as lines with voltages below the lower 
voltage limit in the ‘red scenario’. Given the chance to 
eliminate one or more critical lines, without risking violation 
of the other voltage limit, the setpoint can be slightly 
adjusted. 

The ‘purple scenario’ and the ‘orange scenario’ restrict 
the area for pb,1 in a comprehensible way. Both are based on 
the ‘green scenario’ and examine the power flow situation in 
the LV grid, if the voltage in a single critical line is right at 
the upper limit. Therefore, these scenarios must be simulated 
for each critical line of the ‘green scenario’. In the ‘purple 
scenario’ are no loads in the LV grid and each PV system 
feeds in its maximum Pinst. The power feed-in in the regarded 
critical line must be reduced till the voltage in this line is 
right at the upper voltage limit. In the ‘orange scenario’ each 
PV system also feeds in 100 % Pinst. Whereas all loads 
consume the maximum PBA. In the regarded critical line is no 
load and the power feed-in should be adjusted, so that the 
highest voltage in this line is at the upper voltage limit. 

The simulations of the ‘purple-’ and the ‘orange scenario’ 
yield the values ppurple,j and porange,j for the critical lines Sj. 
The parameter pb,1 should be between the most positive 
porange,j and the most negative ppurple,j. The power flow ppurple,j 
is the most negative power flow at the RDT in the case of a 
voltage band violation in Sj. The smallest power flow at the 
transformer in the case of a voltage band violation in Sj is 
given with porange,j. For the control concept with APS, the 
‘orange scenario’ is the most difficult situation to identify the 
voltage band violation by only observing the power flow at 
the RDT. Especially for a positive porange, that indicates a 
load case. Out of this reason, the ‘grey scenario’ is 
designated to determine pb,1, based on the ‘orange scenario’. 
In the regarded critical line, there is still no load and the 
power feed-in should be set so that the voltage in this line is 
at the upper voltage limit. All other loads consume the 
maximum PBA. The modification of the ‘orange scenario’ is 
that in other lines the feed-in of all PV systems is set to 
40 % Pinst (see B). This simultaneity factor models the 
limited extent of LV grids, so that in the case of maximum 
power feed-in of PV systems in the critical line, there is very 
likely also a power feed-in of PV systems in other lines. 

100 % power feed-in of PV systems, no load

100 % power feed-in of all PV systems, no load, reduce power feed-in of PV systems in

the critical line till the highest voltage is at the upper limit

In the critical line is no load and power feed-in of PV systems is so high so that the highest

voltage is at the upper limit, max. load and 0 % power feed-in of PV systems in other lines

Power feed-in of PV systems in the critical line is so high so that the highest voltage is at

the upper limit, max. load and 40% power feed-in of all PV systems in other lines

Max. load, no power feed-in

Max. load, reduce load in the critical line till the lowest voltage is at the lower limit

Figure 3.  Overview of the several load and feed-in scenarios. 
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The ‘pink scenario’ is designated to determine pb,2, the 
breakpoint of the P-U characteristic in the load case. 
Therefore, it is based on the ‘red scenario’. In the whole LV 
grid is full load and no power feed-in. The load in the critical 
line is reduced, so that the lowest voltage is right at the lower 
voltage limit. 

The ‘grey scenario’ and the ‘pink scenario’ set the power 
in the breakpoints of the P-U characteristic. To define these 
scenarios, it must come to a compromise. The slope of the 
characteristic should not be too high on the one hand. On the 
other hand, the determined parameters should guarantee a 
secure operation of the RDT, also in sensible worst-case 
situations. 

B. Simultaneity factor of PV systems 

In some of the presented scenarios, the power feed-in in 
the critical line is 100 % Pinst, whereas it is 0 % Pinst in all 
other lines. Because of the limited extent of LV grids, these 
worst-case-scenarios are very unlikely. The distribution of 
the power flow is more pessimistic than it would be in a 
worst-case situation in real operation. To handle this, a 
simultaneity factor is introduced in the ‘grey scenario’ to 
determine the parameter pb,1. The simultaneity factor G is the 
percentage of Pinst in non-critical lines that can be assumed as 
current power feed-in in these lines, if there is maximum 
power feed-in in the critical line. The current power feed-in 
in non-critical lines n can be calculated with (1): 

PEA,n = PEA,inst,n ⋅ G, ∀ n. (1) 

Using the simultaneity factor only in the ‘grey scenario’ 
allows to keep the determination rule simpler. This eschewal 
minimizes the additional effort. Hence, only the ‘grey 
scenario’ has direct influence on the parameter 
determination. It’s satisfying to have precise, but not unsafe, 
results only for the ‘grey scenario’. 

The investigations of [11], [12] and [13] show a big 
range in determining a simultaneity factor for PV systems in 
LV grids. Depending on the situation, the factor can be 
between 30 % and 80 %. To define the ‘grey scenario’ as 
worst-case-scenario, that is also as realistic as possible, the 
simultaneity factor is set to 40 % in the presented 
determination rule. 

C. Determination of the additional voltage 

The determination of uadd,max and uadd,min depends on the 

maximum voltage rise or drop ∆u, in the LV grid, that occurs 
in both worst-case-scenarios. With 

∆u = |umin – uBB,LV| (2) 

shows (3) the formula to determine uadd,min: 

uadd,min � �−uStufe, if	∆u� uStufe� uTB

2
� 10 %

−uTB, else
(3) 

The lowest possible voltage at the BB is uTB/2 below the 
setpoint. Hence, the highest possible voltage drop is the 

voltage drop in the LV grid ∆u plus the uTB/2 voltage drop at 

the BB due to the MV level. Assuming an extreme load case 
in the LV grid, it’s very likely that the surrounding grids are 
also in a load case. This means, the MV level, thereby uBB,LV 

as well, is below 100 % Un. The addition of uadd,min = −ustep is 
sufficient to initiate a stepping. If the upper condition of (3) 
is valid, one single stepping is enough to avoid a violation of 
the voltage band. Otherwise, a more negative additional 
voltage is necessary to initiate at least two steppings. 
Equation (5) determines uadd,max using 

∆u = umax – uBB,LV (4) 

and underlays the analogous consideration: 

uadd,max � �u�	
� , if	∆u� u�	
�� uTB

2
� 9 %

uTB, else 

(5) 

D. Procedure of the parameter determination 

The procedure to determine the parameters has three 
stages. The scenarios of chapter III.A. must be simulated on 
the first stage. With the result that maximum values of power 
and voltage in the grid are known and the parameters pb,1 and 
pb,2 are determined. On stage two, the parameters of the 
additional voltage uadd,max and uadd,min are determined, using 
the results of the scenario simulations according to formulas 
described in III.C. Finally, the parameters p0 and u0 are 
determined on stage three. 

The procedure to determine pb,1 and pb,2 is shown in 
Fig. 4. It can be divided into three phases. Worst-case 
scenarios ‘green’ and ‘red’ are simulated in the first phase. 
Depending on the maximum voltage in the grid, there exist 
two possibilities to determine pb,1 in phase 2 and pb,2 in 
phase 3. Basically, both parameters are determined by the 
‘green-’ and ‘red scenario’, if there occurs no violation of the 
voltage band. Otherwise the ‘purple-’, ‘orange-’ and ‘grey 
scenario’ are needed to determine pb,1 and the ‘pink scenario’ 
is needed to determine pb,2. 

Simulation of the 

‘green scenario’

Simulation of the ‘red 

scenario’

Min, voltage in 

grid < 90 % ?

Simulation of the ‘pink 

scenario’ for all critical 

lines Sk of the ‘red 

scenario’

yes

Simulation of the 

‘purple scenario’ for all 

critical lines Sj of the 

‘green scenario’

no

Simulation of the 

‘orange scenario’ for 

all critical lines Sj of 

the ‘green scenario’

Max. voltage in 

grid > 109 %?

yes

End

no

Choose pb,2 equal to the 

smallest ppink,k of all 

critical lines Sk

Choose pb,1 equal to the 

highest porange,j of all 

critical lines Sj

Choose pb,1 equal to 

pgreen

Determination of pb,1

Start

Choose ppink,2 equal to 

pred

Determination of pb,2

12

3 4

6

Simulation of the ‘grey 

scenario’ for the 

critical line Sj with 

highest porange,j 5

Determination of maximum power- and voltage values

Figure 4.  Procedure to determine the parameters pb,1 and pb,2. 
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IV. VALIDATION

A. Applying the determination rule 

To validate the determination rule, GP for 5 real grids in 
Rhineland-Palatine are determined. These grids are denoted 
as ‘Weisenheim’, ‘Heuchelheim’, ‘Forst’, ‘Essingen’ and 
‘Birkenheide’. The results of a PA and TSA using GP are 
compared to the results with SP (see Fig. 7a for the P-U 
characteristic of SP) [6]. The observed grids were altered to 
create a future scenario for 2030. A peak load of 30 kW is 
assumed to consider the increasing number of e-mobility. 
Also, the scenario includes a PV penetration of 50 % with an 
assumed average of 9.2 kW installed power per household. 

To visualize the determination, the simulation results of 
the several scenarios can be plotted into a P-U diagram (see 
Fig. 5 as example for a P-U diagram). The diagram shows 
pRDT on the x-axis against ui on the y-axis. For each scenario 
and each line, always the highest voltage (for the feed-in 
scenarios ‘green’, ‘purple’, ‘orange’ and ‘grey’) or the lowest 
voltage (for the load scenarios ‘red’ and ‘pink’) as well as the 
active power at the transformer are plotted. 

Fig. 5 shows the P-U diagram for the parameter 
determination of ‘Weisenheim’. For the simulation of the 
‘green scenario’, the maximum voltages in S4 and S5 are 
above the upper limit, so these are the critical lines. The 
simulation of the ‘purple-’ and ‘orange scenario’ for these 
two lines span the range of pb,1 (orange rectangle in Fig. 5). 
To be as safe as possible in avoiding over-voltages the ‘grey 
scenario’ is simulated for S4. Due to much load in S5, pb,1 is 
located in the area of a load case. Consequently, S5 is the 
critical line in the ‘red scenario’ and therefore, pb,2 is 
determined by the simulation of the ‘pink scenario’ for S5. 
The resulting P-U characteristic (see Fig. 7 b) is very sharp, 
since both breakpoints are close together. Due to the high 
uadd,min, according to (3), the slope increases further. 

B. Simulation and results 

1) Potential analysis

In Fig. 6, the comparison is made between the results of 
the PA using SP and GP. It shows the potential for 
integration of load and installed capacity of PV systems into 
the LV grids. 
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Figure 5.  P-U diagram for the parameter determination of ‘Weisenheim’. 
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Figure 6.  Potential for integration of additional PV capacity and loads. 

The result shows a positive integration potential (above 
100 %) for all grids, except the feed-in integration potential 
using SP in ‘Birkenheide’. The integration potential in 
‘Weisenheim’, ‘Essingen’ and ‘Birkenheide’ for feed-in as 
well as load is in between a range of 105 % and 145 %. 
Against this, the integration potential in ‘Heuchelheim’ and 
‘Forst’ is much higher.  

The comparison between GP and SP shows that the use 
of SP results in a higher load integration potential in four of 
five grids. However, using GP results in higher feed-in 
integration potential in two grids. Indeed in ‘Birkenheide’, 
the use of GP provides a potential to integrate 113 % Pinst. 
While using SP, violations of the voltage band start to occur 
with a power feed-in of 89 % Pinst. 

2) Time series analysis

TSA examines the behavior of the RDT over one year. 
To get results that are as realistic as possible, individual load 
profiles are used instead of standard load profiles. Load and 
feed-in time series are created by a Matlab tool that is 
described in [14]. In the scenario year 2030, time series with 
datapoints every 15 minutes are examined, which correspond 
to 35040 datapoints overall. In this examination, the TSA is 
performed for the grids ‘Weisenheim’, ‘Heuchelheim’ and 
‘Forst’. 

In Table I, the main results of the TSA are presented. The 
use of SP and GP can avoid any violation of the voltage band 
in ‘Heuchelheim’ and ‘Forst’. Thereby, the number of 
steppings is a bit lower using GP. In ‘Weisenheim’, 23 
violations of the voltage band occurred using SP. While 
using GP, 1119 violations can be observed. However, only 
one violation of the upper voltage limit occurred in each 
analysis, at the same datapoint. At this datapoint, uadd equals 
uadd,max using both parameters. Therefore, this violation could 
only be avoided with a higher uadd,max. Using GP, the 
additional voltage equals uadd,max at all datapoints indeed. 
Since the highest observed pRDT is 28.67 %, the point of 
changing uadd is never reached (see Fig. 7). So, the higher 
uadd,min, compared to SP, has no effect on avoiding violations 
of the lower voltage limit. 
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To the contrary, the permanent addition of uadd,max leads 
to further problems of under-voltages in the grid. The use of 

SP provides a uadd,min of −3.5 %. Since the minimum 

observed uadd in TSA is about −2.5 %, the height of uadd,min 
has also no effects. More precisely, a more grid specific 
positioned pb,2 could help to avoid more violations of the 
lower voltage limit.

C. Findings 

PA shows that it isn’t possible to feed in 100 % Pinst in 
‘Birkenheide’ using SP. For this worst-case situation, the use 
of SP can’t avoid a violation of the legitimate voltage band. 
Apart from that, the use of both GP and SP provide an 
additional potential for the integration of further load and 
feed-in. Nevertheless, employing PA is, besides the TSA, 
only one part of the validation. The failure of the SP in 
‘Birkenheide’ is no disqualifier.  

Validation through TSA shows many violations of the 
voltage band in ‘Weisenheim’. The use of GP cannot avoid 
the occurrence of 1118 violations of the lower voltage limit. 
Because of the very positive pb,1, the characteristic of GP is 
very sharp. Hence, in the TSA using GP pRDT never reached 
pb,1. In the ‘grey scenario’, full load is assumed in every line, 
except the critical line. Instead of the very good predictable 
worst-case power feed-in of PV systems, prediction of the 
worst-case load is much harder. Therefore, it’s difficult to 
estimate the load in worst-case scenarios for the parameter 
estimation. Due to the fact, that pb,1 is very positive 
according to the presented determination rule, the assumed 
load in the ‘grey scenario’ is apparently too pessimistic. 

The comparison shows that both parameters are very 
good in avoiding violations of the upper voltage limit, 
although pb,1 of the SP is far in the negative area. This proves 
the conclusion, that the assumptions to determine the grid 
specific pb,1 with the ‘grey scenario’ are unnecessarily 
pessimistic. A flatter characteristic of GP would lead to a 
better situation-dependent uadd. An adjustment of the feed-in 
scenarios may unlock a big potential of improvement. 

TABLE I. NUMBER OF VOLTAGE BAND VIOLATIONS AND NUMBER OF 

STEPPINGS AS RESULT OF THE TSA. 

Number of voltage band 

violations 

Number of steppings 

GP SP GP SP 

Weisenheim 1119 23 397 1389 

Heuchelheim 0 0 1205 1459 

Forst 0  0 1087 1357 

V. OUTLOOK 

The simulations presented in this paper show the 
advantages of RDT with APS and their contribution to the 
voltage control in LV grids. Furthermore, the importance of 
suited parameters for APS could be demonstrated. 
Nevertheless, the validation of the presented determination 
rule revealed some weak spots. Some points to improve the 
determination rule could be identified as well. Further 
examinations to adjust the underlying worst-case scenarios 
may result in considerable improvements for the 
performance of APS with grid specific parameters. 

It’s very difficult to consider all worst-case scenarios 
using the APS concept in grids with a quite asymmetrical 
distribution of loads and PV systems. For these grids, it 
could be still necessary to use another control concept, like 
remote voltage metering, or to implement further 
components, like an additional line voltage regulator. At 
some point, it should be even considered to abandon the use 
of a RDT and adopt other measures proposed by state of the 
art guidelines [5]. 
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Method to Coordinate Optimal and Individual

Charging for Aggregators of Electric Vehicles
Flavio Gromann, Andreas F. Raab and Kai Strunz

Abstract—The restructuring of the transport sector towards the
massive usage of electrified vehicles requires dedicated solutions
for the market and system integration. For that purpose, aggre-
gation entities are introduced to establish the integration process
of electric vehicle (EV) fleets in the energy market. This process
is detailed by specifying the sequences for day-ahead operations.
The proposed method realizes optimal energy procurements for
day-ahead charging of EV fleets without dictating the user’ s
driving behavior. Optimization techniques are applied to calculate
optimal charging schedules for the entire fleet. These schedules
are then used as indirect control signals to coordinate the
individual EV charging process. The integrative market solution
is verified through modeling and a sound set of simulations. The
results confirm the added value and applicability of using the
developed charging methodology.

Keywords—Aggregation concepts, charging optimization, individ-
ual charging, electric vehicles, power scheduling.

NOMENCLATURE

Indexes:

i index of electric vehicles
k time step counter
n number of electric vehicles users

Sets:

Hts set of time steps

Variables:

cda cost per amount of energy per time interval τ at
the, e.g. day-ahead market

Γev
i

grid connection per time interval τ for electric
vehicle i

E
d,ev
i

driving energy demand per interval τ for, e.g.
electric vehicle i

E
r,ev
i

battery capacity per, e.g. electric vehicle i
P ev
i

charging power of, e.g. electric vehicle i
SoEev

i
state of energy of, e.g. electric vehicle i

τ time interval
η charging efficiency
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE electrification of the transportation sector can con-
tribute to achieving the objective of reducing greenhouse

gas emissions [1]. In the literature, different concepts for
energy management and supply of electrified vehicles are
proposed [2]–[4].

With regard to charging strategies for EVs, the usage of
aggregation concepts to realize the market participation for
individual users of EVs is discussed in [5]. In this context,
several optimization techniques for smart charging strategies
are proposed [6]–[10] to reduce the overall energy cost and
offering ancillary services for the power system.

The optimization techniques in [11] deal with aggregated
EV variables, e.g. pooled driving energy demands for the
upcoming day, to calculate the charging schedules. A com-
parison of aggregated with individual optimization approaches
to assesses the deviations of resulting charging schedules is
mentioned in [12]. The optimization approach in [13] considers
risk aversion to find the optimal charging schedules at the
vehicle level under uncertain price and mobility conditions.
To avoid mobility uncertainties, the users in [14], [15] have to
submit their driving profiles for the upcoming day.

The novel charging methodology presented here, can be
used by Electric Vehicle Supplier/Aggregators (EVS/A) to
estimate the required driving energy demands, optimize the
charging schedules, and coordinate the individual EV charging
processes without information of the user’s driving behaviors.

The organizational framework is presented in Section II.
In Section III the optimization approach used for day-ahead
market operation is detailed. The extensive simulation and
results are provided in Section IV. Finally, Section V contains
the concluding remarks.

II. MODELING ARCHITECTURE FOR THE EV
SUPPLIER/AGGREGATOR

In the following, the Electric Vehicle Supplier/Aggregator
(EVS/A) is introduced to establish the day-ahead market access
for EVs. The EVS/A bundles the EVs to fleets, procures
the required charging energy, and supports the individual EV
charging. Based on the temporal price signal of the day-ahead
market, the EVS/A defines the charging strategy and calculates
the charging schedules for the energy procurements. The
charging schedules are then used to coordinate the individual
EV charging process.

A. Structure

In the proposed structure, the EVS/A has the responsibil-
ity of managing the energy demand of EVs and purchase
electricity [16] on the day-ahead market. The EVS/A sell
charging services, offering access and metering services to the
owner of EVs. A possible structure to organize the energy
procurements in the day-ahead market operations is shown in
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Fig. 1. Service-centric function of EVS/A in the aggregation structure for
electric vehicles.

Fig. 1. For each EV fleet, the EVS/A combines the functions
of managing and satisfying the energy demands, including
data management, maintenance planning, and operating data
acquisition. In this context, the following explanations detail
the overall model architecture for the energy procurement and
scheduling processes.

B. Processes for Day-Ahead Operations

The methodology for day-ahead operations of EV fleets dis-
tinguishes the optimization and application process as shown
in the sequences of Fig. 2. In the optimization process, the
EVS/A scheduler generates driving energy demand profiles
as described in Section II-C in more detail preliminary. Each
of these profiles represents the predicted temporally resolved
daily driving energy demand without geo-data information.
There is no direct correlation between an individual driving
energy demand profile and the respectively user. The amount
of driving energy demand profiles is as many as participating
users. The resulting predicted driving energy demand profiles
are then forwarded to the EVS/A optimizer. In parallel, the
EVS/A optimizer formulates the objective function and de-
fine the constraints for the charging optimization process as
detailed further in Section III. For the charging optimization,

EVS/A:

scheduler

EVS/A:

optimizer
users

charging optimization

power and state
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formulate objective

function and define 
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aggregate individual

power and state of energy 
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optimization [once a day]

application [once a day] individual

EV charging

EV1,...,EV11 n

compare power and state 

of energy schedule with 

aggregated power and 

state of energy schedule

power and state

of energy schedule

aggregated power and state

of energy schedule

Fig. 2. Day-ahead charging optimization and application.

the predicted driving energy demand profiles are aggregated
by the EVS/A optimizer. Based on the resulting predicted
driving energy demand profile and the before mentioned ob-
jective function and constraints, the power and state of energy
schedule for the fleet are calculated for the upcoming day.
With the power schedule, the EVS/A optimizer procures the
required charging energy in the day-ahead market.

Finally, in the application process, the power and state of
energy schedule are forwarded to each EV at the beginning of
the upcoming day. For evaluation purpose, the schedules are
also forwarded to the EVS/A scheduler.

Based on the power and state of energy schedule, the
individual charging of each EV is coordinated by the individual
EV charging method as detailed in Section III. At the end of
the upcoming day, the resulting individual power and state
of energy schedules are forwarded to the EVS/A optimizer.
The EVS/A optimizer aggregate these schedules and forward
it to the EVS/A scheduler. For evaluation purpose, the EVS/A
scheduler compares the aggregated power and state of energy
schedules of the application process with the power and state
of energy schedule of the optimization process.

C. Driving Energy Demand Generation and Evaluation

The driving energy demand profiles are modeled by using a
Monte Carlo approach [13], [17]. These profiles are calculated
under consideration of statistic data of the MiD-Study [18].
Each of these profiles represents the temporally resolved daily
driving energy demand of the private user. The assumed time
interval τ of these profiles is 0.25 h. One element of the driving
energy demand profiles is represented by the driving energy

demand E
ev,d
i

of EV i at time step k.

For evaluation purpose, the driving energy demand profiles
are aggregated and the equivalent driving power demand
profiles are calculated. The aggregated driving power demand
profiles for EV fleets with different number of users are shown
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Aggregated driving power demands for private electric vehicle users.

It can be observed that the variability of individual driving
power demand profiles is decreasing with higher numbers
of considered EVs within the fleet. The results show that
the individual and stochastic driving behaviors are mutually
compensated.

III. CHARGING OPTIMIZATION AND APPLICATION FOR

EV FLEETS

In this Section, the charging optimization and the individual
EV charging method are detailed, as shown in the sequences
of Fig. 2. First, optimal charging schedules are calculated
within the charging optimization method. Then, the resulting
schedules are applied by the individual EV charging method
to coordinate the charging process of each EV.
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A. Charging Optimization

The optimization is a constrained linear programming prob-
lem with the aim to minimize the total charging costs in
day-ahead market operations. Regarding the trading period of
the day-ahead market, the optimization horizon is one day and
denoted by the set of time steps Hts. The time interval τ is
0.25 h so that the set of time steps is Hts = {1, 2, . . . , 96}
respectively. The objective function is formulated with the
day-ahead market price per amount of energy cda, the charging
power of the EV fleet P feet and charging efficiency η for every
time step k by:

min
∑

k∈Hts

P fleet(k) · η · τ · cda(k) (1)

The minimization is subject to constraints (2) and (4). The first
constraint limit the charging power by cumulating the maximal
possible charging power Pmax

i
of each individual EV i with:

P fleet(k) ≤
∑

i∈Hfleet

Pmax
i

(2)

The state of energy SoEfleet of the fleet depends on the
aggregated battery capacity Er,fleet, the charging power, the
driving energy demand, and the number of EV users n as
follows:

SoEfleet(k) =
∑

i∈Hfleet

SoEini
i

n
+

∑

k∈Hts

(

P fleet(k) · τ

Er,fleet
·
∑

i∈Hfleet

Γev
i
(k)

n
−

∑

i∈Hfleet

E
d,ev
i

(k)

E
r,ev
i

)

(3)

The aggregated battery capacity is the accumulation of the
battery capacities E

r,ev
i

of each individual EV i of the consid-
ered fleet. The constraint (4) is introduced to remain the state
of energy SoEfleet of the fleet between the minimal SoEmin

and maximal SoEmax.

SoEmin ≤ SoEfleet(k) ≤ SoEmax (4)

Additionally, this constraint secures sufficient energy for driv-
ing within the fleet.

B. Individual EV Charging

Each EV i is initialized with the power and the state of
energy schedule as shown in the sequences of Fig. 2 and
calculated in Section III-A. The schedules are used as indirect
control signals to coordinate the individual EV charging with
the power P fleet(k) and state of energy SoEfleet(k) of the
fleet at time step k. Considering a variable charging power
P ev
i

, the state of energy SoEevi for each individual EV i is
then calculated by:

SoEev
i
(k) = SoEini

i
+

k
∑

k∈Hts

(

P ev
i
(k) · τ

Eev
r,i

· Γi(k)−
Eev

d,i,k

Eev
r,i

)

(5)
The adjustment of P ev

i
is calculated by the proportion of the

state of energy SoEev
i

of EV i at time step k − 1, with the
driving energy demand and the state of energy of the fleet by:

P ev
i
(k) =

SoEfleet(k)

SoEev
i
(k − 1)−

E
d,ev
i

(k)
Eev

r,i

·
P fleet(k)

n
(6)

The determination of the charging power of each EV i at time
step k is subject to the constraint (7) to limit the maximal
charging power Pmax.

P ev
i
(k) ≤ Pmax (7)

The value of the maximal charging power depends on the
charging infrastructure.

IV. STUDY CASES

In this Section, two different cases are studied. In the
first case, the proposed day-ahead charging optimization and
application approach is validated for different fleet sizes. The
power and state of energy schedule (PsEop) of the optimization
process are compared to the aggregated power and state of
energy schedule (PsEap) of the application process. With the
second case, the application of the PsEop for the individual
EV charging process are explained.

A. Day-ahead charging operations for Different Fleet Sizes

For the day-ahead charging optimization and application
as shown in the sequences of Fig. 2, the EVS/A uses the
objective function (1) to minimize the total charging costs. The
applied day-ahead price signal is shown in Fig. 4 and is taken
from historical data of the European Energy Exchange. The
objective function is subjected to the constraints (4) and (2).
The maximal charging power is 3.7 kW. Further it is assumed
that the initial SoEini and final state of energy SoEfin are set
to 0.8 pu, the minimum state of energy SoEmin is 0.1 pu and
the maximum state of energy SoEmax is 1.0 pu.

For validation purpose, the day-ahead charging optimization
and application is applied to a fleet with 50 and 1,000 EV
users. The resulting charging schedules for the fleet with 50
EVs is shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the PsEop
deviates from the PsEap. This is caused by the varying driving
power demands as shown in Fig 4. The observed driving power
demand is less than the predicted. Consequently, the final state
of energy of the optimization process is 0.9 pu and 0.1 pu
higher as the final state of energy of the application process.
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Fig. 4. Driving power demand of 50 EVs and day-ahead price signal.
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The variation of the PsEop to the PsEap can be reduced
with increasing number of EV users. The power and state
of energy schedules for the fleet with 1, 000 EV users are
shown in Fig. 7. Both, the PsEop as well as the PsEap indicate
matching behaviors.
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Fig. 6. Driving power demand of 1,000 EVs and day-ahead price signal.
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Fig. 7. Power and state of energy schedules for 1,000 EVs.

This is due to the more accurate prediction of the driving
energy demand. With higher numbers of EV users the diver-
gences of the driving power demands, as shown in Fig. 6
and evaluated in Section II-C, are mutually compensated. The
simulation results indicate that the accuracy of the conducted
day-ahead charging optimization and application can be im-
proved with higher numbers of aggregated EV users within
the fleet.

B. Analysis of the Individual EV charging

Once the EVS/A has obtained the power and state of
energy schedule of the charging optimization process, the
results are forwarded to procure the energy on the day-ahead
market. The same schedules are used as indirect control signals
for individual EV charging process. The charging power of
connected EVs is proportionally determined as described in
Section III-B. Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 represent a selection
of three EV users with different driving behaviors to show
the effects caused by applying the proposed individual EV
charging process. The grey areas indicate the time of con-
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Fig. 8. Charging schedules of EV 1 with initial SoE of 0.1.

nection. Negative power values refer to the power demand
for driving while positive values show the observed charging
profile. As can be seen, the selected EVs have a different state
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Fig. 9. Charging schedules of EV 2 with initial SoE of 0.5.
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Fig. 10. Charging schedules of EV 3 with initial SoE of 0.9.

of energy conditions at the start of the individual charging
process. This influences the individual charging power through
the individual EV charging described by (6). For example,
the SoEev of EV 1 is 0.1 pu at 0:00 h while the SoEfleet

of the EV fleet is 0.75 pu. This leads to a high proportion
factor and the maximal charging power of 3.7 kW is utilized.
In contrast, the proportional factor is decreasing when SoEev

is equal or greater then SoEfleet. An example for that is given
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. The charging power and
the charging activity are lowered, which is particularly shown
by the charging profile of EV 3.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a methodology was presented to realize opti-
mized energy procurements for day-ahead charging operations
of EV fleets without dictating the users driving behavior.
An optimization for EV fleets for day-ahead operation was
developed to take advantage of the predictive energy demand
profiles and determine optimized charging schedules. Thanks
to the developed individual EV charging process, the optimized
charging schedules can be applied to coordinate the individual
charging process. For further research, the approach can be
combined with controllable loads, thermal storage systems and
fluctuating renewable energy source to facilitate the large-scale
integration of EVs and efficiently deal with market and power
system integration.
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Abstract The Battery Management System (BMS) is 
employed to assure the safety of electric vehicles equipped with a 
lithium-ion battery storage. As almost every modern system 
employs sophisticated algorithms determining battery state and 
accomplishing control strategy, the development of data 
processing techniques inside such a complex BMS is a big 
opportunity and challenge for engineers. 

As the data quality is important for battery diagnostics, this 
study aims to implement and evaluate the proposed data 
preprocessing technique focusing on data cleaning and fault 
detection. The simulation outcomes testify improvement of data in 
term of precision and reliability after being processed by the data 
preprocessing strategy. 

Keywords battery; electric vehicle; outlier detection; data 
preprocessing; noisy sensors; Bayesian theory; battery management 
system 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The battery system is considered as one of the most 

important parts in Electric vehicles (EVs), which have been 
widely become a profound breakthrough tackling against 
problems concerning environmental pollution and energy 
deficiency [1]. On account of high energy and power density, 
fast reaction time, low self-discharge rate and high cycle and 
calendar lifetime, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have recently 
been the most preferable alternative for EVs [2]. However, a 
great number of researchers are still targeting to increase both 
energy density and lifetime of LIBs for automotive industries. 
Hence modern BMS systems have been developed into greater 
complexity and increasing integration of estimation algorithms 
[3]. 

As all techniques require reliable data in terms of voltage, 
temperature and current to achieve their estimation accuracy per 
se, the measured data from sensors nevertheless contain noises. 
Many researchers put effort into this issue by trying to get rid of 
the estimation error. Particularly for State-of-Charge (SoC) 
estimation which is an essential information for a battery pack. 
The Open-Circuit Voltage (OCV) based estimation is efficiently 
used for LIBs in Electrical Vehicles (EVs). Moreover, the 
algorithm yields a highly accurate estimation when the 

is applied. Nonetheless, the optimal result is difficult to derive 

due to sensor noises and quantization of the measured battery 
voltage in practical battery systems [4]. Therefore,  worth 
proposing a new approach to diminish the error caused by the 
noises occurring in battery systems. 

This study introduces a data preprocessing technique to 
improve the data quality including noise reduction and fault 
detection. In data centric view, noises and faults can be 
interpreted as outliers with different level of abnormalities. 
Accordingly, the true value of corrupt data can be estimated by 
detecting those outliers. Outlier detection techniques had been 
earlier employed in several researches regarding to battery 
systems such as cell-balancing, charging demand prediction and 
fault diagnosis using either distance- or density-based 
techniques, which are sufficient only for low-dimensional data 
[5] - [7]. A high dimensional approach based on angular 
distribution (ABOD) also provenly provided an accurate State-
of-Health (SoH) estimation [8]. Plus, its computational 
complexity has been shown and revised [9].  

As a consequence, the high-dimensional data outlier 
detection based on angular distribution is utilized as the basis of 
the proposed data preprocessing strategy. Detecting divorced 
data points is not exclusively used for fault risk detection, it can 
also be used to reduce the impact of noises in the data stream by 
identifying impure elements and applying an uncertainty-
reducing approach (e.g., Bayes  theorem) before passing on to 
diagnostic algorithms.  

The purpose of this study is to implement and integrate the 
data processing technique in a diagnostic system of a developed 
battery system in MATLAB/Simulink platform. Its performance 
and evidence of improvement in data quality are shown in the 
simulation results.  

II. OUTLIER DETECTION

A battery system is prone to generate some odd data points 
caused by the measurement noise. Not only more precise 
diagnostic estimation but also better fault detection can be 
achieved if the anomalies can be detected.  

Some relevant definitions of the outlier detection
parameters are presented in this section. Furthermore, the 
application of the ABOD concept to find the abnormality is 
described. 
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The outlier detection algorithms are mainly divided into 
statistics-based, depth-based, distance-based, density-based and 
high-dimensional approaches [10]. All outlier algorithms 
aforementioned beside the high-dimensional approach are 
inadequate for high-dimensional data [8], [9]. Thus, the high-
dimensional data outlier detection algorithm is adopted in this 
article in order to accomplish more efficient outlier detection in 
massive data stream. 

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional data set distribution 

 As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the angle distributions among 
vectors from the center point and isolated point to the other 
points of data set are apparently different. Considering a point 
inside of the data set, the angle fluctuation variously spreads 
following the directions to other points. In contrast, the angles 
from an outlying point to other different points are slightly 
different from another. Thereby, its fluctuation is relatively 
small. Accordingly, it could be concluded that the smaller the 
variance of angle distribution is, the more potential the point has 
to be an outlier [9]. 

The variance of angles (VOA) is used as an outlier factor in 
order to evaluate the stage of abnormality for each point in the 
data set, as follows: [11]. 

Definition 1, given a point set S dR , |S| = n and a point p 
S. For a random pair of different points a,b S\{p}, let apb

denote the angle between the different vectors a  p and b  p. 
The angle-based outlier factor VOA(p) is the variance of apb

2
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Now that the variance of angle distribution and the degree of 
anomaly for each points of data set can be identified, the data set 

can be segregated into fair, tainted with noises and massively 
uncommon which is considered likely to be a fault.  

III. DATA CLEANING

Recovering correct values of the corrupt data is difficult on 
account of unpredictable white noise in measurement. 
Nevertheless, the effect of noises can be reduced if the true 
reading can be estimated and the characteristics of noises can be 
derived. As shown in Fig. 2, three inputs of the cleaning module 
are the noisy observations, the noise expression, the distribution 
of the true reading [12].  

Fig. 2 Data cleaning framework 

The prior knowledge represents a distribution of the true 
sensor reading. In this study, the characteristics of normal data 
set after being preprocessed is used. Whereas, the distribution of 
whole data set is used as the error model variance with zero 
mean.  

The uncertainty-reducing approach is performed by applying 
o. The Gaussian

distribution of random error has zero mean and a known 
standard deviation . The true value t is normally 
distributed as . A more accurate uncertainty 

follows: 

The posterior distribution also follows a Gaussian distribution as 
 which can be computed from the equations 

below  

As clean data must be an exact single value, the expectation 
value is used as the approach to find the most decent output of 
the probability distribution as  [12]. 

IV. DATA PREPROCESSING ALGORITHM

The fundamental concept of the data preprocessing strategy 
introduced in this article could be outlined as follows: 

i. The developed data preprocessing technique is merged
with the diagnostic estimation algorithm in the master 
system to classify the incoming data points as normal, 
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tainted or unusual points in order to detect faults and 
reduce the estimation error due to sensor noises. 

ii. The considered battery system including a battery
string, slave and master module is employed for the 
simulation in MATLAB/Simulink platform. 

iii. All data sets are continuously preprocessed with a class
index for every data points. The corrupt data points are 
detected and cleaned by the bayesien approach to 
weaken the effect of sensor noises before being used in 
the diagnostic process. Additionally, a boolean 
parameter is created and used as the indicator of fault 
risk if any outlier is detected. 

The description and flow chart of the preprocessing 
algorithm are given in the next section for a better understanding 
of the detailed processes.  

Fig. 3 Flow diagram of data preprocessing 

As demonstrated in Fig. 3, the algorithm processes are 
described as follows: 

Input: The multi-dimensional battery data set including cell 
voltages and temperatures X(U,T). 

Output: Clean data set X´(U´,T´), data class set, enable flag 

i. The incoming data set X(U,T) with its elements is
obtained.

ii. A data set array is created with the length according to
the number of battery cells (n) in order to store the
grade index of each data points.

iii. Choose an element in the data set xi(ui,ti).

iv. By constructing vectors between the selected element
to other data points in multi-dimensional plane, the
angles between each vectors can be calculated.

v. Using the calculated angles to find VOA of the selected
data point by adopting the formulas (1), (2) and (3).

vi. Applying the pre-set thresholds VOA1 and VOA2 to
determine the grade index of xi(ui,ti) and store it in the
data class array.

vii. After being classified, the action will be taken unless
the data point is normal. If the data is categorized as
corrupted, the data element will be substituted to the
previous value xi(ui,ti) in its set X(U,T) by expectation
value of the posterior clean data. On the other hand, if
the data is considered as an outlier, the enable flag will
be set to indicate the fault risk.

viii. Get a new element xi+(ui+,ti+) and repeat step iv. to vii.
until the processed data reach the last element of data
set xn(un,tn)

V. BATTERY SYSTEM AND SIMULATION MODEL 

Fig. 4 Simple distributed master-slave BMS module 

Since safety and reliability play the major roles in the 
development of BMS design, the distributed modular master-
slave architecture has been widely used. Its structure is highly 
flexible and reliable [13]. 
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As shown in Fig. 4, the BMS system consists of a master 
module and slave modules. Cell voltages and temperatures are 
sensed through the Cell Supervisory Controller, whereas pack 
current and voltage are taken from the High Voltage Interface. 

All the data is transmitted to the master system via a CAN 
bus which is a commonly used communication protocol in 
industry and vehicle systems. 

Fig. 5 Diagram of the battery system model 

The simulation design is based on the concept illustrated in 
Fig. 5. The scheme mainly includes a battery model, a BMS 
master module and its slave modules, as the major focus goes 
toward the improvement of data processing in the master system. 

A. Battery Model 
 At the first stage, the battery model is designed as a simple 
12-cell Li-ion battery string illustrated in Fig. 6. The battery cells 
are formed based on the simplified impedance model by Buller 
utilizing ISEA battery framework [14]. Each of the elements in 
the battery string contains an Open-Circuit Voltage source (Uoc), 
an inductance (L), an ohmic resistance (Ri), a ZARC element 
(Zzarc), a Warburg impedance (Zw) and a parallel RC, 
representing charge transfer resistance (Rct) and double layer 
capacitance (Cdl). The output quantities of the model are cell 
voltage and temperature (ui,ti) where the input requirements are 
current (Icharge/discharge) and ambient temperature (Tambient). 

Fig. 6 Battery string module 

B. BMS Slave 
Considering the actual BMS system, the data from 

measurement modules must be converted from analog to digital. 
Therefore, the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) is modeled in 
every slave module. Moreover, white noise and outlier fault are 
also generated in the ADC models to represent actual behaviors 
of the real measurement.  

C. BMS Master 
To obtain diagnostic values such as SoC, SoH, Open-Circuit 

Voltage, Capacity, Impedance, Resistance, etc., all algorithms 
must be individually applied in the master system. Apart from 
the diagnostic algorithms, the data quality is significantly 
concerned as well in this study. Consequently, the main sections 

designed in the master model are data preprocessing and 
diagnostics. 

Data preprocessing 

After having been transmitted to the master board through a 
CAN channel, the data from the slave board is at first refined in 
the preprocessing section by applying the strategy proposed in 
this research. Not only the clean data, but also the classes of each 
data points, whether they are normal, tainted or unusual, are 
provided by the data preprocessing.   

BMS diagnostics 

Calculation or estimation of parameters, such as battery SoC, 
SoH, Capacity, Resistance and Impedance, are executed using 
the measured data. With the better data quality, these estimations 
are benefited from the data preprocessing. As a results, the state 
of battery pack can be accurately determined. 

VI. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

TABLE I.  MODEL PARAMETERS OF LIBS (25 OC TAMBIENT) 

Parameter Value 

Cmax 12.9282 to 13.1119 Ah 

Tinitial 24.9781 to 25.0141 oC 

SOCinitial 49.9064 to 50.0766 % 

In this section, the simulation verification is presented to 
show the performance of proposed data preprocessing strategy. 
Firstly, the simulation model initiation and assumptions are 
stated. Secondly, the outlier detection and correction technique 
is simulated to verify noise reduction and fault detection. 

A. Battery Model set-up 
The 12-cell KOKAM battery string, with individual 13 Ah 

cells, is modeled to be employed in a simulation framework 
developed by ISEA. The battery framework has a capability to 
perform coupled electrical-thermal simulations of storage 
systems in real time [15]. The elements in the equivalent circuit 
model vary following their SOC and thermal state. OCV curves 
of the battery cells are almost identical for different ambient 
temperatures between the SOC range of 0-100%. The range of 
initial parameters of battery cells are listed in TABLE I. 

Fig. 7 Actual and measured voltage signal of a battery cell and noise 
generated from simulation  ( ) 
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B. Data preprocessing simulation

Fig. 8 Results of the data preprocessing under noise and outliers generated 
from the simulation ( ) and preset outlier factors (VOA1 = 0.7, 

VOA2 = 0.01) 

The test scenario is done by applying a constant discharging 
current of 20 A for 360 seconds. As a result, the final SOC range 
of the cells in battery pack is reduced to 34.436 to 34.7728% 
from the initial values. White noises are generated in the 
measurement module with standard deviation  2.5 mV 
or all current and cell voltages sensors. Besides, an ADC model 
with 1 mV quantization step is also added to each sensor. With 
the sensor and quantization noise feature, output voltage signals 
of the slave module are noisy as shown in Fig. 7. The difference 
between the maximum and minimum actual voltage among the 
battery cells is 3.516 mV. While, the bandwidth of noises 
generated in the simulation can be calculated as 2.355
5.888 mV which is more than the range of actual voltage among 
battery cells. Accordingly, the aforementioned figures imply a 
good illustration of the cheap sensor network which is the main 
assumption in the test case. 

The results in Fig. 8 demonstrate the verification of the data 
preprocessing technique.  Additional outliers from a cell in the 
battery pack are detected and indicated as fault risk owing to 
their profoundly small angle distribution with the calculated 
VOA less than VOA2 which is set to 0.01 in this test scenario. 
On the other hand, the data points with the VOA more than the 
abnormality threshold, VOA1 = 0.7, are defined to be normal. 
Whereas, the noise-contaminated data, with the VOA between 
VOA1 and VOA2, is cleaned by the algorithm so that the 
inaccuracy of data is reduced. The posterior signal is clearly seen 
to yield the higher accuracy than the original signal comparing 
to the reference. The high improvement is evident especially at 
high noise-contamination 

VII. CONCLUSION

A data preprocessing strategy for BMS is introduced in this 
paper. By adopting an outlier detection algorithm based on angle 
distribution, the data quality for diagnostic algorithms can be 
improved, as the effect of sensor noises in the measurement is 
greatly reduced. Furthermore, the random outliers can be 
detected and notified the risk of faults in the battery system.  

For future work, the uncertainty-reducing algorithm will be 
improved by deriving a more precise prior knowledge. In 
addition, the influence of data preprocessing on diagnostic 
algorithms shall be investigated. 
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Abstract—One of the possibilities to increase the transfer

capacity of a EHV AC double-circuit overhead line is to convert 

the AC transmission line to hybrid AC/DC line. In this case one 

circuit remains EHV AC line and other circuit will be operated 

as HVDC line. Long distance AC transmission lines are usually 

transposed. HVDC lines do not require a transposition, but in 

case of a hybrid AC/DC line the DC power circuit is affected by 

the transposed AC power circuit. The AC line transposition 

reduces AC currents induced in the DC power circuit, but can 

cause the increase of induced line-to-ground voltages in the DC 

power circuit switched off and grounded for the maintenance. It 

can cause the violation of the permissible values of the touch 

voltages. The influence of conventional transposition schemas on 

the touch voltages is considered in the paper. 

Keywords— HVDC transmission; electromagnetic coupling;

transmission lines; touch voltage; maintenance  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The use of HVDC technique for the power transmission 
becomes more and more popular in last years. One of the 
options is the conversion of existing AC lines to DC operation 
[1]. Double-or multi-circuit overhead transmission lines can 
be converted to hybrid AC/DC power lines containing AC and 
DC power circuit on the same tower [2] – [5]. In this case AC
and DC power circuits can be operated independently of each 
other. 

Long distance AC transmission lines are usually 
transposed. HVDC lines do not require a transposition, but in 
case of a hybrid AC/DC line the DC power circuit is affected 
by the transposed AC power circuit. The AC line transposition 
reduces AC currents induced in the DC power circuit, but can 
cause the increase of induced line-to-ground voltages in the 
DC power circuit switched off and grounded for the 
maintenance. 

The increase of the induced voltages in the switched off 
and grounded AC line near to the transposition towers of the 
influencing line was shown in [6, 7] for parallel HVAC 
transmission lines located close to each other in the right-of-
way.  

The case of a multi-circuit hybrid AC/DC transmission 
line was studied in [8]. In [8] was noted that the maximal 
values of the induced voltages caused by transposed AC 

influencing line can be significantly higher than the maximal 
values of the induced voltages caused by non-transposed 
influencing line. 

It can cause the violation of the permissible values of the 
touch voltages during the maintenance of the switched off and 
grounded power circuit of the hybrid AC/DC transmission line 
and therefore can be dangerous for the working person.  

A transposed double-circuit EHV AC power line which 
can be converted to a hybrid AC/DC transmission line is 
considered below. The goal of the paper is to analyze the 
influence of different transposition schemas of the transposed 
double-circuit transmission line on the touch voltages induced 
in the switched off and grounded power circuit. 

II. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

The pylon of the double-circuit AC overhead power line 
which can be converted to a hybrid AC/DC transmission line 
is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The power circuits I and II 
can be operated independently of each other.  

Fig. 2 illustrates the case of the maintenance of one power 
circuit. The power circuit II is switched off and grounded at 
both ends, the working person is protected by an additional 
protective grounding PG, the power circuit I remains in 
operation. The power is transferred from station A to station 
B.  

Fig. 1. Conversion of double-circuit AC line to hybrid AC/DC line (R, S, 
T – AC phase conductors, Pos., Neg. – DC positive and negative conductors,
MR – metallic return conductor, EW – earth wires)  
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Fig. 2. Touching the wire by the working person in the presence of the 
protective grounding (PG) 

The analysis of the influence of transposition schemas of 
the transmission line on the touch voltages induced in the 
switched off and grounded power circuit was carried out using 
MATLAB / Simulink software package. The mathematical 
model was created and the working conditions of the person 
were simulated. The position of the working place was 
sequentially moved from one line end to other. 

Fig. 3 shows the simulation of the touching the wire by the 
maintenance person in the MATLAB / Simulink model.  

It must be noted that the protective grounding is not 
always physically earthed directly at the working place. In 
case of so-called “braМkОt” or “braМkОtОН РrounНТnР” РrounНs 
are installed within a section or two from the work site (for 
example, at the next pole or tower), allowing workers to be 
"working between grounds" or "bracketed by grounds" [9, 10]. 
The protective grounding earthed at a distance from the 
working person is shown in Fig. 3. 

The double-circuit overhead line (OHL) was simulated as 
a multi-wire transmission line taking into account the line and 
conductor geometry, the electromagnetic coupling between 
conductors, skin effect in the wires and the ground return. The 
line lengths of 50 km and 200 km were simulated. The line 
was modelled as a row of sequential connected segments 
(OHLi, OHLi+1, etc.). Each segment contains one or several 
spans. Pylon ground impedances were represented as 
equivalent resistances Rearth for each modelled segment as it is 
shown in Fig. 3. Touch voltage Utouch was measured using 
ЯoltmОtОr МonnОМtОН parallОl to tСО аorkОr’s equivalent
resistance Rworker. 

Fig. 3. Simulation of the touching the wire by the working person in the 
MATLAB / Simulink model. Circuit II is under maintenance. 

The least possible amount of the segments was simulated: 
segments near the substations and segments between the 
transposition towers. The circuit representing the touching the 
wire by the working person was connected between the 
segments. In order to set the position of measurement across 
the power line, the parameters of the segments such as the 
length and equivalent resistance of the segment were changing 
step by step. The main difficulty of this simulation is the 
strong dependence between the topology of the model and the 
rОsults oП tСО mОasurОmОnt. In partТМular, tСО bloМks oП pвlon’s 
impedances can be placed on the right or on the left side of the 
lТnО’s sОРmОnt. TСОsО tаo ЯarТants lОaН to НТППОrОnt rОsults oП 
the measurement of touch voltages etc. In order to avoid such 
a difference, two opposite situations (variants A and B) were 
simulated. They are shown in Fig. 4. Touch voltage at each 
simulated working place was determined as the mean value of 
the measurement results for both variants of the simulation. 

Fig. 4. Tаo ЯarТants oП tСО moНОl’s РОomОtrв (Rsubst - substation earthing) 

Rearth i+1 Rearth i 

II 

EW 

I 

R worker
Utouch

I PG
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PG 

OHL i+1OHL iOHL i-1 
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The equivalent resistance of a working person was 
assumed Rworker = 1000 Ohm and was implemented in the 
model as it is shown in Fig. 3.  

The continuous line currents of 1800 A and 3600 A 
(maximal permissible continuous current value for the 
simulated conductor bundle) were simulated in the circuit I 
under normal operation conditions. The touch voltages were 
measured in the switched off and grounded circuit II. 

III. INVESTIGATION RESULTS

Simulation results for the cases of non-transposed circuits 
and the influencing line currents of 1800 A and 3600 A are 
presented in Fig. 5 and 6. The lengths of the power line of 
50 km and 200 km were considered in the simulations. 

Fig. 5. Touch voltage in the switched off and grounded circuit II. Both 
circuits are non-transposed. The lengths of the line are 50 km and 200 km. 
Continuous line current 1800 A.   

Fig. 6. Touch voltage in the switched off and grounded circuit II. Both 
circuits are non-transposed. The lengths of the line are 50 km and 200 km. 
Continuous line current 3600 A.  

In addition to normal operating conditions of the power 
transfer from station A to station B, a situation of a no-load 
line operation under the full operating voltage was also 
simulated. The influencing power line was switched off at the 
receiving end. The simulations were carried out for the cases 
of transposed and non-transposed lines. The results of the 
touch voltage measurements for one case of the transposition 
are presented in Fig. 7 as an example. 

From Fig. 5 can be seen that the touch voltage in the 
switched off and grounded circuit II of non-transposed double-
circuit line does not exceed the value 30 V in case of the line 
operation under the continuous current of 1800 A. Taking into 
account the permissible touch voltage values in Germany of 
50 V AC [13] it can be concluded that the maintenance of the 
switched off and grounded circuit of non-transposed double-
circuit overhead line in the presented case of 1800 A can be 
carry out without additional constraints. Fig. 6 shows, that if 
the value of the line current is 3600 A, the values of the touch 
voltage can exceed the permissible value of 50 V near to the 
receiving end of the line. In that case it is necessary to use 
additional constraints during the work. 

From Fig. 7 can be seen, that the values of the touch 
voltages of no-load operating state of the power line are 
sТРnТПТМantlв lОss tСan 50 V anН Нon’t МonsТst anв НanРОr Пor 
the working personal in both considered cases of 50 and 200 
km power line length. However it can be seen, that the values 
of the touch voltages in that case have an increase on the both 
ends of the power line. 

Fig. 8 – 15 represent different cases of line transposition
schemas taken into consideration according to [11, 12].  

Fig. 8 – 11 characterize the cases with the line current of
1800 A, Fig. 12 – 15 characterize the case of 3600 A.

Fig. 10, 11, 14, 15 characterize the same schema of 
double-circuit line transposition, but different positions of the 
line under maintenance (circuit II is switched off and 
grounded). 

Fig. 7. Touch voltage in the no-load simulation. Both circuits are 
transposed corresponding to the variant 1 (see Fig. 8a)). Circuit I switched off 
at the receiving end. The lengths of the line are 50 km and 200 km.  
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Fig. 8 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 1  

Fig. 8 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 1800 A, Variant 1   

Fig. 9 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 2 

Fig. 9 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 1800 A, Variant 2   

Fig. 10 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 3 

Fig. 10 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 1800 A, Variant 3 

Fig. 11 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 4 

Fig. 11 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 1800 A, Variant 4 
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Fig. 

12 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 1 

Fig. 12 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 3600 A, Variant 1   

Fig. 13 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 2 

Fig. 13 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 3600 A, Variant 2 

Fig. 14 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 3 

Fig. 14 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 3600 A, Variant 3 

Fig. 15 a). Double-circuit line transposition, Variant 4 

Fig. 15 b). Touch voltage in the circuit II, circuit I is in operation, continuous 
line current 3600 A, Variant 4 
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Simulation results for all four considered variants of the 
double-circuit line transposition demonstrate the increase of 
the touch voltage values in the switched off and grounded 
circuit of transposed double-circuit line near to transposition 
towers of the influencing circuit. It can be seen in Fig. 8 – 15.

Locations of the transposition towers of the switched off 
and grounded circuit of double-circuit overhead transmission 
line have no significant effect regarding the touch voltage 
increase. It means that the non-uniformity of the influenced 
circuit under maintenance is secondary in comparison with the 
non-uniformity of the influencing power circuit with respect to 
the touch voltage changes. It can be seen from Fig. 10, 11 and 
Fig. 14, 15. 

From Fig. 8 – 15 it can be clearly seen that the simulation
results for all four considered variants of the double-circuit 
line transposition contain the cases characterized by the touch 
voltage values which violate the limit of 50 V.  

In comparison to the Fig. 8 – 11, Fig. 12 – 15 show, that
the value of the current in the working power line affects the 
peak values of the touch voltages in the points of transposition 
and on the sides of the line near the substations. The values of 
the touch voltages are directly dependent on the values of the 
influencing line current and achieve their maximum values in 
the case of maximal continuous influencing line current of 
3600 A.  

It means that the maintenance of the switched off and 
grounded circuit of transposed double-circuit overhead line 
requires additional protective measures in the cases of 
transposition characterized by the expected values of the touch 
voltages higher than the allowed limit of 50 V AC.  

Mathematical simulations can be recommended for the 
analysis of expected values of the touch voltages.  

IV. SUMMARY

Maintenance conditions of the switched off and grounded 
DC power circuit of transposed double-circuit hybrid AC/DC 
transmission line with respect to the expected touch voltage 
values caused by the operating AC power circuit are 
considered in the paper.  

The influence of conventional transposition schemas on 
the expected touch voltage values was analyzed. It was shown 
that line transposition can cause the violation of the allowed 
touch voltage limit in the switched off and grounded power 
circuit near to the transposition towers of the influencing 
power circuit under normal operating conditions. 

Investigation results are valid both for hybrid AC/DC and 
for AC/AC double-circuit transposed overhead line. 

It is recommended to use mathematical simulations for the 
determination of expected values of the touch voltages at the 
stage of planning and design of hybrid AC/DC overhead lines 
converted from EHV AC transmission lines. 
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Abstract—High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) is a beneficial 
technology for the transmission of large offshore wind power over 
long cables to the shore. However, the main drawback is the high 
converter cost. In this paper, a proposed hybrid topology based 
on diode rectifier units (DRU) and voltage source converters 
(VSC) is introduced with a potential for cost reduction. The focus 
of the current research is fault analysis of parallel DRU-VSC as a 
hybrid integration topology. A test system was built in PSCAD 
based on a real offshore wind farm connection. Two control 
strategies for the power flow were developed and tested regarding 
their performance during different AC faults. The results show 
that the VSC is the main source of the fault current. 

Index Terms--HVDC Transmission, Diode Rectifier Unit, Voltage 
Source Converter, Offshore Wind Power 

INTRODUCTION 
It is advised to connect Offshore Wind Farms (OWF) which 

are far away from the shore, such as those in the German North 
Sea, via HVDC transmission systems to the shore based on 
economic and technical reasons. However, such HVDC 
connections are challenging because wind farms represent 
weak AC systems that need to be efficiently controlled through 
the HVDC converters. VSC-based HVDC transmission is 
already used by TenneT based on its advantage of independent 
active and reactive power control and supporting the system for 
OWF integration. However, VSC-based HVDC technology is 
very expensive. To ensure a cost-efficient energy transmission 
system and an affordable electricity price for the consumers, 
even with more offshore wind farms being connected in the 
future, it is important to identify possibilities to reduce the 
integration cost for OWFs.  

Siemens has introduced a so-called diode-rectifier unit 
(DRU) that could reduce the total grid connection costs for 
OWFs by 30 % [1]. However, the pure solution with DRUs has 
some disadvantages because the DRUs are passive elements 
that can neither be controlled nor provide auxiliary power for 
the wind turbines and OWF substation. Hybrid topologies 
which combine for example DRU and VSC converters can be 
used in order to reduce the integration cost of OWF and 
improve the system performance [2], [3]. 

The literature review has shown that many studies analyzed 
the state of the art OWF integration concept which is only based 
on VSCs [4–7]. In addition, different hybrid topologies have 
been introduced and studied [8]–[9]. For example a proposed 
hybrid solution based on a wind farm side VSC and a line 
commutated converter (LCC) on the onshore side [8]. However, 
the operating principles of both converter topologies are 
different; the VSC controls the DC voltage and the LCC the DC 
current. Consequently, a commutation failure can occur in case 
of a voltage dip at the LCC. It is therefore difficult to realize 
this topology in practice because a VSC needs an almost 
constant DC voltage for a reliable and stable operation. 
Additionally, the series connection of DRU and VSC was 
studied in [10] and [11]. This concept consists of multiple 
converters that are connected via one HVDC cable to shore. If 
this cable is damaged a large amount of power can suddenly not 
be transmitted anymore. This paper introduces a hybrid 
topology which is characterized by the parallel operation of 
DRU and VSC both connected to separate HVDC cables to 
shore. The literature research has also shown that the VSC 
HVDC grid connection topology for OWFs has been studied 
regarding its fault behavior in detail [12], [13]. However, a fault 
analysis of hybrid topologies especially for the parallel 
operation of DRU and VSC has not been investigated in the 
literature. The current paper introduces a fault analysis of a 
DRU-VSC topology for the integration of OWFs based on a 
real network.  

This paper is structured as follows: first, the DRU as well as 
different hybrid transmission system concepts are introduced. 
Second, the implementation of the parallel operation of DRU 
and VSC in PSCAD/EMTDC including the control strategies 
are described. Third, the fault analysis results and the 
conclusion including future work are presented.  

HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT (HVDC) CONVERTER 
TECHNOLOGIES 

When connecting offshore wind farms or two AC grids 
using HVDC, three converter technologies can be utilized: 
VSC, LCC and DRU. VSC and LCC are able to act as an 
inverter or a rectifier, whereas, a DRU is only able to convert 
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AC to DC. It is important to know that only VSCs offer voltage 
and frequency control for the OWF, controllability of reactive 
power and black start capability. This paper will focus on the 
DRU.  

Siemens has proposed a so-called DRU to connect offshore 
wind farms to shore in a more cost-effective way [14]. The 
DRU solution could reduce the space, weight, operating 
expenditure as well as capital expenditure compared to current 
VSC-HVDC converter solutions [15], [16]. According to 
Siemens, the total expenditure will be decreased by 30 % and 
transmission losses will be decreased by 20 % when the DRU 
is used [15], [1]. The reason for lower losses are lower 
switching and conducting losses of diodes compared to IGBTs 
due to a lower on state voltage and switching frequency. 
According to Siemens, the DRU is able to transmit 1.2 GW of 
power from OWFs that are located more than 160 km away 
from shore. The setup would look as follows: the offshore 
conversion from AC to DC would be done by diode rectifiers 
and the onshore conversion to AC would be performed by 
VSCs. For connecting and operating an existing wind farm with 
an HVDC link that uses DRUs, it is according to Siemens 
important to be able to switch to an existing AC link as a backup 
which would be possible within 2.2 seconds (see Fig. 1) [14], 
[16].  

DC Cable

AC Cable

Figure 1: HVDC transmission concept based on DRU and VSC 

OFFSHORE WIND FARM CONNECTION CONCEPTS 

To ensure the controllability, power reversal and black start 
capability for the offshore wind farm grid, the combination of 
DRUs and VSCs was introduced. Three different topologies 
that combine both converter types are proposed in this section 
with a focus on the parallel operation of DRU and VSC. 

A. Parallel Operation of DRU and VSC 

One possibility of a hybrid DRU-VSC concept is the 
parallel operation of a DRU and a VSC as shown in Fig. 2. Each 
offshore converter is connected to an onshore VSC via separate 
HVDC cables.  

Figure 2: Parallel operation of DRU and VSC 

1) Advantages
The parallel operation of DRU and VSC has the following 

advantages: 

 Voltage and frequency controllability on the offshore 
AC side as well as the black start capability can still be 
handled by the VSC [17]. 

 Increasing the transmission capacity from OWFs to 
shore can be achieved with lower investment costs 
compared with the state of the art technology.  

 Combining a DRU with a VSC is especially beneficial 
if a VSC is already built. More precisely, a modular 
extension of the connection capacity is possible. 

2) Disadvantage
The following disadvantages need to be taken into 

consideration when implementing the parallel operation of 
DRU and VSC in the real world: 

 The existence of two cable systems increases the 
overall cost. 

B. Parallel Connection of DRU and VSC 

Instead of having separate HVDC systems connected to 
each offshore converter, it might also be possible to connect a 
DRU and a VSC in parallel to one onshore VSC (see Fig. 3). 
This would decrease the cable costs but at the same time reduce 
the redundancy compared to the parallel operation topology. 
More details about this topology are given in [2].  

Figure 3: Parallel connection of DRU and VSC 

C. DRU connected in series with VSC 

The idea behind this topology is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this 
topology all offshore converters are connected in series and 
only two cables transmit the power produced by the OWF to 
shore. This topology has been studied in detail in [10] and [11]. 

Figure 4: DRU connected in series with VSC 

SYSTEM MODELLING AND CONTROL SCHEMES 
Figure 5 provides the basic components and structure of the 
test system which have been built in PSCAD. The left-hand 
side of the graphic represents the OWF which consists of two 
600 MW wind farms. Therefore, a total of 1200 MW can be 
supplied to the HVDC transmission system via two 10 km AC 
cables, modelled as a Pipe-Type cable in PSCAD. The wind 
turbines are of type 4 which means that they are full converter 
based generators. For this study only the DC to AC converter  
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Figure 5: Overall model of the parallel connection of DRU and VSC 

from the wind turbine was modelled. This converter was then 
scaled to a 600 MW converter to represent the behavior of a 
wind farm. Each of these two converters consists of a two-level 
VSC which is connected to a DC voltage source. 
The right-hand side of Fig. 5 shows the 600 MW VSC 
converter in yellow and three 24-pulse DRUs that can together 
transmit 1200 MW of power to shore, illustrated in blue. The 
VSC represents a MMC, modelled as an average value model 
[18].  
Each DRU was modelled as two in series connected 12-pulse 
diode rectifiers including capacitors to reduce ripples. The 
three DRUs and the VSC are connected to a 100 km long 
HVDC cable each which is based on the coaxial cable model 
from PSCAD. The model also includes harmonic filters that 
are tuned to mitigate the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics.  
The focus of this study was on the offshore side of a HVDC 
transmission system for OWFs. Therefore, as a first step, the 
HVDC cables were connected to DC voltage sources with a 
constant voltage level.  

PROPOSED POWER FLOW CONTROL SCHEMES  
The amount of active power transmitted via the DRU and 

the VSC needs to be controlled. This can be done by identifying 
an appropriate parameter to be controlled. It has been found that 
by controlling the AC voltage of the 155 kV busbar through the 
VSC, the power flow distribution through the VSC and DRUs 
can be efficiently controlled. Two control schemes were 
developed, implemented and tested in PSCAD for this purpose. 
One control strategy is based on a PI controller and the other on 
the characteristic curve of the DRU. These are described in the 
following subsections. 

A. PI controller 

The implementation of the PI controller (PI) in PSCAD is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. Pref is the reference active power that should 
be transmitted via the VSC.  

The reference active power can be given as follows: 

1. A fixed value

2. A percentage value of the total supplied power from the
wind generators (e.g. 50%)

PVSC is measured at the 155 kV side of the transformer 
connecting the VSC. Depending on the difference between both 
values, the AC voltage magnitude Uref will be adjusted with the 
PI controller. Uref is then used by the VSC to control the voltage 
at the 155 kV busbar and therefore the power flow via the cable 
resistance to the DC voltage source. 

PVSC
+

-
Uref

Pref

P

I

Figure 6: PSCAD implementation of PI control scheme 

B. Characteristic curve 

The power transmitted via the DRU can be adjusted by 
controlling the AC voltage on the 155 kV busbar. More 
precisely, the higher the AC voltage, the more power can be 
transmitted via the DRU. This functionality forms the basis for 
the characteristic curves (CCs) which are illustrated in Fig. 7. 
The slopes of the CCs vary depending on the number of DRUs 
in service. For example needs the voltage be higher when only 
one DRU has to transmit 300 MW compared to the case where 
three DRUs are in service so that each one only needs to 
transmit 100 MW. Fig. 8 shows the implementation of the CC 
in PSCAD. It can be seen that the power supplied by the OWF 
is the input parameter and that Uref is the PI controller, the 
output variable.  
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Figure 7: Characteristic curves of the DRU 
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Figure 8: PSCAD implementation of the characteristic curve control 

scheme 

FAULT ANALYSIS 
To evaluate the behavior of the parallel operation of DRU 

and VSC in case of AC faults, different fault scenarios were 
investigated. The influence of faults when the OWF supplies 
the maximum power of 1200 MW have been tested as the worst 
case. The fault location was selected on the 155 kV busbar 
(fault location (1) in Fig. 5) and on the substation of OWF 1 
(fault location (2) in Fig. 5). Based on the offshore grid 
connection rules [19], the fault duration was set to 150 ms. 
Different fault resistances were investigated. However, only the 
cases with the fault resistances of 0.01 Ω are presented here. 
The following fault types were studied: 

 Single Line to Ground Fault (SLG) 

 Three Phase to Ground Fault (TPG) 

 Line to Line Fault (LL) 

In addition, the scenario where a fault occurs in two DRUs 
(F2DRU) was investigated. In this case, the faulted DRU was 
short circuited on the DC side and a switch on the AC side 
disconnected them from the AC busbar simultaneously. 

A. Influence of Faults on the HVDC Transmission 

System 

Fig. 9 illustrates the AC rms voltage at the 155 kV busbar 
in case of SLG, LL and TPG faults at fault location 1. It can be 
seen that the voltage collapses to zero for a TPG fault. The LL 
and SLG faults disturb the system similarly but not as much as 
the TPG fault. The voltage recovers to its initial value after 
250 ms (SLG, LL) or 300 ms (TPG). The plots in Fig. 9 were 
derived when the power was controlled with the CC. It was seen 
that the behavior of the AC rms voltage was similar when the 
PI controller was utilized.  

Figure 9: AC rms Voltage at 155 kV busbar (based on CC control) 

Fig. 10 shows the maximum fault current in case of a SLG 
fault. The fault current distribution among the components in 
case of LL or TPG faults was similar. Therefore, only one 
diagram is given here which represents the general fault current 
in different parts of the OWF connection system for all faults 
that were tested in this study. The AC rms current was measured 
at each OWF, the VSC and at each DRU. It can be seen that the 
current at the VSC is the highest, whereas, the lowest values 
occur at each DRU. It is important that the fault current is 
limited by the OWF and the VSC to ensure a safe operation. 
The fault current can be limited by adjusting the controller 
parameters of the OWF converters.  

Figure 10: AC rms fault current for SLG fault (based on CC control) 

Fig. 11 shows the DC voltage measured at the DRU.  

Figure 11: DC Voltage at DRU (based on CC control) 

It can be seen that the DC voltage decreases to a minimum 
of 540 kV. This is a deviation of about 15% from the nominal 
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voltage of 640 kV. The DC voltage recovers in case of all faults 
to 640 kV after approximately 215 ms (SLG, LL) or 255 ms 
(TPG). The percentage of the ripples is equal to 2%. 

The DC voltage at the VSC is illustrated in Fig. 12 for the 
case that the power is controlled with the CC. The DC voltage 
looks similar when the PI controller is used. The effect of all 
faults is similar. The duration of the disturbance is about 300 ms 
and the fluctuations are equal to about 40 %. Comparing the DC 
voltage at the DRU (Fig. 11) and at the VSC (Fig. 12) shows 
that less DC voltage fluctuation is present in the HVDC cable 
connected to the DRU compared to the one connected to the 
VSC. This can be explained with the switching characteristics 
of the VSC. In addition, it can be derived from Fig. 12 that the 
fluctuation of the DC voltage is the highest in case of the TPG 
fault. 

Figure 12: DC Voltage at VSC (based on CC control) 

The DC currents shown in Fig. 13 were measured at the 
DRU when the CC was utilized to control the power flow. The 
results are similar when the power flow control was done by the 
PI controller. Fig. 13 illustrates that the DC current dropped to 
a slightly negative value directly when the fault occurred and 
then stayed around zero for about 150 ms (SLG and LL) or 
190 ms (TPG). The negative current can be explained with the 
discharging of the capacitors at the DRUs. When the DC 
current is zero, no power can be transmitted to shore. 

Figure 13: DC Current at DRU (based on CC control) 

B. Fault on the OWF substation 

Fig. 14 and 15 show the influence of a SLG fault at the 
substation of OWF 1 (Fault location (2) in Fig. 5) on the AC 

voltage and current, respectively. The results for both control 
schemes, PI and CC, are presented. Fig. 14 and 15 show that 
the impact on OWF 1 is, as expected, bigger than for OWF 2. 

It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the AC rms voltage drops to 
a lower value when the CC is used. This shows that the AC 
voltage drop can be limited with the PI controller parameters.  

Figure 14: AC rms Voltage for fault at OWF 1 

Fig. 15 illustrates that the difference between the control 
schemes is relatively small for the AC rms current. It can also 
be seen that the current in the OWF farm is limited and does not 
exceed 7 kA. This can also be seen from Fig. 10.  

Figure 15: AC rms Current for fault at OWF 1 

C. Fault in DRUs 

Fig. 16 illustrates the AC voltage at the 155 kV busbar when 
two of the three 24-pulse DRUs are out of service for example 
because of faults in the DRUs and therefore, disconnected from 
the HVDC transmission system. The results shown in Fig. 16 
were derived when the power flow is controlled with the CC. 
The results are similar when the PI controller is used. Fig. 16 
shows that the AC rms voltage drops to a minimum of 20 kV 
for about 100 ms before it recovers to its nominal voltage. A 
voltage drop to such a low voltage level is critical for the 
stability of the system. 
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Figure 16: AC Voltage at 155 kV busbar for F2DRU case (based on CC 
control) 

Fig. 17 illustrates the change of the DC voltage in the 
HVDC cable connecting the DRUs to shore when two of the 
three 24 pulse DRUs need to be disconnected due to faults. It 
can be seen that the voltage dropped to a minimum value of 
55 kV for a short duration before it recovers to about 213 kV. It 
shows that one DRU can only achieve one third of the nominal 
voltage of 640 kV (±320 kV). Consequently, 400 MW instead 
of the maximum 1200 MW can be transmitted to shore with one 
remaining DRU.  

Figure 17: DC Voltage at DRUs for F2DRU case and power control with 
CC 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, the AC fault behavior of the parallel operation 

of DRU and VSC was presented. It could be seen that the 
HVDC transmission system recovers to its initial stable 
operating point after the occurrence of SLG, TPG and LL faults. 
In addition, the case where two DRUs are out of service and 
disconnected from the remaining transmission system showed 
that one third of the maximum power of 1200 MW can still be 
transmitted to shore via the remaining DRU. No major 
difference between the two control schemes, PI and CC, for 
controlling the power flow was found for this study.  

The following open points can be identified: 

 It is necessary to study DC faults and their influence on 
the HVDC transmission system including the DRU. 

 It would also be beneficial to work on fault detection 
methodologies that allow an early detection and 
isolation of AC as well as DC faults.  
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Abstract- Over the last decades, model reduction has been an 

essential tool in analyzing bulk power systems. With the increasing 

penetration levels of power converters in distribution grids, the 

complexity of these grids is increased. Nevertheless, the stability 

analysis of these grids becomes more important, due to the 

increasing power generation in these grids. To achieve a 

computationally efficient grid model, this paper presents a new 

model reduction technique for inverter-dominated grids. By 

retaining the grids input-output characteristics, the reduced grid 

model is suitable for the small-signal stability analysis. The method 

is based on the principle of aggregation, where the aggregated grid 

is expressed by a controlled current source. The proposed method 

is applied on a Cigré reference grid and validated through 

simulations. Their results show a better computational efficiency, 

with the dynamic behavior being well approximated. With the new 

method, it is possible to simulate more grid levels, which is 

important for the stability analysis in future grids. 

Keywords-distribution grids; model reduction; inverter-

dominated grids; small-signal stability 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The environmental awareness of citizens in Germany has 
been rising continuously over the last decade. For many citizens, 
the need to live in an intact and healthy environment is a basic 
requirement for a healthy life [1]. Current environmental issues 
like the climate change or the air pollution in cities expose the 
urgency of developing and improving concepts to ensure a 
healthy environment in the future. One of these concepts is the 
in the late 1980s initiated “Energiewende” in Germany. With the 
aim of creating a sustainable energy supply, the Energiewende 
leads to a transformation of the power system in Germany. A 
crucial feature of the Energiewende is the Energy Concept 2050. 
In 2050, the share of renewable energy needs to be 80 % of the 
total electrical energy consumption in Germany [2]. This leads 
to shutdowns of conventional power plants while the generation 
of electrical energy based on renewable energy is growing. 
Renewable energies are predominantly implemented in low 
voltage grids, more precisely in distribution grids. For a 
successful integration of renewable energies, the conversion 
system plays an important role. Conversion systems are usually 
built up of a bridge circuit of semiconductor elements and a 
controller, which form a power converter. The state of the art is 
the use of self-commutated, pulse-width modulated power 
converters in power systems, especially in distribution systems 
[3].  

To investigate the small-signal stability of grids with power 
converters, an appropriate approach of modeling these grids is 
necessary. An essential part of modeling inverter-dominated 
grids is the modeling of power converters [4]. Various modeling 
concepts and techniques for simulating power converters 
already exist, which differ in complexity and considered 
electrical phenomena [5]. Due to the increasing number of 
inverters connected to the grid, it is not possible to model each 
inverter detailed. The model complexity should be reduced to 
keep the simulation time in an acceptable period. Even by 
choosing a reduced inverter model (e.g., phasor model) the 
simulation time can exceed acceptable limits, and numerical 
problems can occur [6], [7]. This paper presents a model 
reduction technique to analyze the small-signal stability of 
distribution grids. This method allows faster simulation time 
while avoiding numerical problems. By using a controlled 
current source for model reduction, the number of simulated 
inverters can be increased significantly. The current source is 
controlled by an estimated transfer function, which represents 
the dynamic behavior of a specific grid. Using a Cigré reference 
grid, this method is validated. Furthermore, this paper specifies 
the common model reduction techniques used in modeling of 
power systems.  

This paper will be arranged as follows: firstly, an overview of 
conventional model reduction techniques will be given in 
Section II. Secondly, the proposed model reduction technique 
will be described in Section III. In Section IV a test grid will be 
presented to validate this method. In Section V the results of the 
validation will be outlined. Finally, in Section VI a conclusion 
is provided. 

II. POWER SYSTEM MODEL REDUCTION

Generally, model reduction is used to replace a given 
mathematical model by a smaller one, which still describes the 
system or a relevant part of it with adequate accuracy. The 
primary challenge in model reduction is to find a trade-off 
between the model order and the model accuracy [8]. Model 
reduction does not only reduce the computational complexity of 
mathematical models, but it is also suitable for finding a model 
with the lowest number of variables [9]. 
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An important part of model reduction is the classification of the 
power system into two areas: internal area (or study area) and 
external area. The internal area is usually modeled in detail, 
while the model of the external area is reduced [10]. Based on 
this practice two main strategies of model reduction are applied 
in power systems. On the one hand, power systems can be 
reduced based on similar physical properties of its components 
like power lines, load, and machines [11]. This strategy mainly 
focuses on reducing the number of modeled generators. Another 
approach is the use of mathematical methods used in control 
theory to reduce the size of a model. Model reduction is a wide 
area; the following overview only presents a selection of 
methods. 

A. Physical strategy 

Historically, the physical strategy and the corresponding 
methods formed the first attempt of reducing models in power 
systems [12]. Regarding the reduction of transmission grid 
models, the physical strategy is well established [13].  This 
approach can be divided up into two processes: identify 
coherency and aggregate coherent components. 

1) Coherency

Coherency denotes the phenomenon that the rotor angle of 
some electrical machines swing in the same way after a 
disturbance occurred. Since generators tend to swing together in 
groups, it is usually possible to find coherent generators [8], 
[10]. Identifying coherent groups of generators is not a 
straightforward task, during the last decades several methods 
were developed to find coherent groups [14], [15]. After finding 
a coherent group of machines, the group needs to be aggregated 
by an equivalent model. 

2) Aggregation

Each coherent group is replaced by an equivalent model. 
This equivalent model represents a single generator that exhibits 
the same swing of rotor angle after a disturbance like the 
coherent group. The equivalent model is usually described by a 
voltage source and the swing equation, while the control devices 
of the group generators are aggregated [8]. 

B. Mathematial  strategy 

The use of model reduction techniques used in control theory 
is a pretty new approach in the modeling of power systems [11]. 
Due to the increasing penetration of renewable energy sources 
in electrical grids, model reduction techniques based on the 
physical approach may not be sufficient anymore [6], [12]. 
Therefore, the use of highly theoretical and general algorithms 
seems to be a practical solution to extend model reduction also 
to inverter-dominated grids [12]. 

1) Krylov subspace approach

The Krylov subspace is given by: 

Ҝk(A,b) =  span{b,Ab,…,Ak−1b } , (1) 

where A ϵ Rn×n and b ϵ Rn×1. For the Krylov subspace approach
the system needs to be described in a linear form [10]. The linear 
form can be obtained by linearization of the nonlinear model 
[16]. Simplified, a linear single-input single-output system 

(SISO) is assumed. The general structure of a time-invariant 
SISO system can be described as follows: 

ẋ t  = Ax t  + bu(t), y(t) = cTx(t) + du(t), (2)

where x ϵ Rn is the vector of the state variables, A ϵ Rn×n is the
dynamic matrix, b ϵ Rn×1  the input vector, cT ϵ R1×n  is the
output vector, and d ϵ R  is the scalar feed-through term. A 
reduced-order approximation can be expressed as follows: 

ẋ̃ t  = Ãx̃ t  + b̃u(t), ỹ t  = c̃Tx̃ t  + d̃u(t), (3) 

where x̃ ϵ Rm×1,  Ã ϵ Rm×m, ̃ ϵ Rm×1, ̃T ϵ R1×m, ̃ ϵ R is a scalar
and m < n. The transfer function is generally given by: 

G(s) = cT(sI −  A)−1b, (4)

where s denotes the complex frequency and I is the identity 
matrix [11]. The feed-through term d is assumed to be zero. The 
transfer function can be expressed by a Taylor series with the 
interpolation point σ: dG(s) = ∑ cT∙[ �I − A  −1]  j∙ b ∙ (s −  σ) j−1∞

j=1

, (5) 

where 

cT∙[ �I − A  −1]  j∙ b , (6) 

are called moments of the transfer function [10], [17]. The 
moments describe the derivatives of the transfer function. The 
systems transfer function can be approximated if only a specific 
number of moments are considered [17]. To approximate the 
transfer function around different interpolation points σk  the
following Krylov subspaces are applied: 

� = span⋃ ҜJbk {(σkI − A)−1,(σkI − A)−1b} ,K

k=1� = span ⋃ ҜJck {(σkI − AT)−1
,(σkI − AT)−1

cT}K

k=1

.

(7) 

(8) 

With Z and V, the system expressed by (2) can be reduced as 
follows: 

ẋ̃ t  = (ZTV)
−1

ZTAVx̃ t  + (ZTV)
−1

ZTbu(t), 
y(t) = cTVx̃(t).

(9) 

2) Balanced  Truncation Method

Another mathematical strategy of model reduction is the 
balanced truncation method. This method delivers reduced-
order models by retaining controllability and observability [10]. 
The system expressed by (2) is rewritten with multiple inputs 
and multiple outputs: 

ẋ t  = Ax t  + Bu(t), y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (10) 
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where x ϵ Rn is the vector of the state variables, A ϵ Rn×n is the
dynamic matrix, B ϵ Rn×r  the input matrix, C ϵ Rq×n  is the
output matrix, and D ϵ Rq×r is the scalar feed-through matrix.
The balanced truncation method uses two important quantities 
of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, the observability 
gramian and the controllability gramian [10]. The observability 
gramian Wo and the controllability gramian Wc are solutions of
the Lyapunov equations [10], [16]: 

AWc+WcAT= − BBT, ATWO+WOA = − CTC. (11)

The projection matrices �L  and �R , where �L , �R � Rn×m and
m ≪ n  transform the system into a reduced one [16]. The 
matrices of the reduced system can be obtained as follows: 

Ã = �LT �R, ̃ = �LT , ̃ = �R, ̃ = . (12) 

To obtain the projection matrices, various methods exist [10], 
[16]. In this paper the use of Cholesky decomposition and 
singular value decomposition is described to obtain these 
matrices.  

First, the Cholesky decomposition of the controllability 
gramian and the observability gramian must be computed [16]. 
The Cholesky decomposition factorizes a matrix into a product 
of a lower triangular matrix and its conjugate transpose. The 
decompositions of both gramians are denoted as follows: 

Wc = Lc∙ Lc
T, Wo = Lo∙ Lo

T. (13) 

The singular value decomposition of the product  Lo∙ Lc
T  is

computed: 

 Lo∙ Lc
T = UΣVT,

 
(14) 

where U  and V  are column orthogonal matrices and Σ  is a 
diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements σ1, σ2…σn, which
are the singular values of the product [16].  The projection 
matrices can be obtained using: 

TL
T = Σm

 -1/2Vm
T Lo

T, TR =  LcUmΣm
 -1/2, (15) 

where Um  and Vm  are the leading m columns of U and V and
Σm

 -1/2 is a diagonal matrix containing the diagonal elements
1 √σ1⁄ , 1 √σ2⁄ … 1 √σm⁄   [16].

III. MODEL REDUCTION BY CONTROLLED CURRENT SOURCE

The method of model reduction presented in this paper is 
based on the principle of aggregation. Instead of aggregating 
coherent generators, a distribution grid is substituted by a three-
phase controlled current source, which approximates the 
dynamic behavior of the distribution grid. This method focuses 
on retaining the input-output characteristics of the distribution 
grid, and it is suitable to reduce distribution grids modeled by 
the phasor model. To approximate the input-output 
characteristic a mathematical model is created, which calculates 
the value of the output quantity as a function of the input 
quantity. The calculated values are the reference values for the 
controlled current source. Fig. 1 shows the general structure of a 
distribution grid with loads and inverters fed from a medium 

voltage side. In this paper, the input quantity is the feeding 
voltage U of the grid, and the output quantity is the active power 
P and reactive power Q of the grid. These quantities are 
appropriate to assess the small-signal stability of a distribution 
grid, by applying a voltage step on the medium voltage side and 
analyzing the active and reactive power of the distribution grid 
[18]. Fig. 2 illustrates the reduced grid. The proposed method 
can be divided up into four steps: 

A. Mathematical model 

At first, a mathematical model must be developed, which 
describes the input-output characteristic of the respective 
quantities. The voltage U at PCC is chosen as input quantity and 
the active power P and the reactive power Q, both measured at 
PCC, are chosen as output quantities. The mathematical model 
is expressed by: 

P(U)  = Pload + Pdyn, 
 

Q(U)  = Qload+ Qdyn, (16) 

where the active power P(U) and the reactive power Q(U) are 
separated into a dynamic term (Pdyn, Qdyn) and into a steady term 
(Pload, Qload). The dynamic term represents the change of power 
due to the inverter interactions, and the steady term represents 
the change of power due to the loads. As already mentioned, 
P(U)  and Q(U)  are the reference values for the controlled 
current source. In the following two sections, the mathematical 
description of the loads and of the inverter dynamics will be 
given.  

B. Aggregation of loads 

The loads in the distribution grid are aggregated by summing 
up the active and reactive power of each load, which leads to the 
aggregated load with Pload and Qload. The loads are treated as 
constant impedance loads, to simplify their respective 
mathematical model. The power demand of the aggregated load 
only depends on the feeding voltage U:  

Pload  = U2/Rn2 , 
 

Qload = U
2/Xn2 , (17) 

 edium 
voltage grid

P,Q U

 CC

Converter

 edium 
voltage grid

U

 athematical 
model

I

Figure 1. Distribution grid Figure 2. Reduced grid 
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where R is the aggregated resistance, X is the aggregated 
reactance and n represents the turns ratio of the MV/LV 
transformer. Assuming that Pref and Qref are the active and 
reactive power of the aggregated load at a reference voltage Uref, 
the actual active and reactive power of the aggregated load Pload 
and Qload can be calculated as follows: 

where U is the actual feeding voltage and Pinv and Qinv are the 
injected active and reactive power of all inverters. With (18) and 
a controlled current source it is possible to approximate the grid 
in steady-state, whereas the inverter dynamics Pdyn and Qdyn are

zero. 

C. Aggregation of inverter dynamics 

With the use of system identification, two transfer functions 
are estimated: Gp s  characterizes the transfer behavior between
the input ∆U and the output Pdyn and Gq s  express the transfer
behavior between the input ∆U and the output Qdyn, where ∆U is 
equal to U −  Uref. The transfer functions are estimated based
on measured data (u(t) = ∆U and y(t) = Pdyn/Qdyn) of the original 
grid. A voltage step ∆U from the medium voltage side is applied, 
and P and Q are measured at PCC, whereby the measured data 
is reduced by the offsets of P and Q to obtain the values of Pdyn 
and Qdyn. The estimated transfer functions only describe the 
dynamic behavior of the grids input-output characteristic caused 
by the inverter interactions. Assuming a stable system, the 
dynamic behavior converges to zero. Consequently, the DC 
gains of the estimated transfer functions should be 
approximately zero.  

The distribution grid with inverters is a highly nonlinear system 
[19]. Therefore, an estimation of a transfer function corresponds 
to a linearization around an equilibrium point. By analyzing 
small-signal stability, linearization around an equilibrium is 
often used. Nevertheless, the linearization is only valid when 
small disturbances are applied [20], [21]. For the addressed 
purpose the input ∆U should be limited to ± 10 % [18].  

D.  Controlled Current Source 

The values calculated by (16) are the reference values for the 
controlled current source. To calculate the corresponding 
currents, different solutions are possible. In this paper, the 
calculation of the current is based on the dq-frame [22].  

IV. TEST GRID

To validate the proposed method, the Cigré reference grid 
for the European low voltage distribution network benchmark is 
used [23]. The grid is extended by five inverters, representing 
distributed energy resources (DER) connected to the grid. Fig. 3 
illustrates the structure of this grid. The loads are modeled as 
constant impedance loads, and the load parameters can be found 
in Table I. The inverters are controlled by an inner current 
controller, which tracks the reference values of the external P- 
and Q-controller. The reference value for the injected active 
power is Pinv = 4 kW and Qinv = 1.32 kvar for the reactive  

power (capacitive), where every inverter has the same reference 
value. Further information on the grid parameters can be found 
in [23].

TABLE I. LOAD PARAMETERS 

V. RESULTS 

The presented model reduction technique is applied on the 
test grid described in the prior section. Following, the reduced 
model of the test grid will be compared to the original model 
concerning the small-signal stability and the simulation speed. 
The simulations were performed in the simulation environment 
MATLAB Simulink. 

A. Model reduction of the test grid 

The aggregation of the loads is based on (18), the determined 
parameters can be found in Table II. The parameters of the 
estimated transfer functions can be found in Table III, where the 
transfer functions are expressed in the polynomial form: G(s) = 
N(s) / D(s).  

Pload  = Pref  U2

Uref
2 − Pinv , Qload = Qref

U2

Uref
2 − Qinv , (18)

Load Active Power, P 

 (kW) 

Inductive Reactive Power, Q 

(kvar) 

R11 14.55 9.0 
R15 145.35 90.09 
R16 63.75 39.51 
R17 14.55 9.0 
R18 63.75 39.51 
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TABLE II. PARAMETERS AGGREGATED LOAD 

Quantity  Value 

Pref 301.95 kW 
Qref 187.11 kvar 
Uref 1 pu 
Pinv 20 kW 
Qinv 6.6 kvar 

TABLE III. PARAMETERS ESTIMATED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

Coefficient  Transfer function 

Gp s  Gq s  

D0 3.98e09 8.016e12 
D1 4.486e07 2.408e11 
D2 2.266e05 2.036e08 
D3 338.3 1.285e06 
D4 1 1 
N0 1.043e08 2.763e13 
N1 7.076e08 -1.837e14 
N2 6.301e08 1.327e13 
N3 7.046e06 4.98e10 

B. Comparison of small-signal stability 

To compare the small-signal stability of the reduced model 
with the original model, a voltage step ∆U on the PCC is applied, 
and P and Q are compared. The scenario is described in Table 
IV.  

TABLE IV. SIMULATION SCENARIO 

Fig. 4 presents the dynamic response of P of both the original 
and the reduced model. Striking is the offset between the original 
grid and the reduced grid, due to the neglect of line impedances 
and transformer impedances. Fig. 5 illustrates the dynamic 
response of Q, again for both models. Consequently, an offset 
can be detected here as well. 

To assess the small-signal stability, the dynamic behavior of P 
respectively Q is significant. For that purpose, the oscillation 
behavior of P of the original grid and of the reduced grid is 
directly compared by removing the offset, see Fig. 6. The 
reduced grid shows approximately the same oscillation behavior 
of P compared to the original grid. Nevertheless, a time delay 
between the two oscillations exist. For better comparability, the 
characteristics of the oscillations are illustrated in Table V. It can 
be detected that the power oscillation of the reduced grid shows 
a higher peak, by a lower peak time. However, the oscillation of 
the reduced grid is more damped than the oscillation of the 
original grid, which can be proved due to the smaller settling 
time of 0.5790 s. Moreover, the frequency of the oscillation of 
the reduced grid is higher (66.4 s-1) than the oscillation of the 
original grid (61.8 s-1).  

Feeding voltage, U 

From To Value (pu) 

0 s 0.5 s 1 
0.5 s 0.75 s 1.1 

Figure 4. Simulation results of active power at PCC 

Figure 5. Simulations results of reactive power at PCC 

Figure 6. Simulation results of active power at PCC (oscillation behavior) 
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Despite the existing deviations, the dynamic behavior of P is 
well approximated by the reduced grid. Using the reduced grid 
to assess the small-signal stability will result in similar findings. 

TABLE V. OSCILLATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Model 

Quantity Reduced Original 

Peak 391.08 kW 390.83 kW 
Peak time 0.5028 s 0.5039 s 
Overshoot 26.65 % 20.28% 

Settling time 0.5790 s 0.6191 s 
Frequency 66.4 s-1 61.8 s-1 

C. Comparison of simulation speed 

Based on the scenario described in Table IV, the simulation 
speed of the reduced model and the original model were 
compared. The simulation of the reduced model is 30 % faster 
than the simulation of the original model. The used hardware 
and the solver settings are described in Table VI. 

TABLE VI. SIMULATION SPEED COMPARISON  

Model Computing 

Time 

Benefit 

Reduced 417 s 
30 % 

Original 595 s 
Used hardware CPU: i5-4300U 1.9 GHZ, 

RAM: 4 GB 
Solver settings ODE 8, time step: 2.5e-6 s 

VI. CONCLUSION

With the increasing amount of power converters connected 
to the grid, the need for efficient modeling inverter-dominated 
grids arises. In this paper, a new model reduction method was 
introduced, which allows efficient model reduction of inverter-
dominated grids while retaining input-output-characteristics to 
assess small-signal stability. This model reduction technique 
leads to faster simulations times, whereby numerical problems 
can be avoided. To validate this method a Cigré reference grid 
was modeled and reduced by applying the new technique. The 
reduced grid and the original grid were compared in simulations, 
concerning the small-signal stability and the simulation speed. 
The simulations reveal that the reduced grid approximates the 
dynamic behavior well, while the simulation speed is improved 
significantly. Regarding the steady behavior, the reduced model 
shows a constant deviation. In further scientific work, the 
deviation should be analyzed and removed to obtain a reduced 
model which also approximates the original model in the steady 
state.  
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Abstract—Renewables like photovoltaic and wind generation

have shown a large-scale development in Germany with a total 

capacity of 99.7 GW in 2016. This paper deals with the 

quantitative assessment of the impact of a high penetration of 

converter-based PV and wind generation including HVDC 

connected offshore wind farms on the overall stability of the larger 

interconnected transmission system. In particular, the effect of the 

various requirements regarding voltage control, frequency control 

and active power control during contingency situations is 

analyzed. Therefore, a new fully-integrated EMT-type model 

representing multiple PV power plants in the distribution system 

is introduced. Simulations on a representative benchmark test 

network are used to assess and quantify the overall impact and to 

identify appropriate measures to overall stability of the power 

system. Finally, the proposed improvements are evaluated 

considering the present developments in Germany. 

Index Terms—Photovoltaic, distribution system, wind

generation, HVDC, transmission system, EMT-type model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decades renewable energy sources (RES) have 
shown an unexpected development in Germany by providing 
33.3 % of the total electricity generation in 2017 [1]. Especially 
wind turbines (WTs) and photovoltaic (PV) units are driving this 
development and constituted an installed capacity of 90.3 GW 
in 2016 [1]. In contrast to other RES, WTs and PV units are 
converter-based technologies, hence, leading to a lack of 
rotating mass in the power system. Additionally, the behavior of 
these units is characterized by the volatility of the primary 
energy source and a governmental guaranteed feed-in priority 
towards non-renewable energy sources. Besides the power 
demand in Germany typically varies between 35 GW and 85 
GW during off-peak and peak periods, respectively [2]. Hence 
the significance of converter-based RES with respect to power 
system dynamics is clear. 

Resulting from the role of RES in the generation mix, the 
performance requirements vis-à-vis the network are laid-down 
by law and in various standards. In terms of high and extra-high 
voltage levels the TransmissionCode 2007 is applicable [3], 
meanwhile for medium voltage (MV) levels the technical 
guideline of the BDEW applies [4]. On the other hand 
generating units in low voltage (LV) networks are facing 
completely different standards for connection and parallel 

operation defined by the VDE [5], hence introduced separately 
hereinafter. For instance, reactive power supply in steady-state 
operation is specified according to a fixed cosφ – P
characteristic, typically without explicit requirement to 
contribute to steady state voltage control. Also, there is no 
requirement regarding dynamic voltage support during large 
voltage drops. Hence there are no requirements concerning high 
and low voltage ride through in low voltage networks. Instead 
small generation units are required to disconnect in cases of 
voltage or frequency limit violations. Since more than 23.6 GW 
of the installed capacity of RESs is constituted by LV connected 
PV units [1], the impact of these units on the power system 
dynamics is not negligible anymore. With the increasing number 
of WTs and PV units powered by the policy aims of the German 
government, it is inevitable to analyse their effect on the 
dynamic behavior of the superordinate network. In addition, 
solutions to improve the overall stability shall be developed and 
benchmarked with the present situation. 

For this reason, a new fully-integrated PV model for EMT-
type simulations will be introduced, representing the distributed 
characteristics of multiple PV power plants and taking the 
corresponding LV and MV requirements into consideration. 
This model also includes the distribution system (DS) to which 
the PV units are connected. Besides, common models of Type 3 
and 4 WTs are used in wind farms (WFs) representing the 
average behavior of today’s wind generation. In addition, an
offshore wind farm (OWF) using HVDC are implemented. For 
the quantitative assessment of the impact of converter-based 
RES on the overall stability of power systems, the benchmark 
test network PST16 presented in [6] will be used. Multiple WFs 
and PV units are connected to selected bus bars in parallel to the 
loads. When comparing the installed capacity of converter-based 
RES with the peak power demand in Germany it is obviously 
that high shares in the instantaneous electricity generation are 
constituting a realistic scenario. Hence, an exemplary share of 
converter-based RES comprising approx. 55 % of the total 
generation is selected. Based on the simulation results 
appropriate measures for improvement will be introduced, 
analyzed and discussed. 

II. REQUIREMENTS IN LOW VOLTAGE NETWORKS

The technical requirements for the connection and operation 
in LV networks are specified in the German standard VDE-AR-
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N4105 [5]. This standard contains specifications regarding 
active and reactive power control, protective functions during 
grid disturbances and the corresponding quality of those services 
under certain conditions. In this paper the relevant aspects of the 
requirements are introduced, which differ from the Transmission 
Code 2007 and need to be implemented in LV connected units. 

A. Active Power Control 

Since 2011 the technical requirements in low voltage 
networks with regard to active power control do not differ from 
those in (TransmissionCode, 2007). Hence a continuous active 
power reduction with Δp = 0.4 p.u./Hz for frequencies between 
50.2 and 51.5 Hz is required. Only at a frequency exceeding 51.5 
Hz or falling below 47.5 Hz, disconnection is allowed. Although 
for some power plants exceptions may be allowed [7], these 
details will not be considered in this paper. 

B. Reactive Power Control 

In terms of reactive power, generating units are required to 
contribute to steady state voltage control only upon the request 
of the distribution system operator (DSO), meanwhile dynamic 
voltage control is not required. However, in general a reactive 
power supply during steady state operation is restricted to a 
characteristic cosφ - P curve or to a constant cosφ value, hence,
not controlling the voltage directly. Moreover, the reactive 
power during steady state operation is limited to 0.31 p.u. for 
units with a nominal power between 3.68 and 13.8 kVA and to 
0.48 p.u. for larger units. Smaller units are not required to 
contribute at all. 

C. Protective Functions 

Any disconnection of the power plants in low voltage 
networks resulting from voltage or frequency limit violation has 
to take place in less than 100 ms. Considering terminal voltages, 
the upper and lower protection thresholds are 1.15 p.u. and 0.8 
p.u., respectively. Regarding grid frequency, upper and lower
protection thresholds are typically defined as 51.5 Hz and 47.5 
Hz, respectively. 

D. Resynchronization after Disconnection 

Following a disconnection as described above, the power 
plant is allowed to reconnect and synchronize with the grid after 
60 s if voltage and frequency stay within the limits 1.1 p.u. and 
0.85 p.u., and 47.5 Hz and 50.05 Hz, respectively. For a short 
interruption (SI) of less than 3 s duration, reconnection is already 
allowed after 5 s. The maximum active power ramp rate is 0.1 
p.u./min., with the active power set-point immediately before SI
as a base. 

III. INTEGRATED PV AND DS MODEL

More than 93 % of the installed capacity of PV generation in 
2015 was connected to LV or MV levels, i.e. to the distribution 
system (DS). The model and control representation of a 
representative PV unit including a load in parallel and 
equivalent circuit of the superordinate DS (based upon [8]) is 
shown in Fig. 1. In this context the values of the DS equivalent 
are calculated individually for LV and MV connected PV units, 
respectively. The PV unit itself comprises of a three-phase 
connected two-level inverter, a PV array and the control system. 

Steady state voltage control is performed through transformer 
tap changers and the system automatics of the DS are neglected. 

Fig. 1 PV unit model and control representation. 

A. PV-Array 

To improve computational efficiency, the PV model, shown 
in Fig. 2 proposed in [9], is implemented. 

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit of the implemented PV array model. 

The behavior of the IV characteristic is described by 
equations (1) and (2): 
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In these equations Iph is the photoelectric current, IS the 
reverse saturation current, Rsh the shunt resistance and A the 
ideality factor, where q: elementary charge (1.60217657×10−19 
C), kB: Boltzmann constant (1.3806488×10−23 J/K), T: module 
temperature, and Ns: number of cells connected in series. The 
parameters α0, α1, α2, and α3 can be derived for a given module
type as shown in [9]. 

B. Three-Phase Two-Level Inverter 

The chosen three-phase two-level (3P-2L) inverter is one of 
the most common topologies for PV inverters and a well-
established technology [10]. In addition, the MMPT is carried 
out centralized and a transformer-less topology is implemented, 
i.e. the inverter utilizes single-stage conversion [11]. 

C. Control Schema 

The inverter control schema is designed to represent the 
distributed characteristics of PV power plants in the DS, 
fulfilling the requirements at the MV and LV level (see [4] and 
[5]). Therefore, an active power reduction control determines the 
active power set-point pred depending on the grid frequency. 
Additionally, for LV connected PV units the set-point pred is set 
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to zero when exceeding the frequency or voltage limits for more 
than 100 ms. The PV array model based on equations (1) and (2) 
uses the current DC voltage vDC as illustrated in Fig. 3 to 
calculate the PV module current iPV,OP and voltage vPV,OP for the 
corresponding operating point (OP). 

Fig. 3 PV model, MPPT control and DC voltage reference. 

The maximum power point tracker (MPPT) uses the OP 
current and voltage to calculate reference DC voltage vDC,ref 

based on the incremental conductance algorithm [12]. The DC 
current source set-point iDC is calculated by multiplying OP 
current iPV,OP and active power set-point pred in a feed forward 
connection. 

Fig. 4 DC voltage control and active current reference. 

Fig. 5 Reactive power control and current reference. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate commonly used DC voltage and 
reactive power control schemes as shown in [13], extended by a 
feed-forward term for the active power set-point. Generic 
current control, current limitation and reference voltage 
limitation are implemented without any modifications as 
described in [14]. 

IV. INTEGRATED WIND TURBINE MODELS

More than 97 % of the installed capacity of wind generation 
in 2015 was connected to the MV or HV levels. Additionally, 
Type 3 and Type 4 WTs were constituting 33 % and 52 % of the 
total installed capacity in Germany in 2015, respectively. Hence 
a representative wind farm is used in this paper, whereby several 
Type 3 and 4 WTs are connected in parallel either to the MV or 
the HV level. Furthermore, an offshore wind farm using HVDC 
transmission is implemented as introduced hereinafter. In this 
context 3P-2L converters are used (as introduced for PV). 

A. Type 3 Wind Turbine Model 

The model and control representation of a Type 3 WT with 
doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) as introduced in [15] is 
depicted in Fig. 6. The general structure of the control can be 
divided into the machine-side converter (MSC) and the grid-side 
converter (LSC), as well as the speed control. In this context the 
reduced third-order model DFIG model is used, since it is 

suitable to represent the response of common wind power plants, 
especially in terms of reactive power support during voltage 
drops due to external faults. However, the model was already 
introduced by Rueda et al. [15], hence, the specific control 
schema will not be discussed hereinafter. 

Fig. 6 Type 3 WT model and control representation [15]. 

B. Type 4 Wind Turbine Model 

The general structure of the Type 4 WT control is shown in 
Fig. 7. In this context the feed-in active power of the 
synchronous generator and the machine side converter is 
assumed to be remain constant for the applied time periods of 
investigation hereinafter. Therefore, a controlled current source 
is used representing the constant power supply of the generator 
into the DC link (acc. to [13]). However, the model was already 
introduced by Neumann et al. [13], hence, the specific control 
schema will not be discussed hereinafter. 

Fig. 7 Type 4 WT model and control representation [13]. 

C. Offshore Wind Farm & HVDC 

In terms of offshore wind farms (OWFs) more than 74 % of 
the installed capacity in Germany corresponds to 
interconnection lengths greater than 40 km [16]. Hence, the 
interconnection between OWF and grid is typically carried out 
using high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission [17]. 
Therefore, voltage-sourced modular multilevel converters 
(VSC-MMCs) are used for a HVDC transmission link of an 
OWF as illustrated in Fig. 8. On the offshore side a typical 
collector and submarine network is used, as shown in [14]. 
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Fig. 8 HVDC transmission link model representation. 

The control of the HVDC link is carried out using decoupled 
current control on both sides. The offshore side converter is 
controlling the DC voltage and reference active power via pulse 
width modulation (PWM) as shown in [18]. However, the model 
was already introduced in an example of PowerFactory [18], 
hence, the specific control schema will not be discussed 
hereinafter. 

V. BENCHMARK TEST NETWORK & SIMULATIONS 

To simulate the impact of distributed renewable generation 
on the power system the test network PST 16 as depicted in Fig. 
9as well as the previously introduced models are used. The test 
grid represents a 380/220 kV transmission system with typical 
line parameters. In prior studies of Teeuwsen [6] the grid was 
supplied exclusively by thermal and hydro power plants with a 
total load of 16.8 GW of active power. The PV and DS models 
have been placed at eight selected connection points supplying 
900 MW each, accounting for 39.9% of the total generation. The 
WFs (including the OWF) have been placed at ten selected 

connection points supplying 300 MW each, accounting for 15 % 
of the total generation. To keep the total power generation 
unchanged, some of the synchronous generators are removed. A 
three-phase short circuit of 150 ms duration behind a fault 
impedance at bus C1 was used to study the impact of different 
control strategies on dynamic behavior of the test grid. 

A. Simulation with Standard Requirements 

Following the three-phase short circuit, the terminal voltages 
of the PV units close to the fault drop below 0.8 p.u. (see Fig. 
10). Therefore, the protection relays of the LV connected PV 
units C1 and C3 are activated since the voltage does not recover 
within 100 ms. As a result, both PV units are disconnected 150 
ms after fault onset leading to a lack of active and reactive 
power. Meanwhile the synchronous generators accelerate due to 
the three-phase short circuit during the fault. Hence the 
frequencies at the terminals of the synchronous generators are 
increasing as shown in Fig. 11. However, since no system 
automatic is implemented in the DS to reduce the load in case of 
violation of the voltage limits, the synchronous generators are 
not able to stabilize the power system after fault clearing. 
Therefore, all generators continue accelerating even after fault-
clearing (see Fig. 11). Finally, 850 ms after fault clearing the 
first generators in area A and C close to the fault location go out 
of step and start operating asynchronously (see Fig. 12). The 
result reveals that the disconnection of the PV units in the low 
voltage DS has severely degraded system security, and the 
whole system runs the risk of losing stability. Post-fault 
stabilization would require several measures to improve voltage 
stability (e.g. FACTS) and frequency stability (e.g. additional 
frequency-responsive spinning reserve). 

Fig. 9 PST 16 including PV and WTs at different connections and showing fault location at busbar C1. 
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Fig. 10 Terminal voltages of PV units in the test grid. 

Fig. 11 Grid frequencies at the synchronous generators. 

Fig. 12 Rotor angles of the synchronous generators. 

B. Simulation with improved Requirements 

As already mentioned above the post-fault disconnection of 
the PV units in the low voltage DS can potentially lead to system 
instability. As a solution, this paper proposes the modification of 
the requirements of the TransmissionCode 2007 and the 
application for all voltage levels, i.e. also for low voltage 
connected PV units. In this context the implementation of two 
major requirements (as shown in Fig. 13) has been determined 
to be of particular importance: 

 Low and high voltage ride through (LVRT & HVRT) 
capability is proposed to prevent power plants connected to 
the low voltage network from post-fault disconnection 

 Dynamic voltage control without any dead band and the 
application of equation (3) is proposed 

 q,dyn.Δ
2 0

Δ
i

k . p.u.
u

   

Fig. 13 Proposed improvements for the requirements of generating units. 

For the LVRT & HVRT requirements as illustrated in Fig. 
13a disconnection is only allowed, if the voltage drops below the 
red boundary, during the interval from 150 to 1,500 ms after the 
fault occurrence (i.e. voltage values inside the hatched area). 
After 1,500 ms the standard voltage limits apply and 
disconnection is only admissible through system automatics. 
The proposed dynamic voltage control as shown in Fig. 13 
requires a continuous reactive current supply ΔiQ,dyn. using a
proportional constant k (greater than 2 p.u.) in case of voltage 
deviations Δv according to equation (3). The proposals above are
contrasting the present requirements of the TransmissionCode 
2007 but participation of all available power plants during 
disturbances is ensured, even for larger fault distances. 

The simulation was re-run by considering the improved 
requirements and using a proportional constant k of 4 p.u. Fig. 
14 depicts the resulting post-fault terminal voltages of the PV 
units in the low voltage network. Only the terminal voltages of 
the PV units C1 and C3 close to the fault location drop below 
0.85 p.u. during the fault. All the terminal voltages can be 
stabilized immediately after fault clearing within less than 5 ms. 

Fig. 14 Terminal voltages of PV units in the test grid with improvements. 

Fig. 15 Grid frequencies at the synchronous generators with improvements. 
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Fig. 16 Rotor angles of the synchronous generators with improvements. 

Hence all PV units can fulfill the LVRT & HVRT 
requirements completely. All synchronous generators remain in 
stable operation, as illustrated in Fig. 15. Most of the 
synchronous generators experience initial acceleration due to the 
three-phase short circuit but settle to values below 50.15 Hz 
within 3 s after the fault clearing. In addition, rotor angle 
stability of all synchronous generators is ensured all the time. 
Therefore, the proposed changes in the requirement additional 
features ensure voltage, frequency and rotor-angle stability, and 
the protective voltage thresholds acc. to VDE-AR-N 4105 are 
exceeded for only two PV units (C1 and C3) for a duration of 
less than 200 ms. Most of the PV units connected to a low 
voltage DS therefore implicitly fulfil the present requirements 
without any necessity for disconnections. Even when thresholds 
are exceeded safe operation can be still ensured due to the short 
time duration (below 200 ms) of critical operation. 

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated the potential risks of instable 
operation of the power system that can be caused by the 
presently applicable requirements on generating units connected 
to the low voltage DS. Improved requirements have been 
proposed and it has been shown that with the implementation of 
the proposed solution the power system remains stable for the 
same fault conditions. Therefore, it has been shown that the 
proposed requirements enhance the overall stability of the power 
system with a high penetration of PV and wind generation 
appropriately. By applying LVRT & HVRT requirements acc. 
to all PV units remain connected to the grid during and after the 
fault. In addition, the present protective voltage thresholds can 
be largely maintained by applying an improved dynamic voltage 
control based on. Compared to other measures, e.g. installing 
new FACTS units at connections between the transmission and 
distribution system or increasing the frequency-response 
reserve, this proposal could be realized rather easily by software-
updates of the PV inverters. Finally, the proposed improvements 
can be considered as an economical measure to reduce the grid 
development costs for the TSOs and DSOs by utilizing already 
available resources. 
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Abstract—The vast increase of renewable energy sources causes

future challenges for the power system. Therefore, voltage 

stability became a major concern in order to maintain a reliable 

power supply. This paper analyses and compares different 

methods to indicate the voltage stability condition of an 

operation point in order to forecast an imminent voltage 

collapse. In distinction to existing comparisons of voltage 

stability indicators, a new validation criterion has been used to 

evaluate the applicability and reliability for transmission 

systems.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

Indices and sets 

i, j Bus i and j respectively 

L Load  

G Generator 

Variables 

V Voltage magnitude 
 Voltage angle 

S Apparent power 

P Active power 

Q Reactive power 

Z Branch impedance 

 Branch impedance angle 

R Branch resistance 

X Branch reactance 

Y Admittance matrix 

I Vector of complex currents 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Expansion of electrical power systems could not 
satisfy the vast increase of renewable energy generation in the 
past [1]. This causes a higher utilization of the existing 
capacities and weakens the grid regarding faults and 
disturbances. Therefore, voltage stability became a major 
concern. In distinction to the operational security limits, 
voltage stability is defined as the ability of a power system to 
maintain steady voltages at all buses in the system after being 
subjected to a disturbance [2], [3].   

Stabilizing effects can be reached by using FACTS and 
VSC-HVDC-systems to provide reactive power. In order to 
provide an optimal reactive power infeed, it is necessary to be 
aware of the voltage stability condition of the power system. 
Originally, the determination of voltage stability conditions 
requires long term dynamic simulations since the voltage 
behavior  is affected by the nonlinear dynamic performance of 
the power system [2]. Such complex considerations are hard 
to integrate into an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) calculation. In 
order to minimize resources and maintain a high performance 
for the evaluation of voltage stability condition of a power 
system, various alternative methods have been developed. 
These methods can be distinguished by the different 
approaches, such as modal analysis [1], Jacobian determinant 
[4], sensitivity analysis [5] and P-V curve based line indices 
[6]–[8].

With intent to obtain a fast method for future OPF 
application, chosen methods have been discussed, compared 
and validated in this paper. In distinction to former 
comparisons of voltage stability indices (e.g. [7], [9]), a 
sensitivity analysis method is compared to several line index 
methods. Furthermore, the reliability and accuracy of these 
methods have been examined for a meshed system 
considering the specific amount of connected branches at the 
stressed bus. The analysis has been made by using a validation 
algorithm that differs from procedures of existing 
comparisons of voltage stability indices. The chosen methods 
are introduced and compared in section II. In section III the 
validation process is presented and discussed. Subsequently, 
the numerical case study and conclusions are presented in 
section IV and V. 

II. METHODS TO EVALUATE VOLTAGE STABILITY

In order to evaluate voltage stability of a steady state 
system, several methods have been proposed. To achieve a 
high performance for optimization processes several line 
index methods and a sensitivity analysis have been chosen for 
further considerations. The choice of the methods is referred 
to the numerical complexity with intent to obtain a fast 
method. This section focuses on the formulation and 
discussion of the chosen voltage stability indices and gives a 
first comparison of the methods based on their assumptions 
and formulations. 
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A. Line Index Methods 

The line index methods, such as the Line Stability Index 
(LMN) from [6], the Line Stability Factor (LQP) from [7], the 
Fast Voltage Stability Index (FVSI) from [7] and the New 
Voltage Stability Index (NVSI) from [8] have been derived 
from a two bus system as shown in Figure 1 and were 
developed to determine the distance to voltage collapse of the 
power receiving bus.  

i i iS P jQ  j j jS P jQ 

jZ Z e R jX  

ij

iV e
 j

j

j
V e



Figure 1. 2-Bus System representation 

The theory of the line index methods is based on the P-V 
curve of a transmission line between two buses. By the usage 
of the quadratic voltage equation (1) a stability criterion can 
be formulated.  

2 4
2 2 2i i

j i
2 4

V V
V QX X P XV Q     (1) 

Therefore, the radicand of the quadratic voltage equation 
must be greater than zero to maintain voltage stability. The 
range to indicate voltage stability for each line index bears 
between zero (unloaded) and one (voltage collapse) as shown 
in Figure 2. Indices greater than one represent the instable 
range of the P-V curve.  
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Figure 2.   P-V-Curve including index interpretations 

The line indices are referred to the respective line in the 
power system and indicate the voltage stability condition of 
the power receiving bus as the most stressed bus connected to 
the respective line.  

The derivations of the different line indices are based on 
different formulations of the power flow between two buses. 
The LMN has been developed on the basis of the power flow 
formulation as in (2) and (3).     
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The authors of the FVSI, LQP, and NVSI referred to a 
power flow formulation based on the current flow as in (4) and 
(5). 
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From this approaches the authors established concerning 
specific assumptions the quadratic voltage equation. So a 
lossless power system has been assumed to establish the LQP 
and NVSI indices while for the FVSI the voltage angles have 
been neglected since it has been assumed that neighboring 
buses hold approximately equal voltage angles. The different 
indices have been derived from the respective resulting 
stability criterion and are defined as follows. 
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It can be noticed that in contrast to the LQP and NVSI there 
is no direct relation to active power flow. Therefore active 
power is only be considered by indirect relations like the 
voltage angle (only LMN) and voltage magnitude which may 
cause a loss of accuracy. 

B. L Index Method 

The L-index method is introduced in [5] and is a sensitivity 
analysis based on the admittance matrix relation of the power 
system. In contrast to the line indices the L-index points 
directly to the load buses of a system regarding voltage 
stability indication. The derivation is based on following 
relation.  

L L LL LG L

G G GL GG G

I V Y Y V

I V Y Y V

       
          

       
Y (10) 

In order to do sensitivity analysis the equation must be 
sorted by known and unknown variables. To sort the equation 
Y must be converted to a hybrid matrix H by partial inversion 
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of the submatrices which yields (11) with its resulting 
submatrices defined as (12)-(15). 

L L LL LG L

G G GL GG G

V I Z F I

I V K L V
   H (11) 

-1

LL LLZ Y (12) 

1

LG LL LGF Y Y  (13) 

-1

GL GL LLK Y Y (14) 

1

GG GG LG GL LLL Y Y Y Y   (15) 

To evaluate the voltage stability of a system the top line of 
the equation is sufficient.  

L LL L LG GV Z I F V    (16) 

Assuming that LL L LZ I V 
the equation can be 

converted to the L-index definition (17). 

LG G

L

1
F V

L
V

  (17) 

C. Comparison of the Methods 

In this section the introduced methods have been 

compared to each other with respect to defined criteria such as 

assumptions, required variables and information content. The 

following table is referred to [9] with the extension by the L-

index. 

TABLE 1.   COMPARISON OF LMN, FVSI, LQP, NVSI AND L-INDEX 

Comparison 

of Voltage 

stability 

indices 

Criteria 

Assumptions Variables 
Information 

content 

L 

R

X
≪ 1 ,  Y V

Distance to 

voltage collapse 

LMN - , ,  ,  , Q X V   Distance to 

voltage collapse 

FVSI 0  ,  , Q V Z
Distance to 

voltage collapse 

NVSI 0R  ,  ,  , Q P V X
Distance to 

voltage collapse 

LQP 
R

X
≪ 1 ,  ,  , Q P V X

Distance to 

voltage collapse 

     Considering the assumptions from Table 1 it can be noticed 

that almost every method requires a lossless power system or 

a power system with a very low R/X relation. Therefore these 

methods are only suitable for high voltage transmission 

systems to maintain a high accuracy. Furthermore, the 

required information for the calculations are similar and 

regard to the power flow solution of an operating point, the 

topology and designing data. All these methods yield an index 

that indicates the distance to the point of voltage collapse. 

III. VALIDATION PROCESS 

In this chapter, the validation procedure is introduced. In 
[6]–[9] the authors expected the power system to be voltage
instable if the respective index gains the value 1. As defined 
in [1] voltage instability occurs if the Jacobi-matrix becomes 
singular. A singularity of the Jacobi-matrix eventuates if the 
solution of (1) becomes complex. At this point, the 
convergence can’t be achieved and there is no numerical
solution of the power flow calculation. To validate the 
introduced methods, the power system must be increasingly 
stressed until the Jacobi-matrix becomes singular and no 
power flow solution exists. In contrast to the validation 
process from [6]–[9] a reliable and accurate functionality of
the methods is verified if the respective index gains the value 
1 at the breaking point. The algorithm described in Figure 3 is 
applied in the introduced validation procedure.  

Since most of the considered methods are based on a 
single line between two buses, it is necessary to determine the 
functionality of these methods for meshed systems by 
considering buses with a different amount of connections to  

bus selection

step size definition

power flow calculation

(Newton-Raphson)

voltage stability index 

calculation

step size > 

min. step size

yes

no

reset point of 

operation

P = P + Pstep

(Q = Q + Qstep)

evaluation

no

yes

step size 

reduction

loop start

converged?

Figure 3.   Algorithm for a validation process 

further buses. Furthermore, the reliability and accuracy of the 

methods have been analyzed with respect to the influence of 

either active or reactive overload. 
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IV. NUMERICAL CASE STUDY

The introduced methods initially have been verified in a 2-
bus system. Since the 2-bus system is the basis of the 
derivations of the methods, it is a suitable test system to 
distinguish the respective characteristics of the methods. 
Subsequently, the analysis of the introduced voltage stability 
indices has been performed on the IEEE 118-Bus Test System 
from [10] to validate the methods within a meshed test 
environment with regard to a general applicability and 
reliability for transmission systems. 

A. 2-Bus Test System 

To proof the functionality and to determine the 
characteristics of the methods regarding increasing stress on a 
bus voltage the methods have been initially tested in a 2-bus 
test system as shown in Figure 1. The Test system consists of 
one slack bus and one load bus connected via a branch. 
Furthermore the system is defined as a high voltage 
transmission system with a very low R/X relation. 

Figure 4.    Index progressions for a) reactive and b) active power load 

increase at load bus 

In Figure 4 the reactive and active power load respectively 
have been increased until the voltage at the load bus collapsed. 
Regarding the reactive power load increase shown in Figure 
4a, it can be noticed that every index method is been suitable 

to forecast an imminent voltage collapse. All the indices 
reached a final value close to one at the point of voltage 
collapse. While the LMN, FVSI and LQP index have an almost 
linear slope, the L and NVSI index have a nonlinear slope 
regarding reactive power load change. 

In Figure 4b the active power load has been increased until 
the voltage at the load bus has collapsed. Unlike to the reactive 
power load change, in this case, only the L, NVSI and LQP 
index have been able to indicate an imminent voltage collapse. 
Thereby the L and LQP index have been more accurate than 
the NVSI while the LMN and FVSI haven’t shown any change
of their index value regarding active power load change. The 
L-index has a nonlinear slope regarding to active power load 
change while the NVSI index has unlike to the reactive power 
load change an almost linear slope and the LQP a nonlinear 
slope. 

The analysis in the 2-bus test system has shown that all 
indices are able to indicate voltage collapse regarding to a 
reactive power load change while only the LQP, NVSI and L 
index have been able to indicate the imminent voltage collapse 
regarding to an active power load change. The LMN and FVSI 
index haven’t been responding to the active power load
change which leads to the assumption that these two methods 
are only sensitive to reactive power changes. 

B. IEEE 118-Bus test system 

After the verification in an unmeshed system the methods 
have been analyzed in the IEEE 118-bus test system. The 
IEEE 118-bus test system is a high voltage transmission 
system and consists of 54 synchronous machines, 64 load 
buses and 186 branches. The low R/X relation satisfies the 
requirement of the methods. Furthermore, the test system 
includes buses with up to 5 connected branches and is 
therefore suitable for considerations regarding the impact of 
the degree of meshing. To analyze the functionality of the 
methods regarding to the degree of meshing two load buses 
(Bus 45 and Bus 75) with a different amount of branch 
connections have been chosen randomly. Bus 45 is connected 
to three buses while bus 75 has 5 connected buses. 

In Figure 5a the reactive power load change has been 
increased at bus 45. All the index methods have been able to 
forecast the imminent voltage collapse with high accuracy. 
Only the deviation of the NVSI index has increased compared 
to the unmeshed system in Figure 4a. 

Figure 5b shows the indices over the increase of active 
power load at bus 45. In this case, the impact of the degree of 
meshing on the index results is more clearly. The LQP 
indicates an imminent voltage collapse much earlier than it 
occurred while the L and NVSI index have been able to 
indicate the voltage collapse with high accuracy. It can be 
noticed that somehow the LMN and FVSI index respond to an 
active power load change which cannot directly be affiliated 
with the higher degree of meshing.  

Figure 5c shows the different indices over the reactive 
power load change at bus 75. It can be noticed that all indices 
excluding the L-index indicated an imminent voltage collapse 
earlier than it occurred. This can be affiliated with the high 
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number of connected buses that provide reactive power for the 
stressed bus. All the line index methods consider only the 
interaction of two buses which results in a relation between 
the provided reactive power from bus i and the voltage drop 
at bus j. The stressed bus is, however, receiving reactive 
power from other connected buses that contribute to maintain 
voltage stability. This may cause an early indication of a 
voltage collapse. The L-index is in opposition to the line index 
methods based on a sensitivity analysis that is able to consider 
the effect of every generator unit on the stressed bus. 

Figure 5d shows the indices over the increase of active 
power load change. As with the reactive power load change 
the line index methods indicated an early voltage collapse. In 
this case the L-index hasn’t been able to indicate the voltage 
collapse by its final value.  

The analysis in a meshed high voltage transmission system 
has shown that the L-index method is the most reliable index 
method. However, the L-index method is not reliable for every 
bus in the considered test system and its accuracy seems to 
have a dependency on the degree of meshing of the stressed 
bus. To proof this assumption the calculations have been made 
for every load bus in the test system. The L-index values at the 
point of voltage collapse regarding active and reactive power 
load change respectively are shown in Figure 6. 

Considering the connected branches of the respective 
buses it can be noticed that the reliability of the L-index 
method decreases with an increasing number of connections. 
However, the quality of the result is also affected by further 
impact factors since also buses with only two or three 
connected branches show unsatisfying indication results. A 
deeper analysis might be necessary. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper different methods to indicate the point of 
voltage collapse have been analyzed, compared and validated. 
The intention was to obtain a reliable and fast method for the 
usage within an optimization process for reactive power 
infeed. Therefore the methods have been validated and 
analyzed under consideration of a procedure that differs from 
the validation process the authors from [6]–[9] used.

The analysis of the index methods in the 2-bus system has 
shown that in general there is a higher sensitivity to the 
reactive power load change than to active power load change. 
The conclusion that the LMN and FVSI index are not able to 
indicate voltage stability conditions regarding active power 
load change has been refuted by the analysis in the IEEE 118-
bus test system. It could be observed that the line index  

 

Figure 5.    Index progressions for a) reactive b) active power load increase at bus 45 and c) reactive and d) active power load increase at bus 7
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Figure 6.   L-index for active/reactive power load increase at all load buses 

respectively 

methods (LMN, FVSI, NVSI and LQP) are tending to an early 
indication of an imminent voltage collapse for an increasing 
number of connected branches at the stressed bus. The L- 
index provided the most reliable and accurate results. 
However also the L-index method could not indicate the 
critical voltage situation for a bus with a higher degree of 
meshing regarding to active power load change. 

Conclusively the analysis has shown that none of these 
methods could reliable indicate an imminent voltage collapse 
within all test conditions. It can be inferred that the L-index 
method, compared to the line index methods, is the most 
reliable and most accurate method for a fast evaluation of 
voltage stability conditions for a point of operation. 
Nevertheless the L-index result needs to be verified by 
dynamic simulations before constructive considerations are 
valid, since the reliability of these method varies for every bus 
in a system. Furthermore the voltage stability index methods 
have been effected by other bus specific influences that impact 
the functionality and reliability of these methods. These 
influences should be determined and analyzed in further 
examinations.  
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Abstract—In this paper, protection system behaviour during
power system restoration is examined. Therefore a network
model reflecting the medium to high voltage level is developed.
Subsequently it is provided with a protection concept according to
literature. To analyse the protection system a Protection Security
Assessment system (PSA) is developed. Thereafter this analysis
tool is applied on a power system restoration based on the bottom
up strategy and problematic network areas during the process
are shown. Finally improvements for a secure system restoration
are derived and tested on their functionality.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing infeed of renewable energies leads to pre-

viously unusual power flow directions. This increases the

complexity of the protection concept. As a result the elec-

trical energy supply network is becoming more susceptible

to protection malfunctions. If a large area collapse of the

network occurs, it is essential to restore the system safely,

smoothly, deliberately and quickly [1]. In order to ensure the

safety during the power system restoration, it is important that

the network protection devices react accurately even in this

exceptional state. However, since their settings are optimized

for normal network operation, this can lead to problems.

Because it is too time-consuming to identify these faults in the

protection concept manually, it is extremely important to have

an automated protection evaluation method. Such a method is

presented and applied on a study case in this paper.

II. STUDY CASE

To analyse the protection system during power system

restoration a network model with a realistic protection concept

is needed.

A. Network model

The developed network model is based on the German

electrical energy supply network as described in [2]. Due

to the used PowerFactory licence there is a boundary to the

model size. Therefore the 220 kV and the 400 V level are not

included. In the medium voltage level only one radial and

one ring network are represented. Other areas on this level

are replaced by equivalent loads. The created network model

is shown in figure 2.

The coupling switch installed in the medium-voltage network

is used in further power system restoration strategies.

B. Protection concept

The protection concept is implemented according to lit-

erature [3]. Therefore four relay models are applied. Three

are manufacturer specific and originate from the company

’SIEMENS’. The first is the time overcurrent relay 7SJ80, the

second is the distance protection relay 7SA6 and the third is

a differential protection device of the 7UT6 series. The fourth

is a specially self-developed generic low voltage right trough

relay (LVRT-relay), which is located at all power plants.
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Fig. 1. Protection concept of the radial network

It is responsible for ensuring that the generating units do not

disconnect from the grid until the required time has elapsed.
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Fig. 2. Developed network model with marked voltage levels

The exact requirements are defined in the Technical

Guideline for Generation Plants on the medium-voltage grid

of the ”Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft”

[4].

Figure 1 shows the protection concept of the radial network

by way of example. The boxes represent the overcurrent

protection devices. Their time staggering settings are shown

next to the boxes.

The lines in the 110 kV and the 380 kV level are protected

by distance protection relays. These have three zones with

different ranges (85 %, 120 % and 200 % of the main

protection zone) and staggering times (0.0 s, 0.3 s and 0.6 s).

Furthermore the relay trips at a staggering time of 1.5 s, if its

starting conditions are fulfilled.

Every transformator is monitored by a differential protection

device and additionally a time overcurrent relay is installed

as shown in figure 1.

III. PROTECTION SECURITY ASSESSMENT CONCEPT

To analyse the protection system several Python scripts

are developed [5]. There are scripts that collaborate with

PowerFactory. Thereby PowerFactory serves as calculation en-

gine for steady state simulations. By incorporating the special

PowerFactory module ’powerfactory.pyd’ in the script it is

possible to access nearly all parameters in the PowerFactory

network. These scripts are responsible for data acquisition.

Four further scripts are developed to analyse the data obtained.

A. Data acquisition

To collect data the first script performs stationary stepwise

short circuit calculations (short circuit trace) at every bus and

on every line, according the procedure shown in figure 3.

Set (next) fault 

location

Run stepwise short 

circuit calculation

Disable primary 

protection devices

Enable all devices

Save in Txt-File

Device

Fault location

Relay

Tripping time

Set fault case

Fig. 3. Procedure of the data acquisition scripts

In the stepwise short circuit calculation the reaction of the

protection system is structured in time steps. Each time step

is defined via a switching event. For the next time step, the

fault currents are recalculated on the basis of the changed grid

topology.
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To ensure a high resolution based protection screening the

lines are divided in 5 % sections and therefore 21 calculations

are run through. For the fault case, a distinction can be made

between different fault cases with variable fault resistance.

To test the functionality of the secondary protection (back

up level) another script performs the same incremental short

circuit calculations, with the difference, that ahead of every

computation the script disables all primary protection devices

except the LVRT-relays. The knowledge about which relay

provides which function for which equipment is defined sep-

arately in a matrix. It represents the range of the individual

protection zones and is determined manually. Starting from

the equipment, advancing in radial direction through the

network all relevant relays are included. The first relevant

protection devices are defined as the primary-, the second as

the secondary- and the third as the tertiary protection devices.

Thereby the incremental short circuit calculation is carried out

until no more protection device is triggered. This is important

because cascaded failures may cause further protection trips

even after the original fault has been cleared.

Finally the information of the graphical layout is extracted.

All acquired data are saved in text files via ’comma-separated

values’-style.

B. Data analysis

To evaluate the extracted information four analysis ele-

ments, which form the PSA, are developed. These are:

FT Fault clearing Time element

BT Backup fault clearing Time element

ST Selectivity Test element

GT Generator Trip analyser element

All evaluation elements show their results in an own graph

that reflects the network model, where equipment is differently

coloured.

At the FT-element the colour refers to the fault clearing time.

The function of the BT-element is to monitor secondary

protection and thus the colour refers to the fault clearing time

if primary protection devices are disabled.

The ST-element checks if the triggered relays match the relays

with primary protection function, given in the matrix. If not,

there is a distinction depending on whether the relay has

secondary, tertiary or no protection function for the equipment.

This serves to evaluate the protection system in terms of its

selectivity.

In the GT-element each generating unit gets its own colour

assigned. Afterwards it is examined if and if so which LVRT

relays have tripped for short circuits. According to these

results the equipment is coloured in the colour of the largest

disconnected generation plant. From this conclusions can be

drawn whether a short circuit at this point leads to a collapse

of the island.

IV. EXAMINATION OF A NETWORK RESTORATION

For the review of the behaviour of the protection system

during power system restoration, a restoration strategy has to

be chosen. Due to the fact that the bottom up strategy is the

most challenging approach and no help from neighbouring

systems is needed, it is chosen in this paper.

A. Strategy description

In [6], milestones during power system restoration accord-

ing to the bottom up strategy are defined. These are:

• Building electrical islands

• Synchronisation of these islands

• Establish transmission grid

• Restoration of load

• Connect to neighbouring networks

Criteria that must be kept for a successful construction of

recovery islands are named in [7]. These are:

• Each subsystem must have a power plant with black start

capability.

• In every recovery island, it should be possible to adapt

generation and consumption so that the frequency stays

within the specified range.

• Each subsystem should be able to maintain a suitable

voltage profile.

• Sufficient monitoring must be possible to ensure internal

safety.

• At all tie points where islands should be coupled at least

synchro-check relays are necessary.

The implementation of these milestones in the network model

is shown in figure 4, taking the island requirements under

consideration. There, the stepwise energization process of the

network is illustrated.
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Fig. 4. Steps of network restoration in the bottom up procedure, applied to
the network model

In the 110 kV level the hydroelectric power plant WK 1

and in the medium-voltage level the biogas plant BGA 1 are
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available as power plants with black start capability. Thus

they are acting as centres of recovery islands. From the

hydroelectric plant, gradually lines, busbars and transformers

are connected up to the important power plants AKW 1 and

Kohlekraftwerk 1. After connecting the nuclear power plant

and the first loads, the high-voltage grid is further energized.

Starting from the biogas plant, gradually larger areas of the

outer ring are being supplied. Once the active power limit of

the system has been reached, only lines and busbars leading

to the transformers are supplied with power. In step five, the

two islands are merged via the transformers T110/20 2 and

T110/20 3. Subsequently, the extra high voltage network is

energized. Thereafter, the coal-fired power plant, the compen-

sation facilities and all loads in the 110 kV network are started

up or restored. In the final step, the remaining areas of the

medium-voltage grid are supplied with energy.

B. Evaluation of protection system behaviour

For the evaluation, all PSA elements are executed for

each restoration step. In order to keep this paper short and

focussed, only the most critical cases of each evaluation are

presented below.

Due to the fact that the proposed method is based on steady

state simulations the dynamic transition from one restoration

state to another can not be evaluated. To simplify the shown

results only three-phase short circuits are considered. The

reason for this is that single-phase short circuits would

require a detailed description of the network model’s

grounding concept and the magnitude of two-phase short

circuits is only 15 % lower than in a symmetrical fault case

(if taken under consideration that the positive and negative

sequence of the fault loop are identical).

Figure 5 shows which power plant is shut down for which

faults, associated with step four of the power system

restoration.

In the medium voltage island, it can be seen that faults

close to the biogas plant lead to its disconnection, what leads

to a collapse of the island. If the fault is farther away, the

protection devices are fast enough to keep the voltage drop

at the power plant within the allowed limits. This is because

the overcurrent protection in the medium voltage grid relies

on using time as its selectivity criterion. Therefore staggering

times, which are set starting from the transformer bus bars,

reach values up to 1,2 s.

In the high voltage island, it can be seen that faults in zone 1

of the distance protection cause no problems. However, due

to the staggering time in zone 2, fault clearing takes longer

and the voltage drop reaches inadmissible values and the

hydroelectric power station shuts down.

Furthermore, it can be recognized that faults do not affect

equipment beyond the transformers into other voltage levels.

Accordingly transformers represent barriers in this context

due to their high impedance.

The merger of the two islands in step five causes numerous
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Fig. 5. Result graphic depicting the power plant separation in step four

non selectivities in the high-voltage grid (see figure 6). This

is due to fault current flows starting from the biogas plant

which trigger relays in the medium voltage level and lead to

renewed splitting into two islands.

The non selectivity at bus bar HoeS 1 is attributed to the

fact, that the fault current is to low to trigger the time

overcurrent relay localized at the transformator. Only the

distance protection device on the downstream line clears the

fault.
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Fig. 6. Result graphic showing the selectivity of the fault clearing in step
five

Furthermore there are problems regarding the fault clearing

time in terms of the secondary protection, as shown in figure

7. Faults at the bus bars HoS 7 and MS D10 are not cleared

at all, but this is not a specific problem of power system
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restoration. Also the problems at MS D1 and in the area of

HoS 5 occur during normal network operation.
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Fig. 7. Result graphic depicting the fault clearing time of secondary protection
in step five

The high fault clearing time at the medium voltage bus

bar MS D1 results from the fact, that the transformer

protection devices, as primary devices, are disabled and the

following distance relays don’t register the fault in their area

of responsibility. This is due to the high impedance values

of the transformator. As a result, the fault is merely cleared

after a very high staggering time.

The problems in the area of HoS 5 are due to similar

protection behaviour. At the beginning of the line between

HoS 2 and HoS 5 faults are cleared in zone 2 of the distance

relays with secondary protection function. With increasing

distance from bus bar HoS 2, faults are first seen in zone 3

and later not at all in the area of responsibility. This leads to

a fault clearing time of 1.5 s.

If protection is working properly and faults are cleared

by the primary protection devices fault clearing times remain

within acceptable limits, as shown in figure 8.

This applies to all steps of power system restoration

concerning the study case.

However, problems may arise if islands are formed with very

small generation plants that can provide only low short circuit

power. If such an island is utilized to energize equipment in a

higher voltage level and a fault occurs there, the short circuit

currents will be low due to the high transformator impedance.

As a result, they don’t exceed the current threshold values set

in the time overcurrent protective devices and the fault isn’t

cleared.
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Fig. 8. Result graphic showing fault clearing time in step nine

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

For the problems shown in figure 5 two possible ways

of improvement are conceivable. On the one hand another

category of protection device settings, anticipating the

bidirectional short circuit current flows, could be used in

every step. But that would be very time-consuming and

therefore not feasible. On the other hand tolerating larger

voltage deviations at the generation plants over longer times

would endow the protection relays with more time to clear

faults. Also in [7] the tolerance of wider than normal voltage

variations is demanded.

To solve the problems that occurred in figure 6 the

staggering time of the medium voltage protection devices

could be increased, but this would lead to inadmissible high

fault clearing times concerning faults in their area.

A better solution would be to use distance protection devices

at medium voltage level as well. These would not recognize

faults in the 110 kV level in their area of responsibility

and thus the responsible protection devices would clear the

fault. Furthermore, this would solve the problems concerning

islands in which only a low short-circuit power is available.

To test these recommendations the network model is

modified. First, the time overcurrent relays in the ring

network are replaced by distance protection devices. Care

must be taken to the fact, that if a fault occurs and is cleared

on one side of the outer radial network the power infeed

of the biogas plant will completly flow through the lines

on the faultless side. Thus, up to twice the nominal current

flows can occur. Furthermore, the settings of the LVRT

relays are changed so that they trigger at the earliest after

0.4 s. As a result, the power plants wait at least until the first

staggering time has passed before disconnecting from the grid.

Figure 9 shows the triggering characteristic of the changed

low voltage right through relay in detail.
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Fig. 9. Characteristic curve of the changed LVRT relay

Due to the toleration of voltage drops over longer times

the protection related power plant outages are limited to the

busbars to which they are connected (see figure 10).
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Fig. 10. Result graphic depicting the power plant separation in step four for
the improved network

Figure 11 shows, that the change of the protection concept

in the ring network averts all nonselectivities on the 110 kV

level.
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Fig. 11. Result graphic depicting the power plant separation in step five for
the improved network

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper an automated protection system evaluation

method according figure 12 is developed. For this purpose, a

network model with associated protection concept is set up as

a study case. Subsequently a Protection Security Assessment

system (PSA) which identifies problematic network areas

regarding fault clearing time, backup fault clearing time,

selectivity of fault clearing and protection related generator

trippings is developed. This PSA system is applied to a power

system restoration according bottom up approach.

Network model

with protection

concept

Protection Security 

Assessment system

Identification of

problematic

network areas

Root cause analysis

Improvement of

protection concept or

restoration approach

Optimized

network

Fig. 12. Procedure of the automated protection system evaluation

An detailed investigation of the resulting problem areas

leads to recommendations which would improve the protec-

tion system during power system restoration. Implementing

these improvements in the network model the PSA system is

applied a second time to disclose the effectiveness of these

recommendations.

For further recommendations the protection system behaviour

should be investigated taking two- and single-phase short

circuits under consideration.
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Abstract—On the one hand, closed ring operation of medium-

voltage distribution networks leads to benefits such as voltage 

balancing and reduction of transportation losses and thus 

increases the networks capacity to integrate DERs. On the other 

hand, some significant problems for conventional distance 

protection arise. A new distance protection based on negative-

sequence currents has been developed in order to determine the 

distance from the fault location to the relays at the substation for 

unbalanced faults. The impact of measurement errors from 

current transformers (CTs) and voltage transformers (VTs) on the 

accuracy of the new method is a question that remains. Thus, in 

this paper, an appropriate network model of an excerpt of a 

distribution grid is investigated. Steady-state fault calculation of 

unbalanced faults under several system states is executed using 

MATLAB. The impact of measurement errors from CTs and VTs 

on the determination of distance is considered.  The results show 

that the distance results of the new method are by far more 

accurate than for the conventional distance protection method in 

most of the cases, even under the impact of measurement errors 

caused by CTs and VTs.  

Keywords- closed ring; distance protection; measurement errors 

I.  NETWORK MODEL 

Fig. 1 shows the network model of a closed ring medium-
voltage distribution network, which consists of an infeed from 
the sub-transmission system, a transformer, and 13 nodes in 
total. DERs are connected to nodes n5, n9 and n11. Every node 
in the ring, namely n3…n13, supplies a load. The total length of
the line in the closed ring is 25.95 km.  

Two protection relays, which are supplied with signals from 
three current transformers and three voltage transformers each 
are installed at the bus bar (node n2). Phase-to-ground and 
phase-to-phase faults are applied to every node in the ring from 
node 3 to node 13 in five different scenarios as shown in table 1. 
For an additional series of simulations, measurement errors of 
transformers are taken into consideration for the same five 
scenarios. All calculations are based on the method of error 
matrices as described in [1]. 

Figure 1.  Network model 

TABLE I. SCENARIOS OF DIFFERENT FAULT CONDITIONS 

Scenario Fault Impedances Loads DERs 

1 No No No 

2 Yes No No 

3 No Yes No 

4 No No Yes 

5 Yes Yes Yes 

II. MEASUREMENT ERRORS OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMERS 

     There are two sorts of current transformers, one for 

measuring purposes and the other for protection purposes. 

Naturally the second one is taken into consideration, because it 

has a better performance especially under the occurrence of 
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short circuit currents and enables the correct operation of 

protective relays. Most voltage transformers use the same core 

for measuring and protection purposes.  

A. Current Transformers 

Protection CTs are distinguished from metering CTs with 
better performance in the overcurrent range but less accuracy at 
the rated primary current. There are two typical classes, 5P and 
10P, where P refers to protection and 5 or 10 refers to composite 
error at rated limit primary current in percent. The following 
table, extracted from IEC 60044-1, shows different ranges of 
error tolerances for this two classes. 

TABLE II. PROTECTION CT ACCURACY CLASS [2] 

Class 

Current Error at 

Rated Primary 

Current 

Phase Displacement 

at Rated Primary 

Current 

Composite Error 

at Rated Limit 

Primary Current  

5P ± 1% ± 60 minutes 5% 

10P ± 3% ± 60 minutes 10% 

In this paper CTs of class ‘10P10’, which is typical for
European applications is chosen. Under nominal burden, the 
maximum current error is 1% at rated primary current and 10% 
at rated limit primary current. Since the number after P on the 
nameplate is 10, the rated limit primary current is 10 times the 
rated primary current [3]. If the burden is smaller than the 
nominal burden, the performance of the CT is better, or more 
accurate. Otherwise if the burden is greater than the nominal 
burden, the performance of the CT is worse, or less accurate. In 
order to simulate the measurement errors assumed for real CTs, 
a detailed error curve referring to [4] and [5] is used in the 
network calculations. Fig. 2 describes the applied measurement 
error in both current error and phase displacement. This error 
curve is discretized. It is plotted for nominal burden. In every 
current area the maximum current error and phase displacement 
are used. 

Figure 2.  Measurement error of 10P10 current transformer 

B. Voltage Transformers 

When it comes to voltage transformers, the measurement 
error is divided into two areas. If the voltage is in the range from 
0.8 times to 1.2 times the rated voltage, the measurement error 
depends on which of the five accuracy classes the VT can be 
assigned to (see table 3). If the voltage is smaller than 0.05 times 
the rated voltage or greater than 1.5 times the rated voltage, there 
are two accuracy classes, shown in table 4. Since most VTs use 
the same core for protection and measurement purposes, there is 
no information which describes the deviation from 0.05 to 0.8 
times ratio voltage and from 1.2 to 1.5, because those areas are 
outside the regular voltage operation range. 

TABLE III. MEASUREMENT VT ACCURACY CLASS [6] 

Class 
Voltage 

Error 

Phase Displacement 

Error 

0.1 ±0.1% ±5 minutes 

0.2 ±0.2% ±10 minutes 

0.5 ±0.5% ±20 minutes 

1 ±1% ±40 minutes 

3 ±3% Not sure 

TABLE IV. PROTECTION VT ACCURACY CLASS [6] 

Class 
Voltage 

Error 

Phase Displacement 

Error 

3P ±3% ±120 minutes 

6P ±6% ±240 minutes 

III. ALGORITHM OF CONVENTIONAL DISTANCE

PROTECTION METHOD FOR UNBALANCED FAULTS 

The algorithm of conventional distance protection is using 
phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground voltages and phase currents 
to determine the impedance from the fault location to the 
distance relays [7].  

A. Phase-to-Ground Faults 

For phase-to-ground faults, the phase-earth loop is used in 
order to calculate the corresponding impedance, as shown in eq. 

(1). UPh−  is the phase-to-ground voltage and IPh  the phase

current of the line, in which the short circuit occurs. The residual 
compensation factor k   corresponds to the Z  /ZL  ratio of the

overhead line, which is a complex number and Z   can be derived

with eq. (2) and eq. (3). ZL  is the total impedance from fault

location to the distance relay. In theory, this factor should be 
calculated only with line impedances of the corresponding fault 
loop. Yet in practice this factor is calculated with the sum 
impedances of the whole ring, no matter where the fault actually 
happens. Consequently, the calculation of  k   is also a source of

error Eq. (4) shows the calculation of the ground current, which 
is the negative sum of three phase currents. 

 Z Ph− =  UPh− IPh − k · I  
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 k  =  Z  ZL  

 Z  =  ∙ ZL − ZL  

 I  =  −  I +  I  +  I   

If the accuracy of the transformers is taken into account, not 
only measurement error of CTs but also of VTs have the impact 
of the result. The measurement error of each CT and VT arises 
differently with different values of current and voltage according 
to section 2. This may result in a false calculation of the distance 
which then does not equal the physical distance. In accordance 
with eq. (5) and eq. (6), eq. (1) and eq. (4) are rewritten including 
measurement errors, seen eq. (7) and eq. (8). 

 UPh− ,error =  UPh− · ( + ΔUerror)  

 I , , , ,error =  I , , , · + ΔIerror  (6) 

 ZPh− ,error =  UPh− ,errorIPh,error − k · I ,error  
 I ,error = − I ,error + I ,error + I ,error   

Figure 3.  Distance calculation with conventional distance protection method 

for phase-to-ground faults 

If the calculated distance is beyond 25.95 km, the distance is 
presented as 25.95 km in the diagram, since the total length of 
the ring is 25.95 km. For distances less than 0 km, 0 km are 
presented. This assumption is applied in all the simulations. 
According to the results from simulation in fig. 3, the calculated 
distance is strongly influences by fault impedances, loads and 
DERs. Even though the conventional distance protection uses 
the reactance as indicator of the distance to the fault location to 
remedy adverse effects of fault resistances, the results show that 
the distance is strongly falsified.  

B. Phase-to-Phase Faults 

For phase-to-phase faults, the phase-to-phase loop is applied 
to calculate the distance. With eq. (9) the corresponding 

impedance can be calculated. UPh −   , UPh −   , IPh  and IPh
are the phase-to-ground voltages and phase currents of the faulty 
phases. With measurement errors the eq. (10) is derived.  

 Z Ph−Ph =  UPh−Ph IPh−Ph = UPh −   − UPh −   IPh − IPh  

 Z Ph−Ph,error =  UPh−Ph IPh−Ph = UPh − ,error  − UPh −   ,errorIPh ,error − IPh ,error  
      Fig.4 indicates the simulation results for phase-to-phase 
faults and the conclusion is, that the conventional distance 
protection method strongly falsifies the results, especially under 
the occurrence of fault impedances, loads and DERs in this 
distribution network. 

Figure 4.  Distance calculation with conventional distance protection method 

for phase-to-phase faults 

IV. PRINCIPLE OF NEW DISTANCE PROTECTION METHOD
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In contrast to the conventional distance protection method, 

the new distance protection method uses negative-sequence 

currents to calculate the impedance from relay to fault. Since 

most of the installed DERs at medium voltage level are inverter-

based and are controlled to provide symmetrical infeed only, 

they do not affect the negative-sequence current distribution [8]. 

The algorithm of the new distance protection makes use of the 

current divider rule and the fundamental theory is Kirchhoff’s 
current law and the symmetrical components equivalent circuit 

[9]. The new method is explained on basis of the network model 

known from fig. 1. 

Figure 5.  Symmetrical components equivalent circuit 

A single-phase-to-ground fault on node n11 is applied. With 
use of the currents measured by the two distance relays and the 
sum impedance of the ring, the impedance from the fault 
location to the distance relays A and B can be calculated with 
the eq. (11) to eq. (14). Fig. 5 shows the corresponding 
symmetrical components equivalent circuit. Due to Kirchhoff’s 
current law, the total negative-sequence fault current is the sum 
of the two negative-sequence currents measured by distance 
relay A and distance relay B (see eq. (11)). Based on the current 
divider rule, more current flows through the line with the smaller 
impedance to the fault location, which means the proportion of 
the impedance is inverse to the proportion of the current. The 
contribution of one relay to the total negative-sequence fault 
current is calculated in eq. (12). In this way the impedance from 
the distance relays to the fault location can be calculated with eq. 
(13) and eq. (14) respectively. The actual physical distance from 

the distance relays A and B to the fault location can be derived 
using the reactance or the resistance of the line separately, 
because the fault resistance has no effect on the new method. For 
the application of this method, a communication channel 
between both distance relays is required.  I  =  I  + I     δ ,  =  I ,  I   

 Z _  =  − δ  . ∑ Z   
 Z _  =  − δ  . ∑ Z   

Since the principle of new method is voltage-less only 
measurement errors from CTs have an impact on the method’s 
accuracy. The rewritten eq. (11) to eq. (14) with regard to 
measurement errors of the CTs are given in eq. (15) to eq. (18).  

 I ,error =  I ,error + I ,error   
 δ , ,error =  I , ,error I ,error  

 Z _ ,error =  − δ  ,error . ∑ Z   
 Z _ ,error =  − δ ,error . ∑ Z   

Figure 6.  Fault location of new distance protection method  for phase-to-

ground faults 
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     Fig. 6 indicates the influence of measurement errors on the 

new method for phase-to-ground faults. Basically, the impact of 

the accuracy from fault impedances, loads and DERs is not 

considerable if no measurement errors are applied (blue points 

in fig.6). Since the method applies negative-sequence quantities 

only, inaccuracies caused by deficient parametrization of the 

residual compensation factor have no effect on the result. Even 

if measurement errors from CTs are applied, this method is by 

far more reliable compared to the conventional distance 

protection method. 

Fig. 7 represents the influence of different factors on the new 

method for phase-to-phase fault. The effect from fault 

impedances, loads, DERs and even measurement errors of CTs 

of the new distance protection is also not considerable as shown 

in the simulation. 

Figure 7.  Fault location of new distance protection method for phase-to-

phase faults 

V. CONCLUSION 

      The influence on the accuracy of distance protection of 
measurement errors of CTs and VTs may not be neglected. The 
deviation from the real value to the measured value depends on 
the different classes of CTs and VTs, primary currents and 
voltages and how many phases are affected by the fault.  In the 
steady-state simulation of the exemplary network, the influence 
of fault impedances, loads and DERs leads to inaccuracies and 
even false action of relays for the conventional distance 
protection method. 

Compared to the conventional distance protection method, 
the new voltage-less distance protection method, which is based 
on negative-sequence currents, has advantages in accuracy in 
closed-ring networks with fault impedances, loads and also a 
high share of DERs. When it comes to the measurement errors 

of transformers, on the one hand, VTs measurement are 
irrelevant, since no voltage signals are processed with the new 
method. On the other hand, the measurement errors of the CTs 
influence this method and lead to over-reach and under-reach to 
a certain extent. In order to provoke a worst-case scenario, the 
least accurate CT class “10P10” was chosen. However, in
contrast to the conventional protection method the new method 
is by far more accurate and the simulations show the proper 
functionality for all scenarios. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a fuzzy logic based fault classification
in transmission lines is analyzed. For this, a fuzzy inference
system relying only on current measurements from the literature
is used. It is able to classify faults correctly in most cases,
but still shows weaknesses for extreme line loadings and fault
parameters. Besides changing the fuzzy logic operators, mainly
the design of the membership functions is thoroughly analyzed.
The impact of different line configurations like single and double
lines as well as the impact of line transposition is discussed. Value
ranges of fuzzy system input parameters are analyzed to optimize
membership functions. Triangle and Gaussian type functions are
studied and their classification performance is compared to mere
boolean logic. Additionally, a universal fuzzy system is designed
for optimal classification of all tested fault cases, as opposed to
systems specifically adapted to a certain configuration. In total,
the paper provides valuable insights into the functioning and
design of fuzzy logic based fault classification.

Index Terms—fault classification, fuzzy logic, power transmis-
sion, protection

I. INTRODUCTION

To ensure reliable supply of electrical power a fast and

selective fault clearing is important. One prerequisite for this

is the classification of the fault type. Fuzzy logic is a form

of logic in which the truth values are not only true (1) and

false (0). Instead, fuzzy logic assigns so-called membership

values to the logic variables, which can be any decimal value

between 0 and 1. The combination of multiple such “fuzzy”

truth variables on the basis of expert knowledge enables the

decision making in complex systems in which a complete

analytical modeling is unfeasable. Hence it is a promising

approach for fault type classification in power systems and

has already been investigated by previous works. The first

attempts were made by Ferrero et al. [1]. In this work only a

differentiation between phase-ground and phase-phase-ground

fault was possible. Neither the involved phases nor a line-line

fault without involving ground were considered. Das et al. [2]

published an improved version which permits to determine

all ten short circuit types including phase selectivity by using

only the magnitude and angle of the three phase currents. The

authors were able to classify all faults as long as there was no

high system loading, distance or fault resistance. Adding three

more inputs, calculated from the difference of current phase

angles before and after the fault, Cecati et al. [3] achieved a

successful classification even under these conditions. Another

enhanced version was proposed by da Silva et al. [4]. Instead

of using inputs based on stored pre-fault values like [3], three

new inputs based on the magnitude of the three phase currents

were chosen. Besides a simple single line configuration, Cecati

et al. and da Silva et al. considered also a double line with

the mutual line coupling.

This work takes up the fuzzy system of da Silva et al. [4].

After presenting the general structure of fuzzy inference

systems (FIS) and the functioning of the fault classification

FIS from [4], the aim is to further investigate the design of

membership functions and the sensitivity of the fuzzy infer-

ence systems with regard to line configurations. For this, exact

parameter studies are done using three line configurations:

single line, double line and double line with additional central

busbar. Finally, the question whether a universal FIS for all

configurations is possible is studied.

II. FIS FOR FAULT CLASSIFICATION

Fig. 1 shows the general process of a Fuzzy-Inference-

System. With the help of the expert rule base, the output

can be determined using suitable crisp (non fuzzy) input

parameters. These input parameters are characteristic values

which are either measured or calculated from measured values.

The output is crisp again and gives an information about the

phase in which the fault occurred.

Fuzzy Rule Base

Inputs Fuzzification Inference Defuzzification Output

Fig. 1. Basic structure of a Fuzzy Inference System

In detail each crisp input x is evaluated against the mem-

bership functions µ(x) of the fuzzy variables associated to

that input, which fuzzyfies the crisp input. At the Inference

process, the fuzzy rule base is applied to the fuzzy variables

(so called inference) to yield fuzzy outputs for each rule.

These are then aggregated to the output value. In the last step,

the Defuzzification, this fuzzy output is converted to a crisp

output.

A. Fuzzy Inputs

For this work, the same fuzzy input parameters as intro-

duced in [2] and extended by [4] have been used. All of

them are calculated from measurements of the three phase
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current. The first five, first used in [2] are calculated from

the current sequence components (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2). whereas

the last three, added by [4] are related to the phase current

magnitude. Herein, the inputs which can be computed by the

sequence components, are shown in Eq. 1 and 2. The zero-,

positive-, and negative sequence components of the currents

relative to phase “a” are denoted as Ia0f, Ia1f, Ia2f and so forth.

AngA = |arg(I a1f)− arg(I a2f)|

AngB = |arg(I b1f)− arg(I b2f)| (1)

AngC = |arg(I c1f)− arg(I c2f)|

R0f =

∣

∣

∣

∣

I a0f

I a1f

∣

∣

∣

∣

R2f =

∣

∣

∣

∣

I a2f

I a1f

∣

∣

∣

∣

(2)

The three parameters AngA, AngB and AngC represent the

amount of angle deviation of the positive sequence, related to

phase a, b and c, from the angle of the negative sequence

component. The parameters R0f and R2f are the zero and

negative sequence magnitudes normalized to the positive se-

quence magnitude. To improve the fuzzy input set composed

of the inputs deduced from the sequence component, three

additional parameters introduced by [4], calculated from the

phase current magnitudes, have been used (Eq. 3).

r1 =
abs(I af)

abs(I bf)
r1n =

r1
max(r1, r2, r3)

r2 =
abs(I bf)

abs(I cf)
r2n =

r2
max(r1, r2, r3)

r3 =
abs(I cf)

abs(I af)
r3n =

r3
max(r1, r2, r3)

∆1 = r1n − r2n, ∆2 = r2n − r3n ∆3 = r3n − r1n (3)

These differences of normalized phase magnitude ratios are

helpful to distinguish between line-ground (lg) and line-line-

ground (llg) faults and help to improve the classification rate

for fuzzy logic [4].

B. Fuzzy Variables

Previous papers [2], [3] and [4] have shown that the fuzzy

variables of every input parameter given in table I provide

effective means for fault classification. Therefore, they are also

used in this study.

C. Fuzzy Rule Base

The fuzzy rule base represents the logical expert part of

the FIS. All these rules are formed according to the following

structure:

If Condition THEN Conclusion

TABLE I
CRISP INPUTS AND CORRESPONDING FUZZY VARIABLES

AngA approx30◦ approx90◦ approx150◦

AngB approx30◦ approx90◦ approx150◦

AngC approx30◦ approx90◦ approx150◦

R0f Low High

R2f Low High

∆1 Low Medium High

∆2 Low Medium High

∆3 Low Medium High

If there are multiple conditions in one rule they can be linked

with an operator like AND or OR. In this work only the AND-

operator is used to link conditions. The structure results as

following:

If Condition 1 AND Condition 2 THEN Conclusion

Table II lists the rule for the classification of all ten fault types.

TABLE II
FUZZY RULE BASE (ONE RULE PER LINE)

Fault AngA AngB AngC R0f R2f ∆1 ∆2 ∆3

a-g 30◦ 150◦ 90◦ High High High Med. Low

b-g 90◦ 30◦ 150◦ High High Low High Med.

c-g 150◦ 90◦ 30◦ High High Med. Low High

a-b 30◦ 90◦ 150◦ Low High - - -

b-c 150◦ 30◦ 90◦ Low High - - -

c-a 90◦ 150◦ 30◦ Low High - - -

a-b-g 30◦ 90◦ 150◦ High High Low High Low

b-c-g 150◦ 30◦ 90◦ High High Low Low High

c-a-g 90◦ 150◦ 30◦ High High High Low Low

a-b-c - - - Low Low - - -

The b-c fault for example would be formulated like this:

If AngA is 150◦ AND AngB is 30◦ AND AngC is 90◦

AND R0f is High THEN fault type is b-c-g

Because the prod method is used for the AND operator (see

section II-D), every condition of one rule has to be greater

than 0 for the rule to be active. Therefore, the value range

is a decisive factor for a finely tuned FIS. For a better

understanding of these facts, the following chapters describe

the process of analyzing data and designing a membership

function based on this data.

D. Fuzzy Operators

The FIS was implemented in Matlab using the Fuzzy Logic

Toolbox which allows to make certain settings. The chosen

operators influence the results by defining how the functions

and membership values get handled. For the “Mamdani” FIS

style the following settings were made:
AND-method set to prod

implication set to min

aggregation set to max

defuzzification set to mom
The settings differ from the ones made by [2] and [4]. For

the AND-method the setting was changed from max- to prod-

method, because using the max-method results in a reduction
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of information as only the condition with the highest value

determines the rule output. Another change is made by using

the mean-of-maximum-method (mom) instead of the centroid-

method to receive an exact result in case of two active rules,

since any kind of averaging between two different fault types

is not useful in our case.

III. MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION DESIGN (BASE CASE)

A. Power System Model and simulated Fault Cases

The base case to test and develop the FIS is a single

line configuration with ideal transposition. It is illustrated in

Fig. 2, the source and line data is given in the appendix. The

measurement values for designing the membership functions

were received by simulating the transmission lines in Matlab

Simulink.

Source 1

δ>0
Source 2

δ=0
Relay

δ>0 δ=0

δ>0 δ=0

L [km]

Fig. 2. Single line configuration (base case)

This paper focuses on membership function design, so an

extensive knowledge of the possible system states is necessary.

For this reason a study of parameters was done first to

analyse the FIS inputs for a wide range of loadings and fault

parameters for every fault type. These ranges are shown in

table III.

TABLE III
PARAMETER-VARIATION

Transmission Angle [◦] δ 0, 10, 20, 30

Fault Resistance [Ω] Rf 0.001, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200

Fault Location [km] m 0.05L, 0.4L,0.6L,0.8L, 0.9L, 0.95L

Note that L stands for the length of the transmission line.

With all combinations of δ, Rf and m 4x8x6 = 192 fault cases

were generated per fault type. Considering all ten fault types

1920 cases for each type of transmission-line are available

to be classified by the proposed FIS. These parameter studies

form the basis of designing the optimal membership functions.

B. Histogram of Fuzzy Variables

Table II shows which subset of the 1920 simulation cases

should trigger a particular fuzzy variable (e.g. the variable “∆1

is high” should be active in all a-g and all c-a-g faults). To

help design suitable membership functions for each variable,

each graph in Fig. 3 shows a histogram of the crisp inputs of

all cases that should trigger the respective fuzzy variable. The

first observation made from Fig. 3 is that the input ranges of

the fuzzy variables indeed correspond roughly to the values

implied by the names of the chosen fuzzy variables (e.g.

approx. 90). While this is obvious for the diagrams on the

left, the input ranges for the variables High of R0f and R2f

are very broad. Contrary, the input values corresponding to

Low are extremely small. This shows that the choice of inputs

and fuzzy variables in table I seems reasonable and a fault

classification according to table II is feasible. It has to be

noted that the variables corresponding to AngA, AngB, AngC

and ∆1, ∆2, ∆3 do not have to be plotted separately, because

the ideal symmetry of the line ensures that all parameters are

the same regardless of the referenced phase.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of inputs corresponding to the different fuzzy inputs; single
line configuration (base case)

C. Membership Functions

As shown in Fig. 3 there are some overlaps between the

input histograms of different fuzzy variables. These overlaps

can lead to two rules of the rule base being active at the

same time. This can cause false classification when using

boolean logic whereas fuzzy logic allows the correct rule

to overrule the other one(s). To investigate on that, three

types of membership functions are used: triangle type as the

most simple fuzzy one, Gaussian as the most fuzzy one and

rectangular for boolean logic.

1) Triangle Type: The most simple type of standard fuzzy

membership functions is the triangle type. It is defined by

a triplet of points P1 (left corner) P2 (top corner) and P3

(right corner). Of these, P1 and P3 are the most important,

as they determine the value range in which the fuzzy variable

is non-zero. Using the rules mentioned in section II-C and the

membership functions above, all cases are correctly identified.

However, this is only possible if the borders of the membership

functions are defined very precisely.

2) Gaussian Type: To observe the impact of other member-

ship function types, the Gaussian type was used in a second

step. This was accomplished by simply changing the settings

in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox to “gauss2mf ”. The Gaussian

type has two characteristics. Firstly, as it is defined as an

exponential function, it cannot become zero. Secondly, in

combination with the prod-method as the fuzzy AND operator,

the membership values of the fuzzy rule outputs generally

get closer to zero. As the value ranges rise compared to

the triangle type, some manual corrections are necessary
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Fig. 4. Triangle type membership functions for symmetrical single line

to maintain optimal classification results. After adopting the

curves 100% of the cases could be classified correctly again.

Fig. 5 visualizes the difference between triangle and Gaussian

membership functions.

3) Rectangular Type: To investigate how well a boolean

logic with truth values of either 0 or 1 is able to classify

the fault scenarios, another FIS was implemented. For this,

rectangular membership functions (allowing only membership

values of 0 or 1) were used, see Fig. 5. The selection of

input variables, the rule base as well as the ranges of the

membership functions stayed the same as for the triangle type.

Surprisingly, all cases were classified correctly, showing that

boolean logic is sufficient for fault classification in simple line

configurations. Despite the overlaps in the variable ranges, the

proposed rules are selective enough so that only the correct

rule gets activated.

IV. ANALYSIS OF NETWORK CONFIGURATION INFLUENCE

A. Influence of Line Configuration

To analyze the influence of the line configuration on the

fault classification of a given FIS, two further line configura-

tions as shown in Fig. 6 and 7 have been considered in addition

to the single line.

1) Double Line: The first step was similar to the base

case. After the same parameter variation the value ranges

were analyzed in histograms and compared to those from

the base case. Although a slight change in the distributions

was observed, the value ranges were almost the same. It was

then tested, how well the base case membership functions

performed with this new system configuration. When using

the triangle type, 15 cases were wrongly classified. Very small

changes in the value range of the variables led to this incorrect
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Fig. 5. Illustration of triangle, Gaussian and rectangular type membership
functions for symmetrical single line

δ>0 δ=0

Source 1

δ>0
Source 2

δ=0
Relay

δ>0 δ=0

L [km]

Fig. 6. Double line configuration

classifications. With an adapted triangle set, it was again

possible to classify all cases correctly.

The same was tested with the Gaussian type. With the

unadapted membership functions from the base case, the FIS

classified all cases correctly. The infinite value ranges of the

functions makes the FIS robust to small deviations in the input

ranges.

While (adapted) triangle and Gaussian types could classify

all cases correctly, the boolean logic represented by the rect-

angular membership functions misclassified three cases even

when adapted optimally. The reason is that in some borderline

cases of the double line configuration, two rules get active

at the same time. As both rules are weighted equally with

boolean logic, no correct classification can be made.

2) Double Line with Central Busbar: Another tested line

configuration is the double transmission line with a central

coupling busbar. If a fault occurs beyond the busbar, the

healthy system feeds an additional current to the fault, which

is not measured by the relay (intermediate infeed).

δ>0 δ=0

L [km]

δ>0 δ=0

Source 1

δ>0
Source 2

δ=0
Relay

Fig. 7. Double line configuration with central busbar

Again, little changes in the value ranges and distributions

are observed. The unadapted triangle type functions from the

double line results in 27 mistakes. An adaptation of the triangle

set allows to classify all faults correctly again. However
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in this case it was not possible to reach 100% successful

classification by only changing the value range as the overlap

of ∆−Low and ∆−Medium was too big. Until now it was

not necessary to define the second point of the triangle triplet

which determines the slope of the triangle. But it shows now,

at the borders of the overlapping zones this can become an

important factor for receiving the right membership values.

Determining the slope of the triangle by changing P2 requires

quite some trial and error effort for each line configuration.

Here again, the Gaussian type worked very well without

any adoptions (still same membership functions as in the Base

Case) with with a classification rate of 100%.

The problem of more than one active rule due to big over-

laps of membership functions is observed again as described

for the double line without additional busbar. Six cases are

therefore classified incorrectly by boolean logic.

B. Analysis of unsymmetrical lines

So far all line configurations were assumed as symmetric

with perfect transposition to balance the unsymmetry resulting

form the geometrical arrangement of the three phases. In this

chapter a single transmission line without any transposition

was simulated (line data from [5] and given in the appendix).

That leads to differing measurements of the currents and

therefore the value range for each fuzzy variable will also

change. These changes are illustrated in the Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Histogram for all eight fuzzy-inputs Base Case (coloured) versus
unsymmetrical Base Case (black)

This time, the size of the overlapping zones raises signif-

icantly, so the old triangle sets will not fit. After adapting

the triangle set to the new value range with maintained P2,

all 1920 cases were classified correctly again. Until now the

Gaussian set from the base case was able to classify all

the scenarios correctly. However, under these unsymmetrical

conditions this FIS decides incorrectly in more than 600

cases. It can therefore be concluded that only small changes

in value range can be compensated by the Gaussian FIS.

Bigger changes, for example produced by no transposition as

compared to ideal transposition, lead to misclassification. To

test if there is a Gaussian set that works for all cases, the

triangle set for the unsymmetrical single line is transformed

into the “gauss2mf ” type. Due to the bigger overlapping zones,

some cases get the biggest membership of wrong variables.

If two rules are compared with each other and the wrong

rule often gets the bigger memberships, this rule gets active

and the FIS classifies the fault incorrectly. In contrast, the

triangle type with crisp borders is able to eliminate the wrong

rule by assigning at least one variable with zero. In fact, it

was not possible to create a Gaussian membership set which

classifies all cases correctly. After adapting the Gaussian set,

five incorrect decisions were still made. Compared with only

a small number of misclassifications in previous scenarios, the

boolean logic classifies more than 113 cases wrong. This can

again be traced back to more than one active rule due to big

overlapping zones.

V. UNIVERSAL FIS FOR ALL CASES

In the previous section, Gaussian and triangle type were

compared. The triangle type has to be adapted each time

because of the fixed value range, while the Gaussian type, once

designed was able to classify almost all cases correctly. In this

chapter one FIS is designed for all scenarios considered. For

this purpose the parameter from each study were combined in

one histogram, see Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Histogram for all eight fuzzy-inputs for all configurations

Based on these value ranges a triangle set was designed

which has the same value ranges as the histograms and

optimized points P2. This set was tested for the cases single

line, double line, double line with busbar and unsymmetrical

single line. It was in fact possible to classify all faults correctly

with this system. However, this system is not quite robust

against little changes which were not calculated before. If the

value range changes, because of bigger unsymmetries in the

network there will be a lot of mistakes in fault classification.

For comparison, another membership function set based

on Gaussian membership functions was designed. This set

classifies all faults correctly for the different symmetrical

line configurations, while for the unsymmetrical line two
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mistakes were made, equalling 99.89%. Even though two cases

were misclassified by the Gaussian type, it is more robust

against little deviations than the triangle type. The number of

113 misclassifications with rectangular membership functions

shows that it is not possible to classify faults correctly with

only using boolean logic. Table IV shows the results for each

scenario classified with a FIS using membership functions

adapted on the respective value range.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF FAULTS FOR SPECIFIC VALUE RANGES ADAPTED

single
line

double
line

double line
busbar

unsym.
single line

universal

triangle 0 0 0 0 0

Gaussian 0 0 0 2 2

rectangle 0 3 6 113 137

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an analysis a fuzzy logic based fault classi-

fication for transmission lines is presented. Firstly, the used

Fuzzy Inference System was explained in detail. Besides

some changes to the settings of the FIS, the process of

designing fuzzy membership functions was examined using the

single line as a base case example. After this, the difference

between triangle and Gaussian membership function types was

tested. To evaluate the designed FIS, two more complex line

configurations were tested with the same system, a double line

and a double line with central busbar. As an additional aspect,

the impact of an unsymmetrical line as opposed to a ideally

transposed line was tested analyzed. Finally, a universal FIS

was designed which can be used on all line configurations and

classifies all faults correctly. For every line, it was possible to

design a FIS, following the described procedure, which can

classify all faults correctly. It was found that one Gaussian

FIS, designed for a special case works also for other cases

while the triangle FIS designed for one special case does only

work for this specific case. If the value range is known, the

triangle membership functions can also be used for all cases.

By evaluating the boolean logic besides the fuzzy logic, this

work showed that the use of fuzzy logic is indeed necessary

as soon as more complex line configurations are considered.

For future work, fuzzy logic for fault detection in addition to

fault classification should be investigated in a similar manner.

For this, especially the differentiation between the normal

operation condition and the three phase fault needs to be

realized, based on additional rules and/or new fuzzy inputs.

APPENDIX

Source Data (sending and receiving end)

Open Circuit Voltage 400 kV

Frequency 50 Hz

Short Circuit Power 10.6 GVA

Positive Sequence Impedance 1.31+j15.0 Ω
Zero Sequence Impedance 2.33+j26.6 Ω

Symmetrical Transmission Line Data

Length 100 km

Positive Sequence Resistance R1 0.0275 Ω
Zero Sequence Resistance R0 0.181 Ω
Zero Sequence Mutual Resistance R0m 0.152 Ω
Positive Sequence Inductance L1 0.8053 mH/km

Zero Sequence InductanceL0 2.9920 mH/km

Zero Sequence Mutual Inductance L0m 1.601 mH/km

Positive Sequence Capacitance C1 14.21 nF/km

Zero Sequence Capacitance C0 7.58 nF/km

Zero Sequence Mutual Capacitance C0m -1.08 nF/km

Unsymmetrical Transmission Line Data

phase x [m] y[m] type

1 11 31.2 1

2 14.2 22.2 1

3 7.8 22.2 1

earth 0 46.6 2

ρearth = 100 Ω · m max line sag: 5.88 m

Bundle Characteristics

type: 1 2

Conductor Outside Diameter [cm] 1.880 1.382

Conductor T/D ratio 0.310 0.197

Conductor GMR [cm] 0.775 0.608

Conductor DC resistance [Ω/km] 0.120 0.302

Conductor relative permeab. 1 1

Number of conduct. 4 1

Bundle diameter [cm] 56.568 0.000

Angel of conductor one [◦] 45.00 0.00
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Abstract— The electricity infeed of units based on renewable

energies is mostly affected by different meteorological conditions. 

Subsequent to this, market results such as infeed of conventional 

power plants, market prices as well as imports and exports 

between market areas also depend on these meteorological 

conditions. Therefore, this paper presents investigations on how 

the European electricity market is affected by different weather 

conditions using European market simulations. Results for four 

different meteorological years of selected countries in Europe are 

described in this paper. The simulated results demonstrate that 

generation, import and export as well as electricity prices are all 

influenced by different meteorological conditions. Furthermore, 

the paper quantifies the possible effect of the use of different 

meteorological years in market simulations, underlining the 

importance of the choice of this input datum. 

Keywords-Meteorological year, Power generation dispatch, 

Power system simulation, Renewable energy sources, Electricity 

prices. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The world’s aim and commitment to limit the rise in
atmospheric mean temperature to below 2 °C above pre-
industrial level [1] and maintain the concentration of greenhouse 
gas (GHG) at levels that would further not disrupt the climate 
system [2] cause a gradual increase in renewable energy sources 
(RES). RES, due to their negligible GHG emissions, provides 
hope in recent times to achieve these visions. Contrary to the 
increase in electricity consumption and public heating in Europe 
from 1990 to 2014 by 15%, there has been a decline in GHG 
emissions [3]. The significant rise in generation units based on 
RES in Europe is a major contributing factor to the lower GHG 
emissions [3]. The newly globally installed renewable power 
capacity was 9% higher in 2016 compared to 2015 [4].  

Consequently, power generation based on RES units is 
expected to rise in the future due to low marginal cost, zero 
direct GHG emissions and the gradual reduction in technological 
price [4]. The infeed from these RES units is highly contingent 
on meteorological circumstances. If available, RES generation 
can be regarded as must-run infeed because of its low marginal 
costs and infeed prioritization in many countries. Hence, 
conventional power plants need to adjust their power output to 
meet the remaining demand. Therefore, RES units and 
meteorological circumstances have a large influence on power 
plant dispatch and wholesale electricity prices. 

Market simulations are one possibility to quantify the effect 
of varying RES generation on power plant dispatch. In this 
context, RES generation is seen as must-run infeed and is input 
datum for the simulation. One possible approach is the use of 
consistent historical data to derive time-series for RES infeed, 
hydraulic storage inflow and load. In order to ensure 
consistency, data from one specific year can be used. The data 
of this so-called meteorological year can then be scaled and 
adjusted to fit the expected installed capacity and full load hours 
of the given scenario. Infeed and load can vary significantly 
from year to year. With that, the choice of a specific 
meteorological year can have a substantial influence on market 
simulation results.  

Therefore, this paper illustrates the effects of different 
meteorological years on market simulation results. In order to do 
so, different meteorological years were analyzed and important 
differences and influences were then derived. Furthermore, a 
number of market simulations were parameterized, conducted 
and evaluated.  

II. ANALYSIS

RES units have all their sources dependent on weather 
parameters. While photovoltaic units (pv) depend on solar 
radiation, wind turbines also generate power from the wind. 
Similarly, hydro power generation is relational to water 
potential. Renewable energy sources are moreover important 
elements for the price development on electricity markets hence 
the first part of the analysis focuses on discussions related to 
renewable energy sources. 

A. Impact of weather conditions on electricity generation and 

consumption 

The uncertain availability of RES is relational to factors such 
as temperature, solar radiation or light intensity, relative 
humidity, wind, and rainfall which are not perfectly predictable. 
Sources of biomass with their processes and power generation 
are affected to a lower extent by these weather parameters, 
hence, this work will not focus on electricity generation from 
biomass. 

1) Impact on Must-run Units Generation
System operators commit some electricity generating units 

to be constant in operation, ensuring certain operational 
purposes are satisfied. These units are considered as must-run. 
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For instance, the covering of heating and control reserve power 
demand may lead to a must-run infeed of thermal power plants. 
Likewise, the prioritization of RES infeed results in their 
consideration as a must-run unit. This paper considers RES and 
combined heat power (CHP) plants as must-run units. 

a) Solar Energy: Both the electrical efficiency and the
power output of a pv module depend linearly on the operating 
temperature, and falls with decreasing cell temperature [5]. 
Minimum components of reflection exist in the atmosphere 
subjecting light striking solar panels to more losses. As humidity 
increases, both current and voltage reduce and hence the power 
[6]. The efficiencies of solar cells fall considerably with 
decreasing light intensity incident on solar modules and also 
rises with increasing light intensity. Fig. 1 illustrates how pv 
solar energy changed with the daily sun hours in the UK during 
2015. 

 Figure 1. Comparison of daily sun hours to pv energy in the UK [7] 

b) Wind energy: The amount of wind kinetic energy
which could be converted into electricity by the wind turbine 
may fall during high temperatures due to the lower density of 
air. However, the output power from wind turbines increases 
mainly with increasing wind speeds between the cut-in and rated 
speeds. Almost constant output power of wind turbines is 
observed at levels above the rated speed. Fig. 2 shows how wind 
energy infeed varied with wind speed in the UK during 2014. 

 Figure 2. Comparison of wind energy to wind speed in the UK [7] 

c) Hydro Energy: Alterations in precipitation and river
discharge cause a varying Hydroelectric generation. A drop of 
one percent in precipitation leads to two to three percentage 
reduction in streamflow and each percentage reduction in 
streamflow ends up in a three percent fall in power generation 
[8]. The changes in energy generated during 2015 from hydro 
units due to the rainfall in the UK is shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3. Comparison of hydro energy generation to average rainfall in the 

UK [7] 

d) CHP: Industries and households have basic heating
requirements such as industrial steam prodution, water and 
space heating which to large extents are supplied by CHPs. The 
volume of CHP dispatched to cover these demands changes with 
a change in demand. The dependency of heating requirement on 
the temperature therefore results in the variation of the output of 
CHPs.  

Since the impacts of the weather on conventional power 
generation are minimal, compared to RES energy generation, 
only must-run generation from CHPs was analyzed with RES 
units because of the link between their generation and the 
weather. 

2) Impact on Conventional Energy
On the electricity markets, must-run units bid at low prices 

and are usually successful with their bids. Hence, they are 
normally the first to cover portions of the available demand. The 
volume of load remaining is referred to as residual load. 
Conventional power plants dispatch to cover this residual load 
in accordance with the respective energy prices of running units. 
Since RES and CHP are influenced by the weather, their 
generation also varies, and this causes the residual load to alter 
with the output power of must-run units. Moreover, when 
consumption varies with the weather, the power dispatched from 
conventional power plants varies with the weather. 

3) Impact on Consumption
Electricity generation follows the demand. Changes in 

consumption, therefore, cause the generation to vary. The 
variation in the residual load largely affects conventional and 
nuclear power generations while must-run units such as RES and 
CHP infeed are independent of the residual load. Fig. 4 shows a 
comparison of the amount of electricity consumed in Europe 
from 2012 to 2015. Consumption in 2012 on the average is the 
highest among all the other years. The graph also illustrates that, 
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in Europe, consumption in all years falls gradually from January 
to June, rises a little in July and falls back in August after which 
there is a gradual rise to December. These demand patterns 
largely follow the heat demand, with lower heating requirement 
during summer periods, i.e. from mid-May to August. Fig. 5 
illustrates how the electricity consumption varied with heating 
degree days (HDD) for 2012. HDDs are quantitative indices 
usually used to determine the variation in consumption. The 
pattern of consumption in 2012 reflects that of the HDD. The 
graph also shows a rise in consumption in July higher than both 
June and August while the HDD during July was close to the 
least.  

Power demand rose greatly in Europe during February 2012 
as a result of temperatures dropping beneath seasonal average 
[9]. In 2014, the heating requirement was lower than previous 
years, which led to a reduction in power demand below the 
seasonal average. However, September and December had 
colder weather with increased demands [10]. Most countries 
experienced colder weather than the norm in October 2015 
which increased the demand for electricity for residential 
heating [11].  

 Figure 4. Monthly energy consumption for Europe from 2012 to 2015 

Figure 5. HDD and energy consumption 

B. The European Electricity Price 

The price of electricity is primarily determined by the cost of 
the primary energy, prices of emission allowances, the 
availability of power plants and the consumer demand. Other 
factors may include cross-border exchanges and weather 
conditions.  

Increase in generation from conventional energies increases 
the cost of electricity. As prices of sources such as coal, oil or 
gas rises, generation costs also increase. When electricity 
generation from RES declines due to weather conditions, a 
greater volume of generation from primary energies is required 
to match the residual load resulting in a price increase of 
electricity. On average, electricity prices fall by €0.4/MWh
when there is a percentage rise in the share of renewable energy 
in Europe [12]. 

During cold or hot spells when much power is consumed for 
heating or cooling purposes, electricity prices are affected. A 
greater demand causes rise in market prices since more 
conventional energy units need to be committed to supply the 
load.  

Electricity markets in Europe are closely connected. One 
market area can buy electricity in another market area until the 
demand is covered or the transmission capacity is exhausted. 
This leads to a convergence of power prices in Europe. Different 
electricity prices between market areas emerge only when 
transmission capacities are insufficient. Markets with more 
interconnectivity or coupling, potentially gain lower power price 
compared to those with less coupling [12]. 

III. SIMULATION MODEL

In this paper, a market simulation model for European 
market areas is used [13]. The model optimizes complex 
problems to obtain an hourly infeed of every power plant, 
minimizing total generation costs. It solves the problem based 
on a four-step approach as illustrated in Fig. 6 using, among 
others, the following fundamental input data: 

 generation stack of coupled market areas

 Must-run infeed (RES and CHP)

 constraints due to plant outages and variable cost
of power plants

 prices of primary energy and emission certificate,

 balancing reserves and power demand

 dispatch constraints.

First of all, a linear approach is used to calculate the initial 
solution for power exchange between market areas and water 
reservoir levels. Afterwards, load coverage and reserve 
provision constraints are considered under Lagrangian 
relaxation to calculate appropriate start-up and operating 
decisions for each market area by dividing the complex problem 
into smaller hydraulic and thermal problems, computing and 
coordinating them iteratively. The third stage has calculations of 
electrical energy exchange between countries performed under 
thermal and hydraulic power plants constraint. Minimum plant 
dispatch cost, cross-border power exchanges and hourly market 
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load coverage are achieved under this step. Simulation of hourly 
market power prices is done by a linear approach as the last step. 

Figure 6. Four-step approach of the market simulation method [13] 

IV. INVESTIGATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In order to better understand the influence of different 
meteorological conditions on market results, we aim to examine 
market simulation results for different meteorological years. 
First and foremost, the market result for the year 2014 was 
backtested with ENTSO-E historic data. Subsequently, three 
different sensitivity simulations with the reference simulation of 
2014 were compared. In these sensitivities, the time series of 
wind, pv and CHP were adjusted to represent the meteorological 
conditions of 2012, 2013 and 2015. The remaining systems, 
including installed capacities for wind and pv, remain the same. 
Inflow to hydraulic basins was not varied because of insufficient 
data. 

A.  Input Data 

In this research, data of wind and pv capacity factor time 
series from 2012 to 2015 were obtained from [14]. RES 
generation and net generation capacities (NGC) are based on 
ENTSO-E’s yearly statistics and adequacy retrospect datasets
[15] for the respective period. Consistent RES generation and 
NGCs of UK and Northern Ireland were acquired from the 
national statistics of the UK government [7]. The NGC with total 
power generation of every country were used to derive the full 
load hours for each year.  

Acquired capacity factors were adjusted to fit the RES full 
load hours of each country. The newly adjusted capacity factors 
of different years together with NGCs of countries for 2014 were 

then used to parameterize hourly generation portfolio of RES 
units for every year. Annual Eurostat’s CHP values were 
dissolved into hourly profiles according to household and 
industrial heating demands and the average temperature for 
every year. Generation differences in the input data for pv, wind 
and CHP infeed are shown from Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 respectively.  

Figure 7. Total infeed of pv for different years in selected countries 

Figure 8. Total Infeed of wind for different years in selected countries 

Figure 9. Total CHP infeed for different years in selected countries 

B. Results 

Due to a large number of countries in Europe, the discussion 
of results focuses on Germany and other selected countries. That 
is, Germany (DE), Spain (ES), France (FR), Italy (IT), Poland 
(PL) and United Kingdom (UK). 

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the resulting generation of 
2014 to ENTSO-E 2014 historic data (HD). While the total 
generation of most countries is close to historic data, differences 
manifest in some market areas. Considering that CHP infeed is 
not specified in the historic data, but aggregated in the 
simulation, the biggest differences stem from infeed from 
hydraulic units. While these differences can be explained with 
simplified models of hydraulic systems in the simulation, other 
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differences in thermal generation can be attributed to 
simplifications in the modelling of primary energy or must-run 
restrictions. As a result, import and export figures differ between 
simulated and historic data. The main aim of this paper is to 
compare simulation results for different meteorological years 
rather than historical data. Hence, the used input data and model 
simplifications suite for this purpose. In the following, the 
simulation results of 2014 are used as the reference for further 
discussions. 

Figure 10. Comparison of simulated generation to historic data of selected 

European countries 

The resulting yearly total thermal generation percentage 
deviation from 2014 (0%) of each country is illustrated in Fig. 
11. The results clearly demonstrate different volumes of total
thermal generation were dispatched. Moreover, the percentage 
rise in thermal generation is greater than its percentage 
reduction. Generation in France during 2012 which is the largest 
growth is 8.5% higher than in 2014 while UK’s thermal power 
production in 2015 fell below all others. This shows that the 
different weather conditions affected the output of thermal 
power plant. The result further indicates average thermal 
generation for 2012 is the highest compared to the other years. 
This could be associated with the high heating and consumption 
demand during 2012 as indicated in the analysis (3)II.A.3)).  

Figure 11. Percentage deviations of simulated thermal generation from 2014 

The impact of different meteorological years on total import 
and export for the selected countries are presented in Fig. 12 and 
Fig. 13. Percentage import to Poland and Italy for all years are 
the closest to their import in 2014. In contrast, percentage export 
deviation of Poland is the largest while Italy remains the 
smallest. Poland exports 50% more electricity in 2013. The 8% 
import growth of Germany in 2012 compared to 2014 is largest 
among all import. However, the 50% export increment of Poland 
is due to a marginally low export in 2013 in which a substantial 
increase or reduction in export leads to huge percentage 
difference. The charts further show more negative percentage 
variance in France and UK for import and export respectively 

 Figure 12. Percentage simulated electricity import deviation from 2014 

Figure 13. Percentage simulated electricity export deviation from 2014 

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the simulated price duration curves 
of Germany and Spain as influenced by the weather in different 
meteorological years. The two curves show price variation 
mostly at the cheapest and more expensive price hours. 
Meanwhile, more distinctiveness is noticed at cheapest hours 
than in expensive hours. Fig. 14 demonstrates most prices of all 
other years are lower than in 2014 on the German market. On 
the hand, Fig. 15 indicates that only prices of 2013 on the 
Spanish market are cheaper than prices of 2014. This signifies 
that different meteorological years do not necessarily have the 
same effect in all market areas. 

Finally, in TABLE I, the total RES infeed, net electricity 
export and average electricity prices for Germany are depicted. 
It can be seen that the lowest (86.48 TWh) and highest 
(99.99 TWh) RES infeed can be found in 2013 and 2015 
respectively.  The highest RES infeed results in greatest net 
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export (21.301 TWh) and least average price (31.078€/MWh) 
whereas the lowest RES infeed leads to a lower net export and 
the most expensive average price. This illustrates that when the 
volume of RES infeed varies with weather conditions, electricity 
prices on the market also alters. 

 Figure 14. Simulated price duration curves for Germany 

 Figure 15. Simulated price duration curves for Germany 

TABLE I. TOTAL RES INFEED, NET EXPORT AND AVERAGE ELECTRICITY 

PRICES OF GERMANY 

Year/Data Total RES Infeed 

[TWh] 

Net Export 

[TWh] 

Yearly Average 

Price [€/MWh]
2012 89.30 17.026 31.686 

2013 86.48 14.743 31.684 

2014 90.44 21.292 32.618 

2015 99.99 21.301 31.078 

V. CONCLUSION 

The European electricity market observes high volatility and 
varying prices due to the inclusion of the RES in the generation 
stack. The high expectancy of increase in RES calls for research 
into how RES, which is highly dependent on meteorological 
conditions, affects the market. In that vein, this research was 
undertaken to investigate how electricity markets are affected in 
different meteorological years by using market simulations. The 

results show variations in generation as well as export and 
import for all analyzed meteorological years. In addition, 
different market prices are seen in the least and most expensive 
hours. This suggests that electricity prices which are determined 
on international markets vary less, unlike generation which has 
greater variation in individual countries when influenced by 
different meteorological conditions. Further work could be done 
to obtain more accurate historic data and incorporate these in 
further and more detailed simulations.  
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Abstract—This paper illustrates how an Integrated
Grid and Electricity Market Model (IGEM), which
uses a mixed integer linear programming approach to
calculate the optimal generation dispatch according to
the marginal costs, can consider heat cogeneration in
Germany’s power plant dispatch. The existing market
model does not take the influence of district heating
on electric power markets into account. Therefore, it
underestimates the importance of integrated energy
systems as cogeneration plants often have to produce
power to cover their heat load. Thus, the power plants
are organized in technical plant categories and their
thermal output and operating behavior are assessed.
Also, heating plants are created in order to improve
the accuracy of the simulation. Subsequently, heat-
ing zones, for which temperature- and time-of-day-
dependent thermal load curves are created, are in-
troduced. Furthermore, the objective coefficients and
the optimization variables of the mixed integer linear
programming approach of IGEM are expanded and
adjusted. New constraints, formulating the cogenera-
tion plants’ characteristic operation diagram as well as
the equilibrium conditions of thermal production and
load, are described. Afterwards, a plausibility check of
the simulation results, using statistical data about the
total thermal bottleneck output and the yearly heat
generation, is performed. Finally, the results of a case
study of the district heating grid of the City of Leipzig
is analyzed.

I. Introduction

In the Integrated Grid and Electricity Market Model
(IGEM) of the Institute of Electric Power Systems of
the Leibniz Universität Hannover, the energy markets in
Europe in addition to an electrical grid simulation are an-
alyzed. The active power and control reserve markets are
modeled. Also, the power generation of renewable energies
is considered using regional climate and plant data [1], [2].
The basic structure of IGEM is shown in Fig. 1. It is based
on databases, e.g. a power plant database or regional data.
Using these databases, a generation dispatch is modeled.
Therefore, IGEM simulates electrical load curves and the
operation behavior of power plants. It solves a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) optimization problem
in order to find the economically optimal power plant
dispatch considering factors like emission and fuel costs.
Afterwards, a load flow simulation and a market price
calculation are performed. Finally, IGEM evaluates the
simulation results.

Market price 

calculation

Evaluation functions

Load flow simulation

Generation dispatch

Databases

Fig. 1. Basic structure of IGEM

In Germany, 14 % of all households are connected to
district heating grids [3]. Those grids are mostly located
in conurbations; they supply the customers with heat using
isolated steel pipes. The heat is generated with combined
heat and power (CHP) plants or heating plants (HP).

In the present version of IGEM, the heat extraction of
large thermal power plants is neglected. However, CHP has
a significant influence on the power plant dispatch and is
partly responsible for negative electricity prices [4].

CHP is also interesting from an ecological point of view,
as a very low primary energy factor can be achieved.
Therefore, the Federal Government’s objective is to in-
crease the total electricity generation of CHP plants to
110 TWh by 2020 [5].

Besides the CHP plants and the consumers, there usu-
ally is at least one alternative heat supplier on each district
heating grid. These HPs only generate heat. Furthermore,
heat storage systems are often used to increase the flexibil-
ity of CHP plants. In today’s energy markets, a CHP plant
not only competes with other power generators on the
electricity market, but also with other heat generators in
its district heating network. In order to reflect the impact
of cogeneration on the electricity market, it is thus not
sufficient to consider electricity generation costs alone; a
holistic approach, which takes the total generation costs
of the heat and electricity into account, should be used.

One goal of this paper is therefore the development of a
model of large thermal power plants with heat extraction
for their more precise consideration in the power plant
dispatch. For this reason, an approach to model the oper-
ation behavior of CHP plants is presented in Section II-A.
Furthermore, Section II-B shows the modeling of thermal
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load curves. Afterwards, the implementation of the new
constraints in IGEM is depicted (Section III). Section IV
discusses the simulation results. Finally, a conclusion is
made in Section V.

II. Modeling of Heat Generation and Load

In this section, a description of the modeling of the
generation plants and the thermal load is given. The
classification into different power plant types and the
estimation of the maximum heat output are shown. Also,
a distinction between heat producers for the public supply
and industrial plants for the provision of mainly process
heat is made. Furthermore, the regional district heating
demand is determined. For this purpose, temperature- and
time-of-day-dependent coefficients are introduced in order
to create thermal load curves.

A. Modeling of the Operation Behavior of CHP Plants

In this paper, large CHP plants are split into three main
types:

• Back pressure steam turbine (BPST): Mostly small
steam CHP plants, can only produce heat and elec-
tricity in a constant ratio

• Extraction condensing steam turbine (ECST): Large
steam CHP plants, flexible production of heat and
electricity

• Gas turbine with heat recovery (GTHR): Gas turbine
with a boiler in order to use the waste heat of flue
gases

Also, two coefficients, shown in (1) are important when
modeling CHP plants. The CHP coefficient σN is the
ratio of the nominal electrical output (P N) to maximum
thermal output (Q̇max). Further, the power-loss-coefficient
pl describes the losses of electrical power caused by the
increase in heat power.

σN =
P N

Q̇max

, pl =
∆P el

Q̇
(1)

The power plant database of IGEM already contains
information about the possibility of heat extraction of the
power plants. In addition to that, for some power plants
precise data on the maximum thermal output is available.

If this value is unknown, it is important to estimate
this maximum heat output Q̇max as precisely as possible
in order to create a coherent simulation environment. It
is then generated by dividing P N by a typical σN. The
nominal CHP coefficients used for power plant modeling
are shown in table I. The given source provides this
indicator as a range for each type of power plants. For the
estimation of Q̇max, the arithmetic mean of these ranges
is assumed.

Furthermore, a division into systems with BPST, ECST
or gas turbines with heat recovery is necessary since the
operating behavior and the CHP coefficients of the power
plant types differ significantly. The type of CHP plant

TABLE I
Typical CHP coefficients and electric output of different

power plant types [6]

Plant category P N Type CHP coefficient

Steam turbine ≤ 75 MW BPST 0,45

> 75 MW ECST 1,65

Gas turbine GTHR 0,5

Combined cycle ECST 2,10

is allocated on the basis of the plant category and the
nominal electrical output of the power plant.

Obviously, all combined cycle CHP plants are treated as
ECST plants. This is mainly due to the lack of information
in literature. A random sample of these plants in Germany
showed that combined cycle plants with BPST are almost
exclusively used in very large district heating grids with
a continuously high thermal load (e.g. Berlin, [7]). The
majority of combined cycle CHP plants is constructed as
ECSTs; this is also due to the more flexible operating
range.

The power loss index pl for each CHP plant is assumed
to be 0.2; typical values are between 0.15 and 0.25 [8].
Since this coefficient depends on the ratio of thermal
to electrical power, a simplified approach is needed. An
exception are GTHRs: here, a power loss index of 0 is
assumed, since the thermal output of the flue gases used
for heat generation is dissipated in exclusive electrical op-
eration, the slight reduction in output due to the increased
turbine outlet pressure is neglected.

Furthermore, the power plant database does not contain
HPs, yet. However, these are indispensable for the opera-
tion of a district heating network in order to cover peak
loads or to compensate an outage of a CHP plant, which
is why they are introduced as follows. It is assumed that
HPs can deliver at least 25 % of thermal capacity of each
district heating network [9]. They produce only heat, their
thermal efficiency is estimated at 90 %; start-up costs are
neglected.

A further adjustment is necessary due to the informa-
tion provided by the power plant operators. Often CHP
plants and HPs are located on the same site and the cu-
mulated electrical and thermal power is given. Therefore,
at unrealistically low CHP coefficients of power stations, a
separation into a CHP plant of lower thermal capacity and
an HP is performed. The latter has the same core data as
the associated CHP plant and is assigned the remaining
thermal output. If it is not a biomass or waste-to-energy
plant, it is treated as an HP with the energy source
natural gas. This division allows a realistic representation
of the operating behavior of the generating plants in every
district heating network.

In order to display the thermal and electrical demand
for a power plant, every plant has to be classified according
to its operation objective. To meet this requirement, the
power plant database of the German Grid Development
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Plan is used [10]. Here, each plant is classified as either an
industrial power plant or a power plant of public supply. In
addition to this information, the power plants are allocated
to the categories "Electricity-market-based", "CHP" or
"Other supply". If a plant’s category is "Electricity-market-
based", the German TSOs evaluate its operation as power-
driven; a coupling to the heat market or to other processes
is neglected.

Plants in the "CHP" category not only contribute to
the generation of electricity, they can also cover the public
heat load. The systems can be operated in both, power-
and heat-driven mode.

Public supply power plants in the category "Other sup-
ply" are operated by companies at industrial sites. They
are necessary to maintain industrial processes, but they
can also provide electricity and heat for the public supply.
Examples of this category are lignite-powered plants that
supply coal mines as well as waste-to-energy and biomass
power plants that cannot store their fuel like other plant
types [10]. For the optimization-based power plant dis-
patch of IGEM, only power plants that are not categorized
as industrial power plants are considered for the coverage
of public heat demand. Furthermore, the heat extraction
from Electricity-market-based power plants is neglected.
Plants in the category "Other supply" are treated the same
way as those of the category "CHP", waste-to-energy and
biomass power plants are assigned a must-run-condition.
HPs and all other public supply power stations are not
subject to must-run conditions.

B. Modeling of the Thermal Load Curves

The district heating demand is modeled individually for
39 government regions. This size of heating zones is chosen
because the analysis of the systems at district-level often
delivers inaccurate results, since heat consumption and
generation in many district heating networks are located
in different districts. For each heating zone, temperature-
and time-dependent heat load curves are created.

To model the average heat demand for each day, a
temperature-dependent approach is chosen. First, the
hourly temperatures of each government region in Ger-
many are imported from the climate analysis data of
NASA (MERRA) [11]. These are increased by 2 ◦C to
consider the formation of heat islands as they arise in
conurbations, which are the main locations of district heat-
ing networks [12]. Subsequently, a weighted daily mean
temperature, which includes the daily mean temperature
of the previous day at 30 %, is calculated. This approach
is also used in the Grid Development Plan as it considers
the thermal inertia of the buildings [9].

The weighted daily mean temperatures are used to cal-
culate a temperature-coefficient kϑ. This factor can reach
values between 0 and 1; it decreases linearly with rising
temperatures. At a weighted daily mean temperature of
16 ◦C, the heating limit is reached and kϑ drops to a base
load of 0.09. This base load results from the hot water

demand of households. Below the weighted temperature
ϑQ̇max, the maximum heat output is required [9]. For the
simulation, it is assumed that the temperature of maxi-
mum thermal load from [13] applies to all district heating
networks. This results in a value of ϑQ̇max = −3.9 ◦C.

Furthermore, the district heating load needs to be
adapted to the heating habits of the users. Therefore, it is
necessary to define typical daily load profiles and apply
them to the temperature-coefficients. For this purpose,
a time-of-day-coefficient kDT is introduced. Therefore,
typical daily heat demand profiles from [14] are normalized
to the average output on the day under consideration. The
resulting factor takes customer-related aspects like the
"morning peak", which is caused by the high warm water
demand in the morning hours, into account. The temporal
courses of kDT for winter and summer differ; the values
for autumn and spring are created as the mean values of
these seasons. In order to create a temperature- and time-
dependent heating load coefficient, the two previously
defined factors are multiplied with each other:

kH = kϑ · kDT . (2)

To apply this heating load coefficient kH , the maximum
heating load in each district heating network must be
determined. Therefore, the assumption is made that the
proportion of maximum heating load to installed heat
output is the same as in [13]. This results in a factor of
65 %. The location of each power plant is listed in the
power plant database of IGEM; the heat output of each
plant is known or has been estimated. The product of
the maximum heating load of the region and the current
heating load coefficient kH determines the district heating
demand in each region at any time. The thermal load curve
and the outdoor temperatures of the City of Leipzig in the
year 2014 are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Thermal load- and temperature curves of the City of Leipzig

It becomes clear that the maximum heating load of
the district heating network is only needed a few times
of the year. Furthermore, it can be seen that in summer,
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there is only a very low heating load required. Here, only
the hot water demand has to be covered; the influence of
the consideration of the daytime-dependent load becomes
visible. Thus, the load fluctuates between 30 and 60
MW within a summer day. In the transitional periods of
the year, the heat requirement increases as the outside
temperature drops.

III. Modification of the Power Plant Dispatch
Model of IGEM

The power plant dispatch model of IGEM is described
using a MILP approach. The associated objective function
minimizes the total generation costs according to the
marginal costs. It considers the wholesale electricity mar-
kets as well as the revenues from providing primary (PCR)
and secondary control reserve (SCR). The model also
calculates interdependencies between different markets,
power trading and storages. This paper only shows some
of the constraints concerning power plants, for further
information and a complete description of the model,
please see [1] and [2].

For the consideration of the heat extraction of large
thermal power plants in the power plant dispatch model
of IGEM, some adjustments are made and additional
conditions are introduced. The objective function is shown
in (3).

min(fTx) (3)

Firstly, it is necessary to extend the optimization vari-
ables of the power plants. They are described by their
active power production (pT

AP,PP), a binary variable in-

dicating their operating status (opT
PP), a binary variable

indicating whether they start-up at the respective point in
time (stT

PP), as well as the symmetrical PCR (pT
PCR,PP),

positive and negative SCR (pT
SCRpos,PP and pT

SCRneg,PP).
In this paper, "active power" means the power traded on
wholesale markets in order to distinguish it from control
reserve. Additionally, the vector pHP,PP is introduced. It
contains the heating power currently fed into the district
heating network by each CHP plant and HP. The new
vector of optimization variables is shown in (4). Each
power plant n is represented with an own optimization
variable for each point in time t.

xT
PP =

[

pT
AP,PP opT

PP stT
PP pT

PCR,PP

pT
SCRpos,PP pT

SCRneg,PP pT
HP,PP

] (4)

An adjustment is also necessary in the coefficients of
the objective function in order to consider the costs of
heat generation. It is extended by a vector of the specific
heating costs hc. The coefficients of the objective function
are shown in (5). Here, the marginal costs of power
generation (mcT) and start-up costs (scT) are presented,
the costs of the provision of secondary control reserve are
implemented using osT.

fT
PP =

[

mcT
0

T scT
0

T osT -osT hcT
]

(5)

The specific heating costs hcPP,n of CHP plants are
calculated as the product of the power loss index plPP,n

and the marginal costs of power generation mcPP,n of the
plants. The generated thermal power is therefore assigned
an equivalent electrical power in order to determine the
heat generation costs. (6) shows this connection. Costs of
heat production for HPs are defined by (7) using their
thermal efficiency ηth,PP,n, fuel and emission costs CF,F T

and CCO2, and a fuel-type specific emission factor EFF T .

hcPP(CHP),n = plPP,n · mcPP,n (6)

hcPP(HP),n =
CF,F T + (CCO2 · EFF T )

ηth,PP,n

(7)

n = 1, 2, . . . , N

Furthermore, it is essential to adjust a constraint to
consider the decreased electrical output when extracting
heat from a CHP plant (8).

Pr,PP,n,t ≥ PAP,PP,n,t + PPCR,PP,n,t

+ PSCRpos,PP,n,t + PHP,PP,n,t · plPP

(8)

n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; t = 1, 2, . . . , T

The constraints regarding the minimum output of a
power plant are shown in (9). An extension for CHP plants
is introduced, as it is assumed that the minimum output
depends on processes in the steam generator.

0 ≥ Pmin,PP,n,t · opPP,n,t + PPCR,PP,n,t − PAP,PP,n,t

+ PSCRneg,PP,n,t − PHP,PP,n,t · plPP

(9)

n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; t = 1, 2, . . . , T

In addition to that, the decreased maximum heat extrac-
tion in operating points with low electrical power needs to
be taken into account. This can be achieved by assuming
the following: the ratio between electrical and thermal
output may never drop below the ratio in the operating
point of maximum heat generation. At this point, the
ratio is σN,PP,n − plPP. This constraint reproduces the
back pressure line in the P-Q̇ diagram. The relation is
illustrated in (10).

PAP,PP,n,t − PHP,PP,n,t · (σN,PP,n − plPP) ≥ 0 (10)

n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; t = 1, 2, . . . , T

Finally, heating zones hz, in which the generation must
always be at least as great as the consumption, are intro-
duced in (11). The load PHL,hz,t in each heating zone is
determined in a separate program part for each time step
of the simulation. In order to assign the power plants to
the regions, a power-plant-heating-zone incidence matrix
PHI is created. This N × HZ matrix takes the value 1
if the power plant is located in the heating zone under
consideration.

N
∑

n=1

phin,hz · PHP,PP,n,t ≥ PHL,hz,t (11)

hz = 1, 2, . . . , HZ; ∀ t = 1, 2, . . . , T
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The displayed constraints apply to ECSTs. In order
to describe the operating behavior of BPSTs, some ad-
justments are needed. First, the changes in (8) and (9)
can be neglected. This is because the nominal and the
minimum output of systems with BPSTs already take the
heat extraction into account. For this reason and because
BPST power plants have only one degree of freedom, (10)
is adjusted as follows:

PAP,PP,n,t − PHP,PP,n,t · σN,PP,n = 0 . (12)

n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; t = 1, 2, . . . , T

IV. Simulation Results and Discussion

In order to perform a plausibility check, an analysis of
the input data and simulation results is needed. As a first
step, the simulation results are compared to statistical
data of Destatis and the AGFW of 2014. Table II shows
the values of the installed heat power in GW as well as
the total generated heat and the CHP heat in TWh.

TABLE II
Statistical data concerning district heating [13], [15]

AGFW Destatis INES

Installed heat power in GW 39.517 - 41.834

Generated heat in TWh 77.208 - 87.353

Generated CHP heat in TWh 64.083 103.010 84.702

One can recognize that the simulation result of the
installed heat power fits very well with the statistical data
of AGFW. The difference between the total generated
heat in IGEM and the AGFW value is about 13 %. Also,
the CHP heat of the German Federal Statistical Office is
about 22 % higher than IGEM estimates. One reason for
the deviation is the consideration of smaller CHP plants.
The said statistic includes CHP plants with an electrical
power of at least 1 MW, whereas IGEM assumes local heat
production and represents those with an electrical output
of less than 10 MW with time series [16]. Furthermore,
the share of HPs in the total heat generation given by the
AGFW is a lot greater than in the simulation. This is due
to three main reasons:

• In IGEM, unplanned unavailabilities of power plants
are considered by reducing their nominal power over
the entire simulation interval to reproduce their yearly
energy availability.

• The heating zones are defined as government regions.
This is a large area and often leads to oversized
district heating networks. Therefore, HPs in small
district heating systems often compete with the much
more efficient CHP plants of big cities.

• Thermohydraulical constraints of the district heating
grid and the CHP plants, such as their reduced ther-
mal output at low grid temperatures, are neglected.

In an analysis of a case study, the district heating net-
work and the heat generation plants of the City of Leipzig

are examined. Subsequently, the thermal load curve of the
city created by IGEM is described. Finally, a time interval
in winter is evaluated in detail, so that the influence of
the adjustments in the optimization model for the power
plant dispatch can be shown. Within this framework,
the operating points of CHP plants are analyzed in the
P-Q̇ diagram and a comparison of the operating hours of
the power plants with and without consideration of the
heating load is made.

The period under study reaches from January 9 to
January 25; this corresponds to the hours 217 to 600. As
Fig. 2 illustrates, the lowest absolute outdoor temperature
measured in this year is -12.7 ◦C.

Fig. 3 shows the course of thermal outputs of generating
plants during the named period.
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Fig. 3. Thermal output of CHP plants in a selected time interval

Obviously, most of the heat load is covered by the
lignite-powered CHP plant. The largest share of the fluc-
tuating heat demand is provided by a natural-gas-powered
combined cycle plant. The gas turbine and the HP only
cover a very small part of the load.

In order to analyze the operating points of the CHP
plants, the P-Q̇ diagram of the combined cycle plant
"Leipzig-Nord", created using the earlier stated con-
straints, is illustrated and the operating points are plotted
into Fig. 4.

The plot shows the P-Q̇ diagram as a blue line, the
operating points are plotted as purple asterisks. It is
noticeable that the plant mostly operates on the lower lines
of the diagram. This is a strong indicator of a heat-driven
behavior, as in case of an economically viable power-driven
operation, the plant would operate on the upper lines. This
case occurs rarely when the asterisks do not touch the
lower bound. In these moments, the upper bound is not
reached since the CHP plant provides PCR as well.

Finally, the simulation results with and without the
consideration of heat extraction are compared in Fig. 5.
Regarding the lignite-powered CHP plant, only a small
deviation can be noted. As the extraction of heat decreases
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Fig. 4. P-Q̇ diagram and operating points of the "Leipzig-Nord" CHP
plant
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the electrical output of CHP plants with
and without heat extraction

the maximum electrical output, the simulation with con-
sideration of the heat demand results in a slightly lower
curve. In contrast to this behavior, the combined cycle
power plant is only providing electricity when the heat
market is taken into account. This is due to its heat-driven
behavior which was discussed earlier.

V. Conclusion

An approach for the consideration of heat extraction
of thermal power plants in a power plant dispatch model
has been presented. An existing power plant database was
expanded by introducing new coefficients and categories.
Therefore, the operating characteristics of CHP plants
were modeled and HPs were implemented. Furthermore,
temperature- and time-dependent thermal load curves
were created for every government region. The power plant
dispatch, described with a MILP approach, was extended
by new variables and constraints.

Finally, a plausibility check, comparing the simulation
results to statistical data and analyzing a detailed case
study, was performed.

The adjustments have been fully implemented into the
modeling framework and first simulation results were
plausible. Even though the importance of HPs seemed
to be understated, the influence of heat demands on the
electricity markets could be demonstrated.
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Abstract— During the last few years the renewable energy 
sources (RES) have been established in the German electricity 
market and became an important component of the electricity 
production. The increasing integration of renewable energies and 
the related spatially and temporally uneven energy generation far 
away from load centers often leads to transmission line 
overloading, which can be solved by costly redispatch measures. 
This overload results from several factors. Mostly the typical 
generation-profiles of RES are not equal to nations-consumption-
load-profiles. For example, the production of photovoltaics is 
much higher at daytime than in the evening or at night. However, 
the peak load occurs in the evening and morning hours. Taking 
this asymmetric course into account, production/consumption 
balancing is a major challenge for the European electricity 
market. A possible solution is market coupling. In this paper a new 
approach for an automatic redistribution of load flows is 
presented. For this aim, five models are developed and simulated 
afterwards. The approach is performed and evaluated for a 
realistic German transmission system. The automatic 
redistribution is carried out as an example for Germany. 

Keywords: energy exchange, power systems, power grids, load 

flow, Net Transfer Capacity, unit commitment 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2016, renewable energies acquired the biggest amount 
concerning the gross electricity generation in Germany. At the 
same time, the proportion of the conventional energies 
continuously decreased. Due to this combination of the growth 
of very volatile energy resources with the parallel occurring cut-
off of coal power plants and nuclear power plants - the 
distribution system operators (DSO) as well as the transmission 
system operators (TSO) are put into challenges which shouldn't 
be neglected. In recent years, the percentage share of renewable 
energies has steadily increased. -it has reached the temporary 
maximum in 2016 with 29,06 % [1]. The enacted nuclear 
phase-out (2020) in combination with the planned and 
sequential occurring cut-off of all coal-fired power plants, 
aggregate the difficulties of a secure and reliable electricity 
supply [2]. According to the plans of the federal Government of 
Germany, it can be assumed that the share of conventional 
power plants will decrease and volatile energy sources will rise 
furthermore in the future. In 2050 a portion of 80 % of 
renewables of the gross-electricity generation is aspired. [1] 

The aim of the generation is to cover load and keep the power 
balance in all situations. In principle, it has to be differentiated 
between three loads types: base, middle and peak. Two of the 
three loads are almost exclusively covered by conventional 
power plants. Most of the peak load can be covered by 
renewable energies [3]. The dominance of conventional power 
plants is omnipresent. Considering the planned decimation of 
the coal and nuclear power stations, a supply means for the 
basic and middle loads need to be addressed and restructured. 

This means base and middle load must be guaranteed by 
renewable energies During the last years, the active 
interventions (redispatch) in the predicted power station 
application planning (dispatch) by the transmission system 
operators strongly increases and lead to extensive additional 
costs [4]. To minimize these necessary corrections and the 
appearing costs, several alternatives, like the improvement of 
energy storage systems, net expansion (all voltage levels) and 
optimized distribution of the electric energy are available. One 
possibility of an optimized distribution is a price zone 
overlapping power plant dispatch planning. In the course of 
such a cross-zone power plant deployment plan, cross-border 
load flows can be optimally coordinated and distributed 
accordingly. An optimal distribution would have both technical 
and economic advantages. A technical advantage would be a 
reduction in the redispatch measures. This can lead to an 
increase of the respective asset lifetime and minimization of 
disturbances in the case of a line which is critical. This technical 
change can lead to a minimization of costs which can maximize 
the profits of the power plant owners. These possible changes 
and the resulting impact are part of this approach.  

This paper highlights the question of optimal power plant 
dispatch in interconnected power networks, to reduce 
redispatch and increase power plant production. At the 
beginning, the current situation of the electricity market in 
Europe will be analyzed and evaluated. This gained knowledge 
serves as the basis for the automatic redistribution of excess 
loads. This is both, the technological and economical benefit for 
the operation of the power system. 
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APPROACH 

In the previous section the topical challenges of the energy 
transition were indicated and illustrated. These challenges are 
known for a long time to the electricity sector, so that already 
different measures were developed to realize a stable electric 
system. Storage capacities, which are still under-dimensioned, 
have been compensated. One possible solution approach is an 
energy exchange. Thus, a bidirectional load exchange takes 
place not only nationwide, but also international. In case of 
Germany, the national energy exchange takes place between 
four TSOs. The international exchange occurs between the 
suitable TSO of the respective country. To realize an 
economically and technically optimized load exchange, as well 
as to ensure a stable and reliable system, the so-called market 
couplings have been set up in the European electricity market 
[5]. In a market connection, technical and market-related grid 
codes are further developed jointly. At the same time, a 
transnational coordination of system operation and network 
development takes place. The overall objective is to strengthen 
and unify the European electricity market and to promote 
sustainable energy supply. There are three different types (price 
coupling, tight volume coupling (TVC), loose volume coupling 
(LVC)) to realize such a coupling. While the TVC and LVC 
have a technical focus, there is an economic optimization in the 
price coupling in the foreground [10]. This paper follows this 
given approach.  

Currently four market couplings exist, the CWE (Central-
West Europe), NWE (North-West Europe), CEE (Central-East 
Europe) and MRC (Multi-Regional-Coupling). The MRC is 
currently the biggest market coupling. It is made up of the other 
three market couplings (CWE, NWE, CEE) and in addition the 
countries of Spain, Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, Austria and 
Slovenia. The composition of the four market couplings is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 [6].  

Fig. 1. Overview of market coupling. [6] 

These zones were programmed in individual price coupling 
models in MATLAB. This allows the analyzation of test 
scenarios. So, a solution that is technically and economically 

optimized is found. The redistribution of the cross-border flows 
can also be controlled [7]. 

PROGRAMMING AND MODEL 

The first model is used to simulate the load flows between 
Germany and its neighboring countries. Four further models are 

created for the other market couplings. To analyze the load 

flows in the ENTSO-E another model is created. Finally, the 

seventh model allows to analyze redistribution of the load flow 

surpluses. These surpluses are dependent on the respective Net 

Transfer Capacity (NTC) values. This automatic redistribution 

is the focus of this paper. Fig. 2 present the general flowchart 

for power redistribution in any market coupling model with 
respect to the NTC. 

Fig. 2 Flowchart for redistribution. 

Especially the volatile infeed of photovoltaic generation 

during the day has a high impact on the power system. 
Therefore, a uniform analysis of all models takes place over the 

months of March, June, September and December. This 

approach serves to illustrate the influence of renewable energies 

on cross-border load flows. In Germany, a quarterly-hour 

recording of cross-border load flows is required. These values 

are published by the TSO on the corresponding homepage. In 

the ENTSO-E, the load flows are recorded hourly and are also 

available on the homepage. The measured values serve as the 

basis of this analysis. The topological and geographical 

composition of the individual models are implemented in 

Simulink. The programming and the input for the analysis is 

done in MATLAB. The results are taken directly from Simulink 
and MATLAB. Those are tubular’s in CSV-format and can be

read and reused directly. 
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UNIT COMMITMENT AND RESULTS 

The overall aim of unit commitment is the regulation of 
optimal energy flows. It takes place on the operational level and 
the factors load-amount, load time span as well as form of 
available energy are considered. For the optimization, the 
mixed-integer linear optimization is used. A distinction must be 
made between the objective function, which involves 
minimizing costs, and the constraints that include the technical 
restrictions. The objective is as follows: 

,

,

Min!SumCost = (varc prod )

( c )

 

 





j t j

t j

j t j

t j

start start

(1) 

j index power plant 

t index time 

SumCost sum of costs 

varcj variable costs per power plant 

prodt,j production per power plant and time 

startcj start-up costs per power plant 

startt,j start-up per power plant and time, binary (0/1) 

In the example structure from [20] there are a total of seven 
constraints, the results from the automatic redistribution are 
included in the restriction, which deals with the load coverage. 

prod demandP P  (2) 

demand the amount of electricity required

It is striven for an optimal utilization of the available power 
plants. Under this aspect, the market coupling is of particular 
importance. Among other things the transfer-costs, variable 
operating-costs and fuel-costs are considered too. This section 
presents a selection of the created models. At the beginning the 
cross-border load flows are analyzed. For this purpose, a model 
for the cross-border load flows of Germany is used. The 
principle of market coupling is also investigated. Therefore, an 
analysis of the bidirectional exchange of load flows in the 
existing market couplings takes place. The final goal is to 
develop an automatic balancing of load flow surpluses. These 
surpluses can be caused by a variation in the NTC values. 
Compensation can be achieved either by throttling production 
or by redistributing the load flows. 

A. Germany 

In Fig. 3 the TSO´s of Germany and the neighboring states 

- where a bidirectional load flow takes place – are presented. In

order to be able to analyze the influence of RES in the best 

possible way, all simulations take place in March, June, 
September and December. In summary, the analysis of the load 

flows show that the lowest export took place in June, except for 

Amprion. In March as well as in September there were 

recognizably more exports. The maximum export occurred in 

December. Considering the large share of the renewable energy 

in the production of electricity, the maximum export volume is 

expected in June, but the analysis of the load flows recalculates 

this. This can be explained by the annual revision of 

conventional power plants ([8] - [11]). It is remarkable that the 

imports are increasing almost completely in June. The biggest 

increase can be seen in the neighboring countries which also 

own a very high share of renewable energies. Concerning 

Denmark this is due to the big portion of wind energy. The 

increase of the import from Switzerland can be led back on the 

thaw ([4], [7]). Thus, it can be stated that the influence of 
renewable energies is not seen in the export, but more clearly in 

the import from the individual control areas. 

Fig 3. TSO and their neighboring states. [8] - [11] 

B. Market Coupling 

The individual national electricity transmission networks 
are linked to their respective neighboring countries, so that 
across whole Europe, a highly branched electricity network is 
generated, which is the basis for all market couplings. By means 
of the coupling of individual electricity markets, not only a 
reliable power supply can be guaranteed, but also a competitive 
price can be ensured. The overall objective is to make the most 
efficient use of the available transmission capacities between 
the involved countries, both technically and economically. In 
the market couplings CWE, NWE and MRC, a differentiation 
is necessary between the spot market and the OTC (Over the 
Counter) in terms of electricity trading [12]. In order to 
illustrate the principle of market coupling, this paper deals with 
CWE. In Fig. 3 the composition is shown. It should be noted 
that there is no direct link between Belgium and Germany as 
well as between France and Netherlands [8]. During the 
evaluation of the load flows within the CWE, it is treated as a 
whole. Accordingly, the individual trends are not discussed 
explicitly. In summary, it can be said that in the months of 
March, June, September and December certain procedures are 
repeated. As a matter of fact, the dynamics in the months of 
March and September almost coincide. Germany is 
continuously exporting to Netherlands, which also export 
almost constant power to Belgium. The only interchange, in the 
months of March, June, September and December, took place 
between Germany and France. Furthermore, with exception of 
March, France is always the main exporter of the CWE. In three 
out of four months, Belgium exports very irregularly and 
usually with low performance. That’s why Belgium can be
characterized as the main importer in the CWE. A loop flow 
could be observed in March and September that spreads the 
power from Germany across the Netherlands to Belgium. Thus, 
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it can be concluded that Germany is indirectly exporting to 
Belgium via Netherlands. Such loop flows are recognized 
throughout the ENTSO-E. In the West, for example, the 
Netherlands and Belgium are affected and in the East the 
countries of Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia. 
These loop flows can begin in Germany and end in Germany. 
This prevent the redispatch measures and which currently not 
needed performance geographically dispersed. It can therefore 
be concluded that the RES strongly influence cross-border load 
flows. 

C. Automatic redistribution 

Regardless of whether a congestion is present or not, the 
respective physical transport limit between the respective states 
has to be taken into account. This limit corresponds to the 
maximum capacity to be transferred between two coupling 
stations and is known to the branch as NTC ([13] - [17]). The 
NTC corresponds to the difference between the TTC (Total 
Transfer Capacity) and the TRM (Transmission Reliability 
Margin or Security margin) [14]. It should be noted that the 
NTC is determined statically and corresponds more to a 
directive than to an absolute limit. The overall objective is the 
establishment of a secure and stable power grid in the respective 
market couplings and later in the European network of the 
ENTSO-E. Since April 23rd, 2015, the four German TSOs have 
been legally obliged to comply with the NTC values, which are 
calculated by means of an algorithm. These and other legal 
requirements are documented in decision BK6-13-162 [18]. 
The main focus is on the development of an automatically 
occurring redistribution of the excess load flows. The German 
model is not as complex as the rest. Consequently, this model 
acts as a basis for the discussion of automatic redistribution. 
This includes the four German control areas and the 
neighboring states, with which a bidirectional power flow 
exchange can take place. By adopting the number of parties, 
this algorithm can be used for the other models, too. Using these 
algorithms, both external influences and the resulting measures 
can be presented and analyzed. External influences are the 
variation of the NTC values and the current rates. The NTC 
value for this analysis is based on the forecast values of the 
individual TSOs. The considered electricity prices are taken 
from the ENTSO-E website [18]. Both influencing factors are 
based on real values. These factors can be changed individually 
or together. The resulting measures could be a redistribution or 
adaptation of the power plant implementation planning. In 
addition to the NTC, economical influences of the market must 
be observed. The principle aim is always the goal of profit 
maximization. Thus, the NTC limits with regard to the country 
which offers the currently best (highest) price, should be 
completely maxed out. In addition, all interventions in the 
dispatching and the corresponding costs should be avoided. 
This can be done by means of an automatic adjustment of the 
load flow. For visualizing the proceedings, the examples of the 
TSOs TenneT and 50Hertz Transmission are assumed. In Fig. 
4, the responsible areas of TenneT TSO, 50Hertz Transmission 
and the corresponding couplings to neighboring countries are 
visualized.  

Fig 4. Redistribution-model. [8] - [11], [13] - [17], [18] 

This visualization is used to demonstrate the function of the 

algorithm that is created for this analysis. The complete 

algorithm consists of three steps and is explained in a simplified 

example. The structure of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. The 

export of electric power to Poland is aimed by 50Hertz 

Transmission (black arrows, Fig. 4). This export is limited by 
the NTC (symbolized by the limiter). In this case the desired 

export is higher than the export that took place. The resulting 

difference is returned into the control area of 50Hertz 

Transmission (red arrows).  

free, export,  =  - i i iP NTC P (3) 

i index overhead power line 

Pfree,i available capacity 

NTCi Net Transfer Capacity 

Pexoprt,i already existing export 

The first step in the automatic redistribution algorithm involves 

an internal redistribution which means, that the redistribution 

takes place within the control zone of 50Hertz Transmission. 

For this purpose, the other couplings will be used for Denmark 

and Czech Republic. In order to be able to evaluate whether 

internal redistribution is possible, the other coupling plugs are 

analyzed for free capacities. If free capacities are available, a 

redistribution takes place within the own control area. In the 

case of 50Hertz Transmission, the coupling routes will come to 

Denmark and to Czech Republic. If both coupling sections still 

have free capacity, the system is redistributed again by a 

maximizing factor. In the following example, the price in 
Denmark is larger than in Czech Republic. That is why it would 

first be exported to Denmark. Subsequently the “new free 
capacities” and the “new redistributed load flows” have to be 
determined. 

new, free, ,  =   - i i red iP P P (2) 

red_new, red, ,  =   - i i new iP P P (3) 
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Pnew,i resulting capacity 

Pred,i redistributed capacity 

This redistribution takes place until either the free capacities are 

exhausted or all surpluses have been successfully redistributed. 
After this, a new check is carried out to determine whether there 

are any surpluses. 

,  > 0red iP  (6) 

For this case, the second step in the algorithm is executed. In 

this step, the free capacity of the adjacent control area are 

interrogated. In the example with 50Hertz Transmission, the 

neighboring control area is TenneT TSO. Thus, in the second 

step, the free capacities are interrogated on the couplings 

between TenneT TSO and the neighboring countries 

(Netherlands, Denmark, Czech Republic). If free capacity is 

available, the excess of 50Hertz Transmission via TenneT TSO 

will be exported to the neighboring countries. Until this point, 

the procedure is identical to the internal redistribution with the 

aim to maximize profits. The abort condition is also identical. 
Thus, the redistribution stops when either all surpluses can be 

distributed or when the free capacities are exhausted. If free 

capacities are exhausted before a complete redistribution took 

place, the last step of the algorithm is performed. In this step, 

the load flows that are still to be redistributed are queried again. 

Subsequently, these load flows are forwarded to the power plant 

application planning and corresponding measures are proposed. 

 Output  = PP redP (7) 

OutputPP information for the power plant 

Fig. 6 Results of redistribution model. 

Fig 5. Algorithm for automatic redistribution. [8] - [11], [13] - [17], [18] 

It should be noted that in the first two steps of the algorithm, 

there is no intervention in the schedule of the power stations. It 

is a pure displacement of the load flows. Furthermore, it must 

be pointed out that these are purely economic load flows. In Fig. 

6 the effects of the individual steps of the algorithm are 

recognized.In the first bar chart, the resulting surpluses of 

50Hertz Transmission are shown. 
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This load flow could not be redistributed internally that the 

second step of the redistribution algorithm takes place. 

Although, it is not possible to redistribute all the load flows. A 

significant reduction of the surplus in the second diagram can 

be attributed. The remaining load flows must be compensated 

by means of an adaptation of the power plant deployment 
planning. The redistribution is always based on the profit 

maximization principle. Accordingly, the load flows that were 

redistributed through TenneT TSO into the respective 

neighboring countries were multiplied by the corresponding 

prices. The result is shown in the third bar graph. It should be 

noted that an automatic redistribution is realized with the aid of 

the algorithm. Furthermore, an additional profit of up to 30 

thousand euros could be earned per day. This profit comes from 

the power plant operator. It can, for example, be used for the 

modernization of power station. A coverage of cost, which may 

be necessary by retrofitting could also be covered with this 

profit. The remaining load flows must be compensated by 
means of an adaptation of the power plant deployment 

planning. The redistribution is always based on the profit 

maximization principle. Accordingly, the load flows that were 

redistributed through TenneT TSO into the respective 

neighboring countries were multiplied by the corresponding 

prices. The result is shown in the third bar graph. It should be 

noted that an automatic redistribution is realized with the aid of 

the algorithm. 

 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

The overarching goal was to develop a concept for an 
optimized cross-zonal power plant dispatch. The focus is on the 
analysis of the load flow activities and the power exchange 
activities. The scientific value added and, at the same time, the 
result of this paper is a model for an automatic redistribution of 
the load flows. This model allows several considerations. On 
one hand, an analysis of the influence of NTC and current rates 
on the course of the load flows is possible. On the other hand, 
surpluses are automatically redistributed both technically and 
economically. Thus, an economic calculation is embedded in 
the potential additional gain. A detailed embedding of all 
resources of the transmission networks to be considered into the 
individual models would be the next step. Such an optimization 
is both the most economically profitable and technically 
desirable innovation. 
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Abstract—Currently huge transformations of the energy provi-
sion in Germany and throughout the world take place. The power
system switches to renewable energies within a few centuries.
German federal state Lower Saxony is a forerunner in that
transformation. A main part of the renewable share in Lower
Saxony and worldwide will be provided by fluctuating wind and
solar energy. That results in major uncertainties regarding the
future energy supply. Therefore the application of large energy
storage systems will be necessary most likely. In this paper a
transition path of Lower Saxony’s energy supply until 2050 is
created. This transition path is simulated in 10 year increments
with a market simulation tool and the results are presented and
analyzed. A main focus in the analysis is on the use of energy
storages and the technical consequences of different sized storage
systems within the intermediate steps.

Index Terms—Transition Path, Energy Scenarios, Market Sim-
ulation, Energy Storages, Lower Saxony, NEDS

I. INTRODUCTION

The German federal state Lower Saxony plays an important

role in the so called ”Energiewende”, the transformation of

the German power system from conventional to sustainable

technologies. The German government plans to increase the

renewable share in production to 80% until 2050. Especially

the fluctuating energy supply by wind turbines and solar

plants will be extended. Some renewable energy sources could

provide base load, too. For example hydroelectric power plants

and biomass power plants. But because of its flatness Lower

Saxony is almost completely unsuitable for hydro-power.

Biomass plants lead to mono-cultures and to competition

between agricultural and energy correlated use of the available

areas [1].

Furthermore the non urban Lower Saxony must prospec-

tively provide energy for the bordering federal states, too,

especially the city states Bremen and Hamburg.

Since wind and solar power plants provide only an fluc-

tuating energy supply it is assumed that in the long term

large energy storage systems are required to achieve reliable

energy supply without fossil power plants. The technical

consequences and possibilities of large energy storage systems

need to be analyzed with regard to the storage capacity and

installed power of the facilities.

Within the NEDS project (’Nachhaltige Energieversorgung

Niedersachsen’) in this paper a transition path until 2050 is

developed and simulated to examine the future development of

the energy supply in Lower Saxony, Bremen and Hamburg and

the consequences of its change [2]. This area will be simulated

and examined detached from the rest of Germany. Further the

effects of different sized energy storage systems within the

intermediate transition path steps will be analyzed, too. For

the economical and technical simulation INES is used, an

market simulator which has been developed by the Institute

for Electrical Power Systems at the University of Hanover.

II. MODELING OF THE TRANSITION PATH

The data from 2015 as starting point for power plants, power

grid, load and feed-in by wind and solar facilities is already

known. The data for 2050 is taken from [3] where a scenario

of 2050 with -80% CO2 emissions is described. With the data

for 2015 and 2050 three intermediate steps are developed:

2020, 2030 and 2040.

Tab. I shows the used input data. The development of the

wind and solar energy feed-in is assumed to be linear between

the starting point 2015 and 2050. The supply of hydro-power

and biomass power is assumed to stagnate at present status

for the reasons given in section I. Therefore these two are not

listed. The increase of the gross domestic product (GDP) is

assumed to be steep in the first years and then flattening till

2050 [4]. Because of the strong correlation between load and

economic performance the same goes for the development of

the load.

The data for the development of the fuel costs are esti-

mations from the Institute for Environmental Economics and

World Trade of the Leibniz Universität Hannover. The current

fuel costs are known and the data for the intermediate transi-

tion path steps are assumed to develop linearly again [4]. For

waste and other energy sources (sewage sludge for example)

no estimates were available. So an increase of 2% per year was

assumed. Uranium is not listed because of the German nuclear
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TABLE I
INPUT DATA, [3] [4]

Year 2015 2050

GDP 360.35 bil. e 429.63 bil. e

Total load 68.889 TWh 89.246 TWh

Total wind feed-in 12.744 TWh 56.763 TWh

Total solar feed-in 2.952 TWh 52.274 TWh

CO2 certificate cost 13.5 e/t CO2 101.15 e/t CO2

Fuel costs NG 25 e/MWh 35 e/MWh

Fuel costs HC 13 e/MWh 19.5 e/MWh

Fuel costs WA 25 e/MWh 50 e/MWh

Fuel costs FU 28 e/MWh 56 e/MWh

NG: Natural gas, HC: Hard Coal, WA: Waste, FU: Other

phase-out in 2022 [5]. For lignite coal applies a similar case.

At the moment only one lignite fired power plant is active

in Lower Saxony, which is planned to be shut down in 2020.

Because of the German governments objectives to reduce CO2

emissions it is unlikely that another lignite fired power station

will be built in Lower Saxony in the future.

The costs for CO2 certificates are assumed to stagnate in the

short term and then increase rapidly until 2050. Again these

data are assumptions from the Institute for Environmental

Economics and World Trade [4].

The future power grid expansion is not known completely.

Therefore the state of the grid within the intermediate steps

cannot be generated like the other data before. Instead in every

step a power flow calculation will be carried out before the

analysis. Based on the results the necessary grid expansion

measures will be derived. Thereby only the extra-high voltage

grid is considered. In Germany this voltage level is divided

into two sub-levels, the 220-kV-level and the 380-kV-level.

On long term it is sought to disestablish the 220-kV-voltage

level. For this reason, when an overload of an electrical line

in the 220-kV-level takes place, the corresponding area will be

converted to 380 kV. If the overload could not be cleared this

way or takes place in the 380-kV-voltage level from the start,

the corresponding line will be enhanced until the overload is

removed. Within the intermediate steps there is a possibility

that overload situations take place only in one of the different

storage configurations. In this case the same grid will be used

for all setups nevertheless to maintain comparability. Possible

overloads of electrical lines will be accepted in this case. After

the grid expansion the new grid is used as a base grid for the

following time step. This procedure is repeated step by step

until 2050.

III. STORAGE MODELING

The secondary objective of this paper is the analysis of the

implications of differently sized energy storage systems within

the time steps. Therefore in each of the steps three different

configurations of the energy storages will be simulated: small,

medium and large storage systems with different assets in

storage capacity and power. All other parameters remain the

same to maintain comparability.

In accordance with [3] the energy storage is assumed to

be realized by hydrogen synthesis (power-to-gas) with an

overall efficiency of 33.7%. Because in total no fuel is con-

sumed the marginal costs for storing in and out are presumed

as 0 e/MWh. But in praxis the energy losses, while storing

in and storing out, restrict the storage use nevertheless.

The energy storage model in INES manages the storage

operations based on economic criteria with the highest profit

for the operator of the storage systems. For this the assumption

is made that the electricity price is linearly dependent on the

residual load [6]. With that assumption and the objective of

energy storage system operators to make the highest possible

profits, the storages store out while the residual load is high

and store in while the residual load is low (or even negative).

For this work the storage model of the appropriated market

simulator INES was adjusted for an usage in future scenarios,

which was not possible before. The storage model receives the

residual load of a time frame, the storage power in MW and

storage capacity in MWh as input data. Thereby all storages of

the regarded area are viewed as one cumulated energy storage

system. The cumulated power is allocated to the individual

storages afterwards. Quadratic programming is used to find the

most economical solution for storage usage whilst taking into

account certain constraints. The pursued economic optimum

is found with the minimum of the summed up quadratic

residual load RLnew after storage use. That new residual

load is the sum of old residual load RLold and the storage

output/input PS .

Min

PS

T∑

t=1

(RLold,t + PS,t)
2 (1)

The practical execution of this minimization problem is

only possible when the storages are large enough. In that

ideal case the exemplary residual load in Fig. 1 results, which

corresponds to the solution of eq. (1).

Fig. 1. Exemplary residual load before and after storage use

The old residual load before storage use is pictured in red,

the new residual load in blue. The difference between old and

new residual load is the storage power in each time step. It

can be seen that the use of the storages flattens the course. But

no complete straight course is achieved. Instead the residual

load now oscillates between an maximum and an minimum
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amplitude. The reason for this are the energy losses of the

storages. A further flattening of the residual load does not

bring any economic advantage. This can be demonstrated with

a simple calculation.

The profit P for the storage operator is the difference

between gain from storing out and costs from storing in. The

gain is the product of supplied energy Eout and the obtained

electricity price pout at that moment. The same thing applies

for the costs.

P = Gains− Costs = Eout · pout − Ein · pin (2)

Losses occur in these processes. Therefore more energy has

to be stored in than can be stored out. The storage efficiency ηS
must be included.

P = Eout · pout −
Eout

ηS
· pin (3)

An use of the storages only makes sense, when the resulting

profit is positive. Therefore the following inequality results.

P ≥ 0 =⇒ pout −
pin

ηS
≥ 0 (4)

Considering the assumption made, that the electricity

price pel is linearly dependent to the residual load RL:

pel ∼ RL (5)

In consequence the proportion of the amplitudes of the new

residual load (after storage use) while storing out RLout and

storing in RLin must be higher or equal than the inverse

storage efficiency.

RLout −
RLin

ηS
≥ 0 =⇒

RLout

RLin

≥
1

ηS
(6)

The residual load cannot be lowered under RLout by

storing out and cannot be elevated over RLin by storing in.

Finally this leads to the residual load course shown before

in Fig. 1. The ratio between maximum and minimum am-

plitude is approximately three, the inverse of the efficiency of

33.7%, corresponding to eq. (6). Further storing processes and

flattening of the residual load offer no economical advantage,

because the costs for the losses surpass the gains for supplying

energy.

The scale of required future energy storage systems in

Lower Saxony is difficult to predict and depends on various

factors. For that reason first of all in each time step it

will be tested which maximum configuration of the energy

storages still increases the profits of the storage operators.

These maximum values for storage capacity and power are

then used as a scale for the three different configurations. In

the large configuration the installed storage capacity in MWh

and power in MW both are set as 90% of the maximum values.

For medium 60% are chosen, and 30% for the small storage

configuration.

In the long term energy has to be stored seasonally to

balance fluctuations in the feed-in of wind and solar energy.

Therefore the operational planning of the energy storage

systems will be scheduled for periods of four months. Longer

periods would suit the seasonal character of the problem

even better, but the computation time for storage operational

planning depends exponentially on the length of the scheduled

period.

IV. INTEGRATED GRID AND ENERGY MARKET

SIMULATOR INES

The simulations of the transition path steps will be carried

out with the Integrated Grid and Energy Market Simulator

INES. The INES first models the energy market and de-

termines the use of renewable energies, storages and power

plants to cover the electrical load at any time. According to

German law the renewable energies get priority access to the

energy market. The load and the feed-in of wind and solar

power is deposited with time series, which have been scaled to

match the input data for total load and feed-in. The difference

between load and renewable input power then defines the

residual load, which lays the basis for the operation of the

energy storages in INES, as described in section III. After

storage use the power plant resource planning takes place. The

planning functions by the merit order principle. Starting with

the power plant with lowest marginal cost one after another

plant gets added until the total load is covered. The power plant

with the highest marginal cost, that contributes to the energy

market, then defines the electricity price. After the market

simulation is finished, a power flow calculation is conducted

in order to determine the power flow in the extra-high voltage

grid [6]. These simulations lead to results for energy losses,

electricity prices, energy mix in production and other data.

V. SIMULATION OF THE TRANSITION PATH

In this paper the time steps 2015 as starting point, 2030

as main intermediate step and 2050 as ending point will be

presented and their simulation results analyzed. For each time

step one year (8760 h) is simulated at hourly intervals.

A. Starting Point 2015

The simulation results of the starting point 2015, serving

as reverence, are shown in Tab. II. The present storage

capacity and power is used here. The used efficiency factor of

the storages is approximately 80%, because mainly pumped-

storage power plants are in use currently. Only in the future

time steps the lower storage efficiency of 33.7% is used.

Overall an maximum of about 10.37 GW of power plant

output is required to cover the added up load of Lower Saxony,

Hamburg and Bremen. That corresponds with the minimal

required installed capacity of the power plant stock. Most of

the load is covered by hard coal power plants. The reasons

for this are the medium marginal cost of these power plants

and their high installed total power. Nuclear and lignite fired

power plants have lower marginal costs, but in the regarded

area there are only one lignite fired plant and two nuclear

plants. That is why the share in production is lower than that

of hard coal, although all three run in full load almost the

whole year. Gas fired plants only provide 3.8% because of

their high marginal cost. The renewable energies supply about
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TABLE II
STARTING POINT 2015 - RESULTS

Parameter Result

Total energy feed-in 70.07 TWh

Maximum residual load 10.37 GW

NU: 26.43%

LI: 3.09%

HC: 29.12%

NG: 3.79%

FU: 0%

SO: 4.21%

WI: 18.19%

BM: 13.83%

HY: 1.34%

WA: 0%

Energy mix
(share in total feed-in)

RE: 37.36%

Average electricity price 42.36 e/MWh

19.18 Mt CO2CO2 emissions
0.274 t CO2/MWh

Energy losses
(share of total feed-in)

EHVG: 0.65%
Storage: 0.07%

Export of Energy
(share of total feed-in)

0%

NU: Nuclear, LI: Lignite coal, HC: Hard coal, NG: Natural gas, FU: Other, SO: Solar, WI: Wind

BM: Biomass, HY: Hydro power, WA: Waste, RE: Renewable energy, EHVG: extra-high voltage grid

37% of the electricity production. Most of it is provided by

wind turbines and biomass power plants. These data form a

basis to evaluate the results for the future time steps.

B. Intermediate Step 2030

In 2021 both Lower Saxony’s nuclear power plants Grohnde

and Emsland are planned to be decommissioned. The same

applies for the lignite fired power plant Buschhaus in 2020.

Therefore all three plants are removed from the power plant

stock. In addition to that all power plants built before 1970 are

removed, too, because of an estimated maximum lifetime of

60 years. Overall the installed power plant capacity decreases

by 3.3 GW. Partly that loss in capacity will be compensated

by the increasing feed-in of wind turbines and solar plants.

Additionally it is presumed that the planned hard coal power

plant Stade (900 MW) will be completed until 2030 [7]. No

further power plants are added.

The simulation results of 2030 with all three energy storage

configurations are shown in Tab. III. The electricity prices

and the CO2 emissions are now listed relatively to the values

in 2015.

Compared to 2015 the share in production of the renewable

energies has increased significantly. As a result the CO2 emis-

sions decrease, although the total load has increased and the

CO2-neutral nuclear power plants have been decommissioned.

On the downside the loss of cheap base-load power plants

results in higher electricity prices. It is noticeable that the share

of hard coal is decreasing, although these power plants now

provide the electrical energy with the lowest marginal cost.

That is because the hard coal fired plants are already almost

permanently at full load. That results in a higher share of

natural gas power plants, because they have to cover not only

peak load but also partially base load, too. The high utilization

of the hard coal power plants indicates that additional plants

TABLE III
INTERMEDIATE STEP 2030 - RESULTS

Storage
configuration

Large (90%) Medium (60%) Small (30%)

Storage
capacity

1.62 TWh 1.08 TWh 0.54 TWh

Storage power 12.96 GW 8.64 GW 4.32 GW

Total energy
feed-in

90.35 TWh 90.1 TWh 89.55 TWh

Maximum
residual load

6.64 GW 7.11 GW 7.83 GW

HC: 21.79% HC: 21.77% HC: 21.86%

NG: 5.96% NG: 5.95% NG: 6.11%

FU: 0.00013% FU: 0.00028% FU: 0.00012%

SO: 26.66% SO: 26.74% SO: 26.9%

WI: 34.99% WI: 35.08% WI: 35.3%

BM: 9.56% BM: 9.42% BM: 8.79%

HY: 1.03% HY: 1.04% HY: 1.04%

WA: 0.00028% WA: 0.00024% WA: 0.00036%

Energy mix

RE: 72.24% RE: 72.28% RE: 72.03%

Average
electricity price
(cmp. to 2015)

116.71% 114.52% 114.49%

Tot.: 91.03% Tot.: 90.67% Tot.: 90.82%CO2 Emissions
(cmp. to 2015) Rel.: 70.44% Rel.: 70.44% Rel.: 70.8%

EHVG: 0.71 % EHVG: 0.73 % EHVG: 0.69 %
Energy losses

Storage: 9.12% Storage: 8.81% Storage: 7.08%

Energy export 0% 0.07% 1.23%

Cmp.: Compared, Tot.: Total, Rel.: Relative (per MWh)

have to be added to the power plant stock in future time steps

after 2030.

The comparison of the three storage configurations shows

that the difference between them is marginal in most of the

cases. For example the shares of the renewable energies devi-

ate by only 0.25%, the emissions of CO2 by only 0.07 million

tons per year. The only differences worth mentioning are the

maximum residual load and the energy losses of the storages.

The large configuration of the energy storages allows more

storage operations and a better flattening of the residual load.

On the one hand that leads to a lower maximum residual load,

which defines the minimum necessary installed capacity of the

power plant stock. On the other hand these additional storage

operations result in higher losses.

In 2030 larger energy storages provide only small ad-

vantages and also some disadvantages. With the smallest

configuration even the required exports (or shut downs) of

energy are very low. This could lead to the consideration that

in 2030 extended storage systems are still not necessary for

an ensured energy supply. For that reason a further simulation

was performed with the data of 2030 but only the storage

capacity and power of 2015: 1.43 GWh and 101.68 MW. This

storage configuration resulted in a failure of load covering in

various periods of time throughout the year. In that case INES

just reduces the residual load by load shedding and continues

the simulation. But in reality a failure in load covering would

be disastrous for industrial Germany. Therefore if no large

storage facilities will be installed, the power plant stock has

to be extended instead. Most likely fossil power plants would

be necessary for this. In addition the simulation showed that

the average electricity prices rise to values over 90 e/MWh
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and also over 7% of the supplied energy has to be exported,

because of negative residual loads. All three consequences are

not desirable. This proves that already in 2030 an extension

of storage systems is necessary, but not in a large scale and

only if an expansion of the power plant stock is undesired.

It is worth mentioning that even the small storage con-

figuration (0.54 TWh) corresponds to an increase of storage

capacity by a factor of about 380 compared to 2015. This

would require an enormous and expensive build-up of energy

storage systems in Lower Saxony or Germany in general.

Also it is questionable if that build-up can be carried in

out just 12 years. But the dimension of required storage

capacity is not unrealistic. A potential storage capacity of over

1700 TWh with hydrogen storage in caverns is estimated for

whole Germany [8].

C. Scenario 2050

For scenario 2050 all power plants built before 1990 get

removed from the power plant stock. The total installed power

plant capacity is reduced by about 5.5 GW this way. Already

in 2040 the problem occurs that the load cannot be covered

throughout the whole year. For that reason additional modern

gas and steam turbine power plants are added, overall about

4 GW in 2040 and 2.4 GW in 2050. These new plants are

assumed to be evenly distributed in the considered area. Gas

and steam turbine power plants are chosen, because of their

low CO2 emissions. In the long term exponentially growing

CO2 certificate costs were assumed. Therefore gas and steam

turbine power plants are probably the best solution in that

period of time. Also a ban of coal fired power plants until 2050

is not unlikely. Tab. IV shows the results for Scenario 2050.

TABLE IV
RESULTS - SCENARIO 2050

Storage
configuration

Large (90%) Medium (60%) Small (30%)

Storage
capacity

4.95 TWh 3.3 TWh 1.65 TWh

Storage power 31.5 GW 21 GW 10.5 GW

Total energy
feed-in

120.21 TWh 120.48 TWh 123.9 TWh

Maximum
residual load

2.56 GW 3.31 GW 5.02 GW

HC: 0.17% HC: 0.161% HC: 0.21%

NG: 4.39% NG: 4.5% NG: 6.74%

FU: 0.0536% FU: 0.056% FU: 0.0727%

SO: 43.49% SO: 43.39% SO: 42.19%

WI: 47.22% WI: 47.11% WI: 45.81%

BM: 3.87% BM: 3.98% BM: 4.19%

HY: 0.779% HY: 0.78% HY: 0.756%

WA: 0.0317% WA: 0.027% WA: 0.0363%

Energy mix

RE: 95.38% RE: 95.29% RE: 92.98%

Average
electricity price
(cmp. to 2015)

68.84% 64.97% 98.51%

Tot.: 10.22% Tot.: 10.38% Tot.: 15.54%CO2 emissions
(cmp. to 2015) Rel.: 5.95% Rel.: 6.06% Rel.: 8.76%

EHVG: 0.64% EHVG: 0.64% EHVG: 0.73%
Energy losses

Strg.: 24.63% Strg.: 23.72% Strg.: 18.1%

Energy export 0.0096% 1.09% 8.79%

The share in production of renewable energies has increased

to over 90% in all three storage configurations. The total

emissions of CO2 is lowered by over 80% compared to 2015.

The emissions per megawatt hour are lowered even more

markedly. Also the necessary installed power plant capacity is

lowered significantly compared to 2015 and 2030, from over

10 GW to under 3 GW with the large storage configuration.

After the rise of the electricity price in 2030 it now continues

its current decreasing development again. The storage losses

rise to about 20% of the supplied electrical energy.

Contrary to 2030 major differences can be monitored be-

tween the energy storage configurations. It is especially no-

ticeable that the small storage configuration provides no longer

any advantages aside from the lower energy losses. Instead it

results in the highest average electricity prices, CO2 emissions,

maximum residual load and the highest exports of surplus

energy. Even the highest amount of total electrical energy

must be generated because the additional exports surpass the

saved energy losses, compared to the other two configurations.

Additionally the exported energy often results in overloading

of the electrical lines. The large configuration of the storages

provides only minor advantages compared to the medium

sized storages. All that indicates that the small configuration

with 1.65 TWh and 10.5 GW is to small for Scenario 2050

and that the large configuration is over-sized. The medium

configuration seems to be closest to the optimal solution.

But no further statements can be made without an additional

economic view on the case.

VI. EVALUATION

The simulations confirm that the energy supply of Lower

Saxony and surrounding area will change dramatically the next

few decades, if the schedule for the ”Energiewende” will be

fulfilled. Exemplarily some selected characteristic values will

be presented to demonstrate these changes.

Fig. 2 shows the increase of the renewable energy share in

production of electricity until 2050. For the representation the

medium energy storage configuration was chosen, but the other

two configurations in principle show the same development

with only slight deviation. The figure shows that the share in

production of the renewable energies is increasing steep at first

and then flattening. Since the renewable feed-in was assumed

to rise linearly the flattening is due to the increasing total

load, exports and losses, which result in higher total feed-in.

In Scenario 2050 a renewable share of over 90% is achieved

which surpasses the objective of the German government

for 2050 and is close to an fully renewable energy supply.

The same figure also displays the development of the

electricity price and the CO2 emissions relative to the starting

point 2015. Overall the current decreasing trend of the elec-

tricity price is continuing. But after the nuclear phaseout in

2022 it increases temporarily. From 2030 on it is decreasing

again and eventually falls to about 65% of the price at starting

point 2015. It is important to mention that in the INES the

marginal costs for wind and solar supply are assumed to be

0 e/MWh. Therefore the rising renewable share in supply
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Fig. 2. Development of renewable share, electricity price and CO2 emissions

results in the decreasing prices. The decrease of the CO2

emissions resembles the development of the electricity prices.

On the whole the emissions are decreasing steadily. But again

this development temporarily stops between 2020 and 2030

due to the nuclear phaseout. In 2050 the total emissions have

decreased by over 80%. That matches with the objective in [3].

The simulations show that until 2030 only minor differences

between the three considered energy storage configurations

occur. That indicates that energy storage systems in that

scale are not necessary in the next few years. After 2030

the differences scale up and the medium and large storage

configurations show significant advantages in comparison to

the small configuration.

Three general correlations could be found in the process.

Larger energy storages lower the necessary power plant capac-

ity and exported (or shut down) energy due to excess power.

To achieve that much energy has to be stored in and out again,

which leads to high energy losses. The other parameters do not

directly correlate with the scale of the storage systems. Instead

the effects of different sized storages depend primarily on the

regarded time step as second influencing factor.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper different time steps of Lower Saxony’s en-

ergy supply from the present until 2050 were created and

simulated with the market simulation tool INES. These sim-

ulations allowed to assess the future development of Lower

Saxony’s energy supply. Secondly the impact of different

sized energy storage systems on the regarded parameters was

investigated within the separate intermediate steps. Thereby

mainly technical parameters were analyzed. So advantages and

disadvantages of different sized storages could be identified.

But that approach could not determine the optimal size of the

energy storages and their cost savings potential. To find these

also an economical analysis has to be carried out. The costs

of storage systems (investment, operating, losses) have to be

juxtaposed with the savings potential in the grid expansion,

the power plant stock and other areas.

Generally the energy losses in the storages surpass the losses

in the extra-high voltage grid by far. Up to 25% energy losses

in the storages are economically and ecologically unjustifiable.

Therefore the storage of energy through hydrogen synthesis in

this scale is not a viable solution for the future, at least not with

the assumed efficiency factors of 33.7%. In most of the cases

the energy must be stored only for hours and days. Therefore

an combination of short-term and long-term energy storages

might lead to better results. For example batteries with a much

higher efficiency could perform the day/night balancing, where

most of the energy gets stored in and out and most of the

losses occur. Conversely the seasonal balancing, where high

storage capacity is required, would be executed with hydrogen

synthesis.
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Abstract—For power network operators worldwide, one of the
common leading problems that requires efficient handling is the
mitigation of large scale network failures due to power outage.
As such, instances of failing power plant or transmission line
raises complication in smooth network operation. This requires
handling huge amounts of live data which can only be solved
by using intelligent mechanism. One such efficient mechanism is
the use of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms for classification of
power outage scenarios. To gather an overview, in this paper, wide
comparison are made on the classification results of five different
ML algorithms, namely Decision Tree (DT), Ensemble methods,
k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), Neural Network (NN) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). These supervised learning algorithms
determines the cause of power outage, either due to a failing
power plant or transmission line and approximately locates
the outage area. The underlying problem involves generating
data sets using DIgSILENT PowerFactory simulations, noise
free feature extraction, ML algorithm development, training and
testing of classification models. The analysis and comparison of
classification results at the end reveals the effectiveness in using
such ML algorithms to solve power outage prediction problems.
The developed ML algorithms and models has been validated by
using data sets and classification results from different network
configurations with varying load change conditions.

Index Terms—Big Data Classification Machine Learning Power
Outage Supervised Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Owing to interconnection of complex power transmission

grids, it is vital to have network operation procedures that

can understand and suggest progressive solutions to arising

problems. Thus, it becomes necessary to put in place a

non-destructive online system to monitor, alert and diagnose

network demands. This in turn reduces operational costs,

enhances optimal usage, improves reliability and accuracy of

network assessment [1]. But, in a real world scenario, the

possibilities of network outages caused by power generating

stations and transmission lines are most likely due to con-

sistent operational stress. An economically reliable system

to detect such failures provides greater assistance to smooth

operations [2].

The outage detection systems available as yet requires

bringing the failing system to a halt for maintenance and

inspections, thus affecting its operation as well as impacting

power demands and requirements throughout its intercon-

nected network. Even though forecasting power demands helps

in proper planning of power transmission, it still lacks in

potential to distinguish demands during urgent or emergency

conditions. A planned outage can be compensated appropri-

ately due to known demands whereas unplanned or unexpected

power outage requires immediate action. Some times the

reason for such outages are not known for long and failing

network creates problems that are tedious and time consuming

to solve.

To address this issue, several multiagent system meth-

ods [3] are designed to establish communication. Information

interchange through network of communication agents feeds

data to algorithms which are used to understand the ongoing

netwrok operation. This makes way for the use of multiple

Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods to detect faults and outage

conditions. The AI methods thus developed requires improving

the detection and location of power outages in some ways to

compensate power demands, subsequently rectifying the faults

as quickly as possible [1] [2] [4] [5]. But, to detect outages for

a vast network of interconnected power transmission systems,

there exists less number of AI methods that employ algorithms

directly onto busbar. Also, it is important for the intelligent

algorithms to be autonomous for effective operation and as-

sistance when the data are read through Phasor Measurement

Unit (PMU).

Hence, there is a need for systematic approach to process

huge amount of data that are generated throughout the network

grid. This demands higher levels of understanding about the

operation and planning of existing systems, higher computa-

tional resources, full-scale algorithmic routines and schemes.

The crucial part of this paper is to find such autonomous

intelligent solutions for detection and localization of power

outages.

II. OUTAGE DETECTION IN POWER SYSTEMS

To enhance reliability, the interconnected network of the

European Network of Transmission System Operators for

Electricity (ENTSO-E) has been created to maintain system

stability even in critical situations. However, failures and

malfunctions can affect the whole interconnected transmis-

sion system and can cause blackouts throughout the whole

system. In case of power plant outages, it is important for the

transmission system operator to detect the event and localize

the failure and apply countermeasures, even in case of a
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distant failure. One way to detect the outage is to monitor the

measurements from PMU across the network. For example, the

oscillations caused by generator outages provides the readings

necessary to detect the outages caused due to generator failure.

Likewise, the transmission line failures can also be monitored

and detected based on the available data from the measuring

devices. In practise, measured data from the devices are so

huge in a way that it is not possible for human operators to

process in a time bound manner. This leads to complications

during network problem detection. The need for processing

large data is thus required.

Machine Learning approaches are the most prominent tech-

niques available today that are capable of handling problems

with vast ranges of complexity and computation. Owing to

sustained surge in computing hardware and software designs,

ML has improved drastically to next levels of futuristic intel-

ligent solutions. This paper examines the solutions to complex

network problems by utilizing robustness and vast computing

capabilities of ML. The data classification thus forms the

basis for recognizing patterns and detection of outages. Few

effectual outage detection and localization models are designed

and established to utilize the potentials of ML algorithms for

classification through supervised learning which are capable of

classifying datasets after training. Following machine learning

algorithms are developed, models trained and tested for both

detection and localization of outages in this paper: Com-

plex Decision Tree (CDT) [6], Random Forests (RanFors) [7],

Medium k-Nearest Neighbor (MKNN), Weighted k-Nearest

Neighbor (WKNN) [8], Neural Network [9], Linear SVM One

vs One (LSVMOvO), Linear SVM One vs All (LSVMOvA),

Quadratic SVM One vs One (QSVMOvO) and Quadratic

SVM One vs All (QSVMOvA) [10]. The training algorithms

are modelled based on available datasets and its respective

classification classes. Several combinations of training are

carried out by training several times and choosing the best

classifier that suits the application.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method compares various machine learning

classification models for the detection and localization of

power outages. The first part of classification involves the

detection of outage in the network, either due to failure of

generator or transmission line. The next part is to find the

source or area of such an outage. It is necessary to know

how classifier models are utilized to understand the outage

type detection and localization process. After training, the best

classifier models are selected and are exported. For outage type

detection, the classifier models which are capable of detecting

both generator and transmission line outages are used. But, the

location classification is trigged only after detection of outage

type and hence the process of obtaining the location involves

location specific classifier models. Such a setup is described

in figure 1.

Once the input data is fed into outage classifier, it deter-

mines whether there is an outage due to generator failure or

transmission line failure or no outage at all. If an outage is

Input Data 
Outage 

Classifier

Generator 

Outage

Transmission 

Line Outage

Outage 

Location 

Classifier

Outage 

Location 

Classifier

No Outage Outage-Location

Figure 1. Outage Detection and Localization Work-flow

detected, then based on the outage type, either the generator

location classifier model or transmission line location classifier

model is triggered to obtain the outage location.

The development of ML method consists of five parts

namely generating data sets, data preprocessing, algorithm

development, model training and testing and validation. The

data sets can be obtained from live systems or through

simulation. The data generated by such means needs a data

preprocessing step where the data set is analysed thoroughly

to clean out data, eliminate irrelevant data points and noises.

In data preprocessing, the vital part that concerns to ML is the

extraction of features. Features defines the properties of data

very clearly than raw data themselves. Also, obtaining features

is better in terms of computational efficiency. Because, instead

of processing raw data, it is economical to process only the

needed features and obtain the relevant outcomes with better

accuracy. Feature selection leads to data which are relevant

to problem and enhances predictability. For problems with

numerical computations, one of the best and easier way is to

extract and select features by employing statistical analysis.

A. Statistical Data Analysis

In statistical analysis, the basic forms of mathematical com-

ponents of data are estimated. For the data with waveforms,

the following list of statistical components are important and

provides the necessary information:

• Maximum Value

• Minimum Value

• Mean

• Variance

• Standard Deviation

• Range

An illustrative example of voltage magnitude for a transmis-

sion line outage plotted against simulation time is shown as

an sample trapping of waveform on to statistical features

in figure 2. SD-XAxis and SD-YAxis denotes the standard

deviation of waveform along x and y axes. Also, Mean-

XAxis and Mean-YAxis denotes the mean value of wave-

form along x and y axes. Similarly, other statistical features

can also be estimated to trap the waveform. Trapping of a

waveform within statistical limits provides a wide range of

possibility to compute and derive similar patterns. Principal

Component Analysis is another significant statistical method

that transforms the correlated observations to linearly un-

correlated observation according to orthogonal transformation

procedures. Every data vector is the linear combination of the
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Figure 2. Statistical Analysis

principal components. The principal component or orthogonal

vectors are usually ordered in terms of decreasing strength and

are sorted by reduction or elimination of weak components.

The weak components are nothing but those observations

with low variance. Due to elimination of weak components,

it is possible to reconstruct the original data with proper

approximation.

B. Data Preprocessing

Highly debated step in data preprocessing is data normal-

ization. Data normalization can be considered as a mathemat-

ical scaling or reduction technique that manages to calibrate

different measurement scales into a single common scale.

The normalization helps in the reduction of data variability

and introduces integrity to data. Two of the widely used

normalization forms are shown in equation 2 with y as the

input data to be normalized.

y′ =
y −min(y)

max(y)−min(y)
(1)

y′ = 2

(

y −min(y)

max(y)−min(y)

)

− 1 (2)

Using the normalization forms in equation 2, the data can be

scaled to ranges between [−1, 1].
The supervised learning in particular requires the training

set to contain both the data points and respective labels for

the data points. Hence, the data sets which are preprocessed

in the previous steps are labelled and the whole data set is split

into training dataset and testing dataset. Those in the training

dataset are used only for training and those in the testing

datasets are kept separately and are used only for testing of

the trained model to determine its performance.

Now, the processed input data consists of features to classify

the outage. It is fed to the outage classifier which contains the

necessary classifiers for detection and localization of outages.

If there are no outages, then no classifiers are activated. If

there is an outage, the outage classifier determines the type

of outage. For example, if a generator outage occurs, then

the classifier detects the generator outage and activates the

location classifiers. The location classifiers in turn finds the

area of generator outage and provides the user with outage

location. Similar operation is carried out if the classifier detects

transmission line outage.

The crucial part in the ML is the development of algo-

rithms based on the requirement. Upon iterative training of

the model, the algorithms are fine tuned to obtain accurate

results. During initial stages, the classifier models are trained

iteratively using the training datasets. After each training, the

outcomes are evaluated and the one with better accuracy and

good performance is selected as the classifier model. The

selected classifier model is then tested using testing datasets.

The testing of classifier models shows whether a classifier

model is performing well by classifying the data correctly.

If the classifier model performs well, then the classifier model

can be used in real time deployments.

IV. SIMULATION SETUP

Simulation of outage conditions for a network model is

initiated by the user using a Matlab script which commu-

nicates with DIgSILENT PowerFactory via a python script

and initiates the simulation. One way of simulating outage

is by making a generator or a transmission line as ’Out of

Service (OoS)’ at user specified time. For example, taking a

transmission line as OoS at time t seconds. This replicates

a real time outage situation in a simulation environment.

PowerFactory simulates load flow conditions for such scenar-

ios and generates outputs. Out of many available properties

of electrical systems to analyse with, the following three

properties are chosen as output from PowerFactory simula-

tions: Frequency, Voltage Angle and Voltage Magnitude. The

generated outputs from each BusBars (BBs) consisting of

frequency, voltage angle and voltage magnitude are stored

and later processed. Similarly, simulations are carried out with

different OoS situations. These data sets forms the basis for

input data and are sent for data preprocessing, training and

classification. Upon receiving the output file, Matlab scripts

retrieves BB data, allocates variable names and forms initial

datasets. These datasets as it is are not capable enough to

be used for classification training directly and requires data

preprocessing. The Nordic Network as shown in figure 3 is

used in this paper to obtain different datasets. The network

consists of 20 generators and 33 transmission lines out of

which generator G20 is used for simulation stability and is

never taken OoS. The training dataset after data preprocessing

as explained previously consists of 400 predictors from 57 BB

readings. To solve the classification problem, training dataset

requires different labelling for detection and localization. For

the part of outage detection, the training datasets are labelled

as ’Generator Outage’ and ’Transmission Line Outage’. The

dataset with normal operating data are labelled as ’No Outage’.

Similarly, for location of outage, the names of the respective

zones are labelled and the data for which location are not

known are labelled as ’Unknown Zone’. A typical example

of such labelling in terms of location classifier is shown in

figure 4.
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Figure 3. Nordic 400kV Transmission Network (based on [11])

A simulation example is as follows: The generation of input

data is carried out by taking G 01 as OoS at time t = 5
seconds and the simulation is run for a total of 30 seconds

in PowerFactory. Similarly, other generators are taken out and

simulated. This step is carried out for transmission lines as

well. The list of possible generators and transmission lines

that can be taken OoS are 19 and 33 respectively. In this paper

14 generators and 14 transmission lines are taken OoS for the

purpose of training data generation. This generates a total of

400 predictors and are fed as input to the classifier.

Outage-Location
Comparison 

Script

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 2-Zone 4

Zone 2-Zone 3

Zone 1-Zone 2

Network 

Zones

Outage 

Location 

Classifier

Figure 4. Outage-Location Classifier Model Work-flow for Nordic Network

Figure 4 shows the labelling of Nordic Network Model

zones with respect to location classifier. The four zones,

namely ’Zone 1’, ’Zone 2’, ’Zone 3’ and ’Zone 4’ as well

as three between zones, namely, ’Zone 1 - Zone 2’, ’Zone 2

- Zone 3’ and ’Zone 2 - Zone 4’, specifies the labels for their

corresponding zones. Once, the location classifier classifies the

zones, the labels are taken in to be compared with other zone

data to arrive at location of outage.

V. RESULTS

The interpretation of classifier model results consists of two

main parts, namely interpretation of detection classification

and interpretation of localization classification. The first part,

detection of outage, holds the key for activation of second

part, localization of outage. As an example, the test results of

the QSVMOvO detection classifier model is shown in figure 5.

The result shows the data points before classification and after

classification by the detection classifier. The captured results

in figure 5 shows the classification of data points for a given

interval of time. The classifier algorithm utilizes all live data

points to perform live classification. During live classification,

each data points traversing through the classifier are classified,

thus giving the operator a clear view of ongoing operating

condition of power plants and transmission lines.

The first row with red data points of the result portrays the

better detection of normal operating condition or no outage.

The Second row with green data points hints the accurate

classification of Generator Outage condition. Similarly, the

Transmission line Outage can be seen in third row. Even

though there is a short period of misclassification of outage

condition at first, the classifier is able to get the outage correct

from the subsequent data points.
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Figure 5. Result of QSVM One vs One Detection Classifier model

From figure 5, it can be clear that the classifier works

as intended. The red color classification result represents no

outage or normal operating condition whereas green and blue

represents generator and transmission line outages respec-

tively. Similarly, varying classification results, can also be seen

and analysed with the other classifier models as well. Based

on the results, the efficiency of the classifier can be determined

and the best classifier can be selected for deployment.

The classifiers are also tested with a different configuration

of Nordic Network by changing the loads to 0.8 scaling

factor, thus simulating varied loading conditions of power
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transmission system. Similar to previous testing, the generator

and transmission lines are taken OoS and the testing data are

generated. The classification outcome of QSVMOvO is shown

in figure 6.
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Figure 6. QSVMOvO Detection Classification with Load Changes

It can be seen clearly in Figure 6 that there are some hiccups

in the detection of no outage. But, there are significant im-

provement for transmission line outage. With most of correct

classification, it can be understood that the transmission line

outage detection at the initial stages are good. Now, in a

straightforward way, it can be clearly noted that the generator

outage detection has far better correct classification. This

shows that the classifier is capable of detecting the outages and

requires further training to improve accuracy. Similar results

can also be seen from other BB’s perspectives.

A. Result Analysis

With reference to box plot figure 7 and figure 8 for

detection classification, the CDT method has overall average

performance compared to other classifiers. While considering

localization of outage, one can easily see that the performances

of CDT classifier for all the zones and inter zones are good.

This implies that the combined localization classification has

better scope for CDT than individual detection classification.

Based on the results, the following significant observations

about CDT classifier can be compiled: CDT classifier can

only be used for trial detection and to understand the model.

For localization, it is possible to be used for low memory

computations. Due to crucial obstacles in data split and

average performing classification, there is an imminent need

for an alternative search tree algorithm. Hence, it is worthy

to try ensemble method with decision tree algorithms. But, it

can be noted that the random forests classification algorithm

performs far better than decision tree. Further, it can be said

that RanFors classifier can be used for both detection and

localization of outage but only with less complex datasets.

RanFors classifier also suffers from CDT’s obstacles in data

split as mentioned previously though this can be overcome by

finding the optimal number of random trees through iterative

training and testing.

Both MKNN and WKNN with euclidean distance vector

and 10 nearest neighbor has shown good performance for

varying conditions as seen in figure 7 and figure 8. The

reasons are because of convergence metrics and the number

of nearest neighbor. The main drawback of this method is

the execution time as it takes around 235 seconds in average

to detect and locate the outage. Due to long execution time,

it is not suitable for real time applications. It also requires

more computing memory and hence might not be economical.

The neural network classifiers, widely recognized for pattern
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Figure 7. Detection Classification: Generator Outage Classification Accuracy

classification shows above average results for detection as

illustrated in figure 7. The training of neural network are

cumbersome but worthy. During training several iteration of

repeated training as well as trainings with different numbers

of hidden layers were performed. By understanding the per-

formance results of various iterative training, suitable hidden

neurons need to be selected. The NN classifiers are better

than search tree classifiers as well as a good contender against

other classification methods, but requires more computational

capacity and exhaustive training.

Through box plots, it can be observed that the SVM methods

performance are consistent, good and competitive. Due to the

use of quadratic kernel function, it is possible to expand the

concept of binary classification to multi class classification.

Though the execution time and performances are better, it is

worth noting that SVM methods require prolonged time to

train. Also, it requires good training datasets. Apart from this

pitfalls, QSVM classifiers are noteworthy to explore further to

take advantage of multi class classification. Further, it can be

added that the testing of classifiers with load change scenarios

strongly implies the need for extensive training and testing

with different kinds of scenarios. When the load changes

it affects the core structure of the datasets with respect to

the load change factor. This leads to masking of outage

from classifiers. Due to this, even the classifier with better

classification accuracy on different outages finds difficulties

facing datasets from load change. A good example of such load
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Figure 8. Detection Classification: Transmission Line Outage Classification
Accuracy

change scenario is shown in Figure 6. Here, the result shows

the masking of transmission line outage over no outage data.

This implies that the classifier couldn’t distinguish between a

normal operating condition and an outage condition. Hence,

the load change is recognized as an outage even at normal

operating condition. To mitigate this problem, the classifiers

has to be trained with load change scenarios too.

In case of different configuration of network models, it is

very difficult for the classifier to detect data points that are

actually outages. This is due to various factors like distinct

topologies, modes of operation, load scenarios, etc., Even

though the classifiers are to classify unseen data, it is more

difficult to classify unseen day that are of entirely different

operating conditions.

Though there are many features to select, it is in the interest

of scope of this paper, that only these three measurements

alone were considered.

VI. CONCLUSION

From observation and evaluation of results it can be con-

cluded that the SVM, NN and k-NN methods holds significant

application on classification of power outages. Even though the

medium and weighted k-NN methods has significant practical

implications due to increased execution time to classify data,

it is well understood that the algorithms perform nevertheless.

The SVM on the other hand requires more time to train the

classifier, which is quite a vital task for ML methods. But,

the classification and quick execution assists the SVM and

has more reasons to further explore to utilize its capabilities.

The computationally intensive neural networks, which has

been researched for several decades now has shown good

performance. The training of the classifier models were hard to

achieve perfection. It is time consuming when the data is too

big or complex. Due to the requirement of iterative training,

the classifiers were trained carefully to avoid generalization

towards a particular network model or datasets. The classifiers

modelled in this paper had minimal information from the

grid. Due to minimal information, there was restricted training

which largely influenced the overall outcome. Even with

such restricted minimal datasets, the classifiers has exhibited

encouraging results. The results from the simulation provided

a glimpse of real world problem where load changes are

repetitive. It gave a detailed understanding on the effects of

changing loads on normal operation. It also lead to a reasoning

that the classifier requires large datasets with different load

condition at different times of the day.

Through observation of training process, testing with dif-

ferent conditions and through extensive analysis of various

classifier models, it can be evidently justified that the clas-

sifiers are capable of handling and solving power outage

detection as well as localization of outage source. It is also

capable of pointing out the area of outage as close to the

outage source zone by using minimal information from the

grid. The classification models would perform better if the

models are trained well with data sets from real time systems.

But, obtaining data from real time systems requires extensive

measurement spectrum, which are comparably rare. Also, a

very precise model of the system is required that is capable

of generating the needed data by simulation. Since a lot of

parameters in the power system are unknown, it is quite hard

to achieve the exact dynamic behaviour of the system.

Further developmental works regarding the outage classifi-

cation problem can involve in the improvement of locating the

source of outages by expanding feature datasets, training and

more electrical devices.
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Abstract— The procedure of state estimation calculates the static 

state based on real-time measurements for the transmission 

system. Due to differences in measurement and network 

infrastructure, employing the conventional approach of the 

weighted least squares approach for the distribution system, the 

estimated static state leads to an ill-conditioned state estimation, 

which can result in convergence problems or an inadequate 

estimated static state. This paper analyses and evaluates the 

application of Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach as an 

alternative means of static state estimation for medium and low 

voltage networks with variations in the distribution system of 

decentralized feed-ins or the network topology, and hereupon 

deduces recommendations for the application of state estimation 

with Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach in distribution 

systems. 

Keywords— Distribution System State Estimation, Hachtel’s 

augmented matrix approach, ill-conditioning 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring power systems, the essential information for 
further analysis is the static state, e.g. dispatch studies, verifying 
the (n-1) security or optimal power flow. The static state 
includes the voltage magnitude and voltage angle of the network 
busses and initially shows potential risks of the voltage range. 
Determining a consistent and definite state vector based on 
different measurements, state estimation (SE) is necessary and 
has been used at the control centers for the transmission system 
for more than 40 years [1]-[3]. However, due to the change 
towards more and more decentralized feed-in the relevance of 
Distribution System SE (DSSE) is increasing and requires 
adjustments of the so-called conventional SE used at the 
transmission system. Differences in the measurement 
infrastructure and network topology of the distribution systems 
make these adjustments necessary. 

Handschin summarized four main requirements for SE [4]: 
1) the static state must be consistent and stable; 2) the SE filters
measurement errors as the errors are distributed Gaussian 
random variables; 3) unknown parameter are calculable with the 
SE; 4) huge measurement errors must be identified and 
eliminated. Besides these requirements the knowledge of the 
network topology, the network parameter and the telemetered 
measurements are essential input data for the SE. Hence, the 
conventional SE implementing the iterative weighted-least-
square (WLS) approach solves the estimation problem. A 

potential risk that the SE with the WLS method faces is the 
sensitivity to erroneous input data that can lead to an ill-
conditioned SE problem, i.e. a small erroneous measurement 
results in serious deviation in the estimated static state [5]. 

First studies to the ill-conditioning problem of SE were done 
1976 by Duff and Reid [6] who recommended the use of 
Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach for sparse matrixes as an 
alternative to the WLS approach. Moreover, the authors of [7] 
and [8] validated also Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach as 
a good alternative and made various studies with transmission 
test systems. As mentioned before the significance for DSSE is 
increasing, i.e. distribution systems can be operated more 
efficiently and e.g. react to a dispatch situation in the 
transmission system.  

Distribution systems are characterized by a different 
measurement infrastructure and network topology as compared 
to transmission systems, e.g. with a high �/� ratio or limited 
power measurements. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the 
use of SE with the WLS approach or the alternative Hachtel’s 
augmented matrix approach in the distribution system. In 1996 
the authors of [9] suggested to solve the problem of the few 
power measurements by counting zero-injections as power 
measurements with a high accuracy. Based on this idea Nussrat 
compared the implementation of different approaches for the SE 
in distribution systems [10]. Nussrat diagnosed that the ill-
conditioned SE problem in distribution systems is related to the 
high �/� ratios and short power lines. The studies of Nussrat 
and the authors of [11] show that the use of Hachtel’s augmented 
matrix approach is a good compromise for the distribution 
system and numerically more stable compared to the WLS 
approach. Nevertheless, they do not show the impact of changes 
in the distribution system to the SE solution, e.g. meshed 
networks, a feed-in or load overweight. 

Accordingly, this paper provides an overview for SE in 
distribution systems with changes in the network topology and 
changes in the amount of the power injections. For this paper 
both approaches, the WLS and Hachtel’s augmented matrix 
approach, are implemented in MATLAB and the results are 
compared by means of different criteria. 

The next Section presents the mathematical formulations of 
the WLS approach and the Hachtel’s augmented matrix 
approach. In Section III the simulation scenarios are explained. 
The results of the comparison of both approaches are presented 
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in Section IV while a conclusion and ideas for consequent 
studies are summarized in Section IV. 

II. STATE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

SE is based on a redundancy of measurements and calculates 
a complete, consistent and definite static state with less state 
variables [5]. Handschin suggested a redundancy for the input 
data, i.e. the number of measurements doubles the number of 
state variables [4]. 

For the conventional SE, input data are understood as real-
time measurements in the transmission system with a known 
accuracy. Following the approach to establish a measurement 
infrastructure in the distribution system as in the transmission 
system, the economic efficiency would not be given, due to the 
high number of busses in the distribution system [5][10]. Hence, 
there is an approach to raise the number of measurements by 
adding non-real measurements and classifying them in three 
categories [5][10]: pseudo-, virtual and real measurements. Real 
measurements are at least physical measurements and can be 
power flow or currents in power lines, power injections or bus 
voltage measurements. However, pseudo-measurements are e.g. 
based on historical data and forecast for loads or generation 
while virtual measurements e.g. are supposed at passive busses 
with no generation or load, having network their zero-injection. 
The accuracy of the virtual measurements is supposed to be 
error-free [5]. 

The different measurements gathered by a supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system can be summed 
up in the vector � [5]: 

� =

�'
�(
⋮

�*

= � � + �, (1) 

where �/  is the measurement at bus �  and � is the amount of 
measurements. The vector � � 2 = [ℎ' � , ℎ( � , … , ℎ* � ] 
contains the non-linear network equation for measurements � in 
every ℎ/ � .  Additionally, the measurement error �/  is given. 
The first order state variables for � busses are defined as [5]: 

�2 = [�', �(, … , �<]. (2) 

Second order state variables are calculated with the first 
order state variables and describe values that have not been 
measured, e.g. a non-measured power-flow. 

Like for power flow calculation the voltage angle in the 
reference bus is in accordance with [4] set as	�' = 0°. With � 
measurements and �  busses the redundancy request as 
mentioned before is [4]: 

� =
*

(·<C'
≈ 2.	 (3) 

The measurement errors are statistically independent of each 
other and do not interact. Hence, the variance �/

( is different for 
every measurement and is summed in the matrix of the weights 
� [5]. 

A. Weigthed-Least-Squares (WLS) approach 

The most common way to solve the SE problem is the 
iterative WLS approach with the aim to minimize the weighted 
sum of the squared measurement error [5]: 

min � � = (� − � � )2 · �C' ⋅ (� − � � ). (4) 

The condition for optimal results of first order 

� � = 	�� � �� =
!
0 leads with linearizing of the network 

equations and the TAYLOR expansion to [5]: 

� �T =
U� �V

U�
= 	�2 �T · �C' · � �T . (5) 

The variable �T refers to the value of the state variable at the �th 
iteration and �(�T) 	= 	��(�)/	��  is the Jacobian of the 
network equations in �(�). The matrix �(�T) is known as the 
gain-matrix and is characterized as a sparse, square, symmetric 
and positive definite matrix for an observable system [5]. At the 
� th iteration the state variable �T  is solved with the WLS 
approach: 

� �T · ∆�T = �2 �T · � · [� − � �T ], (6) 

∆�T = �TZ' − �T. (7) 

For solving the SE, the convergence criterion is defined as 

�TZ' − �T < �] (8) 

and is set to the begin of the iterative WLS approach. 

B. Hachtel’s-augmented matrix approach 

Large gain-matrices for systems with many bus numbers 
tend the whole SE problem to become an ill-conditioning 
problem. The condition of a matrix is defined as the increase of 
an erroneous input data to the output, i.e. the static state variable 
for SE [5][7][8]. A measurable factor for any matrix � is the 
condition number	�: 

	cond �

c

: = � · �C' . (9) 

An ill-conditioned matrix leads to �  approaching infinity; 
whereas for a well-conditioned problem the condition number � 
is unity or close to one. One reason that a gain-matrix becomes 
ill-conditioned may be that the weights of the measurement are 
high, e.g. with virtual measurements. [5][7][8] 

Solving the problem of the high weights Hachtel’s 
augmented matrix approach is suited as an alternative for the SE. 
The virtual measurements with the high weights are treated as 
constraints. The optimizing problem of the WLS approach in (4) 
changes to: 

minimize � � = �2 · �C' · �,
subject to � � = 0,	

� − � + � � = 0.	
	

(10) 

The residual variable is set as 	� = ∆�	– 	� · ∆� and defines the 
deviation between the different measurements and the net 
equations, where ∆	�	 = 	�	– 	�(�) [5]. Solving the optimizing 
problem in (10) with the use of the Lagrange multipliers the 
optimization 	ℒ = � � −	�2 · � � − �2 · (� − � + � � ) 
leads to: 
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�ℒ �

��
= 0	 ⇒	 �2 · � + �2 · � = 0,	

�ℒ �

��
= 0 ⇒	 �(�)	 = 0,	

�ℒ �

��
= 0 ⇒	 �C' · � − � = 0,	

�ℒ �

��
= 0 ⇒	 � − � + � � = 0.	

(11) 

The Jacobian for the virtual measurements is defined as 
�	 = 	��(�)/	��; whereas �	 = 	��(�)/	�� is the Jacobian for 
the pseudo- and real measurements. Linearizing (11) the 
following linear system of equations is obtained [5]: 

� � 0

�2 0 �2

0 � 0

· 	

�

Δ�

�
=

Δ�T

0

−�(�T)

. (12) 

A variable factor � presents the opportunity to improve the 
condition of the problem and changes (12) to the following 
equation system: 

�C'� � 0

�2 0 �2

0 � 0
�

· 	

��
Δ�

��

=
Δ�T

0

−�(�T)

. (13) 

The left-hand coefficient matrix is known as the Hachtel 
matrix � and is symmetric [5]. Depending on the number of 
measurements, the dimension of the Hachtel matrix �  is 
increasing or decreasing. Both Lagrange multipliers �� and	�� 
are scaled compared to (12), due to the factor	�. If the factor � 
is set as �  = 1 the condition number �  of the matrix �  can 
become higher than for gain-matrix of the NE [10]. 

The convergence criterion for the Hachtel’s augmented 
matrix approach is set to that of the WLS approach in (7) before 
the start of the iterative approach. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION SCENARIOS

To compare the Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach with 
the conventional WLS approach for DSSE several simulation 
scenarios are investigated. Besides the implementation of both 
approaches the following section describes the simulation 
scenarios and the evaluation criteria. 

A. Implementation 

Based on an existing test environment in MATLAB for the 
WLS approach the Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach is 
implemented and adjusted [12]. We distinguish the different 
measurement categories using the measurement vector, the 
Jacobian for the net equations ℎ/(�)  using the Hacchtel’s 
augmented matrix approach contains the real and pseudo-
measurements; whereas the virtual measurements are included 
in the Jacobian �. Therefore, the weighting matrix � is reduced 
compared to the weighting matrix �  to the WLS approach. 
Another difference is the variable factor �  for the Hachtel’s 
augmented matrix approach. The used weights in this paper are 
shown in Table I. Further distinctions regarding the accuracy of 
the real measurements are neglected in this paper. The used 
convergence criterion is set to �] = 1 · 10Cr  for both 

approaches with a maximum iteration count �*s] = 100 . 
Furthermore, this paper uses the flat start in accordance to [5]. 

TABLE I. WEIGHTS OF MEASUREMENT CATEGORIES 

Variance 
Real 

measurement 

Pseudo-

Measurement 

Virtual 

measurement 

�/
( 40,000 10,000 20,000a 

a. Only for the WLS approach 

Assumed measurements for this paper are real time 
measurements of the voltage magnitude �/ at the reference bus 
and the power flow measurements �/v  and �/v  to the 
surrounding busses. At every known zero-injection, the power 
balance measurement is assumed as a virtual measurement. 
Completing the three categories, pseudo measurements are set 
in this paper to power balance measurements �/ at every bus in 
the distribution test system. 

B. Simulation scenarios 

For the comparative simulations this paper uses the 15 nodes 
medium voltage (MV) European benchmark network from 
CIGRÉ [13]. System parameter are chosen as given in the 
technical elaboration from CIGRÉ. Hence, the basic scenario 
has two radial feeders. The frequency is 50 Hz with a nominal 
voltage of 20 kV. Another characteristic of the power system is 
the �/�	 > 1 ratio for all power lines except for the power line 
between the reference bus and the transformer to the MV 
system. The reference bus is connected to a fixed 110 kV 
network. 

The total amount of feed-ins and loads is summed up as 
given in (14) and (15). Besides the apparent power of the MV 
network, both sums include the apparent power of the 
subordinate low voltage network. In the basic scenario they are 
scaled with respect to the feed-ins with �yzz{C/< = 3.11	MVA 
and for the loads with ���s{ = 46.61	MVA . Without further 
scaling the basic scenario is modelled as a load case. This 
constitutes a characteristic of a distribution system with a few 
decentralized feed-ins. 

�yzz{C/< = �yzz{C/<
�� + �yzz{C/<

��  (14) 

���s{ = ���s{
�� + ���s{

�� (15) 

As mentioned before the focus of this paper is to compare 
the two different approaches for the SE with various system 
parameters of the same distribution system.  

• The first adjustment to the basic scenario is that the
power injections at the busses are scaled with ��yzz{C/<
in 10%-steps from 40% up to 100%. Independent from
the voltage level in which the power injections are
connected the feed-ins are observed: the total amount of
�yzz{C/< is scaled.

• Distribution systems nowadays are characterized by
many decentralized feed-ins. Hence, the impact of feed-
in or load overweight to the SE solution is part of this
paper. Whereas the basic scenario is scaled as a load
situation, a feed-in situation is generated
with	�yzz{C/< > ���s{ . As the feed-ins are in the load
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situation already at the operating limits, the scaling for 
the loads is ����s{ = 5%. The values for both situations 
are shown in Table II. 

TABLE II. SIMULATION SCENARIOUS 

Feeder Situation Load Situation 

�yzz{C/< 3.11	MVA 3.11	MVA 

���s{  2.33	MVA 46.61	MVA 

C. Three criteria to compare 

Evaluating the results of the SE a comparative criterion is 
needed. To distinguish the deviation of the estimated static state 
more accurate, the state variables are observed separately in 
voltage magnitude �and voltage angle �. At this stage the exact 
static state is known in the variables �z]s�� and	�z]s��. Hence, 
the first criterion is the average deviation � over all busses	�: 

�� 	=
������C���

����V�
· 100 ·

'

<
, (16) 

�� 	=
������C���

������
· 100 ·

'

<
,	 (17) 

where ���  is the estimated voltage magnitude and ���  the 
estimated voltage angle. The elapsed time �  in �	observes the 
performance of the SE approaches for the iterations step to solve 
the SE problem.  

Another criterion in order to compare both SE approaches is 
the condition number � as mentioned in (9). Depending on the 
approach, the observed matrix is the gain matrix � as in (5) or 
the Hachtel matrix � as in (13). The last criterion used in this 
paper is the maximum deviation � from the estimated static state 
to the exactly known static state. Like in (16) and (17), the 
observed maximum deviation is separated in voltage magnitude 
� and angle	�: 

�� 	= max
������C���

������
, (18) 

�� 	= max
������C���

������
.	 (19)	

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results with the scaling factor ��yzz{C/< 

As mentioned before the power injections of decentralized 
feeders can vary in medium and low voltage networks, e.g. due 
to different weather conditions. The criteria of the condition 
number � and the elapsed time � shown in Fig. 1 are influenced 
by different scaling factors	��yzz{C/<. The grey lines present the 
SE using the WLS approach while the green line shows the 
results of the Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach. The color 
allocation with grey for the WLS approach and green for the 
Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach are equally defined in the 
whole paper. 

Almost independent of the scaling factor ��yzz{C/<  the 
condition numbers �  for both approaches are constant with 
respect to Fig. 1. Nevertheless, the condition number � of the 
Hachtel matrix �	 is lower in every simulation than to the 
condition number � of the gain matrix �. The condition number 

�	 of the Hachtel matrix �  is around � ≈ 1,900 . As the 
condition number 	�,  the elapsed time �  does not react to a 
change of the scaling factor 	��yzz{C/<.  Even if the WLS 
approach is the faster SE approach, due to the small distribution 
system with 15 nodes, the aspect of speed performance is 
negligible. 

Figure 1.  Impact of scaling factor ��yzz{C/< on the condition number � and 
the elapsed time � 

Figure 2.  Impact of scaling factor ��yzz{C/< on the average deviation � in 
voltage magnitude � and voltage angle � 

Evaluating the same simulations with the criteria of the mean 
deviation �  in voltage magnitude �  and voltage angle �  the 
results in Fig. 2 show that the accuracy performance of both 
approaches is almost similar. Furthermore, the higher deviation 
�� may be explained by the high �/� ratio nature in distribution 
systems with very small voltage angle differences. Hence, a 
small absolute deviation might be already a high percentage 
deviation. 

Summarizing the results of the first simulations, it shows that 
the scaling factors ��yzz{C/<  do not influence the condition 
number � or the elapsed time � significantly. The accuracy of 
both approaches is almost similar under the aspect of the scaling 
factors 	��yzz{C/< . However, the condition number �  as a 
criterion of identifying the condition of a SE problem, shows that 
the Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach is more stable than the 
WLS approach. 

The evaluation of the condition number � and the elapsed 
time � confirm previous studies of the authors of [5] and [10]. 
Hence, the further simulations evaluate the performance of both 
SE approaches with the criteria of the deviation. 
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B. Results of the changing feed-in/load situation of the 

distribution system 

Further comparisons of the SE approaches assume different 
feed-in and load situations of the distribution test system. The 
idea to perform such a comparison stems from the development 
of many distribution systems nowadays which produce more 
power with the decentralized feed-ins than consumed. Hence, 
the traditional top-down power flows might change in several 
situations to bidirectional power flows. The system parameters 
for the distribution test system are described in Section III. 

Figure 3.  Maximum deviation � and average deviation � 

In Fig. 3 the comparison of both situations is shown. While 
the maximum deviation �� is almost similar in both situations, 
the criterion of the average deviation �� leads to a better result 
in the case of the WLS approach. Furthermore, the results of the 
estimated voltage magnitude �  presents again better results 
compared to the results of the voltage angle �. The cause might 
be the same as before: the small voltage angle differences in 
distribution systems combined with a high �/� ratio. Hence, the 
relevance of the voltage angle �  at distribution systems is 
different compared to the voltage angle �  in transmission 
systems where the real power flow depends more of the voltage 
angle �. 

Comparing independently the results for the voltage 
magnitude � with respect to Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) it shows 
that both SE approaches lead to produce more accurate results in 
the feed-in situation. Even the maximum deviation is with 
respect to Fig. 3 (a) �� < 0.06. Furthermore, the accuracy of the 
WLS approach produces in both situations a more accurate 
average deviation ��. Nevertheless, the results for the voltage 

magnitude � are in both situations with both SE approaches at 
the point of the maximum deviation �� < 1%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A comparison of the conventional WLS approach with the 
Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach has been presented. 
Besides the mathematical formulations the focus on this paper 
are further simulations in a MATLAB test environment. 
Especially the changing characteristic of distribution systems 
towards more and more decentralized feed-ins and their impact 
to the solution of the SE are simulated and discussed. 

Comparing this paper with others the simulation to the 
changing feed-in or load situation are one new contribution for 
the DSSE with the use of the Hachtel’s augmented matrix 
approach. Hence, further studies with real test networks are 
necessary to expand the evaluation of the Hachtel’s augmented 
matrix approach for the DSSE. Another field of study might be 
to evaluate optimal measurement placement algorithm for DSSE 
with the Hachtel’s augmented matrix approach. 
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Abstract— Load frequency control is an essential ancillary service 
to balance the generations and demands of active power. However, 
due to declining profitability and new climate policy in recent 
years, increasing number of planned conventional power plants 
face shutdowns and consequently, transmission system operator 
(TSO) risk the loss of controllable power generation required for 
load frequency control. Controllable power from the distribution 
system operator (DSO) levels with decentralized energy devices 
can provide TSOs a new concept to maintain the necessary control 
reserve. This paper demonstrates the impact of decentralized 
energy devices participating in load frequency control under 
different system restrictions. 

Index Terms—mid-term model; load frequency control; electric 
vehicles 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 The responsibilities of system operation can be divided into 
four main categories and include the transmission system 
operators (TSO) and distribution system operators (DSO). 
However, some responsibilities are limited exclusively to the 
TSO (characterized by *) as their coordinating authority: 

 monitoring and switching operation
 voltage stability*
 system security*
 system balance*
 To meet the last three tasks, the TSO makes use of ancillary 
services, which are historically provided by large-scale fossil-
fuel based power plants. Among these services, load frequency 
control (LFC) is used to maintain the active power balance for 
system frequency stability. With the aim to reduce CO2-
emissions and the sustainability of power generation, the 
number of renewable energy generation units is rising steadily. 
Consequently, more and more conventional power plants are 
becoming uneconomical or do not meet the limits imposed by 
the climate policy, which results in planned shutdowns [4]. This 
loss of controllable power generation requires new concepts, 
especially for the provision of ancillary services like balancing 
power. So far, this balancing power is provided by easily 
manageable conventional and pumped storage power plants. 
The challenge is to compensate the loss of such controllable 
power especially in times when the need for ancillary services 
like load frequency control is rising due to increased 
deployment of volatile renewable energy sources. Besides 

remaining power plants, new actors like electric vehicle (EV) 
fleets, storage systems or other controllable decentralized 
energy devices (DED) could be used for ancillary services 
provision. The operational challenge comes from their 
decentralized nature, predominantly in the distribution system 
operator’s (DSO) area of responsibility (shown in the figure. 1). 
Thereby, there is a need for detailed communication between 
TSO–DSO and pool operator–DSO.  

Keeping in perspective the announced one million EVs till 
2020 and six million EVs by 2030 by the German Federal 
Government, this paper investigates the impact on the system 
of decentralized energy devices participating in LFC, described 
exemplarily for electric vehicles. Section II of the paper 
introduces the background and structure of the LFC and shows 
the overview of the approach. Section II is developed to 
describe the simulation model of the DED and the electrical 
power system. This is then parameterized and validated based 
on real measurement data. Afterward in section IV, key 
performance indicators are derived and defined. Based on 
numerical case studies, a sensitivity analysis is performed and 
the results are discussed regarding the control performance and 
impact in section V. 

II. ANALYSIS APPROACH

Load frequency is jointly controlled in the European 
synchronous area by the member TSOs of the Union for the 
Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE). The 
process of load frequency control in the synchronous areas is 
divided into quotation phase and online allocation phase. This 
approach has to be applicable for both phases, while a strong 
communication is suggested. Unlike conventional balancing 
power providers, the DED are deployed mainly in the 
distribution grid at the medium and low voltage level. The 
available capacity is coordinated between DSO and pool 
management system through a constant communication. Figure 
1 describes the signal flows of this approach.  

Initially, the transmission system operators put their 
balancing power demands for the following weeks on a market 
platform as shown by quotation process 1(figure 1) based on 
the forecast. After reaching an agreement of maximum 
permissible capacity with their responsible DSO, all qualified 
DED operators and pool operators apply for their planned 

*This work is funded by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (“Gesteuertes Laden V3.0: Netzintegration 
von Elektro-Mobilität auf dem Weg zu ersten kommerziellenLösungen” - “Smart Charge V3.0: Grid integration of electric mobility on the way to the first 
commercial solutions”) 
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provision of control reserve as shown in as quotation process 2 
(figure 1).  

After the registration period expires, the DSO processes 
data and calculates an optimal power flow (OPF). The 
algorithm determines the maximum permissible operating point 
for each DED based on the DEDs’ input information, 
generation and load forecasts (Q), The derived restrictions are 
defined as grid operation limits (GOL), which must always be 
fulfilled (see figure 2). Then, every operator receives a time 
series for the next week of permissible operation points in 15-
minute intervals as shown by quotation process 3 (figure 1). 
Consequently, in the entire time horizon, the limitation of the 
objectives has to be considered; the approach of providing 
balancing power has to be constrained in the range of any 
technical restrictions of the distribution grid as well as the 
operating limits of the DED. In any case, the provision of 
balancing power should not violate the grid restriction 
(standardized for Europe by EN50160) or result in critical grid 
situations. 

Afterwards, the pool operators determine their offer 
including the price as well as capacity, taking into account the 
input information on the permissible operation point of the 
DEDs by the DSO and submit this to the market platform 
(shown in figure 1 as quotation process 4.). 

At the end of the quotation process, each TSO determines a 
Merit-Order-List based on the price and accepts the cheapest 
offers to fulfill their published demand (shown in figure 1 as 
quotation process 6.). After that, all bidders get a notification 
of acceptance published on the market platform (shown in 
figure 1 as quotation process 7.). In the last step, all operators 
with 
 During this continuous process, it has to be checked whether 
any grid GOL is violated due to the inaccuracy of the forecast 
or unexpected load changes. In such circumstance, the DSO has 
to restore normal conditions, e.g. by using grid actions or 

reducing the REGUs’ infeed considering the general generation 
situation, type and location of the violation.  

0T
y  tZ

 tQ

Figure 2: Recalculation process  

The OPF reduces the absolute of each operation point X of 
the concerning DEDs (sketched in equation 1).  

�new = �old|�old| ∙ |�old| − ∆ , ∆∈ �+ (1) 

In case of a GOL violation in the allocation process, the 
declared DEDs’ operating points for the specific time steps 
have to be recalculated (sketched in figure 2). The input 
variables refer to actual system state (y), the generation and load 
forecasts (Q) and additional objectives like weighing functions 
of the DEDs’ operation points of the remaining period (T0 till 
∆Ttariff). Afterwards, the new and “old” declared operation 
points are compared, and a list of the modified operation points 
for each DED is created, and all are sent to the responsible 
operators. 

Figure 1:  Sketch of the proposed approach signal flows 
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III. SIMULATION MODEL 

To design a simulation model for load frequency control 
analysis, firstly, the general requirement of the process for this 
model has to be defined. For this reason and regarding the 
validation respectively, the simulation system of the whole 
control process is described in the following paragraphs. 

The main purpose of primary control is to limit the frequency 
deviation. Consequently, to act as fast as possible, the primary 
control governor (PC Gov.) is set locally at the power plant and 
operates directly on the steam valve. Thus, governor of primary 
control is characterized as a proportional controller. Its gain Vr´ 
represents the power plant’s speed droop characteristic. Thus, 
the transfer function of the primary control reserve results as 
sketched in figure 3. The parameter Ts describes the mechanical 
dynamics of the valve and is in the range of 0.1-0.3s. The 
dynamic of the turbine depending on its type and size is 
represented by TT in a range of 2.5-5.5 s. 

According to the frequency deviation, the primary (local) 
and secondary control (central) determines the reference values 
for the generation units. The principle system is visualized in 
figure 2.  

To control the frequency deviation, the TSO makes use of 
the secondary control reserve. To restore f0, the governor of the 
secondary controller is characterized as a gain Ki combined with 
an integrator. With the consideration of the boiler’s dynamic 
represented by KB, the following transfer function can be 
derived. 

´
ref sec B i (́ ) dtP K K f t    (2) 

Regarding the equation of motion [5] the change of 
frequency reflects the mismatch of electrical power and 
mechanical power.  

 0
rm e D2

T T K
H


      (3) 

Hence, for area n with j rotational load and i generators the 
equation has to be adapted by the moment of inertia of generator 
Jgi in area and the moment of inertia of load Jlj in the area n 
(shown in equation 7). 
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The load response to frequency deviation is expressed by 
VL´. Thus, the transfer function of the grid can be described as in 
equation 8. 
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The nominal frequency f0 of system operation for the 
European synchronous area is 50Hz. Primary control activation 
is triggered if the frequency deviation exceeds ±20mHz. Based 

on the reference disturbance of UCTE Operation Handbook, 
where 3000MW of primary balancing power reserves has to be 
fully activated at the maximal permissible quasi-steady-state 
frequency deviation ±200mHz [8].Vr´ can be calculated with 
equation 2 [5].  The gain of the governor is normalized to the 
nominal capacity of the control area P0 and f0.  

Figure 4 shows the resulting structure of the power plant with 
the described controller. The upper half is the primary control 
loop while the lower half is the secondary control loop. Both 
signals are summed and form the normalized reference value of 
turbine.  

Here, the system inertia is defined with: 
2 2

0
inr

0

4J fT
P


 (6) 

The reference value is sent from the secondary controller of 
the TSO to the DEDs (sketched in figure 5). Hence, the model 
has also to consider the communication link.  

Pactual(i,t)

Pref

∑ Prequest (i,t)

Prequest (i,t)

Pref

Pactual(i,t)

DED

Communication 
link

TSO

Aggregator

DED pool

Figure 3: The signal flow of the DED pool 

The authors propose a mid-term model based on two 
elements. A time delay represents the whole communication 
link between TSO and DED and linear time-invariant system 
(Pt1) element simulate the charging dynamic. 

D DED
DED kom DED

DED

( ) ( ) ( ) e
1

s T KG s G s G s
T s

    
 

(7) 

 The parameters KDED and TDED which describe the dynamic 
of the charging process are estimated based on the samples of 
step response using the method of least squares. Table 1 shows 
the value of KDED, TDED and TD as well as their dispersion. The 
gain is smaller than 1. This is attributed to the voltage drop 
caused by charging process. In contrast to KDED, and TD, the time 
constant TEV has a larger standard deviation because the most 
of its measured values are located between 0.7 and 1.05. 

TABLE  I. PARAMETER DEFINITION 

KDED TDED TD 
arithmetic mean μ 0.9458 0.8940 8.0810 
standard deviation σ 0.0656 0.5117 0.3745 

.  
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Figure 4:  Sketch of the proposed approach signal flows 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This chapter focuses on the system performance of this new 
concept based on the UCTE reference disturbance cases. 
Therefore, the key performance indicators are described first. 
Afterwards, numerical case studies are analyzed by simulation. 

A. Key Performance Indicators 

 Maximum frequency deviation maxf
This indicator describes the maximum frequency deviation, 
which is caused in the control area by a positive or negative 
change of load or power generation. It is dependent on the 
inertia of the control zone, which is determined physically by 
the number and the mass of the synchronizing flywheels.  

 Total frequency disturbance TFD
2

1

TFD | ( ) | d
T

T

f t t   (8) 

In addition to the maximum frequency disturbance, the sum of 
the disturbance over the disturbance clearing time T1 (begin of 
the disturbance) to T2 (system frequency back to tolerance 
band) is also essential. This ratio is a measure of the speed of 
the control devices in response to the deviation with regard for 
the influence of the disturbance. The smaller the sum of the 
frequency deviation, the faster the control unit consequently 
responds, and the less the system suffers from the frequency 
disturbance.  

 Total Balancing energy
2

1

sec( )
T

sum pri
T

E p p dt         (9)

Total balancing energy is defined as the sum of activated 
primary and secondary control power between time T1 and T2.  

It indicates the total energy required to cover the unexpected 
change of load or power generation. It is consequently also an 
indicator of the financial cost. 

B. Numerical Case Studies 
In the following section, a generation deficit of 3 GW from 

the ENTSO-E reference case is investigated. Figure 11 shows 
the development of system frequency as well as the primary and 
secondary balancing power after a 3GW disturbance [8]. 

Figure 5. Balancing power provision in control area 1 

The primary balancing power is activated immediately after 
detection of a frequency deviation. Meanwhile, the secondary 
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control calculates the reference value of secondary balancing 
power. After the merit-order-list of the market, the DED pool 
and the power plant get the reference value of balancing power 
accordingly. After the system frequency returns into the 
tolerance band, the disturbance is under control, and the 
primary controller is switched off. 

Figure 6: The signal flow of the DED 

Figure 7. Total frequency disturbance 

As mentioned in section III, the DED pool has better 
dynamic performance than conventional power plants. The 
DED pool acts much quicker to put its secondary balancing 
power into the power system, so that it not only reduces the 
maximum frequency deviation (shown in figure 6), but also 
reduces the demand of primary control power. Hence it could 
reduce the total frequency disturbance, which means, with DED 
as the provider of secondary control power, the power system 
suffers less frequency deviation during the disturbance. This 
phenomenon increases with the size of the pool. Certainly, these 
effects are also limited by technical restriction of the DED, as 
shown in Figure 6, due to the delay of the communication link, 
the reduction of the maximum frequency deviation reaches 
saturation with pool size of 270 MW.  

V. CONCLUSION 
Faced with new challenges, the characteristics of electrical 

power systems are subjected to significant changes. While the 
number of renewable energy generation units steadily increases, 
more and more conventional power plants are planned to be 
shut down. As a result, there is a loss of controllable power 
generation. Nevertheless, the transmission system operator 
(TSO) has to ensure system stability, which requires adequate 
control reserve. Pooling of DEDs is an alternative concept, 
which can provide TSOs the necessary reserve to maintain the 
control power. With the excellent dynamic performance shown 

by the measurements during the field test, the DED pool is a 
proper supplement to conventional power plants by providing 
secondary control power, as well as partial primary control 
power. The simulation shows that the DED pool could reduce 
the total frequency deviation as well as the maximum frequency 
deviation due to a system disturbance, and hence provide a 
better system performance.  
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Abstract—The increasing number of volatile electrical energy 

generation and the increasing penetration of electric vehicles can 

results in operating limit violations in low voltage grids which 

stay mainly undetected due to the unknown state. This situation 

makes the network operation challenging. Supervision of these 

grids becomes therefore necessary. Different research activities 

showed that with an appropriate estimation algorithm and with 

enough measurements from smart meters the system state of low 

voltage grids can be determined sufficiently accurately. However, 

in Germany, the measuring of consumer-related data is 

prohibited by law, thus not enough measurements are available. 

To overcome this limitation, a tool has been developed which 

synthesizes realistic pseudo-values. With the application of these 

pseudo-values, it should be investigated if the estimation of the 

system state still provides usable results. The simulation results 

show that on average the errors are acceptable, but some high 

errors occur as well. Therefore, the application of this state 

estimation in the network control is possible, but with some 

limitations. 

Linear state estimation; low voltage grids; distribution grids; 

pseudo measurments; smart meters; volatile energy feed-in;  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

To stay in line with their CO2 emission target values, the 
German government introduced in 2000 the “Erneuerbare 
Energien Gesetz” (EEG) translated: law of renewable energies, 
which lead to a considerable increase of electrical energy 
production from renewable sources [1]. An important part of 
this energy is produced from volatile power plants like wind 
turbines and photovoltaic (PV) plants. Especially PV 
installations feed their energy mainly in the low voltage (LV) 
grids [2]. This can lead in grids with a strong penetration of 
such systems to voltage magnitude over the operating limit (set 
by the norm DIN EN 50160) and could also lead to line 
overload. 

Another important development in Germany in the near 
future is the increasing number of electric vehicles (EV). These 
vehicles draw their energy from the LV grids and therefore will 
represent a considerable increase of load. 

In the original planning of LV grids, these new operating 
states could not be considered since the planning occurred long 
before the present changes of the power grid. Some of these 
LV grids needs to be extended to satisfy the current and future 
usage. 

Also, because supervision of LV grids was in the past not 
necessary measurement and monitoring equipment were not 
installed. Due to the unknown state, operating limit violations 
stay undetected and operation and extension of LV grids is 
challenging. Therefore, supervision of those grids becomes 
indispensable but without measurements was until now not 
possible. 

With the introduction of smart meter, measurements like 
voltage magnitudes and active or reactive power flows can be 
gained directly at the house buses of a LV grid. In Germany the 
smart meter rollout has already been settled within a law [3] 
and could make the estimation of a LV grid state possible. It 
was already showed in [4] that with those measurements and an 
appropriate linear SE algorithm, the state of a LV grid can be 
estimated sufficient accurately. However, in Germany the law 
prohibits the measurement and collection of consumer-related 
data for privacy reasons. Therefore, only voltage magnitudes 
can be measured. The power values are missing and must be 
replaced by pseudo data. For this reason, a tool has been 
developed which generates realistic pseudo values for the 
power consumption of households. 

In this paper, the usability of the pseudo values generated 
from this tool for the SE is investigated. This was achieved 
with several computer simulations. These simulations were 
performed on a LV grid model and with a linear SE algorithm 
presented in [5]. In chapter II the theoretical background of the 
SE introduced. In chapter III the simulation environment is 
presented and also the process of generating pseudo values for 
power usage of households. In chapter IV the simulation results 
are evaluated. The paper is finally concluded with a summery 
in chapter V. 

II. LINEAR STATE ESTIMATION

A. Reason for the state estimation 

For many years state-of-the-art in transmission grids, the 
SE hasn’t been deployed until today in LV grids. In the past, 
the operation of LV grids was easily predictable and no 
supervision was needed. Therefore, no measurement and 
monitoring devices were installed in those grids. Additionally, 
due to the vast number of such grids the supervision would 
have been way to expensive. Today the situation as changed 
and smart meter could represent a cheap solution to gather 
measurements in a LV grid for the SE.  
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Generally, the SE has to achieve following tasks: reliable 
estimation of the state at all times, filtering out measurement 
noise from measurement devices and calculating non-measured 
values [6]. 

In a load flow calculation, the load buses are represented as 
PQ nodes as well as the generation buses like the PV systems 
which cannot be regarded as PV nodes, so the voltage 
magnitude measurements cannot be included in the calculation 
process. This is one of the reasons why the SE is chosen over 
the load flow calculation.  

B. State estimation 

Conventional state estimation is based on equation (1) 
where z is the vector of all measured variables, x is the state 
vector, e is the vector of the measurement errors and h are the 
equations relating the state and the measurements. The task of 
the SE is to solve this equations system. [6] 

( )z h x e= + (1) 

The state vector usually consists of voltage magnitudes and 
angles of every node of the grid. The measurements which 
represent the input data of the SE can differ but usually consist 
mainly of active and reactive power balance and flow, of 
voltage magnitudes and sometimes of current magnitudes. 
Angle measurement are until now not common in the SE. [6] 

Furthermore, due to the inaccuracy of the measure device 
every measure has an error included in the vector e. This error 
can be represented as gaussian distributed with an expected 
value of zero. 

C. Linearisation of the measurement functions 

The functions h which relate the measurements values and 
the state are shown in (2) and (3). To simplify the 
representation the notations in (4) are introduced. Because of 
the trigonometric relation these functions are nonlinear.  
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Non-linear equation system must be solved with iterative 
algorithm which can be really time and resource consuming. 
Also, these algorithms don’t always lead to a solution which 
could be problematic to deal with. 

In transmission grids the state estimation occurs at the 
control center and is performed by powerful computers. Due to 
the high number of LV grids, a simpler system would be more 
suitable for an automated grid supervision. 

With linear equations the system can be solved in one 
iteration and a solution will always be calculated. However, 
some accuracy will be lost because of the linearization error. 

The measurement functions can be linearized with a Taylor 
approximation. The complete linearization can be found in [5]. 
They are not further discussed in this paper.  

D. Redundancy of the measured values 

A pre-condition of the SE is the positive redundancy of 
measurements defined with η in equation (5). [6]

1 0
2 1

M

N
η = − ≥

−
(5) 

Basically, there must be twice as much measurements M 
than grid nodes N. In transmission grids, system variables can 
be measured at almost every node, hence the redundancy is 
easily sufficient. For LV grids this is not the case as these are 
often build as underground cable networks where no 
measurement can be performed at the cable joints. Only 
measurement at the distribution station and at the house 
connection are possible which are unfortunately not sufficient. 

However, at some inaccessible grid nodes the value of 
some variables can be known through physical law like for 
example the Kirchhoff current law. With the introduction of 
these values as virtual measurements in the SE the redundancy 
would be sufficient. Virtual values are considered exact and do 
not have a measurement error. [7] 

The introduction of virtual measurement requires an 
adjustment of the algorithm. A solution in introduced in [7] 
with the augmented matrix method. 

III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

A. Low Voltage Grid Model 

For the simulation a modelled grid based on a real LV grid 
represented in Figure 1. was used. This grid has 234 nodes, 236 
transmission lines, 116 house connections and 17 PV systems. 
Furthermore, the grid is operated radial and as such will be 
assumed for the simulations. For the verification it was 
important that the grid had only households as loads and a high 
number of PV systems. 

B. Benchmark and real measurements 

The verification of the simulations was performed using an 
exact model or so-called benchmark. This benchmark was 
gained computationally with a load flow calculation using real 
power measurements (P and Q) for the households as well as 
the PV systems. These values originate from the SmartSCADA 
project [4] and were measured directly from different 
households and PV system over a whole year using smart 
meters.  

For the SE the required input values for the voltage 
magnitudes at the house connections and the values for the 
voltage magnitudes as well as the power at the transformer 
were taken from the benchmark. To simulate the measurement 
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noise from the smart meters the values were furthermore 
superposed with a Gauss distributed random value. 

C. Pseudo Measurements 

The applied pseudo values as replacement for missing real 
measurements were generated by a MATLAB® Tool. This tool 
presented in [8] can synthetizes power load profiles (LP) for 
buildings and households. For this paper, only profiles for 
households were generated. The number of person in a 
household can be defined as well as the type of household 
(detached house or apartment building). The simplified 
diagram in Figure 4. shows the flowchart of a profile 
generation process. In contrast to other method for the 
reproduction of the power consumption like standard load 
profiles (SLP) which delivers only periodic and average values, 
the tool generates unique and probabilistic values based on 
statistic usage of power from households. The use of random 
variables through the generation process leads to unique 
profiles. 

Medium-voltage grid

Distribution transformer

Bus

Load, connection

Photovoltaic plant

Block heating

Figure 1.  Wessum-Riete modelled LV grid 
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User input parameters,

(type of Household, Pers.)
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Step 1

Step 2
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Figure 2.  Generation process of a load profile 

To achieve these realistic LP the tools considers the power 
usage from individual home devices like e. g. a fridge, a 
television or a washing machine. Important parameters for a 
device are the penetration rate for different household’s types, 

the load curve, the power factor, the annual energy demand and 
the usage frequency distribution.  

The devices and their parameters are defined by the user. A 
list of the most usual devices is already suggested. Their 
parameters are based on statistic data. Additionally, the user 
need to specify the number of persons in the household, the 
time and the time step for the generation of a new profile. 

The generation process of a synthetic LP can be basically 
split in four steps for better understanding. In the first step the 
tool determines which devices are present in the household and 
creates a so-called device vector. This vector is created by 
comparing the penetration of each device with a uniform 
distributed random variable. The penetration specifies the 
probability of the presence as well as the amount of a specific 
device in a household. In the next step the usages of every 
individual device based on the usage frequency distribution and 
the annual energy demand is determined. The tool determines 
how many times a device is used in the desired time period and 
distributes these usages using also a uniform distributed 
random variable over the period. 

For every device in the household an individual LP is then 
generated. In the final step these LP are summarized to form a 
household LP. 

Due to unsymmetrical loads in LV grids, the tool generates 
a unique LP for every phase. The distribution of the devices to 
the phases is random. The tool also generates a reactive power 
LP for each device as well as for the whole household based on 
the active power LP and the power factor of the devices. 

Another method to generate pseudo measurements called 
“Approximate active power distribution” (AAPD) presented in 
[] was used for this paper. This method uses anther approach to 
represent the power consumption of household and will not be 
discussed further in this paper.  

D. Configuration of the profiles in the grid 

The assignment of the LP to the house buses of the LV grid 
was performed in different ways. Every synthetic LP is unique 
therefore the assignment is important. For the majority of the 
simulations the assignment occurred randomly as this was the 
simplest way and didn’t require additional information about 
the consumers. For one simulation the configuration was based 
on the annual energy consumption of the households as this is 
the only consumer-related information the grid operator can get 
in accordance of the law. 

E. Simulation process 

Each simulation consists of the computational SE of the LV 
grid model for every instant of the time period. The chosen 
period was a year and the time step was 10 minutes. That way 
every season of the year was included in the simulation. 

The simulations were performed in MATLAB® with the 
algorithm presented in [5]. 
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IV. VERIFICATION

A. Simulation configuration 

For the verification, the results of six simulations were 
considered. TABLE I. summarize the input data for each 
simulation. In this paper the focus was to analyze the usage of 
pseudo values in the SE only for households. For PV systems 
the law is different and allows the measurement of plants with 
an installed power over 1kW and it is far easier to predict the 
power generation from unmeasured systems. Hence the same 
power generation profiles with the same configuration for the 
PV systems in the grid were used for every simulations. These 
profiles as already mentioned originates from the 
SmartSCADA project. The difference of all six simulations are 
in the used LP for households and their assignment to the grid 
buses. 

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE SIMULATIONS 

Simulation 
number 

Load Profiles LP Configuration 

S1 SmartSCADA As in benchmark 

S2 SmartSCADA Random 

S3 AAPD Random 

S4 Tool Random 

S5 Tool Random 

S6 Tool Based on average load 

In simulation 1 the same real values from the benchmark with 
the same assignment in the grid were used. This simulation 
shows the results of a SE with only real measurements as they 
could be gather completely from smart meter. This situation 
could be possible in other countries than Germany with weaker 
laws about data privacy. The remaining errors in this case 
comes only from the linearization of the SE. 

In simulation 2 the same real values are still used but this 
time with another random assignment at the households of the 
grid. In other words, the power consumption of the households 
in the grid where reproduced with the power consumption of 
other households in the same grid. This simulation should show 
the accuracy of using real measurements for power load 
reproduction.  

In simulation 3 the pseudo values from the AAPD were 
used to reproduce the power usage. In the remaining 
simulations the synthetic LP from the tool were applied for the 
SE. In this context a database with enough different LP 
generated with the tool was created. For simulation 4 and 5 the 
assignment of the LP occurred randomly. The reason two 
simulations with a random assignment were performed was to 
analyze the effect of different assignments.  

In the last simulation the configuration was based on the 
annual energy consumption. For every household in the grid 
and for every available synthetic LP the annual energy 
consumption was calculated and the assignment of the LP to 
the grid load buses and LP was according to most similar 
values. Hence the overall annual power consumption of the 
grid should stay almost the same. 

B. Evaluated data 

As every simulation results in more than 30 million values, 
for a given system variable, only average and maximal errors 
were considered. Maximal errors can help detect system 
variable operating limit violations. Average values are 
necessary for regulation tasks (as e. g. for a regulated 
distribution transformer). Also, only voltage and current 
magnitudes were considered as they give a direct statement 
about the grid operating state.  

To calculate the error of a given value from a simulation, 
the same value from the benchmark is subtracted from the 
value. The absolute value of the error was than calculated to 
obtain only the absolute difference between model and 
simulation. To consider only the average and maximal values, 
the time reference was remove by calculating the average error 
over a year and by selecting the maximal error over the whole 
year. Subsequently the result is an error value for every node in 
the grid.  

The three phases were considered independently and 
represented next to each other on different graphs.  

C. Voltage magnitudes 

Figure 3. shows the voltage magnitude mean errors of all 
six simulations represented as boxplots. A remarkable 
difference can be observed between the first and the other 
simulations. The replacement of the missing measurement with 
pseudo values lead as expected to higher errors in respect to the 
benchmark. However, the errors didn’t exceed 0.35 V which is 
tolerable considering the operative voltage of 230 V in LV 
grids. The results for simulations 2 to 6 are almost the same. 
Both the used pseudo values and the placement of these values 
in the grids didn’t had much influence on the results. 
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Figure 3.  Boxplot of the average voltage magnitude error 

For the maximal errors shown in Figure 4. the behavior is 
quite similar. The maximal observed outlier lies at 3.5 V which 
represents about 1.5% of the nominal voltage. Considering the 
allowed voltage range of ±10% (set by the DIN EN 50160 
norm) in which the operative voltage value has to be, the SE 
could in the most cases detect a limit violation if the band was 
reduced by these ±1.5%.  
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Figure 4.  Boxplot of the max. voltage magnitude error 

Furthermore, if assumed an error of 2.3 V is still tolerable, 

the occurrence of an error above this value as shown in 

TABLE II. would be for all simulations less than 0.0011% of 

all values, which represent less than one case in three days. 

TABLE II. NUMBER OF OCCURRENCE OF A VOLTAGE 

ERROR ABOVE 2.3 V 

Phase S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

L1 0 38 4 10 7 5 

L2 0 107 135 79 75 88 

L3 0 35 28 30 33 29 

D. Current magnitudes 

In Figure 5. the maximal errors of the current magnitudes 
are shown. One again the use of pseudo values in simulations 2 
to 6 lead to much higher deviations with the benchmark. The 
highest current error lies at about 60 A which is assuming a 
current carrying capacity of about 219 A for a main line about 
25 % of the line capacity. Such error can be really problematic 
in grids which have a high power load or generation, because a 
fuse could be triggered without warning from the SE. To 
ensure the SE doesn’t miss a line overload the grid operator 
could reduce the maximal allowed current for the main lines. 
But this would only be possible in grids with low load. 
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Figure 5.  Boxplot of the max. current magnitude errors 

Now assuming errors of 30 A are still tolerable, errors 
above this value as shown in TABLE III. would occur only 

every three days (for the best case scenario S4 with pseudo-
values). Furthermore, it should take into consideration not 
every occurrence of a high leads to a line overload. 

TABLE III. NUMBER OF OCCURRENCE OF A CURRENT 

ERROR ABOVE 30 A 

Phase S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

L1 0 447 152 139 136 132 

L2 0 139 64 41 43 49 

L3 0 363 86 77 66 66 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the accuracy of the SE of a LV grid using a 
high number of pseudo values was investigated. For this task, a 
tool was used to generate synthetic LP for household which 
were applied in an existing linear algorithm to perform an 
estimation of the state. The results were then compared to a 
benchmark. 

The results showed that the average error for voltage 
magnitudes were tolerable. For the maximal errors of voltage 
and current magnitudes some high values could be observed 
however with a really minor overall occurrence.  

The SE method showed in this paper could be used in LV 
grid supervision although the operator should consider the 
possibility of high error. 

Furthermore, the algorithm should be examined with other 
grid models. Also for more accuracy in the SE of LV grids the 
focus should be on other method more suited for SE tasks to 
predict, estimate or calculate the load of households.  
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Abstract—Since 2010, Germany has enacted the Energy

Strategy 2050, whose goal is to increase the share of renewable 

energy from wind or solar. To this end, new grids and the 

connection between the renewable energy installation and the low-

voltage and medium-voltage grid will be set up. This requires 

various power electronic elements and their simulative 

investigation. Traditional simulation techniques are limited 

because of a large number of power electronics and the complexity 

of the system. Due to the low computational speed of conventional 

simulation methods, the simulation results are distorted. In this 

case, real-time simulation is efficient because it has fast 

computational speed. Therefore, the results of the real-time 

simulation are similar to the realism. Also, real-time is the 

prerequisite for communication between simulators and physical 

equipment. The first goal of the seminar paper is to investigate 

real-time capability through real-time simulation based on the 

three inverter models in different scenarios. The second objective 

is to examine the effectiveness of the acceleration methods offered 

by the software of the real-time simulator. 

Index Terms: Real-time simulation, OPAL-RT, HIL Simulation, 

distribution grid, power converter model 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the Energy Strategy 2050, the consumption 
of traditional energy resources in Germany will decrease in the 
future and at the same time increase the proportion of renewable 
energies such as wind energy, biomass, solar energy [1] [2] [3]. 

To increase the amount of renewable energy, the 
development of more grids and the connection between 
renewable energy plant and low-voltage and medium-voltage 
grid is necessary [4], [5]. For this purpose, different Power 
electronic elements in different time periods and their 
simulative investigation are needed. Conventional simulation 
techniques are limited because of a significant amount of power 
electronics and the complexity of the system. Due to the low 
speed of traditional simulation methods, the simulation results 
are inaccurate. However, the real-time simulation can solve the 
problem because it has high operating rate [6]. With the high 
operating speed, the simulation behavior from the real-time 
simulation is particularly close to reality [6] [7]. Also, the real-

time simulation and physical time have the same clock, which 
is the requirement for being able to couple the renewable energy 
system with a simulated environment [8]. For such reasons, 
real-time simulation is needed. 

Power Converters as an essential power electronic 
element has a significant contribution to the expansion of 
renewable energy or to increase the fed-in power. To make sure 
that the application of a high proportion of converter-based 
generators and loads in the future distribution system, the power 
converter models must be investigated. For the highly 
complicated renewable energy system, the phasor model is not 
enough with low model depth. Other models, such as the 
detailed model with high model depth are taken into 
consideration. However, the behaviors in real time of different 
models are not the same, so it is necessary to simulate the 
models with varying depths and then to compare their behavior 
in real time. 

In this paper, the first goal is to investigate the real-time 
performance of models with different model depths in different 
scenarios. The modeling and simulation of the converter are 
based on the example of three-phase inverter. The second goal 
is to improve the effectiveness of acceleration method offered 
by OPAL-RT. 

For these purposes, first, the introduction of Opal-RT and 
motivation of this paper was explained. After that, the standard 
hardware and software for simulation will be summarized in 
chapter 2. In chapter 3, the real-time performance of converter 
models at different modeling levels in RT-Lab will be presented 
and compared. Also, the efficiency of acceleration methods was 
improved to optimize the property of real-time. At last, Chapter 
4 includes a conclusion.  

II. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IN REAL-TIME SIMULATION

The investigations in this paper are based on the three
models of the power converter with different model depth in 
Simulink. The modeling and simulation of the three-phase 
converter are based on an existing seminar paper and will be 
presented in this chapter. The real-time simulator builds a 
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simulative environment so that the real-time performance of the 
power converter models can be investigated. The following 
sections explain the standard hardware and software include the 
real-time simulator and the acceleration methods that needed 
for successful real-time simulation. 

A. Converter Model 

To investigate the real-time behavior, three in Simulink 
constructed inverter models, a detailed model (DEM), an 
average model (AVM), and a phase model (PM), are 
implemented in the real-time simulator. The general topology 
of the power converter model is shown as followed in Fig 1. 
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Fig. 1  Converter model structure [9] 

The modeling consists of the grid circuit and the control 
circuit of each current converter model [9]. In addition to a 
three-phase inverter with an intermediate voltage circuit, the 
grid circuit includes a filter choke, the grid impedance, a 
transformer and the interconnected grid. The controller circuit 
consists of a phase locked loop, voltage controller, and current 
controller, etc. The controller is collected in a subsystem. The 
input of the controller is the active power P and reactive power Q. The three converter models are created with three different 
concepts. The DEM has the highest model depth and highest 
detail level of all three models. It bases on the physical circuit 
with detailed components. Thus, it has a complex structure but 
a high accuracy. The AVM works not with instantaneous values 
but with the averaged values. The outputs of the inverter model 
of the PM are amounts and phases of the three phase currents 
and voltages [9]. It has the lowest model depth of these three 
models. 

Fig. 2 Real-time simulator series OP5600 

B. Standard Hardware and Software 

The real-time simulator series OP5600, as shown in Fig. 
2, was produced by OPAL-RT. It has an eight-core CPU for 
operating the task, FPGA (Field-programmable gate array) for 
input/output management [10]. There are 112 monitoring 

interfaces in front. On the back of the simulator are the real-
time interfaces, which can connect not only with a monitor but 
also with controller/microcontroller. The Simulator OP5600 
and its expansion device enables real-time simulation- and I/O-
signals to be delivered via Mini-BNC connectors without 
compromise [11]. OPAL-RT offers four software, as shown in 
this 2-dimensional Figure 3. The choice of software depends on 
the size of the model, that is to say, how many connecting points 
are there in a model, and it also depends on sampling interval. 
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Fig. 3 OPAL-RT standard software 

In this paper, eMEGAsim is used. eMEGAsim bases on 
Matlab / Simulink and it is suitable for Power System Model or 
Power Electronics Model. With eMEGAsim, the data stream 
will be first calculated in CPU and then executed in the FPGA 
for coordinating and cooperating with the I / O ports. RT-LAB 
is the platform offered by OPAL-RT, where the model can be 
programmed and simulated under eMEGAsim. Fig. 4 shows the 
procedure to run the real-time simulation. 
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CPU
calculation the 

simulationprozess
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I/O Management

analog 
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digital 
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offline Simulator Realtime simulatorInterface

Hardware 

Fig. 4 The process of the real-time simulation

Applying the real-time simulator requires the Hardware-
in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation, which is the key to connecting 
the plant to a simulated environment. In addition, HIL is a 
method to test and protect during the development or early 
startup of machinery and equipment [11]. 

C. Acceleration methods 

Real-time is the requirement of communication between 
the equipment and simulator. Real-time cannot be achieved in 
the case of a computer with low operating speed, or an 
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oversized model. OPAL-RT offers the acceleration methods 
that can accelerate the simulation process and achieve real-time 
simulation. There are two methods: parallel computer and 
ARTEMiS Toolbox. 

Parallel computing reduces calculation time by 
distributing the calculation task on several cores of one CPU 
and all cores execute the simulation process simultaneously. 
That is why parallel computing is ideal for processing large 
amounts of data. Exploiting the full power of the parallel 
computer, the entire model must be divided into several 
subsystems. Each subsystem obtains a core. The calculation 
task in the subsystem will be operated by the core it owns. The 
number of cores CPU limits the maximum number of 
subsystems. By assignment the subsystem appropriately the 
effectiveness of parallel computing for reducing simulation 
operation time will be enhanced. Fig. 5(a) presents the whole 
system without using parallel computing. In Fig 5(b) the system 
is divided into two subsystems, each one owns a core in CPU. 
It shows a system using parallel computing. 
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System

Data/Signal
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 Fig. 5 The concept of parallel computing 

The second acceleration method is ARTEMiS Toolbox, 
which can also enable real-time simulation. ARTEMiS provide 
available decoupling methods, such as SSN(state-space-nodal), 
Artemis Distributed Parameter Line(DPL), and Stublines. 
These decoupling methods are used for single core and multi-
core simulation. In this paper, only DPL is investigated, which 
is shown in Figure 6. 

DPL in a single core (inside subsystem): it divides the 
model's large state space equation (1) into several smaller state-
space matrices with replacing C1, C2, D1, D2 with 0, then 
reduces the total size of the matrix, thereby making the overall 
simulation faster. 

Group Equation: � + = [ CC ] � + [ DD ] �  (1) 

Compared with SPS, operations C1, C2, D1, D2 are saved 
with using DPL. 

DPL in multi-cores (between subsystems): Using DPL to 
implement the parallel computation which makes sure the 
effectiveness and the accuracy of the computation. With DPL 
each core is independent during the timestep and they exchange 
data at the end of the timestep.  

Fig. 6 ARTEMiS Distributed Parameters Line Block 

Figure 6 shows a 3-phase distributed transmission line 
model optimized for real-time simulation. This block allows 
system decoupling into smaller subnets, each having a CPU 
core. Therefore, parallel computers are set up, and the 
computation process is accelerated. But ARTEMiS DPL can 
only be replaced on PLC line that supplies SPS signal. 

III. SIMULATION

Based on the presented theory, the characteristics of real- 
time simulations are investigated in the medium voltage 
distribution grid. Fig. 7 shows the reference network. It builds 
upon the Cigré benchmark [12], which presents the topology of 
the European version of the medium-voltage network. In this 
network, both feeders of the open ring topology are operated at 
20 kV and are fed via separate transformers from the 110 kV 
sub-transmission system. On the right side of the open ring 
topology of 20kv grid, three inverters with different load relate 
to it, while on the left side of the medium voltage ring remind 
unchanged [9]. The inverter models, which parameters are 
given in Appendix, are modeled with three different model 
depths in MATLAB and all implemented into the real-time 
simulator. 
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Fig. 7 General system topology for simulations 

The effects of the two presented acceleration methods, namely 
parallel computing and ARTEMiS, are examined. For parallel 
computing, the system can be one calculation subsystem or split 
into two or four calculation subsystems. Fig. 8 shows the 
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arrangement of a four-subsystem topology. 
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For ARTEMiS, it can only be implemented in the AVM. 
ARTEMiS cannot work in PM because it must be under the 
discrete environment, but the PM environment is Phasors. 
ARTEMiS can also not work in DEM because three-level 
bridge block is used as the inverter in DEM and there are 18 
switches, resulting in memory overflow in the calculation of 
switching matrix permutations, which is not allowed in 
MATLAB. In this paper, ARTEMIS line has been used to 
replace distributed parameter line in SPS. It has two functions; 
one is direct to accelerate the simulation, and the other is, 
because of the replacement of distributed parameter line, a 
complete inverter can be separated from net independently as 
one subsystem slaver, which means with ARTEMiS converter 
does not need to divide into controller and voltage source. That 
makes the separation of model easier. Fig.9 shows the 
arrangement of a four-subsystem with three ARTEMiS DPL 
topology. 
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Fig. 9 Simulation with ARTEMiS DPL 

The simulations can be done with the different number of 
subsystems model because the numbers of calculation 
subsystems commonly have effects only on calculation time but 
not on the resulting forms of voltage, active and reactive power, 
etc.  
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Fig. 10 Comparison of simulation results at changing of an operating 

point: A phase output voltage of the corresponding inverter 

Fig. 10 shows the simulation results of the output voltages 

of the inverters, which amplitude is 
√√ ∙ �  = 6. � .

Because of the switching mode of operation in DEM, the 
waveforms of the output voltages (red line in Fig. 10) show a 
pulsed signal. This distorted voltage contains the high-
frequency component in addition to the fundamental frequency 
component. By contrast, in AVM and PM, only the 
fundamental frequency component is presented because the 
switch behaviors are ignored. The voltage curves are 
completely adjusted here. While the output voltages of the 
inverter in AVM (blue line in Fig. 10) are ideally sinusoidal, the 
phase model considers only the peak value and the phase angle. 
The phase angle is not marked in Fig. 10. 

TABLE REAL-TIME CAPABILITY OF PARALLEL COMPUTING 

Model type 
Numbers of 

subsystems 

Time interval 

[μs]
Usage-

value [%] 

Running 

time [μs]

DEM 

1 200 96 192 

2 200 89 133.5 

4 200 87 78.3 

AVM 

1 50 90 45 

2 50 75.98 37.5 

4 50 40.62 20.5 

PM 

1 50 70.7 35.35 

2 50 38.7 19.35 

4 50 22.9 11.45 

The whole simulation run-time comprises calculation time �  of CPU and command time �  in FPGA. If this running time
is smaller than a predetermined time interval �, it is real-time
capable. If the running time is greater than the time interval �,
the interval � can be extended to achieve real-time capability.
A disadvantage of an enlarged interval � is a reduced accuracy.
The software RT-LAB from the developer OPAL-RT 
Technology offers real-time simulators and acceleration 
methods. With acceleration methods, the calculation time �
can be reduced thereby the running time is reduced. The Usage-
value of RT-LAB provides information about the real-time 
capability. If Usage-value is below 100%, the simulation is 
running in real time. If this value is above 100%, there is an 
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overrun. Overrun in the simulation cause highly biased results. 
Also, the behavior of the system becomes uncertain. Therefore, 
the main part of this work is to avoid overrun and even to reduce 
the running time of the simulation. 

TABLE  shows the calculation time of three model types
with three scenarios of parallel computing. The number of 
subsystems, different time intervals �, the Usage-value and the
calculation time �  is shown in this table. The time intervals �
are chosen so that the real-time capability is guaranteed. The 
Usage-value shows the degree of capacity utilization. 

TABLE  shows the calculation time of AVM with the
different number of ARTEMiS DPL in one, two and four 
subsystems. The number of DPL, the time interval � , the
Usage-value and the calculation time �  is shown in this table.
The Usage-value indicates the utilization ratio. 

TABLE REAL-TIME CAPABILITY WITH ARTEMIS DPL 

Model 

type 

Numbers 

of 

subsystems 

Numbers of 

DPL 

Time 

interval 

[μs]

Usage-

value 

[%] 

Running 

time [μs]

AVM 

1 

0 50 90 45 

1 50 63.47 31.74 

2 50 57.28 28.64 

3 50 52.88 26.44 

2 

0 50 75.98 37.99 

1 50 45.47 22.74 

2 50 41.88 20.94 

3 50 37.45 18.73 

4 

0 50 40.62 20.31 

1 50 26.35 13.18 

2 50 23.85 11.93 

3 50 21.21 10.61 

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the real-time capability was examined by 
real-time simulation based on the three inverter models in 
different scenarios. Besides, the effectiveness of the 
acceleration methods offered by the software of the real-time 
simulator was investigated.  The simulation of the system with 
small disturbance has been carried out with the DEM, AVM, 
and PM, which are examined with OPAL-RT 5600. According 
to the simulation result as well as the system performance, we 
could add up to following conclusions: 
- PM shows the best real-time capability amount three 

models, shows in the table I, under the same condition, the 
PM cost almost one third of the system calculation capacity 
as the AVM or DEM. 

- Parallel computing has a significant effect on the reduction 
of computing time (see in Table ).

- Using DPL to replace distributed parameter line in SPS has 
two ways to reduce the computing time. On the one hand, 
using DPL in the model with only one calculation 
subsystem, that means no parallel computing, can directly 
make the computing time shorter (see in Table ). On the
other hand, DPL makes the separation of model easier. The 

inverter does not need to divide into controller and voltage 
source anymore. In other words, DPL facilitates parallel 
computing. However, ARTEMiS can only be used in AVM. 

Further investigations with dynamical models of power grids 
with the connection to medium and high voltage grids can be 
implemented and realized with this real-time simulator.  

APPENDIX 

The parameters of the simulation are in Table .

TABLE  USED PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATIONS

Parameter DEM AVM PM 

Nominal power and 
frequency [  (W), � (Hz)] 

[5e6, 50] [5e6, 50] [5e6, 50] 

Nominal supply voltage �
(V) 

20e3 20e3 20e3 

Nominal dc voltage  (V) 40e3 40e3 40e3 

Intermediate circuit capacity 
 (F) 

80e-6 80e-6 80e-6 

Filter choke [  (Ω), �(H)] [0.2 0.005] [0.2 0.005] [0.2 0.005] � -controller [Kp, Ki] ----------- [1 3000] [1 3000] 

-controller [Kp, Ki] [70 700] [70 700] [70 700] 

-controller [Kp, Ki] [5 300] [5 300] [5 300] �-controller [Kp, Ki] [0.3 20] [0.3 20] [0.3 20] 

PLL-controller [Kp, Ki] [40 10] [40 10] [40 10] 
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Abstract—This paper presents a concept for a solid-state power

controller for low voltage electrical grids, which is able to deal with 

different short-circuit powers present in the electrical grid it is 

utilized in.  

Keywords short-circuit power; solid-state power controller; 

short-circuit detection; islanding grids 

NOMENCLATURE 

SCC short-circuit current 
SSPC solid-state power controller 

MOSFET 
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect 
transistor �t ta total failure rate � MOSFET failure rate � temperature correction factor 

N Number of parallel MOSFETS 
L inductance 
R resistance ′′ short-circuit power ̂  voltage amplitude � phase angle  �0, initial current value of a coil 

 Radial frequency of the grid 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The increasing share of distributed energy resources (DER) 
raises the possibility to operate partial networks in islanding 
mode. There are two different islanding scenarios:  

 unintentional islanding as an unwanted network
state, which needs to be shut down or securely
operated; in either case it has to be detected

 intentional islanding, e.g. as a kind of emergency
power supply of critical infrastructure like
hospitals, fire departments, etc.

In the case of an islanding operation of a partial network, the 
protection requirements change. Islanded networks are most 
likely supplied by wind and photovoltaic plants, which are 
connected to the grid via inverters. According to VDE 0102 [1] 
the short-circuit currents (SCC) of inverters are almost equal to 
their rated currents. Hence, the short-circuit power in networks 
operated in islanding mode is reduced essentially compared to 

normal operation. The standard primary protection device is the 
fuse. Its reliable operation highly depends on a sufficiently high 
short-circuit power. Hence, in islanding mode of partial 
networks, fuses may not trigger in case of a fault.  

If islanding scenarios become more frequent in the future, an 
adaptable protection device is needed in order to ensure a 
reliable network operation. Adaptable refers to the variation of 
parameters and characteristics, such as: 

 voltage characteristics (e.g. voltage limit settings)

 current characteristics (e.g. over current settings)

 I²t characteristics (fuse characteristic)

 grid frequency (allow varying frequencies)

In the following, a concept for such a protection device is 
presented, which is based on solid-state power controllers 
(SSPC) used in aircraft applications. A typical structure of a 
SSPC is depicted in Fig. 1. 

II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

First, the typical short-circuit powers of low-voltage grids 
are evaluated, in order to determine the required current load 
capacity of the SSPC.  

A. Evaluation of the Short-Circuit Current 

Fig. 2 presents a statistical evaluation of short-circuit powers 
present in different connection points in German low voltage 
grids. The data set cuts right across the fields of typical rural and 

Figure 1. Block diagramm of a solid-state power controller 
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urban areas in mid Germany. Data from over 10,000 localities 
was analyzed. As a result, it can be concluded, that the average 
short-circuit power in German low voltage grids is 
approximately 12 MVA.  

Additionally, grid impedance measurements at two different 
connection points in the laboratory (16 A and 32 A, three-phase) 
were conducted in order to validate these values. The impedance 
measurement device NIM1000 [2] was used for this purpose. 
This measurement device allows the determination of the short-
circuit current and grid impedance in compliance with 
DIN EN 61557-3 and VDE 0413-3 [3]. The loop impedances 
L1-N, L2-N, L3-N, as well as L1-L2, L1-L3 and L2-L3 where 
determined, with an accuracy of three percent. The frequency 
range of the measurement results ranges from 0 to 500 Hz. Tab. 
1 shows the resulting measurement data. The highest measured 
prospective short circuit current (�′′ ∙ √ ) amounts to 3.55 kA.

TABLE I. MEASUREMENT VALUES OF 2 CONNECTION POINTS IN THE 
LABORATORY. 

Connection 

Point 
Loop 

��′′
in kA 

R@50Hz 

in mΩ
X@50Hz 

in mΩ
Z@50Hz 

in mΩ

16 A 

L1-N 1.67 131 23 133 
L2-N 1.69 129 24 132 
L3-N 1.65 132 24 134 
L1-L2 2.46 153 27 156 
L1-L3 2.51 149 30 152 
L2-L3 2.52 150 26 153 

32 A 

L1-N 0.69 319 31 320 
L2-N 0.69 320 32 321 
L3-N 0.69 317 34 319 
L1-L2 1.13 331 40 333 
L1-L3 1.17 338 37 324 
L2-L3 1.15 332 35 334 

B. Design Requirements 

1) MOSFET vs. IGBT
In order to ensure a high reliability of the SSPC, a self-test is 

to be incorporated into the design concept. A possible solution 
is proposed in [4]. This self-test does not interfere with the 
power supply of the load, because it operates without 
interruption during a self-test procedure. For this concept, only 
MOSFETs are applicable, because several semiconductor 
switched need to operate in parallel and a secure parallel 
operation of IGBTs is much more complicated due to their 

negative temperature coefficient. Therefore, an architecture 
consisting of several anti-serial MOSFET pairs connected in 
parallel form the power switch unit is used.  

2) Galvanic isolation
The presented SSPC is controlled by a real time system, 

which ensures a high flexibility in programming protection 
algorithms. In order to protect the real time system from high 
voltages, only galvanically isolated voltage and current sensors 
are to be used. Furthermore, all digital control signals need to be 
galvanically isolated as well.  

3) Current and Voltage Specifications
Prior to the concept-phase the rated currents and voltages of 

the SSPC where specified. The voltage ratings correspond to 
those of German low voltage grids specified in DIN EN 50160. 
The size of the temporary over-voltages the SSPC needs to 
withstand is specified in chapter III.B. The rated current and the 
rated pulsed current of the SSPC are predefined. The amount to 
50 ARMS and 200 ARMS, respectively. 

III. AIMS OF INVESTIGATION: PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS

A. Limiting of current transients 

The maximum SCC determined in the course of the 
impedance measurements exceeds the pulsed current stability of 
a typical Power-MOSFETs by approximately the factor 18. To 
cope with such high currents, several MOSFETs may be 
connected in parallel. However, a high amount of MOSFETs 
would be necessary. Since short-circuit failures are rare events, 
such a parallel connection would be inefficient and 
uneconomical. Moreover, connectors, conducting paths of 
printed circuit boards and the cooling system have to be 
dimensioned disproportionately compared to the rated value of 
the current, in order to withstand the thermal stress of a short-
circuit failure. Hence, a protection unit which detects short-
circuit events before the maximum value of the SCC is reached 
is needed.  

Here a detection algorithm based on the current slew rate 
(di/dt) is proposed. Since one of the design requirements is the 
usage of galvanically isolated sensors, such as hall-sensors, a 
software based detection algorithm cannot manage such a 
problem in admissible time due to sensor latencies. Sensor 
latencies also propose a problem in case the grid is fed by low 
inductive sources such as big accumulators. Thus, the current 
slew rate measurement is implemented with the help of analogue 
hardware components. Since the voltage drop over a coil is 
proportional to the current slew rate diL/dt and the coil’s 
inductance L (1), this proposes placing a coil in series to the 
SSPC and measuring the voltages drop VL: = � d�dt (1) 

B. Temporary Over Voltages in Low-Voltage Grids 

The nominal phase-to-neutral and phase-to-phase voltages 
of German low-voltage grids is 230 VRMS and 400 VRMS, 
respectively. According to DIN EN 50160 [5] the maximum 
permanent deviation from nominal voltages are +/- 10%. 
Therefore, the maximum permanent voltage Vmax is 565 Vpeak.  

Figure 2. Typical short-circuit power in low voltage grids derived from data 
of a German distribution grid operator 
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MOSFETs are very sensitive to over-voltages during which 
they can easily be destroyed. In order to have a safety margin 
that includes voltage peaks caused by switching events and 
voltage raises caused by single pole failures, Vmax is multiplied 
with a safety factor of 2. This results in a voltage rating of 
1243 V, which was rounded down to 1200 V. The minimum 
required voltage stability of 1200 V serves as a reference value 
for the part dimensioning. During operation, over-voltages of 
this level have to be avoided by using an appropriate protection 
circuitry. 

C. Inrush Currents 

When capacitive loads are to be protected by the SSPC, high 
inrush currents may occur during turn on. The height of the 
inrush current highly depends on the value of the load capacity, 
the wire or path capacities, the ohmic resistances of wires, paths 
and loads as well as inductances of coils, chokes or power-
inductances. As a simplified equivalent network, this results in 
a series resonant circuit [6] as shown in Fig. 3.  

D. Summary 

Based on the requirements presented above, the main parts 
and functions of the SSPC, which are to be designed, are as 
follows: 

 Withstand over-voltage (Vpeak,max = 1200 V)

 Short circuit detection

 Inrush current limiter

 Over-voltage protection

IV. BASIC CONCEPT

The requirements review of chapter III is followed by the 
concrete development. The SSPC had to fulfil the highest 
operational standard in modularity and flexibility and comply 
with the requirements of the task and the factors resulting from 
the requirements review. The SSPC consists of one module per 
phase. The single modules are connected with an adapter plate. 
The adapter has two grid connectors and a 24 V supply pin. 
Moreover, the adapter plate has an internal circuit that realized 
a synthetical neutral point and the voltage respectively current 
supply of the control circuit. The abstract setup with the 
elements of the SSPC is depicted in Fig. 4. 

A. Power Switch 

The power switch of each SSPC module consists of nine 
parallel anti-serial n-channel MOSFET-pairs of the model Cree 
C3M0075120J. One MOSFET-pair is driven by one gate-driver. 
Because of the high-side configuration, the voltage supply had 
to be realized with galvanic isolated DC-DC-converters.  

To manage the rated current of 50 A and the pulsed current 
of 200 A, three parallel MOSFET-pairs would have been 
sufficient. By raising the number of parallel MOSFET-pairs up 
to nine, the reliability was increased because of the lower 
junction temperature. Normally the reliability would decrease 
with higher count of parallel MOSFETs. Hence, the failure rate 
λ of the anti-serial configuration rises in accordance with (2)
proportional to the number of parallel MOSFET-pairs: �t ta = ∙ � ∙ � (2) 

The Siemens Norm SN29500-3 gives reference values for 
the failure rates of Power-MOSFETs. With the aid of a 
temperature specific correction factor πT the failure rate at a
specific junction temperature can be determined. The direct 
comparison between three and nine parallel MOSFET-pairs 

Figure 3. Series resonance circuit 

Figure 4. Concept overview. The interconnetion of the single SSPC 
modules and the structure of a single SSPC are depicted. 
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showed a reduction of the failure rate by 70%. This is caused by 
the smaller junction temperature: �t ta = �� ∙ ∙ � ∙ � (3) 

B. Inrush Current Limiter 

A separated pair of MOSFETs in series with two NTC-
thermistors and one pulse stable ceramic-compound-resistor 
were connected in parallel to the power switch in order to limit 
the inrush current during turn on. The inrush current limiting 
path is able to absorb the energy of two sinus waves of 50 Hz. 
When the SSPC is switched on, the load is firstly supplied via 
the inrush current limiting path. After approximately 40 ms the 
main switch turns on and the inrush current limiter is switched 
off. The structure of the current limit path and its integration into 
the power switch in depicted in Fig. 5. 

C. Over Voltage Protection 

The designed over-voltage protection consists of three stages 
and is placed both at the load and grid side of the SSPC.  

A snubber circuit damps short transients. Its resistor and 
capacitor were dimensioned with the information retrieved with 
the help of the grid impedance measurements. To face voltage-
peaks caused by high inductances (exceeding the measured grid 
inductance), a TRIAC circuit is used. A DIAC triggers two 
parallel TRIACs connected in series to a pulse stable ceramic-
compound-resistor and a fuse in case the rated voltage is 10 % 
higher than allowed. The resistor limits the current of the 
TRIACs to the rated current of the SSPC. Hence, repetitive 
triggering is possible. In case of permanent over-voltages caused 
by failures, the fuse triggers and opens the circuit.  

Voltage transients, which the snubber circuit is not able to 
handle, and which are too steep for triggering the TRIACs 
respectively (di/dt is too high), are problematic. This problem is 
solved using varistors. They where chosen such that they only 
trigger when both the snubber circuit and the TRIAC circuit fail 
to filter the voltage transients. A major disadvantage of varistors 

is, that their lifetime reduces with every triggering event and as 
a consequence their leakage current increases until the varistor 
is destroyed. Since the varistor then acts as a short circuit, a fuse 
is connected in series to the varistor. To ensure, that the 
controller is able to detect whether the fuse is triggered (varistor 
destroyed), an AC opto-coupler is used to decouple a voltage 
signal from the fuse. As long as the fuse is intact the opto-
coupler is switched on and supplies a capacitor via a isolated 
DC-DC-converter. The controller can then measure the voltage 
of the capacitor in order to detect a maloperation of the varistor. 

D. Short-Circuit Detection 

As described above the short-circuit detection is realised via 
a measurement of the current slew rate. The current slew rate is 
not measured directly, but rather via a measurement of the 
voltage drop over a coil, see section III.A. 

The basic idea is, that the short circuit detection is able to 
detect a short-circuit failure before the maximum value of the 
short-circuit current is reached. Unlike voltages, currents cannot 
jump at inductances as the following equation shows: 

�L = � ∫ L  (4) 

In case of a short-circuit event on the load side of the SSPC 
and the assumption, that RLoad is much smaller than 2 Ohm, the 
voltage is divided between the SSPC and the grid impedance. In 
order to predict the time response of the coil and the amplitude 
of the voltage drop over the coil in case of a short-circuit event, 
the network is transformed into its Laplace representation, 
which is depicted in Fig. 6. 

The Laplace representation results from the assumption, that the 
short-circuit failure occurs in the most disadvantageous case, at 
the maximum or peak value of the current. The grid voltage is 
described as a sinusoidal signal with a phase difference angle φ. 
Transformed into the image section this leads to the following 
equation for the voltage (6). 

Figure 5. Laplace representation of the network. The dashed line 
represents the short-circuit path. 

Figure 6. Laplace representation of the network. The dashed line 
represents the short-circuit path. 
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= ̂ ∙ sin + �  (5) ⊶
 = ̂ ∙ ∙ sin � + ∙ cos �2 + 2 (6)

To determine the short circuit current IK(s), the super 
position principle was used. The short circuit current IK(s) in the 
image section has been determined by the summation of the 
partial short-circuit currents. The inverse transformation, back 
into time domain, leads to the following equation: �′′ = ̂� + ∙ + � 2∙ [−ωτ ∙ cos ω + � + sin + �+ e−tτ � cos � − sin � ] + �N − /�

(7) 

� = � + �+
The inductance of the SSPC may not disturb the operation 

by producing a noticeable voltage drop or negative influence on 
the phase difference angle. Inductances with a magnetically soft 
core can be build considerably more compact, because of the 
higher permeability. The inductivity may not become saturated 
in any operation case. Furthermore, a too small distance from 
the saturation during switching on has to be avoided due to 
remanence effects. The chosen inductivity has a saturation 
current of 280 A, an inductivity of 2,2 µH and a resistance of 
0,22 mΩ. Depending on the current and its slew rate the voltage
drop over the inductance can be determined by: = i + = � ∙ ∂� + � ∙ i (8) 

By varying the values of the grid impedance in the equations 
above, the occurring voltages over the coil in case of a short-
circuit event may be determined analytically. Using a 
galvanically isolated logic circuit with back coupling to the 
control circuit of the power MOSFETs, the voltage supply of the 
gate-drivers is disconnected in case of a short-circuit event. This 
results in the opening of the power switch. The interruption of 
the gate-driver’s supply only lasts for a few milliseconds.
However, during the interruption the controller measures a 
current near zero via the hall-sensor even though the controller 
sends a high signal to power MOSFETs driver circuit. Hereby 
the controller is able to detect the failure as a short-circuit event 
and starts sending a zero volt signal to the drive circuit of the 
power-MOSFETs in order to shut of the SSPC permanently. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a concept for a solid-state power 
controller which can be used in low voltage electrical grids with 
either high or low short-circuit powers. Hence, it is ideal for grid 
regions that are exposed to the risk of unintentional islanding. 
This is achieved via a limitation of current transients using a 

current slew rate measurement and via an adaptable design, 
where voltage, current and I²t characteristics are adjustable. 

Furthermore, the SSPC may be used for grid protection in 
electrical networks that may either be operated with a connection 
to the mains supply or as a stand-alone emergency supply 
network. This is realized by a novel short-circuit detection unit, 
that is capable to limit the short-circuit current and switch off 
short circuit failures, before the SCC reaches a thermal harmful 
value. Advantageous for this purpose is the fast switching ability 
of the MOSFETs.  

 The developed SSPC may be used in one and multi-phase 
operation, with or without a neutral point. For each phase, one 
SSPC module is necessary. With the help of an adapter (printed 
circuit board) the SSPC modules are installed into a 19-inch rack 
combined in order to form a three-phase SSPC. A 3D model of 
the setup is depicted in Fig. 7. 
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Abstract—Utilities around the world have been considering 

Demand Side Integration (DSI) in their strategic planning. The 

main aim of Demand Side Integration is to assist users to be 

engaged in attenuating peak demands and costs on the electricity 

network and change their nominal consumption patterns. This 

results in increasing sustainability of the smart grid, the use of 

renewable energy and reducing overall operational cost and 

carbon emission. Demand side management (DSM) and Demand 

Response (DR) are the main techniques which are involved in the 

integration of the demand side. As the penetration of DSM and DR 

increase, incorporating the network model into the DSI analysis 

algorithm becomes necessary. Most of the existing strategies used 

in traditional energy management systems handle only a limited 

number of loads of limited types. This paper focuses on the 

demand integration architecture based on day-ahead load shifting 

technique with a large number of devices and discusses some 

practical considerations associated with this approach. The load 

shifting methods proposed in this work are time of use (TOU), real 

time pricing (RTP) and direct load control (DLC) which change 

the turn-on time of devices according to usage probability.  

Keywords-component; Demand Side Management; Demand 

Response; Load shifting; TOU; RTP; DLC 

I.  INTRODUCTION

Maintaining the balance between generation and 
consumption in the power system is generally based on the 
controllability of the generated energy of power plants. The 
other balancing method is the control of loads. It is more 
reasonable in the power sector to manage electricity demand 
than to increase power supply or transmission capacity. 

 Demand Side Integration programs are used to reduce the 
need of additional peak or base load generating capacity or 
distribution facilities and includes the algorithms of demand 
response (DR) and Demand Side Management (DSM). Demand 
Side Integration (DSI) is an important feature of smart grid to 
manage energy.  

DR refers to the costumers’ reactions to monetary incentives 
like time dependent tariffs and DSM mostly defines as the direct 
influence on the load by decreasing or increasing the energy 
demand at a certain time. The point in DSM/DR is to efficiently 
shift the load to some other point in time. This causes 
inconvenience to the customer and therefore it should be 
minimized.  

In this work, the architecture of demand side integration is 
proposed based on demand side management and demand 
response strategies. Efficient demand side integration can avoid 
the construction of an under-utilized electrical infrastructure in 
terms of distribution networks, generation capacity and 
transmission lines. Controlling energy demand can decrease the 
overall peak load demand and increase the grid sustainability 
and security by reducing the overall cost, carbon emission levels 
and global warming. 

II. TECHNIQUES AND METHODS

A. Demand Side Management 

Demand side management focuses [1] on utilizing power 
saving technologies, electricity tariffs, monetary incentives, and 
government policies to mitigate the peak load demand instead of 
enlarging the generation capacity or reinforcing the transmission 
and distribution network. DSM aims to reduce or shift the load 
from peak hours to off-peak hours. DSM is associated with the 
long-term changes in the electricity consumption achieved 
through investments in energy efficiency or changes in customer 
behavior. 

 In DSM, load can be projected as a curve (load profile 
curve) and has six main techniques used for load shaping which 
is shown in Fig. 1 [2]. Generally, these are the possible DSM 
techniques that can be employed in the grids. 

a. Peak clipping: Reduction of loads during the electricity
rush hour. Peak clipping [3, 4] is a direct load control
technique to make reduction of the peak loads.

b. Valley filling: Construction of loads during off-peak

hours by applying direct load control.

c. Load shifting: Takes advantage of time independence
of loads and Shifts loads from peak hours to off-peak

hours.

d. Load conservation: Conservation of power by reducing
the complete load for a long term (in hours or in days).

e. Load growth: [3, 4] optimizes the daily response in
case of large demand introduction beyond the valley
filling technique and increases the consumption of

power with certain limit.
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f. Flexible load shaping: Redistribution of load to various
time slots for On-Demand Service. It is mainly related
to reliability of smart grid.

The combination of the mentioned techniques enables the 
load curve to follow generation as close as possible. Example of 
programs in this category is Direct Load Control (DLC). DLC 
allows utilities to remotely manage demand by directly 
modifying the operation of end-use devices. Ordinarily, DLC 
programs involve a utility or equipment that allows them to 
switch specific appliances on and off for a short time during peak 
periods. In return, consumers are usually rewarded by way of a 
financial incentive. It could decrease the amount of assets 
needed to fulfill current demand using existing methods of 
power generation (mostly fossil-fuel) and would significantly 
increase the load factor [2]. 

Figure 1.  Load shaping techniques [3] 

B. Demand Response 

Electric demand response (DR) refers to the changes in the 
electricity usage by the end-use customers from their nominal 
consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of 
electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to 
induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market 
prices or when the system reliability is jeopardized [4]. Demand 
response is often associated with the short-term changes targeted 
for the critical hours during a day/year when the demand is high 
or when the reserve margin is low.  

Demand response programs can be categorized into two 
major groups in this paper. Each mentioned group can also be 
categorized into some sub-sets as illustrated below: 

• Incentive-based methods Utility offers a flat price, which
is defined on a yearly basis. In this category a set of
demand reduction signals are issued by the aggregator
and sent to the participating customers in the form of
voluntary demand reduction requests or mandatory
commands.

• Price-responsive methods are based on dynamic pricing
rates in which electricity tariffs are not flat; the prices
fluctuate following the real time cost of electricity. The
aim of these programs is to flatten the demand curve by
offering a high price during peak periods and lower
prices during off-peak periods. The most common rates

are defined as Time of Use (TOU) and Real Time Pricing 
(RTP) programs in this work.  

a. Time-of-use (TOU): Price is based on three different
time periods (i.e. off-peak, shoulder, on-peak) each
day, and is fixed at least for two years. The simplest
rate involves just two pricing periods, a peak period and
an off-peak period.

b. Real-time-price (RTP): This rate design features prices
that vary hourly or sub-hourly all year long, for some
or a customer's entire load. Customers are notified of
the rates on a day-ahead or hour-ahead basis.

Fixed electricity tariff is very archaic and introduces cross-
subsidies between customers. There is simply no incentive for 
customer to contribute in making the system more efficient [5]. 
Fig. 2 shows how price-based incentives changes price elasticity 
and how small reduction in demand will result a big reduction in 
generation cost and, in turn, a reduction in electricity price.  

If real-time pricing was implemented, the price would 
become elastic on the demand side opposed to fixed price tariff. 
On the other hand, increased number of renewable would also 
reshape the supply curve. During the times when green energy 
is scarce, the price for the same amount of energy would 
increase, shifting the curve up. That happens because renewable 
energy, like wind or solar, has very low running costs. All in all, 
demand response techniques would allow customers to 
participate both saving money and being more environmentally 
friendly.  

Figure 2. Supply and demand of electricity [2] 

III. RELATED WORK

In recent many Demand Side Management and Demand 
Response strategies have been proposed and improved. The 
main objective of all these techniques is minimizing the cost and 
peak load demand. In [6] evolutionary algorithm is used to 
schedule a large number of appliances. This algorithm makes the 
load curve and the objective curve closer, which is the given 
electricity price signal. Different types of loads are handling in 
this work, i.e., residential, commercial and industrial loads. To 
tackle a large number of loads, the results show this method is 
more efficient compared to mathematical approaches.  

An Integer Linear Programming (ILP) based appliance 
scheduling scheme to shift the load from on-peak to off-peak to 
reduce cost and peak load is proposed in [7]. In [8] author 
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proposed the architecture of DSM, which integrates renewable 
energy in the power system to minimize the expense of the users. 
To minimize overall cost, Linear Programming (LP) based 
Optimization-based Residential Energy Management (OREM) 
scheme is proposed in [9]. A Mixed Integer Linear Programming 
(MILP) method is used for scheduling various types of 
appliances to reduce the electricity cost in [10].  

To avoid distribution system overloading, an algorithm is 
proposed in [11], which checks the priority of appliance and shut 
them down. Avoiding distribution system overloading is 
discussed by proper load shedding. Optimal Stopping Rule 
(OSR) is proposed in [12]. This method is a mathematical 
optimization technique which helps user to schedule its 
appliance at the time where the price is low. This strategy 
reduces the electricity consumption cost. Stochastic 
optimization-based cost minimization problem with the 
integration of renewable energy is proposed in [13] by using 
LYAPUNOV optimization approach.  

To increase the efficiency of network, an integration of 
renewable energy in the power system is proposed in [14], user 
minimize its monitory expenses by trading grid energy. In [15], 
author presents a method of synthesizing domestic load profiles 
as a better solution compared to standard load profiles. This 
method is implemented in a tool developed in MATLAB.  

Almost all of the techniques and methods mentioned above 
were developed using OSR, ILP, LP and MILP cannot tackle a 
large number of appliances. In addition, the distribution of loads 
is over several hours, i.e, the duty cycles of all load types are 
different. Comparing to other strategies, the method proposed 
here is able to handle all these parameters in an efficient and fast 
way. Annual consumption, distribution of energy requirements, 
frequency distribution, etc. are presented and probability 
distribution is the main algorithm in this work. 

IV. LOAD SHIFTING METHOD DESCRIPTION

The DSM and DR change user behavior so that users choose 
to use their devices at different times. These times are calculated 
from load curve. The load curves can be created as a standard 
load profile. The standard load profile is the average load curve 
of a device valid for a high number of devices. To create the 
standard load profile first a time vector of a specific year is 
created. By multiplying the usage statistic of a week with the 
corresponding day the values result with respect to the weekday, 
a resulting probability density vector. The density vector is the 
basic standard load profile so far.  

To have dynamic load profile and to avoid the discontinuity 
between the winter and summer probabilities at the transition of 
the seasons the density vector should be dynamised. For 
example, At the transition from winter to summer the value of 
dynamic density vector has to become the average of winter and 
summer probability weighted by time [15]. 

The difference between three types of days a week (Monday-
Friday, Saturday and Sunday) and 24 hours a day results the 
standard load profile dynamization of a single device. Finally, 
the density vector is normalized to the sum of it. Then the density 
vector is multiplied with the devices energy demand and results 
the device’s standard load profile. By summing up the density 

vector it results probability distribution that it’s value is from 
close to zero rising to one. The devices energy demand divided 
by the energy content of a single use profile provides the number 
of the devices usages per year. To create synthetic load curve a 
random number between zero and one is generated. The random 
number compared with the probability vector returns an index at 
which previous values are smaller and following values are 
larger than random number. The same index value in the 
previously created time vector shows the time the device is used. 
This timing refers to the energy median of a single use curve. 
Then the single use profile is added to the load curve at a specific 
time and this process is repeated but there are some restrictions. 
If the device is already running at the new generated timing the 
new date is discarded to avoid overlapping. These operations are 
repeated until enough valid usage times are found and the load 
curve is completed. Afterwards this iterates for all devices in 
every household [15].  

For load shifting of electrical appliances, their requirements 
must be taken into account. Usually, the requirements consist of 
two factors: the amount and quality of the energy. This means 
supplying the household appliance with sufficient energy to 
perform a specific process, while ensuring the voltage, 
continuity of the current, and other factors within a given 
interval. For example, the washing machine is a very high 
requirement for the quality of energy. Therefore, shifting the 
starting point of the washing machine is a suitable measure for 
demand side integration. In contrast, e.g. the hot water tank is a 
high demand on the amount of energy, but a relatively low-
quality requirement. In this case, the interruption of the energy 
supply during the process is also a possible measure for the load 
shift. The most important methods using in this work is 
described as follows. 

A. Time of Use (TOU) 

In the context of this work, TOU rates apply only to the 
operating time or the switch-on time of washing machines, 
dishwashers and tumble dryers. According to the project Moma, 
in city model of Mannheim [16], 107 households participated in 
the project between October 2010 and August 2011, and two-
thirds of the participants have changed their electricity 
consumption patterns since the beginning of the project, 
according to the final survey. Therefore, it is assumed that this 
customer reaction is transferable to this work as parameter (K) 
if the price difference between low tariff and high tariff does not 
change. Therefore, customer reaction can be saves as (K) which 
describes the will of a household to save money. In the 
algorithm, the customer response K results as a random value 
from 1 to 3, the same reaction probability users had in the project 
Moma. If the customer response K of a household is less than 3, 
this means that this household wants to save money through 
TOU tariffs, as two-thirds of the subscribers.  

In this case, the program will always give the household a 
new start time, randomly chosen according to the frequency 
distribution, until the associated operating time is in the low 
tariff. It should also be noted that if a household wants to save 
money through TOU tariffs, but the operating time e.g. the 
washing machine in this household coincidentally lies in the low 
tariff, then this operating time remains unchanged. Considering 
the German current electricity price of 28.8 ct/kWh, the prices 
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for the low and high tariffs used in this work are set at 25.2 
ct/kWh and 34.8 ct/kWh. In this case, the average electricity 
price of one day still remains at 28.8 ct/kWh. 

B. Real Time Pricing (RTP) 

Real time pricing is a time-based pricing method, and 
indirectly influences the load profile via the consumer. 
Therefore, RTP tariffs are only valid for the operating time or 
the switch-on time of washing machines, dishwashers and 
tumble dryers. For RTP rates, prices change more frequently 
than at TOU rates, e.g. hourly or within shorter periods of time, 
whereby prices are usually based on prognostic consumption 
and prognostic feed-in [17]. In this case, the price structure of 
RTP tariffs depends on the weather conditions, the season, etc. 
Therefore, the following data are relevant to the analysis of the 
impact of RTP tariffs on electricity consumption: 

• prognostic load and feed taking into account the weather
conditions

• Price differences between the rates

• the associated customer reaction

According to the final report of E-DeMa project [17], the 
tariff structure consists of 5 tariffs in a day: low tariff (ST), 
secondary tariff (NT), main tariff (HT), high tariff 1 (HHT1) and 
high tariff2 (HHT2). In contrast to TOU tariffs, the tariff 
structure of RTP tariffs changes daily. In addition, the prices are 
offered within one day only in hourly blocks, as shown in Fig.3. 

Figure 3. RTP-Tariff structure on Saturday, winter 

Because of too many uncertain impacts on consumption, the 
best way to determine and communicate the structure of RTP 
tariffs is day-ahead, so that network operators can more 
accurately forecast consumption and provide customers with 
better RTP tariffs. Due to the frequent changes in prices in RTP 
tariffs and the short duration between the announcement of the 
price and the valid day, the use of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) is required. With the help 
of ICT, customers can better track and use the RTP tariffs so that 
these RTP tariffs can reach the target of load shifting [17].  

If the structure of the RTP tariffs is calculated, the price 
differences and the associated customer responses must be 
coordinated. The E-DeMa project has used the criteria shown in 
table I to match the price for each tariff and switch-on 
probability. The prices for the tariffs consist of the NT price and 
a surcharge depending on the spread. Spread is the average 

difference between the peak load price and the baseload 
exchange price in the period under consideration. For the 
customer response, the turn-on probability of the devices in table 
I is used. If e.g. A household uses its washing machine in HHT2, 
it changes its consumption behavior with the probability � =

�#$ +�&$ +�'$ + �''$( = 0,99. When a household uses its 
washing machine in the HT, the probability is � = �#$ +

�&$ = 0,65. If a household already uses its washing machine in 
the ST, it changes its consumption behavior with the 
probability	� = 0. Through this process, the program can know 
if the household wants to save money through RTP tariffs. If so, 
the program must now use the frequency distribution to 
determine the switch-on time adapted to RTP tariffs. 

TABLE I. TARIFF, PRICE AND CUSTOMER REACTION [17]  

Tariff’s 

Name 
Price 

Turn on probability of 

controllable devices 

ST NT-Price-1,00 ct/kWh 0,44 

NT NT-Price 0,21 

HT NT-Price+5´Spread 0,29 

HHT1 NT-Price+5´(2,00 ct/kWh+Spread) 0,05 

HHT2 NT-Price+5´(3,00 ct/kWh+Spread) 0,01 

C. Direct Load Control (DLC) 

While TOU tariffs and RTP tariffs affect power consumption 
indirectly through the consumer, Direct Load Control is the 
direct control of the equipment. For the task-driven devices, a 
central computer provides the customer with a control signal 
about the start time of use. For the program-driven devices e.g. 
Heat pump and refrigerator, the automatic loads shifting to adapt 
to the electricity supply or to avoid overloading is realized by a 
suitable controller, whereby the operating limit of the respective 
devices (e.g. the internal temperature of the refrigerator) must 
not be exceeded  [18]. 

Currently, the control signals are tuned by the power grid 
operators. To carry out DLC, customers must first sign a contract 
with the grid operator. In this case, the power grid operator is 
able to remotely control some home appliances (heat pump, 
electric heater, room air conditioner, etc). in their home. In 
addition to the task-driven electrical appliances, the following 
electrical appliances are suitable for Direct Load Control: 
refrigerators, freezers, night storage heaters, heat pumps and hot 
water storage tanks. Air conditioning and electric direct heating 
are also suitable for DLC. 

To implement DLC, a load profile of the other electrical 
appliances that are not suitable for Direct Load Control must 
first be generated. It is understandable that DLC is a DSM 
measure which is very optimized for load shifting but it is 
unpleasant for the customer because the switch-on times and 
operating times of the devices are only coordinated by the 
computer or operator and not by the customers themselves. The 
impact on the load depends heavily on the number of customers 
participating in DLC program. To control electrical appliances, 
grid operators must adhere to the operating limits of each 
electrical appliance while minimizing customer comfort. 
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Therefore, Direct Load Control has a very big demand on the 
sensors, measuring devices, control devices, etc. [18]. 

D. Integration of the methodes 

Fig. 4 shows the main steps of algorithm architecture for the 
day-ahead demand side integration strategy. According to the 
algorithm there are two types of DSI-capable device in the 
house. In case that the device is DSI capable, and user wants to 
decrease their electricity consumption cost, one of DR 
algorithms, according to the pricing method start to work.  

In other cases that the device is only computer-controlled 
type, the central controller of the smart grid can use DSM 
algorithm to optimize the load profile in pick hours and save 
energy. Therefore, the computer-controlled devices are only 
suitable for DLC method. Operator starts using DSM algorithm 
mostly for other purposes except cost reducing and can inform 
the user in advance. 

Figure 4. Main steps of the algorithm 

This method is implemented to a toolbox in matlab which 
can be used to analyses electricity usage and price for demand 
side in smart grids. 

V. OTHER DEVICES 

There is another type of device, the user-driven devices, e.g. 
room lighting, kitchen appliances, televisions, etc. Unlike DSI-
enabled household appliances, these user-driven domestic 
appliances have a relatively fixed on-time due to the 
environment and habit and shifting their load profile is very 
inconvenient or impractical for users. Therefore, this type of 
devices is not suitable for demand side integration and will not 
be considered a priority. But to replicate the daily load, these 
devices must be considered. 

VI. CONCLUSION

Demand side integration has potential to provide many 
benefits to the distribution network level. The purpose of the 
integration could be maximizing the use of renewable energy 
resources, maximizing the financial benefits, minimizing the 
power imported from the distribution grid, or reducing the peak 
load demand. This paper presents a strategy that can be 
employed in the future smart grid. The proposed strategy is a 
generalized technique based on load shifting, which has been 
mathematically formulated as a minimization problem. 
Therefore, this strategy can be easily implemented to 
simulations and case studies. Since the electricity consumption 
is controlled by three different algorithms, from both operator 
side and user side, it can ensure a proper minimization in peak 
demand and bill. This strategy is capable to handle a large 
number of devices in a wide area of time and therefore performs 
efficient in smart grids. 
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Practical Approach of Realizing Co-simulation by Using 
eMEGASIM and ePHASORSIM based on Inverter 

Dominated Grid 
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Abstract— The co-simulation by combining Electro-
Magnetic-Transient(EMT) model with Phasor Model(PM) 
has opened a new opportunity to the field of simulation in 
power system. The combined model also called hybrid 
model takes both advantages, which owns the high 
accuracy from EMT model and the fast execution speed 
from PM. Based on the traditional theory of co-simulation, 
this paper provides a more practical approach to realize 
the hybrid model, which is carried out by using of EMT 
solver eMEGASIM and PM solver ePHASORSIM based 
on the OPAL RT platform. In this paper, the inverter 
model that belongs to EMT will be simulated by connecting 
with eMEGASIM and the network is realized through 
ePHASORSIM. For the purpose of researching the results, 
the CIGRE benchmark medium voltage network will be 
used and then applied in the real-time simulation. Through 
the real-time simulation, the voltage and current dynamic 
characters and the advantage of hybrid model in real-time 
capability will be presented.  

Index Terms—co-simulation, hybrid model, real-time simulation.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the increasing number of power electronic based 
devices, such as photovoltaic, wind generation device and 
HVDC is interfaced with the power network [1]-[4]. Due to the 
inherent quick switching characteristic and non-linear nature 
of electronic-based controllers and devices, these power 
electronic converters have brought the significant challenges 
to the dynamic simulation of power system [1]-[2]. The 
conventional stability analysis of power system is usually 
presented by the using of performance model in quasi-steady-
state (QSS) according to the fundamental frequency [5]. 
However, in general, the QSS models are not enough to 
simulate some critical fast, nonlinear dynamic behavior such 
as inverter commutation process [6]. Inadequate modeling of 
these power electronic devices could lead to erroneous 
simulation results regarding the system transient stability 

[2],[3],[6]. While EMT models have a better accuracy to 
support modeling power electronic devices and AC power 
systems. Although they can represent network components at 
various levels of detail, they are computationally too 
burdensome for simulating a large-scale power system, 
compared to simplified models. Nevertheless, dynamic phasor 
models can be as accurate as EMT models and at the same time, 
faster to simulate, compared to the complicated models, when 
the waveforms represent the dynamic behaviour of QSS. This 
reduced equivalent model can be used, for instance, in the form 
of a low-frequency equivalent model, while the detailed EMT 
model simulates the sub-system, the dynamic behavior of 
which needs to be observed in detail [7]. By using this method, 
the simulation will be faster than the full EMT simulation, 
whereas the accuracy in somewhat decreases. The most 
simplistic model and the fastest solver is Phasor-Mode(PM), 
which are usually based on the positive-sequence phasors and 
used in stability studies [8]. The idea of the hybrid model can 
be dated back to [9]. This hybrid simulation is considered as 
an effective alternative to solve the challenges in the modeling 
and simulation. Previously, the research about the hybrid 
simulation was focused on the methods and techniques for 
combining the EMT model and PM model [3],[10] and the 
development of hybrid simulation tools and programs [4],[11]. 
In spite of significant progress in hybrid simulation, it has not 
been widely applied in industry or academia. One of the most 
important reason is that, until now, there exist no simulation 
tools which can testify the feasibility. The appearance of real-
time simulator OPAL RT can make this testification possible. 
ePHASORSIM and eMEGASIM can respectively simulate the 
large scale over layer grid in phasor domain and in EMT based 
detailed equivalent model. Besides, in order to prove the 
feasibility, in reality, the hardware can be connected with the 
real time simulator, which can not only research on interaction 
between the model and hardware but also certify the 
adaptability of the hybrid model.  
In this paper, the hybrid model through combining the EMT 
and PM will be realized by using ePHASORSIM and 
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eMEGASIM. In order to investigate the accuracy, the 
simulation speed and other characters of hybrid simulation, the 
paper can be organized as follows: In chapter II, this paper 
provides a brief overview of model classification in power 
system. The idea about how to realize the hybrid model will be 
also mentioned in this chapter. In afterward, the reason about 
why the real-time simulation can be used here is explained in 
chapter III. It follows the simulation and the discussion of the 
results in chapter IV, before concluding in chapter V. 

II. THE SHORT REVIEW OF MODEL CLASSIFICATION AND 
HYBRID MODEL THEORY 

The Cigré working group B4.57 published a simulation model 
guideline in 2014 [4]. The overall time range of power system 
transients is generally classified into fast electromagnetic 
transients (EMT), slow electromechanical transients and quasi-
stationary state. Different time-domain simulation models are 
used for studying the different dynamic phenomena in power 
systems [3][4][5]. The report differentiates in total seven 
model types varying in depth and purpose. The models for the 
proposed combination in this work are focusing on types are 
the detailed equivalent model (DEM), average value model 
(AVM) and phasor model  
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Figure 1:  Model classification with time domain 

A. Detailed equivalent model (DEM) 
The detailed equivalent model treats the IGBTs and diodes as 
two-state resistive devices, while the capacitor is represented 
by a voltage source in series with impedance. The detailed 
equivalent models (DEM) are expressed as differential 
equations. The main usage of the DEM is to perform EMT 
studies, e.g. analyses on the AC and DC side or to design and 
to tune the low-level controllers (e.g. capacitor balancing 
algorithms).  

B. Average value model 
Based on the switching functions, the AC and DC side is 
modeled as a controlled current or a voltage source with 
harmonic content. The instantaneous values of discontinuous 
cells contain ripple caused by switching. AVM uses 

continuous blocks, which represent the averaged behavior of 
the switching cell within a switching interval. The main usage 
of this model is to perform transient studies involving large 
disturbances on AC grids or to design and tune high-level 
control systems. 

C. Phasor model 
The phasor model is a fundamental frequency approach, 
without switching harmonics. It is often used for medium-term 
studies (400 milliseconds to 10 seconds). In phasor model, the 
converter is modeled as a controlled three-phase AC-voltage 
source. Network voltages (U) and branch currents (I) are 
expressed by complex phasors. Capacitances (C) and 
inductances (L) are described by their complex algebraic 
equations. Generally, the simulation with detailed equivalent 
models provides more information than average value models 
and phasor models. 

D. Hybrid model theory 
The realization of the hybrid model is by using an equivalent 
model through boundary condition. One of those subsystems 
is needed to be substituted. One feasible method is to replace 
the subsystem with an ideal voltage or current source. The 
drawback of this method is that it neglects the current or 
voltage change in conjunction bus [13]. Another method is to 
replace the EMT subsystem with a current source and the PM 
Subsystem with a current source parallel to an FDNE 
(Frequency Dependent Network Equivalent) admittance. The 
FDNE method produces results with higher accuracy 
especially with large frequency changes if the system is 
disturbed [14]. To represent the EMT Subsystem with updated 
impedance every iteration is another method, the disadvantage 
of it is subsystems do not offer a satisfactory performance on 
sensitivity, and the current change cannot be adjusted until the 
next time step [15].  
In general, the process of the combination of PM subsystem 
und EMT subsystem that has the different simulation period 
has 5 steps, which is shown in Fig.2. 
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Figure 2: Calculation procedure with interaction between PM 
and EMT solver 

Fig. 2 shows the calculation procedure with interaction 
between PM and EMT solver. It is recognizable that both 
processes have different precise over time ranges. PM’s time 
range is  and EMT’s time range is ℎ. One iteration is finished 
between the time range � ∈ [� , � + ] for both solvers. The 
calculation process begins with a prediction of the EMT solver 
(step 0). Afterwards, the PM solver calculates results for the 
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time step (step 1). These results are used by the EMT solver 
(steps 2 and 3) and the new results are used by the PM solver 
again (step 5). The steps 2 to 5 are repeated until the results 
converge to a value. 

1) From PM to EMT through time interpolation
Through the time interpolation, the voltages and currents of 
PM form can be transformed to EMT form with the smaller 
time step. In time interval � ∈ [�, � + ], the voltage can be 
calculated by Thevenin equation at time � +  as follows: � � + = � + − � � +  (1) 

The large time step  is a multiple of the small-time step ℎ or = �ℎ  with � ∈ ℕ . The interpolated voltage magnitude at 
time � + �ℎ (� = 0, … , �) is defined as follows: � � + �ℎ = � �+ �� � � + − � �  

(2) 

∠� � + �ℎ = ∠� � ++ �� ∠� � + − ∠� �  
(3) 

Consequently, the voltage Thevenin equation in EMT form can 
be calculated out in three-phase: � � + �ℎ = √ � � + �ℎ cos � � + �ℎ+ ∠� � + �ℎ  � � + �ℎ = √ � � + �ℎ cos � � + �ℎ+ ∠� � + �ℎ − �

 

(4) 

� � + �ℎ = √ � � + �ℎ cos � � + �ℎ+ ∠� � + �ℎ − �
 

2) From EMT to PM through the phasor extraction
This process will use the three-phase current signals in EMT 
system. Firstly, the current will be projected into dq axis, 
which is applied in PLL [16]. With the transformation matrix = √  cos � cos � − �⁄ cos � − �⁄−sin � − sin � − �⁄ − sin � − �⁄� = ��� = √ cos � � + �cos � � + � − �⁄cos � � + � − �⁄  

(5) 

It follows: � = �� = cos �sin � (6) 

With the magnitude = +  and phase � =arctan ⁄ . This form is the representation of PM. 
III. REVIEW OF REAL-TIME SIMULATION

A. Theory of real-time simulation 
The types of digital simulation are usually divided as a 
simulation with the discrete-time and constant step or variable 
time steps. During discrete-time simulation, time moves 
forwards in steps of equal duration. This is commonly known 
as fixed time-step simulation [17]. The simulation with 
variable time steps is used for solving high-frequency 

dynamics and non-linear systems. But it is not suitable for the 
real-time simulation. Accordingly, real-time simulation can 
only be applied in the fixed time-step simulation. The 
following figures 3 represent these two possibilities and 
explain the real-time simulation. 
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Figure 3 : Comparison of Real-time simulation requisites and 
other simulation  

In (a), the computation time is shorter than a fixed time-step, 
which is referred as the real time-step, while in (b), the 
computing time is longer. These two situations are mentioned 
as offline simulation. Normally, the objective is to obtain 
results as fast as possible, when performing the offline 
simulation. The solving speed depends on the computation 
ability and the mathematical complexity of systems.  
On the contrary, the accuracy and the speed of computation of 
real-time simulation not only depends upon the precise 
dynamic of representation of the system but also on the length 
of the time-step used to produce the results. Figures 3 (c) 
illustrates the principle of the real-time simulation. For the 
sake of ensuring the validation of real-time simulation, the 
internal variables and outputs of simulation should be 
accurately calculated out by the real-time simulator within the 
same length of time that its physical counterpart would be. 
From the figure 3, it is apparently that the time required to 
compute the results at a fixed time step must be shorter than 
the simulation clock duration of the time-step. However, if 
simulator operations are not all achieved within the required 
fixed time-step, the real-time simulation is considered 
erroneous, which is normally described as an ‘overrun’.  

B. Application of real-time simulation 
The advantages of the real-time simulation permit the 
simulator to perform all operations necessary to make a real-
time simulation relevant, including driving inputs and outputs 
to and from externally connected devices. Accordingly, real-
time simulation is typically used in three different application 
categories, which are introduced in part (1) and (2) 

1) Rapid Control Prototyping(RCP)
In RCP application, a designed controller is implemented using 
a real-time simulator and then is connected to a physical 
device. The advantages offered by RCP can avoid many 
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problems by implementing an actual controller. It is more 
flexible and faster to develop a prototype of the controller by 
using a real-time simulator. With just a few mouse clicks, the 
controller prototype can be tuned or completely modified.  

2) Hardware-in-the-Loop(HIL)
Comparing with RCP, in HIL application, a physical controller 
is connected to a virtual plant executed on a real-time 
simulator, instead of to a physical device. The following figure 
4 illustrate a small variation to HIL.  

1.Virtual Plant 2.Real-time Simulator

3.Physical Device

Figure 4:  Process of HIL 
In addition to the advantages of RCP, HIL can give controllers 
an early test when physical test benches are not available, the 
cost of which is usually less and the test of which is normally 
more stable. According to these, the repeatable results are 
allowed by using HIL and some testing conditions that are 
unsuitable on the physical device can be operated.  

3) eMEGASIM and ePHASORSIM
For the sake of realization of hybrid simulation, two simulation 
systems will be applied: eMEGASIM and ePHASORSIM. 
These two systems correspond to the different time range. 
eMEGASIM offers direct platform compatibility with 
ePHASORSIM, procuring maximum versatility from large 
power grid simulation to highly detailed power electronic 
simulation. ePHASORSIM allows the simulation of massive 
grids going up to 20k buses on a single core computer and its 
capability of performing parallel computing allowing 
unleashed performances for lager real-time simulation. The 
typical time step of these two systems will be displayed by the 
following figure 5. 
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Figure 5:  Period of transient phenomena simulated  
From this figure, it is obviously to see that the typical time step 
by eMEGASIM is usually between 10us and 100us, while 
ePHASORSIM can only realize the simulation with the time 
step from 1ms to 10ms.  

C. Operation of real-time simulation 
The compatible modeling environment of above simulation 
system is adaptable in Simulink. For successfully operating the 
simulation, the subsystems should be divided into two parts at 
first: Computation subsystems and GUI subsystems, which is 
necessary for the RT-LAB platform. The aim of this division 
is to assign the computation subsystems into different CPU 
cores. This is shown in figure 6. 

SM_Co putatio SC_GUI

  CPU

  Core

Figure 6: Two subsystems in RT-LAB platform 
IV. MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

To show the potential of hybrid simulation, the simulation is 
carried out in different scenarios and the results are compared 
with the results of EMT and PM models. The simulations focus 
on the comparison of modeling accuracy and real-time 
capability.  
The model of the grid is constructed as follow. A 20-kV 
distribution grid is modeled aligning Cigré benchmark and is 
implemented in ePHASORSIM. Both feeders of the open ring 
topology operate at 20 kV and are fed via separate transformers 
from the 110 kV sub-transmission systems, which is a typical 
form of medium-voltage networks in Europe (cf. fig. 7).  
The 20 kV Grid includes 16 buses, three of them are active 
buses, at which the converter models are connected. The 
converter consists of an -control-loop, a -control-loop and 
an upper-level reactive power controller for the voltage 
support. The converter can work bidirectionally.  
For researching the accuracy of the hybrid model an operation 
point change is simulated. The change in current is 
transformed from EMT model to phasor solver for updating 
the grid state.  
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Figure 7: Grid topology with two different simulation 
parts[18]  

In the simulation, the part of network will be simulated through 
the ePHASORSIM, while eMEGASIM realizes the simulation 
of control loop in inverter. The control structure of inverter is 
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shown in figure 8. As shown in table 1, the time step of control 
solution is usually below 100us, which is only available by 
eMEGASIM. 
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Figure 8: Control loop topology of Inverter 
The current behavior at the connection point is shown in Fig. 
9, the power flow caused by an operation point change is 
compared. The stationary behavior of the models has only 
relatively small deviations, though they differ in dynamical  
behavior. The phasor model can correct disturbances directly 
because of the neglected sinusoidal period. But the accuracy of 
the EMT model is better because of the smaller time step. The 
hybrid model behaves nearly like the EMT Model. 
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Figure 9: Current behavior at the point of common coupling 
(PCC) 
The comparison of the voltage behavior because of the change 
of working state is shown in Figure 10. From the static state, 
there is no difference between EMT and hybrid model. 
Although the deviation in dynamic behavior is larger than in 
stationary, this little difference represents that hybrid model 
has comparatively high accuracy.  

Figure 10: Voltage behavior at PCC 
The power relationship on account of changing the working 
state is presented in fig.11. From the perspective of the static 
condition, the performance of the hybrid model and EMT 
model is same, because there is no deviation between them (see 
blue and red line). On the other hand, the PM model describes 
the dynamic process through a one-time step-down. The hybrid 
model because of including the part of the PM model has more 
sensitivity, which will lead to a bigger fluctuation (see the blue 
line and the red line between 0.1s and 0.11s, 0.12s and 0.13s). 
Despite it, the changed behavior of both models are alike and 
the deviation between them is smaller as 5%.  

Figure 11: Behavior of active and reactive power at PCC 
Table 1:  Comparison of real-time capability 

Model type Number of Subsystems Sampling time �  Number of 
inverter 

Usage Runtime �  

Hybrid Modell 1 100 µs 1 8,45% 8,45 µs 
3 27,45% 27,45 µs 

EMT Modell 
(AVM) 

1 100 µs 1 9,45% 9,45 µs 
3 62% 62 µs 

PM 1 100 µs 1 9,51% 9,51 µs 
3 38.7% 38,7 µs 

PM 
(ePHASORSIM) 

1 100 µs 1 0.08% 0.08 µs 
3 0.1% 0.1 µs 
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Another important index is the real-time capability, which is 
shown in table 1. As is discussed above, the advantage of the 
hybrid model is that the simulation speed is faster than the 
EMT model and the accuracy is higher than PM. From fig.10 
to fig 12, the voltage, current and power curve of the hybrid 
model has an only small deviation in the dynamic state with 
EMT model, which consequentially has higher precision than 
PM. From the table 1, the results of real-time simulation have 
presented the speed of different model type clearly. With the 
increasing of the inverter that is also the rise of the complexity 
of the model, the usage of CPU core has a different growth rate. 
EMT Modell has the biggest rate, from 9.45% to 62%, when 
the number of converter increases from one to 3, which means 
that EMT Modell is more easily to reach the overrun. However, 
the growth rate of hybrid model change from 8.45% to 27.45%. 
PM (ePHASORSIM) possesses the smallest usage of CPU 
core.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this paper is to research on the real-time 
capability and characteristics of a hybrid model which 
combines EMT model that connects the solver with 
eMEGASIM and PM which simulated in ePHASORSIM. By 
using ePhASORSIM from OPAL-RT, it simplifies the 
modeling of a network because it only needs to import the grid 
parameters like voltage, current, impedance and so on into the 
document of ePHASORSIM. The connection of eMEGASIM 
and ePHASORSIM is possible by using the traditional co-
simulation theory like time interpolation and phasor extraction. 
The voltage of ePHAORSIM is transformed into three phase 
voltages by time interpolation and then delivered to 
eMEGASIM. The three-phase current of eMEGASIM kann be 
transformed into phasor form by phasor extraction.  
Compared to EMT model (AVM), the accuracy of the hybrid 
model in stationary operation is near to reality (relative 
deviation is smaller than 2%). The dynamic behaviors of EMT 
and hybrid model are close to an operation point change. They 
differ in an initializing process. About real-time capability, the 
hybrid model is more efficient than the EMT model. The real-
time simulation of EMT model with three inverters needs 
about 62% CPU core usage while the hybrid model only uses 
27% CPU core usage.  
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Abstract—The share of private electric vehicle will increase
in the next few years. Relatively high simultaneity is expected
for the charging of private electric vehicles. In addition, a
significant increase in peak load is assumed. This results in
a need for investment, especially in low voltage (LV) grids.
Coupling of LV grids can be a cost-efficient solution through
a better distribution of the load flow. The potential for cost
savings is huge as only few LV grids are coupled. However,
there are barely any studies about mass coupling of LV grids,
especially with special focus on high electromobility integration.
This Paper provides an investigation to this topic. It deals with
two tasks, the generating of worst case scenarios with achieved
electromobility targets for 2030 and with the investigation
of the impact of coupling to grids. In the scenarios, many
different variants of charging points and charging power
are considered, with simultaneous charging of all electric
vehicle for taking the worst case into account. Based on this,
load flow simulations for the coupled and uncoupled grid
were performed and the results were evaluated by developed
evaluation criteria. The results show that the coupling can not
achieve significant improvements in stable grid operation. As
a next step, the methodology will be applied to several real grids.

Index Terms—Charging stations, Power grid, Load modeling,
Load flow.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric vehicles (EV) will play a significant role in the near

future, not only because of their greater efficiency, but also

because of other positive aspects, such as reducing particulate

matter emissions, NOx, CO2, ozone levels. The higher pene-

tration of EVs, the stronger impact on the electricity grid. The

transmission grid is relatively little affected by electromobility

(e-mobility). With about 530TWh of consumption per year

and a peak load of 82GW, the additional energy for three

million EVs with 3TWh per year is small with only about

0.5 % of the whole energy consumption [1]. The LV grid

can be stressed by local accumulation of EVs. It is expected

that with a higher use of private e-mobility due to high

simultaneous charge of the private EVs, the peak load in LV

grids will increase significantly. This requires investments in

LV grid, e.g. grid reinforcements. Earthworks measures are

associated with high costs, especially in the LV grid. It should

be noted that the earthworks are particularly expensive when

laying electrical cables. Experience shows that the earthworks

when laying electrical cables is 5 times higher than for the

cable. Therefore, the cost and effort for laying new cables

should be kept as low as possible.

In urban grids with dense population and high, homogenous

power density, the coupling of LV grids is applied. Coupling

of rural LV grids, which are normally planned as radial grids,

does not take place yet. LV grids coupling can provide higher

supply reliability, lower grid losses and higher uptake potential

for generating plants or new loads. Moreover, a coupling can

often be achieved without cost-intensive measures, for instance

coupling by closing a disconnecting point or by connecting

two cable distribution cabinets with a short cable. However,

in these topologies, the power flow is completely unregulated,

making protection design and grid operation difficult.

In some variants, coupling of LV grids can be a cost efficient

solution for the challenge of a higher share of EVs. The

questions are:

• Is it possible to achieve an improvement in grid operation

through grid coupling?

• Are there any negative effects on grid operation due to

coupling?

This paper provides a contribution to answer these ques-

tions. Since there was no need in the past, coupling of LV grids

were barely subjects of researches. In [2] three variants for the

coupling of two LV grids are compared, the use of a switch

(direct coupling), the use of a full converter and the use of

a power electronic power factor correction device STATCOM

(Static Synchronous Compensator), but without a special focus

on higher load due to private e-mobility. This paper will study

the coupling of grids in consideration of e-mobility.

The paper is structured as follows: First, there is a introduc-

tion about the methodology and the simulation framework in

section II. The evaluation criteria and the simulation results

are presented in section III. In Section IV the paper gets

summarized and outlook is given.

II. METHODOLOGY AND SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

A. Simulation Grid

In [3], synthetic grid models which represent typical LV

grids are presented. Two S2b grids presented in [3] were

arranged to the simulation grid as shown in Fig. 1, two feeders

of each grid can be coupled by disconnectors. Simulations

were done in a first step with open-switches state and in a
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TABLE I
GRID DATA

Grid struc-
ture

Number of
power feed-
ers

Number of
buildings

Number of
transform-
ers

Power
of each
transformer

S2b 4 100 1 250 kVA

simulation
grid

8 200 2 250 kVA

second step the switches were closed. The synthetic grid has

the grid data shown in Table I.

Fig. 1. Simulation grid

In the considered scenario for the year 2030, an EV volume

of 6 million vehicles is assumed. The first step was to calculate

the number of EVs in an village with 200 households. The

statistical data of the Statistische Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz

were used [4] [5] to determinate the number of vehicles in

the grid. Rheinland-Pfalz has a population of 4.057 million

people and the number of households is about 1.947 million.

This gives an average of 2.08 people per household. In order

to this the synthetic grid have 416 inhabitants. The number of

inhabitants in Germany (82 million) and the number of EVs

in 2030 (6 million) gives the number of EVs per inhabitant of

about 0.073 vehicle per inhabitant. In case of this there will

be 29 EVs in the simulation grid.

B. Load Situation

1) Vehicles Amount: In order to determine the maximum

load for a worst case consideration, a load modeling was

performed. Initially, the average mileage was determined. This

results from the number of registered vehicles (45.8 million)

and the number of kilometers (626.5 billion) traveled in

Germany [6]. An average mileage of about 37 km per vehicle

is obtained. The vehicles were divided into three classes based

on the assignment of the Kraftfahrtbundesamt (KBA) [7]:

• small

• medium

• big

TABLE II
CAR CLASSES [6]

stock of vehicle 2017

Vehicle-
classification
(KBA)

Vehicle class Number of cars Percen-
tage

Fit
per-
cent-
age

minis
small

3.109.239 6,8 %

small car 8.916.824 19,5 %

total small 12.026.063 26,3 % 27,5 %

compact class

medium

12.002.528 26,2 %

middle class 6.925.175 15,1 %

vans/mini-vans 2.030.937 4,4 %

total medium 20.958.640 45,7 % 46,8 %

upper middle class

big

2.031.653 4,4 %

upper class 275.750 0,6 %

SUVs 4.224.728 9,3 %

vans 2.093.798 4,6 %

utilities 1.702.737 3,7 %

sports car 860.861 1,9 %

total big 11.189.527 24,5 % 25,7 %

camper
other

450.167 1,0 %

other 1.179.163 2,6 %

total other 1.629.330 3,6 % 0 %

total 45.803.560 100 % 100 %

The number of classified vehicles in the synthetic grid with

29 EVs is 8 small, 14 medium, 7 big EVs.

2) Settings of the Slack Node: Depending on the grid

operator and substation, the voltage distribution may vary. Fig.

2 shows the voltage distribution used here. The defaults are

defined by [8] and according to VDE-AR-N 4105. Generating

units can already disconnect from the grid at a voltage of

109 % Un, which had been taking into account. According

to applied planning criteria, the allowed voltage drop for the

middle voltage (MV) grid and LV grid is set to 5 % Un. To

consider a worst case situation, the voltage of the MV level

is set to 96.5 % Un according to Fig. 2.

3) Household Loads: The household loads were generated

with a tool for load time series [9]. This tool was released in

2017. It can be used to create load profiles for single buildings

right through to entire grids. The compilation of the loads

is based on the standard load profile by the Bundesverband

der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft as well as statistics from

houshold devices. The time series are created in 15 minutes

steps.

4) Additional load trough Electric Vehicles: In the worst

case scenario it is assumed that all vehicles are loaded at
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3 %

<latexit sha1_base64="yNncSk3bG1QTVUQIxqY/Cu0NN8Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yNncSk3bG1QTVUQIxqY/Cu0NN8Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yNncSk3bG1QTVUQIxqY/Cu0NN8Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yNncSk3bG1QTVUQIxqY/Cu0NN8Q=">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</latexit>

5 %

<latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">AAACz3ichVFNS8NAEH2NX239qnr0EiyCp5KIokfBD7wILdhWaEWSuNbYNAmbrVKL4tWbV/1n+ls8+LJGQUW6YTOzb968ndlx48BPlGW95oyx8YnJqXyhOD0zOzdfWlhsJFFfeqLuRUEkT1wnEYEfirryVSBOYimcnhuIptvdTePNayETPwqP1SAWpz2nE/oXvucoQo3NttleLZ6VylbF0sv869iZU0a2qlHpDW2cI4KHPnoQCKHoB3CQ8GvBhoWY2CmGxCQ9X8cF7lBkbp8sQYZDtMt/h6dWhoY8p5qJzvZ4S8AtmWlilftAK7pkp7cK+gntO/etxjr/3jDUymmFA1qXigWteERc4ZKMUZm9jPlVy+jMtCuFC2zrbnzWF2sk7dP71tljRBLr6oiJfc3sUMPV52u+QEhbZwXpK38pmLrjc1pHW6FVwkzRoZ6kTV+f9XDM9u+h/nUa6xXbqti1jfLOWjbwPJaxgjVOdQs7OESVdXi4whOe8WLUjBvj3nj4pBq5LGcJP5bx+AGcD4/l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit>

5 %

<latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vBTIdJithqORrswJ7l/dZORO5FU=">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</latexit>

1, 5 %

<latexit sha1_base64="fqG/ZTwOm5zidWJ7VFlXfadSF+g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fqG/ZTwOm5zidWJ7VFlXfadSF+g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fqG/ZTwOm5zidWJ7VFlXfadSF+g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fqG/ZTwOm5zidWJ7VFlXfadSF+g=">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</latexit>

0, 5 %

<latexit sha1_base64="alV0qh5nJUjUI1FHmX/U6Wj8fgI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="alV0qh5nJUjUI1FHmX/U6Wj8fgI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="alV0qh5nJUjUI1FHmX/U6Wj8fgI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="alV0qh5nJUjUI1FHmX/U6Wj8fgI=">AAAC0XichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egqXQg5REFD0WfOBFqGgf0BZJ0jUuzYtNWqhFEK/evOof09/iwW/XVNAi3bCZ2W+++XZmx448HieG8Z7R5uYXFpeyufzyyuraemFjsxGHA+GwuhN6oWjZVsw8HrB6whOPtSLBLN/2WNPuH8t4c8hEzMPgOhlFrOtbbsBvuWMlgFrG7kFH75TyN4WiUTHU0qcdM3WKlK5aWPigDvUoJIcG5BOjgBL4HlkU42uTSQZFwLo0BibgcRVn9EB55A7AYmBYQPv4uzi1UzTAWWrGKtvBLR62QKZOJewzpWiDLW9l8GPYT+x7hbn/3jBWyrLCEawNxZxSvACe0B0YszL9lDmpZXam7CqhWzpS3XDUFylE9un86JwgIoD1VUSnU8V0oWGr8xAvEMDWUYF85YmCrjruwVrKMqUSpIoW9ASsfH3UgzGbf4c67TT2KqZRMS/3i9VyOvAsbdMOlTHVQ6rSOdVQh5zmC73Sm3aljbRH7embqmXSnC36tbTnL8bAkFU=</latexit>

90 %

<latexit sha1_base64="p+/LUs5/WNES3MEtlRusEJ6jt0g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p+/LUs5/WNES3MEtlRusEJ6jt0g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p+/LUs5/WNES3MEtlRusEJ6jt0g=">AAAC0HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egqXQU0lEUG8FH3gRqtgHtEU26TaG5kWyLdYi4tWbV/1l+ls8+O2aClrEDZuZ/eabb2d2rMhzE2EYbxltbn5hcSmbyy+vrK6tFzY2G0k4jG1et0MvjFsWS7jnBrwuXOHxVhRz5lseb1qDIxlvjnicuGFwJcYR7/rMCdy+azMBqHlodPROKX9dKBoVQy191jFTp0jpqoWFd+pQj0KyaUg+cQpIwPeIUYKvTSYZFAHr0gRYDM9VcU73lEfuECwOBgM6wN/BqZ2iAc5SM1HZNm7xsGNk6lTCPlWKFtjyVg4/gf3AvlOY8+cNE6UsKxzDWlDMKcVz4IJuwPgv00+Z01r+z5RdCerTgerGRX2RQmSf9rfOMSIxsIGK6HSimA40LHUe4QUC2DoqkK88VdBVxz1YpixXKkGqyKAXw8rXRz0Ys/l7qLNOY7diGhXzYq9YLacDz9I27VAZU92nKp1RDXXIDp/phV61S+1We9Aev6haJs3Zoh9Le/oEP+OQIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p+/LUs5/WNES3MEtlRusEJ6jt0g=">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</latexit>

reserve 1 %

<latexit sha1_base64="1jF0ckQ1mgbrOTv0FIJprUHiq90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jF0ckQ1mgbrOTv0FIJprUHiq90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jF0ckQ1mgbrOTv0FIJprUHiq90=">AAAC43ichVHBattAEH1RmsZ2m8ZJL4VcRI3BJyOFQnMMJA25FFyoY4NlgqRMHGFZEqu1SWLcH8it9Jpbr+3/tN/SQ582cqENxStWM/vmzduZnSCLo1w7zo81a/3JxtPNSrX27PnWi+36zu5Znk5VKN0wjVPVD/xc4iiRro50LP1MiT8JYukF46Mi3puJyqM0+ahvMhlO/FESXUahrwmd1195Wq71NJsryUXNZOHZrmd7zdp5veG0HbPsx45bOg2Uq5PWf8LDBVKEmGICQQJNP4aPnN8ALhxkxIaYE1P0IhMXLFBj7pQsIcMnOuZ/xNOgRBOeC83cZIe8JeZWzLTR5D4xigHZxa1CP6f9xX1rsNF/b5gb5aLCG9qAilWj+J64xhUZqzInJXNZy+rMoiuNSxyYbiLWlxmk6DP8o3PMiCI2NhEb7wxzRI3AnGd8gYS2ywqKV14q2KbjC1rfWDEqSanoU0/RFq/Pejhm99+hPnbO9tuu03Y/vGkctsqBV7CH12hxqm9xiFN0WEeIT/iKb/huiXVnfba+PFCttTLnJf5a1v1vJYqYPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jF0ckQ1mgbrOTv0FIJprUHiq90=">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</latexit>

110 %

<latexit sha1_base64="7yfFlqhGbdnMre+bGHfiCSBPQWM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7yfFlqhGbdnMre+bGHfiCSBPQWM=">AAAC0HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egqXQU0lE0GPBB16EKvYBbZFNuo1L8yJJi7WIePXmVX+Z/hYPfrumghbphs3MfvPNtzM7VuiKODGM94y2sLi0vJLN5VfX1jc2C1vbjTgYRjav24EbRC2LxdwVPq8nInF5K4w48yyXN63BsYw3RzyKReBfJ+OQdz3m+KIvbJYAapqm0dE7pZtC0agYaumzjpk6RUpXLSh8UId6FJBNQ/KIk08JfJcYxfjaZJJBIbAuTYBF8ISKc3qgPHKHYHEwGNAB/g5O7RT1cZaascq2cYuLHSFTpxL2mVK0wJa3cvgx7Cf2vcKcf2+YKGVZ4RjWgmJOKV4AT+gWjHmZXsqc1jI/U3aVUJ+OVDcC9YUKkX3aPzoniETABiqi06liOtCw1HmEF/Bh66hAvvJUQVcd92CZslyp+Kkig14EK18f9WDM5t+hzjqN/YppVMzLg2K1nA48S7u0R2VM9ZCqdE411CE7fKFXetOutDvtUXv6pmqZNGeHfi3t+QuJ1ZBC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7yfFlqhGbdnMre+bGHfiCSBPQWM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7yfFlqhGbdnMre+bGHfiCSBPQWM=">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</latexit>

109 %

<latexit sha1_base64="oTHVGBpkHNZpFrdBV1Es5F2siI0=">AAAC0HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egqXQU0lEUG8FH3gRqtgHtEU26TaG5kWyLdYi4tWbV/1l+ls8+O2aClrEDZuZ/eabb2d2rMhzE2EYbxltbn5hcSmbyy+vrK6tFzY2G0k4jG1et0MvjFsWS7jnBrwuXOHxVhRz5lseb1qDIxlvjnicuGFwJcYR7/rMCdy+azMBqGkahx29U7ouFI2KoZY+65ipU6R01cLCO3WoRyHZNCSfOAUk4HvEKMHXJpMMioB1aQIshueqOKd7yiN3CBYHgwEd4O/g1E7RAGepmahsG7d42DEydSphnypFC2x5K4efwH5g3ynM+fOGiVKWFY5hLSjmlOI5cEE3YPyX6afMaS3/Z8quBPXpQHXjor5IIbJP+1vnGJEY2EBFdDpRTAcaljqP8AIBbB0VyFeeKuiq4x4sU5YrlSBVZNCLYeXrox6M2fw91FmnsVsxjYp5sVesltOBZ2mbdqiMqe5Tlc6ohjpkh8/0Qq/apXarPWiPX1Qtk+Zs0Y+lPX0CnSSQSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oTHVGBpkHNZpFrdBV1Es5F2siI0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oTHVGBpkHNZpFrdBV1Es5F2siI0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oTHVGBpkHNZpFrdBV1Es5F2siI0=">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</latexit>

MV grid

<latexit sha1_base64="wgmWApFgVURxreVV7AbcCY5Nqy4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wgmWApFgVURxreVV7AbcCY5Nqy4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wgmWApFgVURxreVV7AbcCY5Nqy4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wgmWApFgVURxreVV7AbcCY5Nqy4=">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</latexit>

LV grid

<latexit sha1_base64="tIVfoBGQsXtkZqTWYGiCgGsz+CY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tIVfoBGQsXtkZqTWYGiCgGsz+CY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tIVfoBGQsXtkZqTWYGiCgGsz+CY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tIVfoBGQsXtkZqTWYGiCgGsz+CY=">AAAC0XichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkXoqSS96LHgAw8KFe0DapEk3calaRI220Itgnj15lX/mP4WD367poIW6YbNzH7zzbczO24c8ERa1nvGWFhcWl7J5vKra+sbm4Wt7UYSDYXH6l4URKLlOgkLeMjqksuAtWLBnIEbsKbbP1Lx5oiJhEfhtRzHrDNw/JD3uOdIQK3zhukL3s3fFopW2dLLnHXs1ClSumpR4YNuqEsReTSkATEKScIPyKEEX5tssigG1qEJMAGP6zijB8ojdwgWA8MB2sffx6mdoiHOSjPR2R5uCbAFMk3axz7Vii7Y6lYGP4H9xL7XmP/vDROtrCocw7pQzGnFC+CS7sCYlzlImdNa5meqriT16FB3w1FfrBHVp/ejc4yIANbXEZNONNOHhqvPI7xACFtHBeqVpwqm7rgL62jLtEqYKjrQE7Dq9VEPxmz/Heqs06iUbatsX1aK1VI68Czt0h6VMNUDqtIZ1VCHmuYLvdKbcWWMjUfj6ZtqZNKcHfq1jOcv0+yRLQ==</latexit>

grid length

<latexit sha1_base64="wkpGRQxdCDTPt0n6hw+tx6MtZuA=">AAAC1XichVFLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEw4kdaLHkl8xIsJJvJIgJhtWcqG0jbbhQQJN+PVm1f9W/pbPPh1LSZKDNtsZ/abb76d2XEiX8TKst4zxsrq2vpGNpff3Nre2S3s7dfjcCRdXnNDP5RNh8XcFwGvKaF83owkZ0PH5w1ncJ7EG2MuYxEGd2oS8c6QeYHoCZcpQG1Piq7p88BT/fx9oWiVLb3MRcdOnSKlqxoWPqhNXQrJpRENiVNACr5PjGJ8LbLJoghYh6bAJDyh45xmlEfuCCwOBgM6wN/DqZWiAc6JZqyzXdziY0tkmnSMfaUVHbCTWzn8GPYT+0Fj3r83TLVyUuEE1oFiTiveAFfUB2NZ5jBlzmtZnpl0pahHZ7obgfoijSR9uj86F4hIYAMdMelSMz1oOPo8xgsEsDVUkLzyXMHUHXdhmbZcqwSpIoOehE1eH/VgzPbfoS469ZOybZXt25NipZQOPEuHdEQlTPWUKnRNVdThoo8XeqU3o2HMjEfj6ZtqZNKcA/q1jOcv+0OTNQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wkpGRQxdCDTPt0n6hw+tx6MtZuA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wkpGRQxdCDTPt0n6hw+tx6MtZuA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wkpGRQxdCDTPt0n6hw+tx6MtZuA=">AAAC1XichVFLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEw4kdaLHkl8xIsJJvJIgJhtWcqG0jbbhQQJN+PVm1f9W/pbPPh1LSZKDNtsZ/abb76d2XEiX8TKst4zxsrq2vpGNpff3Nre2S3s7dfjcCRdXnNDP5RNh8XcFwGvKaF83owkZ0PH5w1ncJ7EG2MuYxEGd2oS8c6QeYHoCZcpQG1Piq7p88BT/fx9oWiVLb3MRcdOnSKlqxoWPqhNXQrJpRENiVNACr5PjGJ8LbLJoghYh6bAJDyh45xmlEfuCCwOBgM6wN/DqZWiAc6JZqyzXdziY0tkmnSMfaUVHbCTWzn8GPYT+0Fj3r83TLVyUuEE1oFiTiveAFfUB2NZ5jBlzmtZnpl0pahHZ7obgfoijSR9uj86F4hIYAMdMelSMz1oOPo8xgsEsDVUkLzyXMHUHXdhmbZcqwSpIoOehE1eH/VgzPbfoS469ZOybZXt25NipZQOPEuHdEQlTPWUKnRNVdThoo8XeqU3o2HMjEfj6ZtqZNKcA/q1jOcv+0OTNQ==</latexit>

U

Un

<latexit sha1_base64="uedOXTVIjml4Wr+23NxslllJ7rY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uedOXTVIjml4Wr+23NxslllJ7rY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uedOXTVIjml4Wr+23NxslllJ7rY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uedOXTVIjml4Wr+23NxslllJ7rY=">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</latexit>

Fig. 2. Voltage distribution over the voltage levels

the same time. In order to determine this point in time of

the maximum load, a loading curve was created by means

of the study ”Mobilität in Deutschland 2008” [10] from the

year 2010. The charge curve obtained was superimposed with

other charging curves of various studies and the mean value

was formed. This is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Different load curves for charging electric vehicle

This load curve was then applied to the household load of

the grid to determine the time when the vehicles were charged

as shown in Fig. 4. The time with the highest load is marked

in the diagram with a green line.

After the determination of the time, the vehicles were

randomly distributed in the grid and the households acted with

the corresponding charging power.

C. Simulation Variants

The simulation of the grid is performed for two states of

the scenario for the year 2030. Once in the uncoupled state

and once in the coupled state, each with 40,000 variants. The

different vehicle classes were assumed with various charging

power. Table III shows the load of the EVs for four different

cases. Each case with 10,000 variants and the additional load

in the grid per variant.
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Fig. 4. Resulting household load with additional load from electric vehicle

TABLE III
CASES OF ADDITIONAL LOAD DUE TO ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Cases Variants Small Medium Big Additional
load

1 00,001 -
10,000

11.0 kW 11.0 kW 22.0 kW 385.0 kW

2 10,001 -
20,000

3.7 kW 11.0 kW 22.0 kW 326.6 kW

3 20,001 -
30,000

3.7 kW 3.7 kW 22.0 kW 231.7 kW

4 30,001 -
40,000

3.7 kW 3.7 kW 11.0 kW 154.7 kW

D. Simulation Process

The flow chart in Fig. 5 shows the process for the sim-

ulation. In the first step, the statistical data are evaluated,

resulting in the number of EVs and their classification into

classes. The further procedure envisages the determination of

the grid load with the additional load of the EVs. From this

the determination of the time for the worst case situtation,

which is to be examined, takes place. At the predetermined

time, the vehicle loads are now randomly distributed in the

grid and fed on the households. Then the grid is simulated

with the additional load, firstly in the closed switch state and

then in the open switch state.

Statisitc Data

Number of

electric vehicle

per grid

Highest load

Time of

additional load

Allocation of the

electric vehicle
Calculation

Fig. 5. Flow chart of the simulation process
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Evaluation Criteria

In order to determine the changes which occur due to the

additional load and the coupling in the network, different

parameters have been defined. These are explained in more

details below.

The evaluation criteria are the following:

• the voltage U

• the current I

• the voltage unbalancing factor bu

The voltage band of ±10 % according EN 50160 must be

observed. Therefore, the voltage limit Ulim = 0.9 · Un. The

rated short-time thermal current of the cable 4x150mm2 NYY

is 275A according to [3]. bu is limited to 2 % according to the

standard EN 50160. By using the equation 1, the unbalancing

factor bu can be calculated as follows. First the value for

the negative-sequence system and the value of the positive-

sequence system have to be calculated.

u012 = T · uL1L2L3 (1)

with the system vector u
012

in equation 2,

u012 =





U0

U1

U2



 (2)

the transformation matrix T with the complex phasor rotation

operator a in 3,

T =





1 1 1
1 a a2

1 a2 a



 (3)

and the vector of the unsymmetric voltage of each line

uL1L2L3 in 4.

uL1L2L3 =





UL1

UL2

UL3



 (4)

The bu is calculated using the previously determined system

sizes with equation 5.

bu =
u2

u1
· 100 % (5)

u012 : system vector

uL1L2L3 : line vector

bu : voltage unbalanced factor

u2 : negative-sequence system

u1 : positive-sequence system

T : transformation matrix

a : complex phasor rotation operator

In order to indicate the improvement of the evaluation

criteria from uncoupled to a coupled grid, the factors rU in 6,

rI in 7 and rb in 8 are introduced as well as the total factor

r in 9. These indicates the improvements in the ratio of the

coupled to the uncoupled grid.

Always the highest occurred value of a simulation variant

in the coupled (Ûc, Îc and b̂c) and uncoupled grid (Ûo, Îo and

b̂o) are considered. Please note that the improvement can be

negative too.

rU =
Ûo − Ûc

Ûo

(6)

rI =
Îo − Îc

Îo
(7)

rb =
b̂o − r̂c

r̂o
(8)

r =
1

3
· (rU + rI + rb) (9)

rU : improvement ratio of U

rI : improvement ratio of I

rb : improvement ratio of bu
r : improvement ratio of the grid

Ûo : peak value of U in the open switch state

Ûc : peak value of U in the closed switch state

Îo : peak value of I in the open switch state

Îc : peak value of I in the closed switch state

b̂o : peak value of bu in the open switch state

b̂c : peak value of bu in the closed switch state

Due to identify the relevant variants as suitable use-case for

the coupling of the grids, the penetration ratio is introduced.

This is necessary to identify the variants with high additional

load in the not coupable feeders. Since coupling the grids

will have no significant effect to the feeders, limit values

would always be exceeded. For this reason, variants with a

penetration ratio lower than a defined value are not included in

the evaluation. In this paper, two limits are considered, under

which variants are excluded from the evaluation: ψr > 50 %
and ψr > 30 %. Thereby, the evaluated variants are reduced

from 40,000 to 17,880 and 38,511.

The penetration ratio ψr is the additional load of EVs in

the considered couplable feeders Pa divided to the additional

load of all EVs in the grid Pt (10).

ψr =
Pa

Pt

(10)

ψr : penetration ratio

Pa : additional load in the considered coupled part

Pt : total additional load

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between ψr and r. The

improvements and the ψr have a positive correlation. The

bigger ψr the bigger the improvements. For low ψr, coupling

the grids have no effect.
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Fig. 6. Correlation between ψr and r

Fig. 7. Maximum values in all variants in the uncoupled grid with ψr > 50 %

B. Results

In the uncoupled grid with a penetration ratio of ψr > 50 %,

Fig. 7 shows that in 3 out of 4 cases the charging loads of

EVs are significantly lower than the voltage as well as excess

current and unbalance. It can be seen that in the first case, the

imbalance is not caused by the additionally applied vehicle

loads, since in this case they are only charged symmetrically.

In case of a lower additional load in the last 10,000 variants

(4th case) the rated short-time thermal current is not reached.

The results by uncoupled grid are contrasted with the results

by coupled grid shown in Fig. 8. Here, an improvement in the

characteristic values can be seen in comparison with Fig. 7.

Especially in the case of asymmetry, improvements are gained.

But the marginal flow is less often achieved. On the other hand,

compliance with the voltage can not be greatly improved by

the coupling.

In the preceding graphics the compliance with the limit was

Fig. 8. Maximum values in all variants in the coupled grid with ψr > 50 %

Fig. 9. Visualization of the improvement with ψr > 50 %

verify. Fig. 9 shows the improvements in the characteristic

values in relative sizes. It can be seen that for all parameters

an improvement can be observed. The biggest improvements

can be achieved with bu. The current is also waiting for

major improvements, but the biggest signs of deterioration can

be seen here as well. In many variants, the coupling leads

also to worse results for all three parameters. Over all its

shown that the change in grid coupling is in the majority of

variants (14,567) positive. Improvements of more than 30 %

can be achieved. Despite these notable improvements in grid

criteria, stable operating points can not be achieved through

the coupling.

In table IV the improvements and deterioration of the

characteristic values are compared. r is in about 4 out of 5

variants positive. In 1 out of 5 variants, there is a deterioration

in the values. This shows that coupling in the investigated

scenario does not always improve the grid situation.
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TABLE IV
IMPROVEMENT RATIO WHERE ψr > 50 %

Improvement ratio rU rI rb r

positive 15,328 13,858 14,516 14,567

negative 2,552 4,022 3,364 3,313

Fig. 10 shows r at ψr > 30 %. Similar to the investigation

with ψr > 50 %, the majority of r are positive. Table V shows

that about in 3 out of 4 variants the characteristic values are

positive and in 1 out of 4 variants negative.

Fig. 10. Improvement over all variants with ψr > 30 %

TABLE V
IMPROVEMENT RATIO WHERE ψr > 30 %

Improvement ratio rU rI rb r

positive 31,230 27,711 31,406 30,116

negative 7,281 10,800 7,105 8,395

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper presents an investigation on coupling of two LV

grids to master the challenges posed by e-mobility. Based

on synthetic grid models first insights were gained, which

are used in the further work. The results of this paper show

that an improvement of the characteristics can achieve by

coupling the grids. The investigated scenario 2030, however,

does not lead to the desired result of a stable grid operation,

since coupling of two LV grids is not sufficient to handle

such a high additional load. In the medium term, coupling

of rural grids can be a sensible and cost-effective alternative

for grid expansion. However, the grids can still operate with

less inconvenient expansion measures and a smaller number

of vehicles. In the future, further investigations on real grid

models will be carried out with the presented methodology.

It makes sense to show on the medium-term penetration of

vehicles and the associated additional burden on the LV grids.

A sensible parameter is certainly the amount of vehicles in

which a safe grid operation without larger expansion measures

is possible. Further investigations on the arrangement of the

vehicles in the grid can provide information on the variants

in which coupling deteriorate the characteristics. It turns out

that e-mobility represents a considerable additional burden for

the LV grids. By 2030, with a penetration in Germany of

planned 6 million vehicles, the LV grids must be expanded

and dimensioned accordingly.
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Abstract— Nowadays, more and more renewable energy sources

getting connected to national grid. Generation from renewable 

sources depends on climate. Energy security can achieved by 

microgrid. Microgrid comprise of Battery Energy Storage 

system, Fuel Cells, rooftop PV system, small wind turbines, 

Micro-cogeneration etc. If generation from renewable sources is 

insufficient; microgrid can used as a backup solution. This allow 

us to regulate voltage and frequency deviation. In this paper grid 

stability has been analyzed. Also microgrid’s advantages over 
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) in terms of reliability, 

continuity and scope has been discussed. 

Keywords-Microgrid; Grid stability; BESS, Fuel cell 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent few years, Italy had an extensive addition of 
renewable energy into national grid which is 29 GW between 
2000-2016 period, 19.5 GW of which came from solar and 9.5 
GW from wind, and which together should increase to 50 GW 
[1], [2]. Also Germany has been installed 40 GW PV until 
2016 and 40 GW wind power.  

Generation of wind and solar energy varies and increases 
the need for additional reserves. For example in Italy, on 
weakeneds electricity demand fell by around 15 GW in the 
2012-2016 period. In 2012 the conventional energy fleet was 
77 GW, while currently it is 56 GW. 

 In conclusion, while the reserve margin improved in 2016, 
it is still well below historic levels as shown in fig. 1 and 2, 
which, however, benefited from a generation fleet that is not 
comparable to the current one. Therefore, the problem of 
adequacy is still present for the Italian electricity system. With 
more and more penetration of renewables will need more 
increase in reserve will be required. Currently, Germany and 
Italy are the two EU countries with the highest DG penetration 
[3]. In Italy, since 2010, a huge deployment of DG occurred, 
leading to an important change in the technical and regulatory 
framework, e.g. technical prescriptions for the connection to 
the HV, MV and LV grids have been completely redefined.  

Currently, the main contributions to the system stability are 
assumed as mandatory services (primary frequency control, 
voltage regulation, etc.), while energy services (secondary 
frequency control, congestion management, etc.) are regulated 
in a specific ancillary services market. Recently, a new 
resolution of the Italian Energy Authority activated a new 
mechanism for the reimbursement of the primary frequency 
control provision on a voluntary basis [3]. 

 Goal of this paper is to analyze effects of microgrid on 
voltage profile of LV and MV network. In section II concept of 
microgrid and its advantages are explained. In section III, 
information about real-time implementation of microgrid 
given. In Section IV and V results and future work has been 
discussed. 

Figure 1. Reserve margin at summer peak demand 

Figure 2. Reserve Margin at winter peak demand 
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II. ADVANTAGES OF MICROGRID 

Concept of Microgrid 

Microgrid has the potential to be the required solution for 
the above problems. Advantages of microgrid are 

 Increase in system reliability and power quality 

 Easy black start 

 Expense of secondary backup power minimized 

 Load shaving 

 Win-win situation for consumers and distribution 
companies. Consumers will get electricity at lower 
prices and distributions companies will get reliability, 
improves grid stability and less penalties for 
interruptions. 

 Reactive power compensation possible 

Microgrid is a low-voltage distribution grid, which 
interconnects locally installed small, modular distributed 
energy resources, called DERs [4]. This grid can operate either 
in islanded mode or with macrogrid (i.e., utility grid). 
Microgrid system is gaining importance, to-day, because 
transmission and distribution systems are operating under 
extreme stress due to aging equipments as well as increasing 
growth of loads. Microgrids are, also, advantageous for CHP 
(combined heat and power) operation. This CHP operation 
enhances the system efficiency to 60% (approx.). This is a very 
high value compared to central power plant’s overall fuel-to-
electricity efficiency of 28%-32%. The scale of heat production 
from individual unit is small and therefore, it offers greater 
flexibility in matching to heat requirements. Overview of 
microgrid shown in fig. 3 [10]. Black start with microgrid is 
possible but problem of synchronization occurs. 

Again, microgrid has a benign impact on environment. 
Emissions from fossil fuel based plants are very high and are 
creating cause of concern about global warming. Whereas 
emissions of natural gas based micro turbine, fuel cells have 
been reduced significantly through better design. Solar PV 
and wind fall under green technology [8].  

 

 Figure 3. Overview of Microgrid 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MICROGRID 

Microgrid of capacity 100 kW will be implemented in 
Politecnico di Milano, Campus Bovisa, building BL25A as 

shown in fig.4. microgrid will consist of 30 kW (combinely 
Fuel cell, Battery, Micro-cogenerator) and existing 70 kW roof 
PV plant. Simulation model was implemented in DigiSilent 
software. Simulation results will be useful for actual 
implementation of microgrid. 

 

Figure 4. Microgrid implementation site 

 
For understanding effect of microgrid on grid MV 

benchmark grid proposed by is CIGRE C6.04.02 is used [9]. 
MV grid supplies power to town and express feeder is 
connected to place where microgrid has to be connected. 
Microgrid can be connected to MV grid and grid stability can 
analyzed, but scope of this paper LV grid has been analyzed. 
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Figure 5. Benchmark MV Model and LV Network 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Network shown in fig. 5 simulated in DigiSilent software. 

Detailed list about types of loads, microgrid, and bus voltages 

describes below.   

Table I describes about loads connected to 0.40 kV bus bar. 

Two pure resistive and complex loads are connected. 

Microgrid comprise of Fuel cell, Battery and PV roof plant. 

Other sources like micro-co-generation, diesel generator can 

be connected. 

Table III and Table IV explain about voltage profiles of 

MV and LV grid with and without microgrid. With the help of 

microgrid voltage profile of not only LV grid has been 

improved but also of MV has been improved. There is also 

change in Deg column from negative to positive this explains 

that microgrid is feeding power into grid. 

TABLE I.  LIST OF LOAD CONNECTED TO LV GRID 

Name Load  MW Mvar 

General Load 1 0.09 0 

General Load 2 0.04 0 

General Load 3 0.9 0.009 

General Load 4 0.09 0.005 

Induction Machine 1 0.09 0.035 

 

TABLE II.  COMPONENTS OF MICROGRID 

Sr. No Component of Microgrid  
MW/ 

MWhr 
Mvar 

1 Fuel Cell 0.5 - 

2 Battery 0.03 - 

3 PV roof plant 0.9 - 

TABLE III.  BUS VOLTAGES WITH MICROGRID 

Terminal Rtd. V [kV] Bus voltage 

  p.u. kV Deg 

12 110 1.00 110 0 

13 20 0.913 18.25 1.01 

14 20 0.913 18.26 1.04 

8 20 0.913 18.27 1.06 

7 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

6 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

9 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

10 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

11 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

4 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

5 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

3 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

2 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

1 20 0.914 18.27 1.09 

Bus bar at Politecnico 

(LV) 

0.40 0.910 0.36 2.11 

Microgrid bus bar 0.40 0.910 0.36 2.11 
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TABLE IV.  BUS VOLTAGES WITHOUT MICROGRID 

Terminal Rtd. V [kV] Bus voltage 

  p.u. kV Deg 

12 110 1.00 110 0 

13 20 0.910 18.25 -2.50 

14 20 0.909 18.26 -2.57 

8 20 0.908 18.27 -2.59 

7 20 0.917 18.27 -2.65 

6 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

9 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

10 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

11 20 0.914 18.27 -2.65 

4 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

5 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

3 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

2 20 0.907 18.27 -2.65 

1 20 0.903 18.27 -3.45 

Bus bar at Politecnico 

(LV) 

0.40 0.903 0.36 -5.19 

Microgrid bus bar 0.40 0.000 0.000 0.00 

 

From LV terminal (0.40 kV) it is concluded that 

voltage stability can achieved with help of microgrid. This not 

only affect voltage profile of LV but also, MV grid voltage 

profiles has been improved. If microgrid connected to MV 

network there will be more improvement in MV and LV grid. 

This analysis will be done in future work.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Presented work is initial part of my master thesis. In this 

paper voltage regulation of LV and MV grid has been 

analyzed. From results in can concluded that, with the help of 

microgrid voltage profile of not only LV grid improved but 

also voltage profile of MV has been improved. Load 

connected to MV network will get some percent of power 

from microgrid and because of this transmission losses will be 

minimized. 

 Applications of microgrid not limited to this. Future work 

of thesis will be power quality improvement by microgrid. 

Microgrid comprises of energy storage and generator therefore 

generation of electricity during peak hours will cut down price 

which is called load shaving. 
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